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EDITORIAL

PREFACE

W the regrouping of the CortecteD Parews, the present volume
has proved to be the mast miscellaneous, and can indeed be termed
“Chmcal’ only a polos. The word ‘chnical’, however, as the
present writer has expounded at length elsewhere, has greatly
widened in its meaning of late years, and has now come mainly to
indicate a certain charactenstic mode of approach to various
problems—-psychological, medical, and others
The third, forthcommg volume will consst of five long
ase-lustones studied psycho-analytically, and 1s thus the most
valuable as regards actual chmival material The fourth yolume
wil contam a number of papers on ‘ Metapsychology ', together
with most of those deating with the appheation of psycho-analysis
to non-medical topics
he present volume contams all the ather papers written hetween
1906 and 1924 Many are purely chmcal im the narrower sense,
such as Hysterical Phantasies, Types of Nosogenesis, Disposition to
Obsessional Neurosts, Case of Homosexuality im a Woman, ete ,
others concern matters of wider interest, such as the ascertainment

of truth in legal proceedings, the sexual enlightenment of children,
children’s lymg, ete , while the first appltcation of psycho-analysis
to the study of character-development will also be found herr,
A word should be said about two groups of papers which are
amore homogeneous The last four in the first section were wntten
only thus year, 1924, and one of them has not yet even appeared in
serman, Professor Freud, however, kindly supphed the manusonpt
of it to the Institute for the purposes of this translation These are
all written on the basis of hts recent important brochure entrtled
Das Ich wnd Das Es, of which a separate translation wall shortly
appear, and they are sa recondite that the reader 1s advised to
postpone the study of them unti) he 1» famuhar with the contents
of that book
The second sectton contains all those papers relating directly to
Technique , six of them were pubhshed m a group in the Zestschri/t
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It should be pointed out, however, tat they were in no sense
intended to form a comprehensive of consecutive exposition of the
technique, but merely deal with certain points arising in the course
of psycho-analytuc treatment In spite of several attempts, no
completely satislymg account of psycho-analytc techmaque hag
yet been provided Indeed, :1 1s probable that, as with bactentology
and many other disciplines, no written account of techmque can
do more than supplement the only satisfactory method of acquiring
At, nannely, first-hand study with someone who possesses a mastery
We wish to express our gratitude to Fraulan Anna Freud
for her invaluable assistance

in revising the translation
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PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

OF TRUTH

AND

THE

ASCERTAINING

IN COURTS

OF

LAW?!

(1906)
|

HERE

1$ a growing

recogmition

of the

untrust-

worthiness of statements made by witnesses, at
present

the

basis

of

so

many

judgements

in

Courts of Law, and this has quickened in all of you,
who are to become yndges and advocates, an interest in

a new method of investigation, the purpose of which

3s

to

lead

the

accused

gwit or innocence

person

objectively.

to

estabhsh

This method

his

own

ts of a

psychological and experimental character, and 1s based
upon psychological research; it 1s closely connected
with certam views which have only recently been
propounded im medical psychology. [understand that
you are already engaged in testing the utility and
bearing of this new method by means af what one
might call ‘mock trials’, and T have gladly accepted
the invitation

of your

President,

Professor

Loffler,

to

explain to you more fully the relation of this method
to psychology
‘ou are all acquainted with the gaine played at
parties, where a word 28 called out at random

and some-

than

which

the

it omits only

one

one has to add a second word forming a compound
with the first—for example,* steam ’, ‘ ship’, giving the
compound word ‘steam-sbip’. it 1s nothmg more
a modsfication

of this children’s game

Wandt school has introduced into psychology under
the name of ‘association

test’,

and

Lecture delvered to Prof, Loffler’s Seminar in June 1yo6.
published tn nthe Arche fa Krneunclandivopilogse sind’ Kromnadiosh,
ron HE Gross, Eel 26, 1906, reprinted in Summiung, Zweite Folge
[iratiiated by EBM Hertord
|
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rule of the game.

word

(termed

the

APES

x

The experment ts as follows

a

‘stumulus-word ') 1s called out to

the subject, and he replies as quickly as possible with

some other word that occurs to lum (the so-called
‘reaction "), lus choice of this reaction not being

restricted in any way
The points to be specially
observed are the time required for this reaction, and
the

very

variable

relation of the

stamuhus-word

to the

reaction-word
Now it cannot be claimed that much
fresh knowledge was gained as the immedhate result of

these experments
This was ta be expected, however,
since they were carned out without any decided am

m view, and without any guiding principle which
could be brought to bear on the results. The expen-

ments only became
Bleuter

m

Zurich

sigmficant and fruitful when

and

his

pupils,

especially

began to pay attention to ‘association tests’.

Jung,

"Their

expermments acquired practical value when the hypothesis was applied that the connection between the
stimulus-word and the reaction-word could not be
ane of chance, but must be determmed by a preexisting group of ideas in the mind of the person

reacting
{t has become

customary to call a group of ideas

of this kind, having an influence on
the stimulus-word, a ‘complex’.
The

either

by

the

stimulus-word

the reaction to
influence works

actually

touching

a

complex directly or by the complex succeeding. in
getting into touch with the word by intermediate links.

This determination of the reaction 1s a very remarkable

fact, as you can see by the undisguised amazement

expressed in the literature on the subject
The truth
of 1t admits of no doubt, however, for as a rule you

can lay bare the particular complex at work by asking
the subject of the experiment to give the reasons for

his reaction, and so explam

a reaction which could not

otherwise be understood. Examples like those given
by Jung, on pp. 6 and 8-9 of his treatise,' are well
4 Jung, Dre psychologssche Diagnose des Tatbestandes, 1908.
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suited to make us doubt the existence of chance and
of what appears to be arbatrarmess m mental processes.

Let us consider for a moment the early history of

the view put forward by Bleulcr and Jung, namely,
that these reactions are determined by complexes in

the mind of the subject.

im which

J pomnted

out

therefore

contributed

In rgor I published a work !

that

a whole

senes of actions

previously held to be due to chance were on the
contrary strictly determined, and to that extent I have

of mental free will.

towards

circumsenbing

the

field

I took as examples slight skps of

memory, tongue or pen, and the rmslaying of objects
Tshowed that when someone

makes

the

the

a slip of the tongue

it 1s not chance, nor difficulty m articulation either,
nor stmilanty in sound that 1s responsrble , but that
m every case a disturbing group of 1deas—a complex
—can be brought to ight winch alters the meaning af
intended

speech

under

guise

of

an

apparent

shp of the tongue. Further, I took for consideration
people's little actions that are apparently purposeless
and due to chance--ther petty habits of playing,
fiddhng with things and so on—and revealed them as
“symptomatic actions ’ connected with a hidden mcan-

ing and intended to give this hidden meaning unobtrusive

expression.

I found, moreover,

that

even

a

Christian name cannot occur to the mind by chance,
but must have been determined by a powerful complex .
and that the numbers that one may think one chooses
arbitranly can be traced to the influence of such a

hidden complex

mine,

Dr,

Alfred

most astomshmg

striking examples*

A few years later a colleague of

Adler,

was

able

to substantiate

statement of mine

this

by some very

Once one has accustomed oneself

to such a conception of determmmism in mental processes 1t is a justifiable deduction, drawn from the
study of the psychopathology of everyday iife, that the

4 Freud, Zur Psychopathologse des AlUtagsteben:
bens
% Adler, Dret Psychoanalysen von Zahlenevnjallen und obsedievenden
Zaklen, 1905
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given
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a
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person

1

under

expenmental

conditions are not arbitrary but are conditioned by
the operation of an idea mn his mind.
Now

let us return

to the association

test.

In the

land of experiment we have alrcady referred to, it 1s
the subject under cxammation

who

gives us the origin

of his reactions, and this fact has made these experiments somewhat unprofitable from the point of view of

legal cases But might we not change the order of
things, somewhat as in an equation with several unknowns which can be solved by interchanging one or
the other

(taking either the 2 or the 6 as the % we are

has been

unknown

seeking)?

Up to now in our experiments the complex
to us.

We

tested with any chance

stimulus-word, and the subject under examumation
revealed the complex which was brought to expression

by

means

process

of this word,

Suppose

Suppose we start with some

we reverse the
known

complex,

take chosen words with which to stimulate reactions

im the subject, and put + in the mind of the subject
himself

Is

it possible

on

this

basis

thus

to

decide

whether the known complex ts present in the subject
under examination, by a study of the assvciations given
as

reactions?

You

observe

that

this

method

of

enquiry corresponds exactly with that adopted by an

exanuning judge wha wishes to discover whether an
acknowledged fact of which he 1s aware is also known
to the accused in the réle of perpetrator.
It seems that

Wertheimer and Kiein, two pupils of Hans Gross, the
Professor of Cnminal
to put ito practice

investigation,

point of view.

a most

Law in Prague, were the first
this change m the methods of

important

change

from your

You know already from your own experience that
™m such mvestgations several pomts m the reactions
help to decide whether the subject under exammation
possesses a complex which you are testing with your
stimulus-word
1 will enumerate them for you in
4 According to Jung, of cit
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order. (x) An unusual content in the reaction which
requires explanation.
(2) Increase of reaction-time,
for stimulus-words which have touched the complex
are reacted to after considerable delay (the delay may
be several times longer than the normal reaction-time).
(3) Faulty reproduction.

fact is meant
strmulns-worlls

You know what remarkable

by this.
When a longish series of
1s repeated after a short interval, the

subject will give the same reactions except where the

stimuJus-word has touched a complex, and then another

reaction will often be substituted. (4) Perseveration
(or perhaps better ‘after-cffects’). [t often happens
that the action of the complex which has been awakened
through

an

effective

(‘cntical’)

stimulus

continues

after that word has been passed and changes the
reactions (e.g. by lengthening the reaction-time) to the
non-critical stimuli which follow immediately after.
When all or several of these signs are simultaneously
present it proves that the complex known to us Is
present as a disturbing element in the mind of the
person under exammmation.
The disturbance 1s attnbuted to the fact that the complex present in the mind

of the subject 1s charged wath fecling, and enabled to
distract his attention

from

the task of reacting.

This

irregulanty is regarded as a‘ mental betrayal*.

T know that you are at the moment concemed with

the potentialities and pitfalls of this experimental
technique, the aim of which
betray himself objectively.
your attention to the fact
method of discovering hidden

been

practised

different

for more

ts to lead
1 would
that an
material

than

field of investigahon.

the accused ta
therefore draw
exactly sumilar
m the ‘mind has

a decade

m

It is my

purpose

a ve

to

lay before you the points of resemblance and difference
in the two cases,
This field 1s indced a very different one from yours.
I refer to the therapy for certain nervous complaints,
the so-called psychoneuroses, of which hysteria and
obsessions may be taken as examples.
In this case

Vou. at

B
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the method is called psycho-analysis; it was evolved
by

me

from

the

‘cathartic’

method

first practised by Breuer in Vienna’

of

therapeutics

To allay your

surpuse I must work out an analogy between’ the

criminal and the hystenc.
with

a secret,

with

In both we are concerned

something

hidden.

But

m

order

that I may not appear paradoxical, I must pomt out

the difference at once.
In the case of the criminal it 1s
a secret which he knows and hides from you, but in the
case of the hysteric it 1s a secret hidden from him, a

secret he himself docs not know. How is this posstble ?
Now, through laborious investigations, we know
that all these iinesses are the result of the patient
having succeeded in repressing certain ideas charged
with strong feelng, together with the wishes that arse

from them, in such a way that they play no part in his
dehberate thought-processes, cannot enter mto his

conscious thoughts, and therefore remain unknown to
him.
But
from
this
repressed
psychic
maternal
(complexes) are generated the somatic and psychic

symptoms, which plague the patrent just as a guilty
conscience does. In this one point, therefore, the

difference between the crimmal
fundamental.

and the hysterical 1s

The task of the therapentist 1s, however, the same

as the task of the judge , he must discover the hidden

psychic material, To do this we have invented
various methods of detection, some of which lawyers

are now going to imitate.
It will interest you, from the point of view of your

own profession, to hear how we physicians proceed in
psycho-analysis.
When the patient has recapitulated
his history for the first time, we ask him to be com-

pletely passive and to allow all thoughts that occur to

him free expression without any selection, criticism or

suppression on his part. We start, as you see, with an
assumption he docs not mm any way share, that his
thoughts are not arbitrary but are determined by
» Breuer und Freud, Studien aber Hysterve, 1805
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may

be

regarded to a certain extent as derived from these
complexes.

You

assocration

test.

which

will note

it is the

same

assumption

helped us to arrive at the significance of the
But

although

we

have

sumpressed

upon the patient the rule to communicate all his
thoughts, he does not seem able to keep to it. He

holds back first this and then the other thought, and
gives various reasons to account for this, either that

it is unimportant or that it 1s irrelevant, or that it 1s

juite meaningless,
We insist that he should communicate the thought in spite of these objections and
that he should follow it up, for this criticism ts pre-

cisely evidence to us that the thought belongs to the
‘ complex ' which

we

are

seeking.

It

1s precisely

in

this attrtude of the patrent that we recograze a manifestation
of his ‘resistance’,
which
will
through the whole course of his treatment.

continue
I would

only indicate bnefiy that this conception of resistance

has gamed the utmost signilicance for us in under-

standing

the

origi

of

the

iliness

as

mechanism of the healing process.
Now

a similar

attitude

of cnticism

well

as

the

of associations

does not occur directly in your tests, whereas we are
able in psycho-analysis to observe ali those striking
signs of a ‘complex’ which you notice m your tests,
Even when

the patient no longer ventures to evade the

rule which has been imposed upon him, we notice that
sometimes, nevertheless, he hesitates and stops, sometimes pauses

in his flow of ideas.

Every hesitation of

this kind 1s to us an expression of his resistance and
Indeed,
for us it is the most important sign of such a signifi-

an indication of rts relation to the ‘ complex’.

cance, just as for you the lengthenimg of reaction-tume
’8 a very

important

indication.

We

are

accustomed

to mterpret the hesitation m this hght even when the
content of the idea held back seems to contain nothing

difficult, and when
imagine

why

he

the patient assures us he cannot

should

hesitate

to

communicate

it.

20
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‘The pauses which occur in psycho-analysis are as a

rule many times longer than the delays which you
notice in reaction-tests.

The second of your complex-indicators, the altera-

tion of the reaction-content, also plays its part m the
technique of psycho-analysis. We are wont to regard
even the smallest digressions from

the ordinary form of

expression in our patients generally as a sign of some
hidden meaning , and for the time being we lay ourselves

open

to

interpretations.

the

ridicule

We

are

of

the

hterally

patient

on

remarks that hint at a double meaning,
the hidden meaning glimmers through

expresston.

the

and
the

by

alert

such

for

in which
harmless

Not only patients, but colleagues tgnorant

of the techmque of psycho-analysis and its immediate
bearings, are incredulous and accuse us of petty jokes
and of playing with words, but we are nearly always im
the nght,
After all, it 1s not difficult to understand
that the only way m which a carefully guarded secret

betrays itself 1s by distant, or at best by ambiguous,

allusions.
At last the patient becomes accustomed to
disclosing, by means of so-called ‘indirect representation _’, all we require in order to discover the complex.

The third of your complex-indicators, that of error

im reproduction

(such as you observe when something

repeated a second time shows a discrepancy with the

first), is also made use of in a narrower field m the
technique of psycho-analysis.
One task which ts often
set_us 1s the interpretation of dreams, t.e the transJation
of the remembered
dream-content
into its
hidden meaning.
It sometrmes happens that we are

uncertain at winch pomt to begm the task, and in
tlus case we make use of a rule discovered empimcally, according to which we let the dreamer recount
Ins dream again.
In doing so he usually changes
the expressions used m some parts whilst faithfully

repeating the rest.

discrepancies

arise

These pomts, in regard to which

in

the

two

accounts

or which

are

omitted in the second telling, are the points to which

1906
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we pay special attention ; for the maccuracy indicates
that

the complex

is being

touched,

and

promises

best approach to the secret meaning of the dream.”
You

will not now

suppose

that

the pomts

the

of simi-

lanty are exhausted when I state that a phenomenon

corresponding exactly to perseveration does not appear
in psycho-analysis This apparent difference only

arises from the particular conditions of your test.
For you do not allow the effect on the complex time
to develop

itself.

It has

scarcely

begun

ta act when

you distract the attention of the subject under examinataon

by

a new

and

probably

harmless

strmulus-word,

and then you may observe that the subject delays,
being still occupied

interference.
we

avoid

with

the complex

in sprite of your

On the other hand, m psycho-analysis

such

interruptions,

keeping

the

patient

oceupred with his complex, and since m our method
everything is, so to speak, ‘ perseveration ’, we cannot
observe the phenomenon as an isolated occurrence,
We may claim that it 1s by means of this kind

of

technique that we, on the whole, succeed m making

the patient aware of what he has repressed, of hus
secret, and thus in removing the psychological cause
of the symptom from which he 1s suffermg.
Before
you draw any conclusions as to the posstbilities these
successful results offer for your profession, we will

consider some pomts of difference m the psychological
situation mm the two cases,

We have already pointed out the chief difference

With the neurotic, the secret 1s hidden from his own
consciousness

, with the criminal it is hidden only from.

you, In the first we have a genuine ignorance (though
not altogether complete), whulst m the latter this
ignorance is merely simulated. Connected with this 1s
another

difference

more

important

im

practice.

In

psycho-analysis the patient consciously helps to overcome his resistance because he expects to gain samething from the investigation— cure. The crimmai, on
"CE Freud, Die Traumdeutung
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the contrary, does not co-operate with you;

be working against his whole ego.

he would

As a compensation

for this, however, you are only endeavouring to arrive
at

a

conviction

demands

objectively;

whereas

our

therapy

that the patient himself should also arnve at

the same conviction subjectively.
It remains to be
seen, however, how far your difficulties are increased or

altered by the lack of co-operation on the part of the
subject , for this is a situation which you can never
bring

about

in

your

class

experiments,

since

your

colleague playing the part of the accused 1s, in spite
of his conscious determination not to betray himself,

your co-worker and assistant.

Looking more deeply into the companson of the
two situations, 1 will become clear to you that on the
whole psycho-analysis 1s concerned with a simple,
special form of the problem of discovery of hidden

matenal in the mind, whereas in your profession, on
the other hand, the problem 2s a much broader one,

The case of the psychoneurotic ts regularly concerned
with a repressed sexual complex (in the widest sense

of the term), but this ss a difference which does not
concern you
There 1s another point, however, which
does.
The aim of psycho-analysis 1s identical in all

cases ; the analysis aims at laying bare the complexes

which have been repressed as a result of the pamful
feelings

associated

with

them,

and

which

produce

signs of resistance when there is an attempt to bring
them into consciousness.
‘The resistance 1s localized ,
at arises at the boundary between the unconscious
and the conscious.
In your case we are concerned with
a resistance onginating entirely within the conscious life.
You cannot sumply discount this difference.
You must

first determine experimentally whether the conscious

tesistance betrays
the unconscious

itself by exactly
resistance does.

the same
Further,

signs as
in my

opinion you cannot yet be certain whether you may

mterpret. your objective signs of a ‘complex’ as
resistance m the same way that we psychotherapeutists

1906
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in the case of your experimental

subyects, though not very often 1n the case of criminals,

that the complex you ‘touch on 1s one tinged with
pleasure, and the
complex will give

question then arises whether this
the same reaction as one charged

with painful affect.
I would also lay stress on the consideration that
your expermments may possibly be subject to a com-

pheation

which

naturally

does

not

arse

im

psycho-

analysis. You may be led astray m your exammation
by a neurotic who reacts as though he were guilty even

though he is mnocent—because. a lurking sense of guilt
already existing in him assimilates the accusation made
against him on this particular occasion.
You must

not regard this possibility as an idle one , you have only
to think of the nursery, where you can often observe
it.
It sometimes happens that a clnid who has been
accused of a misdced denies the accusation, but at the
same time weeps hke a sinner who has been caught.
You might think that the child hes, even while it
asserts its innocence, but this need not be so.
The

child 1s really not guilty of the specific misdeed of which
he is bemng accused, but he ts guilty of a similar musdemeanour of which you know nothing and of which

you do not accuse him.
He therefore quite truly denies
his guilt m the one case, but in doing so betrays his

sense of guilt with regard to the other.
neurotic behaves

as the child does.

tn this and in many

The adult

other ways

just

People of this kind are often to be

met, and it 15 indeed a question whether your technique
will succeed 1 distinguishing such self-accused persons
from those who are really guilty.

Finally, one more

point
you know that, according to law, you may not
use any procedure which takes the accused off his
guard.

He

will

therefore

be

aware

that

his

whole

effort must be directed to avoid betraying himself m
your experiments ; and a further question then arses,

whether you can expect the same reactions when
attention 1s directed towards the complex as when it
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is diverted from it?
How far
intention to avoid self-betrayal

1

does the conscious
affect reactions in

different people ?
Just because the srtuations on which your mvestiga-

tions are based can be so manifold, psychology takes
a very lively interest in its results, and one would hke

to suggest that you should not too readily doubt their
practical

value,

Although

my

work

hes

so

far from

the sphere of yous legal practice, allow me to make one

other suggestion. In spite of the fact that expenments
im class are essential for your traimmg and for the
examination

of witnesses,

you

will

never

be

able

to

reproduce m your experiments the same psychological

situation as in the exammation of a guilty person in

the cnminal court.
They remain ‘ mock inals’, and
no practical conclusions can be based on them for use

im a criminal
experimental

case.

If we

do not

study,

the following

of years

in ail actual

wish

to give

alternative

up

suggests

rtself st might be arranged for you, even to the extent
of becoming a duty, to undertake such examinations
for a series

cases

of accusation

without your conclustons berng allowed to mmfluence the

decision of the yudge.

It would, indeed, be best if the

latter never knew the conclusions which you drew from

your

expcnments

accused

with

regard

to

the

guilt

of

the

After years of collecting and comparing the

results thus obtained, all doubt with regard to the value

of this psychological method of examination should be
solved,
1] know, however, that the reahzation of this
proposal does not rest only with you or with your
eminent teachers,
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AM certamly not the first
cetios:
between
what

to be struck by the
are called obsessive

acts in neurotics and those religious observances by
means of which the faithful give expression to their
piety. The name ‘ ceremonial’, which has been grven
to certain of these obsessive acts,
‘The resemblance, however, scems

1s evidence of this.
to me to be some-

thing more than superficial, so that an msight into the
origin of neurotic ceremomal may emboulden us to draw
by analogy inferences about the psychological processes
of religious hfe.
ersons

who

are

addicted

to

thoughts

and

and

with

ceremonials belong to the same
suffer

from

impulses

chmieal

and

obsessive
the

group,

lke,

the

form

customary

obsessive

acts

or

class as those who

term

ideas,

obsessive

them

« definite

for which

1s

obsessional neurosis?
Bul one should not attempt to
deduce the character of the disease from its name, for,

strictly speaking, there are other morind psychological

Pphenamena which have an equal claim to the ‘ obsessional character'', asitiscalled.
In place ofa definition

we must for the present be content with a detailed
description of these conditions, for it has not yet been

possible to demonstrate the essential feature wiuch
probably lies at the root of the obsessional neurosis,
* Furst Published in the Zestschrft fur Meligronspsychalogre, Yd
.
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though one seems to find indrcations of it at every turn
in chnical manifestations of the disorder.

The neurotic ceremonial consists of little preserrp-

tions, performances,
certain activities of

restrictions, and arrangements m
every-day life which have to be

carned out always in the same or m a methodically
varied way. These performances make the impression
that they are mere ‘ formalites’,

meaningless

to us.

the patient himself;

Nor

do

they

they appear quile

appear

otherwise

to

yet he 15 quite mcapable of re-

nouncing them, for every neglect of the ceremonial ts
punished with the most intolerable anxiety, which

forces him to perform it instantly.

Just as trvial

as the ceremonial performances themselves
occasions which give rise to them, and the

are the
kind of

actions which are thereby caricatured, hindered, and
invariably also delayed, ¢.g dressing and undressing,
going to bed, and the satisfaction of bodily needs.
The carrying out of a ceremonial may be desenbed as
the

fulfilment

of

a

semes

of

unwritten

rules,

for

example, in the bed ceremonial the chair must stand in
a particular place by the bed, and the clothes must he

folded and laid upon it in a particular order,

the

coverlet must be tucked in at the bottom, and the bed-

clothes evenly spread, the pillows must be arranged

in such and such a manner, and the body must he in a
particular position—only
when
all is correct is it

permissible to go to sleep.

In shght cases the cere-

monial appears to be only an exaggeration of an
ordinary and justifiable orderliness, but the remarkable
conscientiousness with which it 1s carned out, and the
anxiety which follows its neglect, gives the ceremomal
the character of a sacred mte.
Any disturbance of tt

is tolerated with difficulty, and the presence of other

persons dunng the performance of it 1s almost always

out of the question.
Any

activities

whatsoever

may

become

obsessive

acts im a wide sense 1f they become elaborated by petty

modifications

or

develop

a

rhythmic

character

by
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A sharp distinction between

and

‘ceremonils’

1s

not

to

be

cted ; as a rule an obsessive act develops from a

ceremonial.
Besides these, prohibitions and hindrances
(aboutza) complete the picture of the disorder;
the
latter only carry further the work of the obsessive acts,
for m the one case a certain activity 1s interdicted

altogether, and in the other it 1s only possible when the

patient follows the prescnbed ceremonial
It 1s remarkable that both compulsions and prohibitions

(that

one

thing

must

be

done

and

another

may not be done) orginally relate only to the solitary

activities of the persons concerned,
therr social activities

many

remain

for a long time

unaffected,

so that for

years such patients can treat their affliction as a

private matter and hide it from others.

Moreover, far

more persons suffer from these forms of the obsessional

neurosis than ever came to the knowledge of physicians.

For many patients, too, concealment is not a difficult

matter, because at 1s qutte possble far them to fulfil
their social duties during part of the day, after having
devoted

several

hours

Melusina-hke seclusion.

to their secret

performances

in

It 1s easy to see wherem hes the resemblance

between neurotic ceremonial and religious rites , 1t 1s
in the fear of pangs of conscience after their omission,
in the complete isolation of them from all other

activities (the feeling that one must not be disturbed),
and in the conscientiousness with which the details are
camed out.
But equally obvious are the differences

some

of which

are so starthng

comparison into a sacrilege.
vanabihty

that they

make

the

the greater mdividual

of neurotic ceremonial

in contrast with

the

stereotyped character of rites (prayer, orientation, etc.),
its private nature as opposed to the public and communal character of religious observances, especially,

however,

the

distinction

that

the

rehgious ceremonies are full of meaning

httle

details

of

and are under-

stood symbolically, while those of neurotics seem silly
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In
this respect
an
obsessional
a tragi-connc travesty of a private

religion. But this, the sharpest distinction between
neurotic and religious ceremomals, disappears as soon
as one penetrates by means of psycho-analytic investigation to insight into obsessive actions. By this
process

the

ontward

appearance

of being

meaningless, which is characteristic

foolish

and

of obsessive acts,

is comp! letely demolished, and the fact of ther having
this appearance is explained.
It 1s found that obsessive
acts are throughout and in all thei details full of
meaning, that they serve unportant interests of the

personality, and that they give expression both to
persisting

impressions

of previous

experiences

and

to

thoughts about them which are strongly charged with
affect. This they do m two ways, either by direct or
by symbohe representation, so that they are to be
interpreted either lustorically or symbohcally.
1 must here give a few examples to illustrate these

remarks.
Those who are fambar with the results of
the psycho-analytic investigation of the psychoneuroses

will not be surprised to learn that what 1s expressed

in an obsessive act or ceremonial 1s derived from the
most mtmate, and for the most part from the sexual,

experiences of the patient,

(a) A girl of my acquaintance was under the

compulsion to rinse out the basm many times after
washing.
The significance of this ceremoral lay in the
proverbial saymg, ‘Don't throw away dirty water

until you have clean.

The action had the meaning

of a warning to her ‘sister, to whom she was much
attached, not to separate from her unsatisfactory
husband until she had established a relationship with
a better man.
(b) A woman who was hving apatt from her husband
was subject to a compulsion to leave the best of whatever
she ate, for example, she would only take the outside
of a piece of roast meat.
This renunciation
was
explained by the date of its origin.
It appeared the

1907
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after

she

had

refused

marital

relations

husband, that 1s to say, had given up the best.

with

29
her

(c) The same patient could only sit on one particular
chair, and could leave it again only with difficulty,
In
connection with certain details of her martied life the
chair symbolized to her her husband, to whom she
remained faithful.
She found the explanation of her

compulsion in the sentence, ‘It is so hard to part from

anything (chair or husband) im which one has once
settled oneself.’

(4) Fora long time she used to repeat a very curious

and senseless obsessive act
mto

the

next,

m

the

with a cloth upon it

She ran out of her room

middie

of

which

stood

a table

This she pulled straight in a

particular manner, rang for the housemaid, who had
to approach the table, and then sent her off again on
some mndifferent errand. During her efforts to explain
this compulsion it occurred to her that at one place
on the tablecloth there was u stain and that she always
arranged the cloth so that the housemaid was bound

toseeit

The whole scene proved to be a reproduction

of an incident m her marriage
On the wedding-mght
her husband had met with a not nnusnal mshap.
He

found himself impotent, and ‘ many tunes m the course
came hurrying from his room to hers‘ in
order to try again. In the morning he said he would

of the night

be shamed in the eyes of the hotel chambermaid who
made the bed, so he took a bottle of red ink and poured
its contents aver the sheet, but he did it so clumsily
that the stain came m a place most unsutable for his
purpose.
With her obsessive act, therefore, she was
reproducing
the bridal might.
(‘Bed
and
board"

indeed comprise marnage.)
(e)

She started a compulsion

to note the number of

cach currency-note before partmg with it, and ths

also was to be interpreted historically.

At a time

when she had still had an intention to leave her husband

if she could find a more trustworthy man, she allowed
herself to become the object of the attentions of a man
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she met at a watering-place, but was in doubt whether
he was altogether in earnest. One day, as she was

short of small change, she asked him to change a
5-kronen piece for her. He did so, and put the large
com

in his pocket,

saying

with

a gallant

air that

he

would never part with it since 1t had passed through

her hands

At thetr later meetings she was frequently

tempted to challenge him

to show her the §-kronen

piece, as if to convince herself that she could believe in
ins attentions,
But she reframed, for the good reason

that one cannot distmguish coins of the same value.

Her doubts therefore remained unsolved,

they left

her with a compulsion to note the number of each
currency-note by which each one can be distinguished.
from others of the same value.
These few examples, selected from many I have met

with, are intended mercly to ilustrate the statement

that in obsessive acts everything has its meaning and
interpretation.
The same is true of ceremonials in the

strict sense,

only

practices
It 1s one

of

that

the

evidence

for this would

require a more detailed presentation, I quite realize,
however, how far we seem to be getting from any
connection between this interpretation of obsessive
acts and the lme of thought pecuhar ta rehgious
the

features

of

the

disease

that

the

person whe 1 affected with a compulsion submits to
it withont understanding tts meaning-—or at any rate

its chief meaning

It 18 only under the wfluence of

psycho-analytic treatment that the meaning of the
obsessive act, and therewith of the mpeling motre

underlymg if, becomes conscious.

We express this

important fact by saying that the obsessive act serves.
to cxpress unconscious motives and ideas.
Here we

seem to find a further departure from religious rites.

but we must remember that as a rule the ordinary rel
gious observer carries out a ceremonial without concerning himself with its significance, although pnests
and

investigators

may

be

familiar

with

its meaning,
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In all believers, however,
to rehgious practices are

unknown, or are replaced in consciousness by others
which are advanced 1n their stead.
The analysis of obsessive acts has already given us
some

sort of insight into their causes and into the net-

work of motives which bring them to effect.
say that a sufferer from compulsions
behaves as if he were dominated by

One may

and prohibitions
a sense of guilt,

of which, however, he 1s 1gnorant—an unconscrous sense
of gunit, as one must call it in spite of the apparent
contradiction

in

terms.

The

sense

of

guilt

has

its

origin in certain early psychological occurrences, but

1s constantly revived by temptations which are renewed
at every present opportunity , it gives mse, moreover,
to

a state

misfortune,

of

anxious

which

expectation,

through

or

anticipation

the idea of punishment

linked with the mer perception of temptation.
the

compulsion

1s first being

formed,

of

is

When

the patient

1s

conscious that he must do this or that lest misfortune
occur, and as a rule the nature of the expected misfor-

tune 1s also recognized
relation
anxiety

between
and the

in consciousness

But

the

the occasion which gives rise to this
danger to which it refers 1s already

hidden from him, though 1¢ 1s always capable of demon-

stration. Thus a ceremonral begins as an act of defence
or security—as a protective measure.
The protestations of the pious that they know they

are miserable sinners m their hearts correspond to the
sense of guilt of the obsessional neurotic, while the
observances (prayers, invocations, etc.) with
which they begin every act of the day, and especially
pious

every

unusual

undertaking,

seem

to have

cance of defensive and protective measures.

the

signifi-

Deeper insight into the mechanism of the obsessional

neurosis is gained when the primary factor underlying
it 1s taken into account: this is always the repression

of an inpulse (one component of the sexual instinct)

which is inherent in the constitution of the person, and
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replaces it, e.g. from the husband to the chair.

this

tendency

to

displacement

which

It is

progressively

changes the chmical picture of the symptoms,
eventually

succeeds

m

turning

apparently

and

trivial

matters into those of great and urgent importance. It
cannot be demed that 2 the religious sphere also there

is a similar iendency

to a displacement of psychical

values, and indeed m the same direction, so that petty
ceremonials gradually become the essence of religious
practices, and replace the tdeas underlying them.
It
is for this reason that religions are subject to retro-

active reforms which aim at the re-establishment of the
original relative values.
The element of compromise in those obsessive acts

which we find as neurotic symptoms 1s the feature least
easy to find
observances.

reproduced in corresponding religious
Yet here, too, one is reminded of this

trait in the neurosis when one recalls how commonly

all those acts which religion forbids-—expressions of the

instincts it represscs—are yet committed precisely m

the name of, and ostensibly m the cause of, religion.
In
might

view of these resemblances and analogies one
venture to regard the obsessional neurosis as a

pathological counterpart to the formation of a religton,
to descnbe

this neurosys

as a private religious

system,

and rehgion as a umwversal obsessional neurosis.

The

essential resemblance would he im the fundamental
renunciation of the satisfaction of inherent instincts,
and the chief difference in the nature of these instincts,
which in the neurosis are exclusively sexual, but im

rehigion are of egoistic ongin

A progressive renunciation of inherent instincts, the

satisfaction of whach 1s capable of grvmg direct pleasure

to the ego, appears to be one of the foundations of
human crvilzation.
Some part of this repression is
effected by means of the various religions, m that
they require individuals to sacrifice the satisfaction

of their instincts
mine,

satth

the

to the divimty.

Lord.’

In

the

‘Vengeance

development

of

is

the
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that many things
wicked were sur-

fendered in favour of the god, and were still permitted
in his name; so that a yielding up of evil and asocial
impulses

to the divinity was the means

freed himself from them

by which

man

For this reason it is surely

no accident that al human charactenstics ~along with
the crimes they prompt. were freely attributed to the
ancient gods, and no anomaly that 1t was neverthcless
not permissible to justify one’s own misdeeds by

reference to dive example.
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sin—When you ask me for an expression
of opmion on the matter of sexual enlightenment
for children, I assume that what you want 1s the

independent opmion of an individual physician whose
professional work offers him special opportunities for
studying the subject, and not a regular conventional
treatise dealmg with all the mass of Itterature that
has grown up around it. I am aware that you have
followed

my

scientific

efforts

with

mterest,

and

that,

unlike many other colleagues, you do not dismiss my
ideas without a hearmg because J regard the psychosexual constitution and certain noxiae in the sexual life
as the most important causes of the neurotic disorders
that are so common.
My Dre: Abhandlungen zur
Sexualtheorie,

in

which

I describe

the

components

of

which the sexual instinct 1s made up, and the disturbances which may occur in its development into the
function of sexuality, has recently received favourable
mention in your Journal.
I am therefore to answer the questions whether
children may be given any information at all in regard
to the facts of sexual Infe, and at what age and in what
way this should be done.
Now let me confess at the
outset that discussion with regard to the second and
1 First

pubhshed in Sostale Medisin und Hygiene, Bd
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third points seems to me perfectly reasonable, but that
to my mind it is quite inconceivable how the first of
these questions could ever be the subject of debate.
‘What can be the aim of withholding from children, or
let us say from young people, this mformation about the
sexual life of human beings?
interest

in such

matters

taneously stirs in them?

Js it a fear of arousing

prematurely,

before

it spon-

Is it a hope of retarding by

concealment of this kind the development

of the sexual

instmet in general, until such time as it can find its

way into the only channels open to itm the civilized

social order?
no interest

Is it supposed that children would show

or understanding

for the facts and

mddles

of sexual hfe if they were not prompted to do so by
outside influence ?

Is it regarded

as possible that the

knowledge withheld from them will not reach them m

other ways? Or is it genuinely and seriously tended
that later on they should consider everythmg connected

with sex as something despicable and abhorrent, from
which

their

parents

and

apart as long as possible ?

teachers

wish

to

keep

them

Tam really at a loss to say which of these can be the
motive for the customary concealment from children

of everything cosmected with sex.

1 only know that

these arguments are one and all equally foolish, and
that I find it difficult to pay them the compliment of
serious refutation.
I remember, however, that im the

letters of that great thmker and fnend of humamty,

Multatuli, I once found a few lines wluch are more than
adequate as an answer.!
“To my mind it seems that certam thmgs are

‘ altogether too much wrapped in mystery.
It ts well
‘to keep the fantasies of children pure, but their punty

“will not be preserved by ignorance
‘J beheve that concealment

On the contrary,

leads a girl or boy to

‘suspect the truth more than ever.
Cunosity leads
‘to prying into things which would have roused httle
‘or no interest if they were

talked

of openly

1 Multatuls, Breefe, 1906, Bd 1 S 26

without
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“any fuss.
If this ignorance could be maintained
‘I might be more reconciled to it, but that is im‘possible;
the child comes into contact with other

‘children,

books fall mto

ms hands

which lead him

‘to reflect, and the mystery with which things he has
“already

surmised

are

treated

by his parents

‘increases his desire to know more

actually

Then this desire

‘ that 38 only incompletely and secretly satisfied gives
“rise to excztement and corrupts his imagination, so
“that the child is already a sinner while his parents

“still believe he does not know what sin 1s."
I do not know

how

the case could be better stated,

though perhaps one might amphfy it. It 2s sorely
nothing else but habitual prudery and a guilty conscience

in

themselves

about

sexual

matters

which

beheved

that the sexual mstmmct is lacking im children,

causes adults to adopt this attitude of mystery towards
children ; possibly, however, a piece of theoretical
ignorance on their part, to be counteracted only by
fresh formation, is also responsible. It 18 commonty
and

only

begins

to arise in them

when

the sexual

organs mature,
This 1s a grave error, equally serious
from the point of view both of theory and of actual
practice.
It 1s so easy to correct it by observation

that one can only wonder how it can ever have arisen.

As a matter of fact, the new-born infant brings
sexuality with it into the world; certain sexual sensa-

tions attend its development while at the breast and

during early childhood, and only very few children

would seem to escape some kind of sexual activity and
sexual experiences before puberty.
A more complete

exposition

of

this

statement

can

be

found

in my

Dret Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorte, to which reference
bas been made above.
The reader will learn that the
specific organs of reproduction are not the only portions
of the body which are a source of pleasurable sensation,

and that
Nature has stringently ordained that even
stimulation of the genitals cannot be avoided during
infancy.

This

penod

of life,

during

which

a certain
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degree of directly sexual pleasure is produced by the
stimulation

of

and

accompanying

vanous

cutancous

areas

(erotogenic

zones), by the activity of certain biological impulses
as

an

excitation

during

many

affective states, 1s designated by an expression introduced by Havelock Ellis as the penod of auto-erotism,
Puberty merely brings about attarmment of the stage

at which the genitals acquire supremacy among all
the zones and sources of pleasure, and in this way
presses erotism mto the service of reproduction, a
process
which
naturally
can
undergo
certain
im-

hibitions ; m the case of those persons who

later on

become perverts and neurotics this process 18 only
incompletely

accomphshed.

On

the

other

hand,

the

child is capable long before puberty of most of the
mental manifestations of love, for example, tenderness,
devotion, and jealousy.
Often enough the connection
between these mental manwestations and the physical

sensation of sexual excitation 1s so close that the child

cannot be in doubt about the relation between the two.
To put it briefly, the child 1s long before puberty a

being capable of mature love, lacking only the abikty
for reproduction; and 1t may be definitely asserted

that the mystery which ts set up withholds him only
from intellectual comprehension of achievements fer
which he 1s psychically and physically prepared.
The intellectual mterest of a child in the riddle of

sexual hfe, ins desire for knowledge, finds expression
at an carlier period of lfc than 1s usually suspected.
If they have not often come across such cases as ] am
about to mention, parents must either be afflicted with
blindness in regard to this interest in their cluldren, or,
when they cannot overlook it, must make every effort

to stifle it. I know a splendid boy, now four years
old, whose aitelhyent parents abstain from forcibly
suppressing one side of the child’s development.

Little

Herbert, who has certamly not been exposed to any
seducing

shown

influence

from

servants,

has

for

some

time

the lvehest mterest in that part of his body
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which he calls his weewee-maker.
When only three
years old he asked his mother, ‘Mamma, have you got
@ weewee-maker, too?’
Ihs mother answered, ‘Of
course, what did you think?’
He also asked ius

father the same

question repeatedly.

At about the

same age he was taken to a barn and saw a cow milked
for the first time.

weewee-maker!’

he

‘Look,

milk

called

is coming

in surprise.

of three and three-quarters he was well on

establish

correct

categories

by

means

out

At

of the

the

age

the way

to

of his own

independent observation
He saw how water is run
off from a locomotive and said, ‘See, the engine is
making weewee, but where 1s its weewee-maker
?*

Later on he added thoughtfully, ‘ Dogs and horses have

weewee-makers,

them ’.
one

week

but

tables

and

chaws

don’t

have

remarked,

‘Her

Recently he was watchmg his little sister of
old

being

bathed,

weewee-maker 1s still ty,

she grows’,

and

it will get bigger when

(I have heard of tius attitude towards the

problem of sex difference in other boys of the same
age.)

I must

expressly

assert

that

Herbert

sensual child nor even morbidly disposed,

ts not

a

in my

opinion, since he has never been frightened or oppressed

with a sense of guilt, he gives expression quite ingenuously to what he thinks.
The

second great problem

which

exercises

a child’s

mund—probably at a rather later date- 1s that of the

ongin of children, and 1s usually aroused by the unwelcome amval of a baby brother or sister
This 1s
the oldest and most burning question that assails
unmature humamty,

those who understand how to

interpret myths and legends can detect :t in the nddle
which the Theban Sphinx set to Oedipus. The answers
usually

given

to

children

m

the

nursery

wound

the

child’s frank and genuine spirtt of investigation, and
generally deal the first blow at lis confidence
parents , from this time onwards he commonly

m his
begins

to mistrust grown-up people and keeps to himself what
interests him

most.

The

following

letter may

show
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how torturing this very curiosity may

become
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in older

children , it was written by a motherless girl of eleven
and a half who had been’ puzzling over the problem
with her younger sister.
‘Dear

Aunt

Mati—Please

will you be so kind as

“to write and tell me how you got Chins or Paul.
‘must

know

because

you

are

marned

We

You

were

‘arguing about it yesterday, and we want to know the
‘truth.

We

‘simply

can't

have

nobody

‘coming to Salzburg?
‘Trudel

imagine

thought

the

clse to ask.

When

are you

“You know, Aunt Mah, “we

how

stork

the

stork brings babies.

brings

them

in a shirt.

‘Then we want to know, tov, how the stork gets them
‘out of the pond, and why one never sees babtes in

‘ponds.

And pleasc will you tell me, too, how you

‘know beforehand when you are going to have one.
‘Please write and tell me all about it.
Thousands
‘ of kasses from all of us,—Your mquiring micce,

‘Lity.’

I do not think that this touchmg request brought
the two sisters the information they wanted.
Later
on the writer developed the neurosis that arises m
unanswered unconscious questtons—obsessive specu-

lating.

1 do not think that there is even one good reason

for denying children the snformation which thew thirst
for knowledge demands.
To be sure, xf it 1s the purpose
of educators io stifle the cluld's power of independent

thought as early as possible, m order to produce that

“good behaviour’ which 1s so highly prized, they
cannot do better than deceive children in sexual
matters and mtimidate them by religrous means.
The

stronger characters will, it is true, withstand these
influences, they will become rebels against the

authority of there parents and later agamst every other
form of authority.
When children do not receive the
explanations for which they turn to their elders, they
go on tormenting themselves in secret with the problem,
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and prroduce attempts at solution in which the truth
they have guessed is mixed up m the most extraordinary
way

with

grotesque

inventions ;

or else they

whisper

confidences to each other which, because of the sense
of guilt in the
youthful inquirers, stamp everything
sexual as horrible and disgusting.
These infantile
sexual theories are well worth collecting and examining.

After these experiences children usually lose the only
proper attitude to sexual questions, many of them
never to find it again.
It would seem that the overwhelming majonty of

writers, both men and women, who have dealt with the
question of explaining sexual matters to children have
clumsiness,

and

when

themselves in favour of enhghtenment.
however, of most of their proposals

this enlightenment

should

The
how

be carried out

leads one to conclude that they have not found st very
easy to venture

this

admission.

ledge of the literature

goes,

As

far as my

the charming

know-

letter of

explanation which a certain Fran Emma Eckstein

gives as written to her ten-year-old boy stands out
conspicuously!

not the right one.

The

customary

method

is obviously

All sexual knowledge is kept from

children as long as possible, and then on one single
oceasion

an explanation,

which

1s even

then

only half

the truth and generally comes too late, 1s proffered them

m

mysterious

and

solemn

language.

answers to the question ‘ How can I

Most

of

the

tell my children ? *

make such a pitiful impression, at least upon me, that

I should prefer parents not to concern themselves with
the explanation at all.
It 1s much more mmportant that
children should never get the idea that one wants to

make more of a secret of the facts of sexual Infe than of
any

other

matter

not

surted

to

their

understanding.

To ensure this it 1s necessary that from the very beginning everything sexual should be treated lke everything else that 1s worth

knowing

about.

Above

all,

schools should not evade the task of mentioning sexua}

2 Emma Eckstem, Die Sexualfrage sn dev Evsschung des Kendes, 1904
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matters;
include

lessons about
the

great

the animal

kingdom

facts of reproduction,

which

43
should
should

be given their due significance, and emphasis should

be laid at the same time on the fact that man shares

with the ingher animals everything essential to his
orgauization,

Then,

if the

atmosphere

of

the

home

joes not make for suppression of al] reasonmg, some-

thmg simular te what [T once overheard im a nursery
would probably occur oftener. A small boy said to
Ins little sister, ‘ How can you think the stork brings
babies!
You know that man is a mammal, do you

suppose that storks bring other mammals their young
too?’

In this way

the cunosity of children will never

become. very mfense, for at cach stage in its inquiries
it will find the satisfaction 1t needs.
Explauattons
about the specific circumstances of human scxuahty

and some indication of its social significance should be

provided before the child 1s eleven years old+
The age
of confirmation would be a more suitable time than any
other at which to instruct the child, wha already has
full kuowledge of the physical facts involved, in those
socal obhgations which are bound up with the actual

gratification

of this mstinct.

A gradual

and

pro-

gressive course of instruction im sexual matters such
as this, at no period interrupted, mn which the school

takes the imitiatrve, seems to me to be the only method

of giving the necessary information that takes into

consideration the development

of the child and thus

successfully avoids ever-present dangers.

T consider it a must significant advance in the science
of education that in France, in place of the catechism,

the State should have mtroduced a primer which gives

the child his first instruction in his pesrtion as a citizen
and in the ethical obhgations

which will be his in time

to come.
The elementary instruction provided there,
however, 1s seriously deficient m that it includes no
reference to sexual matters. Here is the omission
(The original has also amt Schtusse des Volksschulunterrechtes und
vor Etmirtit on die Muttetschule —Trans
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which stands im such need of attention on the part of
educators and reformers
In those countries which

leave the education of children either wholly or in part
in the hands of the pnesthnod, the method urged would
of course not be practicable. No priest will ever admit
the identity in nature of man and beast, since to him
the immortality of the soul is a foundation for moral
traming which he cannot forgo.
Here agai we clearly
see the unwisdom of putting new wine into old bottles,

and perceive the impossibikty of carrying through a
reform 1n one particular without altering the foundatrons of the whole system.

Iv
CHARACTER

AND

ANAL

EROTISM?

(1908)
MONG those whom one tries to help by means of
psycho-analytic treatment, one very often meets

A

with

a type of character

in which

certain

traits

are strongly marked, while at the same time one’s
attention 1s arrested by the behaviour of these persons
in regard to a certain bodily function and of the organ
connected with it durmg their childhood.
I can no
longer say on what precise occasions I first received the
impression that a systematic relationship exists between

this type of character and the activities of thts organ,
but [can assure the reader that no theoretical anticipations of mine played any part im its production.
My belief in such a relationship has been so much
strengthened by accumulated experience that I venture

to make it the subject of a communication.
The

persons

whom

I

am

about

to

describe

are

remarkable for a regular combination of the three
following peculianties
they are exceptionally orderly,
parsimonzous, and obstinate. Each of these words really
covers a small group or series of traits which are related
to

one

another.

‘Orderly’

compnses

both

bodily

cleanliness and reliability and conscientiousness im the
performance of petty duties: the opposite of 1t would
be ‘untidy’ and ‘neghgent’.
‘Parsrmony’ may be
exaggerated up to the point of avarice ; and obstinacy

may amount to defiance, with which ‘irascibilrty and

vindictiveness may easily be associated.
The two
latter quahities—parsimony and obstinacy—hang to2 Est publuhed an the Paychiainssch Neurol Bache eachanschrfe

Bd.IX, 1908, reprinted in Sammlung, Zweite Fol
RC. reWstcr
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gether more closely than the third, orderlmess; they
are, too, the more constant element in the whole complex.
It seems to me, however, incontestable that all

three in some way belong together.
From

the

history

of

the early

childhood

of these

persons one easily learns that they took a long time to
overcome the infantile snconteentta alti, and that. even
am

later

childhood

they

had

to

complain

of

isolated

accidents relating to this function As imiants they
seem to have been among those whe refuse to empty
the bowel when placed on the chamber, because they
derive an

maidental

pleasure

from

the act of defeca-

tion! , for they assert that even in somewhat later
years they have found a pleasure m holding back their

stools, and they remember, though more readily of their
and sisters than of themselves, ali sorts of
unseemly performances with the stools when passed.

brothers
From

these

mdications

we

infer

that

the

erotegemic

significance of the anal zone 1s intensificd in the innate
sexual constitution of these persons, but since none
vf these weaknesses and peculiarities are to be found in
them once childhood has been passed, we must conclude

that the anal zone has lost its erotogenic significance

m the course of their development,
and that the
constant appearance of this tnad of peculiarities in
thetr character may be brought into relation with the

disappearance of their anal erutism.
I know

that

no one

feels mclined

to accept

a pro-

position which appears unmtelhgible, and for which

no explanation can be offered, but we can find the
basis of such an explanation in the postulates I have
formulated in my Drer Abhandiungen zur Sexualtheorre,

I

there

attempt

to

that

the

sexual

components

show

and

partial

instinct of man is very complex and is made up o:
contributions

impulses

from

The

numerous

penpheral

stimulation

specialized parts Pgenitals,
mouth,
which
may
be called
erotogenic

anus,
zones,

of

certain

urethra},
furnishes

+ Ci Freud, Dre: Adhandiungen zur Sexualtheorie, 1905
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important contributions to the production of sexual
excitation,

but

the fate of the stimuli

ansing

in these

areas varies according to their source and according
to the age of the person concerned.
Generally speaking,
only a part of them finds a place in the sexual life;
another part iy deflected from a sexual aim and &
directed to other purposes, a process which may bi
called subhmation.
uring the penod of life ‘hich
may be distinguished as the ‘sexual latency period’,
i.e. Irom the end of the fourth year to the first mani-

festations of puberty at about eleven, reaction-formations, such as shame, disgust, and morality, are formed
in the

mental

economy

at the

expense

of the

excita-

tions proceeding from ‘the erotogenic zones, and these
reaction-formations erect themselves as bartiers agamst
the

later

activity

of

the

sexual

instmct.

Now

anal

erotism 1s one of those components of the instinct

which in the course of evolution and in accordance
with our present crvilizing education has become useless

for sexual aims , 1t would therefore be no very surprising
result

1f

these

traits

of

orderliness,

parsimony,

and

obstinacy, which are so prominent m persons who were
formerly anal erotics, turned out to be the first and most
constant results of the sublimation of anal erotism.'

» Since 1t 1s just these remarks about the anal erotism of snfants in
my three contributions
to the sexual theory that have most seandalized
uncomprehencing
re:
venture to insert here an observation which
Lowe toa verv rane ent patient‘ An acquaintance of mine who has
react the Drex
igen zur Sexwaitheorse was talking about the
ie ana ead he fatty ‘accepted tt, but one Passage —though naturally
te alsa accepts and understands 1t—appeared lo him so grotesque and
gomic that he sat down and laughed over x for a, quarter of an hour
‘his passage ren:
48,one of the best signs of later sccentnesty or
nerveusness if a0 infant obstinately refuses to empty1
when
Placed on the chamiber, that is, when the murve washes, ‘bur wathiolds
wn pleas:
ot matter to
hi
meidental to the act of delecation "The picture of ths infant sitting on
ber and deliberating whether he should allow such a imitation of
Jus personal independence, and of his anxiety not to lose the pleasure
af defecation, caused my friend the greatest merriment Some twenty
minutes lator, as we were sitting af tea, my acquaintance suddenly
remarked without any piehmunary,” Do
mow.
just occurs,
Tome as I'see the coeds in front Of me: a0 tdea tat T always hud as
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necessity of this Felatronship is natur-

ally not clear even to myself, but I can make some

suggestions which help towards an.n understanding of it,

The

cleanliness, orderliness, and rehabilhty give exactly

the impression of a reactrun-formation against an mterest m things that are unclean and intrusive and ought

not to be on the body (' Dirt 1s matter in the wrong
lace’).

To bring obstinacy into relation with interest

in defecation
remembered

seems no easy task,

that

infants

can

pamful

stimul

to

very

great self-will about parLing with ther
and

that

the

but it should

early

behave

be

with

stools (see above),

skin

of the

buttocks

(which as connected with the anal erotogenic zone) are

an mstrument in the education of the child designed to
break his self-will and make him submissive.
As an

expression of defiance or of defiant mockery, a challenge
referring to a caress on this part of the body 1s used
even

at the present

day,

as in former

times—that

is,

it represents a tender feeling which has undergone
repression,

An

exposure

of the buttocks

corresponds

a chid 1 then always pretended to myself hat T was. the
manufacturer
Wan Houten
(he pronounced tt” Wan Hauten “), thet
1 passesse a great ft secret for the ‘preparation of this cocoa, and that all
theworld was trymg 10 get this’ valuable secret from me, but that T
carefully kept if fo, myself Why st was Van Houten that I hut upon
Ido not know Probably it was that lis advertisements made the
greatest impression on me” Laughing, 3and without thinking much
about the meaning of my words, I rej
aut'n (Van Thouten:
die Mutiey ?" [When do mothers smack vv ‘Te was unly later that
realized that my pun really contamed thé key to the whole of
of a complete
reversal of the value of 1t3
nt, while 1
Tetamed its reference to actual experience (the futnitional process)
an:
a phonetic association“ cocoa’
Wann
haui'n”” (Van Houten} (Displacement from behind forwards, exerement becomes aliment, the shameful substance which has to be
‘concealed turns into a secret which enriches the world ) Tt was mnterestang to me how an tins case, after a defence-reaction, which to be sure
formal objection, the
ost striking pvidence was supplied from the subject's ‘own unconscious
after a quarter of an hour without any effort on Ina
the pun on the word Van Houten, there 1 probably a
farther association between the German for cocoa (é¢akae) and for the
term for feces in that language, Kakss
Compars
English caca for teces.-—Trans’]
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to the reduction of this speech to a gesture ; m Goethe's

Gotz von Rerlichingen we fd both specch and gesture
introduced most appropriately as expression of defiance.
The connections which
exist between
the two

complexes of interest in money and of defecation,
which seem so dissimilar, appear to be the most fare
reaching It 1s well known to every physician who
has used psycho-analysis that the most refractory and
obdurate cases of so-called chronic constipation in
neurolics can be cured by this means,
Thus is less
sutprising 1f we remember that this function has shown

itself equally amenable ta hypnotic suggestion But
in psycho-analysis one only attains this result when one
deals with the money complex of the persons concerned, and mduces them to bring 1t ito consciousness
with all 1ts connections. One might suppose that the
neurosis 1s here only following a hint from common
speech which calls a person who keeps too careful a hold
on bis money ‘dirty’ or ‘filthy’, but this would be
far too superfictal an explanation, In reahty, wherever
archaic modes of thought predommnate or have persisted—in ancient civilizations, in myth, fairy-tale and
superstition, 1n anconscieus thoughts
and dreams, and

an the neuroses—-money comes into the closest relation

with excrement
We know how the money which
the devil gives his pararmours turns to excrement
after his departure, and the devil 1s most certamly

nothmg more than a persomfcation of the uncon-

scious mstmctual forces.
The superstition, too, wluch
associates the finding of treasure with defecation 1s
well known, and everyone 1s familar with the figure

of the‘ excretor of ducats ' (Dukatenschersser)*

Even

m the early Babylon cult gold 1s ‘the exctement of
Hell’,

Mammon=ilu

manman.

Thus

in

following

* Compare hystencal
possession and demoniac epidemics
{ (Untarsiar to English readers, Dut compare ‘the goose which
layg golden eggs
8|
a jer
as dite estament 1m Tachte des alien Onexts, 1996,
B ar8 and "Babylonssches im Neuen
Testament, 1406, p 96‘ Mammon
fe Habyloman © Manman, another name of Nergal, the god of the
VOL. 17
D
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speech, the neurosis, here as elsewhere, takes

the words im their orginal most significant sense, and

wherever it appears to express a word figuratively it
usually only reproduces its original meaning.
It is possible that the contrast between the most

precious substance known to man and the most worthless, which

he rejects as ‘ something thrown

out’,

contributed to this identification of gold with faces.

has

Yet another circumstance facilitates this equivalence

in the

mental

processes

involved

in neurosis,

The

original erotic interest in defecation 1s, as we know,
destined to be extmguished m later years;
it is in

these years that the terest i money 1s making its
appearance as somethmg new which v.as unknown in
childhood

This makes

it easier for the carher impulse,

which is m process of rehinqushmg

its aim, to be

carried over to the new one.
If there is any realty in the relation described here
between anal erotism and this triad of character-ttraits,

one may expect to find but httle of the‘ anal character’

im persons who have retained the erotogemc quality of
the anal zone into adult life, as for example certam homo-

sexuals. Unless I arm greatly mustaken experience on
the whole 1s fully in accord with this anticipation.
One ought to consider whether other types of
character do not also shaw a connection with the
excitability of particular erotogenic zones
As yet [
am aware only of the mtense, ‘ burning’ ambition of
those who formerly suffered from enuresis. At any rate,
one can give a formula for the formation of the ultrmate
character from the constituent character-traits
the
permanent
character-traits are either unchanged
Pperpetuations of the original impulses, subimations
of them, or reaction-formations against them.
underworld According to an Onental myth which has passed over into
sagas and folk-tales, gold 1 the excrement of hell, ace Monotherstische
Stromungen innerhalb dey babylomschen Religion, $16, Anmk 1"

Vv

HYSTERICAL PHANTASIES AND THEIR
RELATION TO BISEXUALITY*

(1908)
E are all fanuhar with the delusional phantastes of paranoiacs which portray the person's

eatness or his suffermgs, and occur in

stereotyped forms with almost monotonous regulanty.
We also come across numerous accounts of the strange
conditions under which certam perverts carry out
their sexual gratification—either in imagination or m

reality.

Nevertheless, 11 may be new to some readers

to hear that quite analogous mental productions are
regularly present 1n all the psychoneuroses, particularly

m hystena, and that these so-called hystertcal phan-

tases have important connections with the causes of
the neurotic symptoms.

The common origin and normal prototype of all these

phantastic creations are the so-called day-dreams of
adolescence, to which some, though perhaps inadequate,

attention has been’ given m the hterature

on the

subject * They occur with perhaps equal frequency m
hoth sexes, an gurls and women they are mvanably

of an erotic uature, m men they may be either erotic
or ambitious,
The importance of the erotic factor in
those of men should not, however, be under-estimated ;

a more precise investigation of the day-dreams of a
4, First published in the Zestschraft fur Sexualunsconschaft, Bd
we reprinted in Sammlung, Zweste Folge [Translated by Douglas
* Cf Breuer und Freud, Studien aber Hystenwe, 1895, Precre Janet,
Rferoses of sddes fixes,
I, ‘Lea reveries subconscienten, 1898, Havelont
Elks, Studies en the Psyc
of Sex, vol 2, ‘The Bvelytion of Modest
I9aq, Freud, Dre
etn uteng, 1900, A Pick, Uber painotapecks
Traumeres und shre Beschungen zur Hystorse, 1596"
s
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man generally shows that all his heroic exploits, all

his successes, are fur the purpose of pleasing a woman,

of being preferred
phantasies

are

tion and desire;

by

her to other men?

wish-fulfilments,

products

of

These

frustra-

they are justly called day-dreams,

for they give us the key to an understanding of
night dreams,

the nucleus of which 1s nothing else than

these daytime phantasies, but complicated and dis-

torted, and misunderstood by the conscious psychic

system."

These

day-dreams

are invested

with great interest,

carefully cherished and usually concealed with some
shame, as though they belonged to the person’s most
intimate possessions,

It is easy to recogmze

a day-

dreamer in the street, however, by his sudden absentminded smile, his way of talking to himself, or the
hastening of his steps which marks the climax of the
fancied situation.
Al} hysterical attacks wluch I have

been able to investigate up to the present have proved
to be mvoluntary day-dreams of ths kind breakng

m upon ordinary hfe
room for doubt that
unconscious as well as
soon as they become

Now ouc observations leave no
phantasies of this sort may be
conscious in nature, and that as
unconscious they may become

or

favourable

pathogemc, 4¢
attacks

may express themselves in symptoms

Under

circumstances

con-

sciousness may just be able to capture such an uncon-

scious phantasy. After I had drawn the attention of
one of my patients to her phantasies, she told me that
on one occasion she had burst into tears in the street,
and that, thinking quickly what she had been crying

about, she reahzed the existence of a phantasy in her
mind that a pianist well known m the town (but not
personally acquainted with her) had entered mto an
amtimate relationship with her, that she had bad a
child by him {she was childless), and that he had
deserted her and her child and left them m misery.
It

! Havelock Ellis x of the same opimon, of cit
* Cf Freud, Die Traumdeutung, Dritie Auflage, p 331 et seq
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she burst

into

Unconscious phantasies have either always been
unconscious and formed in the unconscious, or more

often they were once conscious phantasies, day-dreams,
and have been
the unconscious

purposely forgotten and driven
by ‘repression’.
Their content

into
may

then either have remained the same or may have been
altered, so that the phantasies which are now unconscious are derivatives of phantasies that were once

conscious. Now an unconscious phantasy has a very
important connection with the sexual life of the person :
it 18 actually identical with the phantasy which served
the person in hus sexual gratification durng the
period
widest

of masturbation.
The masturbatory (im the
sense, onanistic) act at that time consisted of

two parts, one of which was the creation of the phantasy,
and the other a manipulative performance for attain.
mg auto-erotic gratification at the chmax of the
phantasy.

It 1s known that these two components of

the act have first had to be welded

together.t.

Origin-

ally the active performance was a purely auto-erotic
proceeding for the purpose of obtaining pleasure from
a particular erotogeme part of the body, Later this

performance became bound up with the idea of a wish
emanating from the sphere of obycct-love, and served

as a partial realization of the situation in which the

phantasy

culminated.

If

the

person

subsequently

Tenounces this type of masturbatory gratification with
phantasy, the action is given up, but the previously
conscious phantasy

becomes an uncunscious one.

It

may happen that no other form of sexual gratification

supervenes, the person remaining abstinent and not
succeeding in sublimating his libido, that 1s, in deflecting his sexual excitatton into higher channels;
these

are, then, the conditions under which the unconscious
phantasy 1s re-stimulated, and under which 1t will
grow

and

spread

and,

drawing

upon

the whole

1 CL Freud, Dres Abhandlungen sur Sexualtheorse.
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of the person’s need for love, will achieve expression of
at least a part of its content

in the form

symptom.

of a morbid

In this way such unconscious phantasies are the

immediate

precursors

in the mind

hysterical symptoms.

of a whole

serics of

The hysterical symptoms are

nothing but the unconscious phantasies made manifest
by ‘conversion ’, and in so far as the symptoms are of

a somatic kind they are often enough drawn from
within the range of the sexual feelngs and motor

innervations that origmally accompanied the phantasy
while 1t was still conscious.
of discontinuing

In this way the process

masturbation

is hterally

reproduced

again backwards; while the final aim of the whole
pathological process, restoration of the ongimal pnmary

sexual gratification, is achieved, though never, it 1s true,
completely,

yet always by a

those who

theretone

very

study

soon

sort of approximation.

hysteria

diverted

find their attention

from

the symptoms

directed to the phantasies which give mise

and

to the

symptoms. The technique of psycho-analysis enables
us first of all to mfer the unconscious phantasies from
the symptoms and then to enable the patient to become
conscious of them.
means

that

Now

the content

it has been found by this

of the unconscious

phantasies

of hystencal patients is m complete accordance with
the conscious ways m which perverts actually obtain
gratification; and if any one requires examples of such

situations he need only cali to mind the world-famed

orgies of the Roman

Emperors, the madness of which, of

course, was the product of the unrestrained power and
liberty

possessed

by

their

creators.

The

delusions

of

paranoiacs are of a similar nature but are phantasies

wlhuch achieve direct access to consciousness ; they are
based on the masochistic-sadistic component of the

sexual

instinct,

and

they

too

have

their

complete

counterpart in certain unconscious phantasies of hysten-

cal
persons. Of practical importance, too, 1s the case of
hysterical persons who may not express their phantasies
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as symptoms, but consciously realize them in action
and thus imagine and actually bring about assaults,
attacks, or sexual aggressions,
This method of psycho-analytic investigation, which

proceeds from the conspicuous symptoms to the hidden
unconscious

phantasies,

reveals

everything

that

can

be found out about the sexuahty of psychoneurotics,
including the fact which 1s the subject of this short
prelummnary pubhcation,*
The
reason
why
the relationship between
the
phantasies and the symptoms 3s no simple one but
very complicated, 1s im all probability due to the

obstacles which the unconscious phantasies meet with

im seeking to find expression.t
As a rule, 2 ¢ when the
neurosis 15 fully developed and has persisted for some

time, a particular symptom corresponds not to a singic

unconscious phantasy, but to several such,

and this

correspondence, moreover, 1s no arbitrary one but obeys
definite

laws.

At

the

beginning

of

the

illness

these

complications are not likely to be all fully developed.
For the sake of general mterest I will here trespass
beyond the continuity of my argument and try to
describe the nature of hysterical symptoms in a senes
of successively cxhaustive formulas. They do not
contradict

one

another,

but

they

consist

partly

m

attempts at greater completeness and more precise
classification, and partly of applications of different
pomts of view.
zr. The

hysterical

symptom

ts the mcmory-symbol

of the operation of certain (traumatic) impressions and
expericnces.
2. The hysterical symptom ts a substitute, produced
by ‘conversion ', for the reactivation of these traumatic experiences by association.

. The

hysterical

symptom

1s, hke

other

products, the expression of a wish-fulfilment.

mental

me 18 true of the relation between the ‘Jatent ‘ dreamthoughts and the elements of the‘ manifest‘ dream-content See the
Section on dream-work in my Traumdeutung
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is a reahzation

of

an unconscious phantasy which serves as a wishfulfilment.

5. The hysterical symptom serves the purposes of

sexual gratification and represents a part of the sexual
Infe of

the

person

{corresponding

to one

ponents of his sexual mstinct}.
6. The

hysterical

symptom

of the

corresponds

com~

to

the

recurrence of a form of sexual gratification which was

real in infantile life and has since been repressed.
7. The hysterical symptom arises as a compromise
between two opposing affects or mstinctual trends, of

which one 1s attempting to express a partial impulse
or

component

of

the

sexual

constitution,

other tries to suppress it.
8.

The

hysterical

symptom

may

while

represent

the

various

unconscious non-sexual impulses, but can never dis-

pense with a sexual sigmificance.
Among

these

vanous

definitions

the seventh

is the

one which defines the hystencal symptom most com-

pletely as the realization of an unconscraus phantasy,

and the eighth recognizes the proper significance of the

sexual factor,
Some of the previous
to this and are contaimed in it

The connection

phantasies makes

between

it easy

formulas

the symptoms

to arrive,

lead up

and the

hy psycho-analysis

of the former, at a knowledge of the components of
the sexual] instinct dominating the person concerned,

which I have described m my Dret Abhandlungen zur
Sexualtheorte. In some cases, however, mvestigation
by this means yields an unsuspected result It shows
that for many symptoms it 1s not enough to resolve
only one unconscious sexual phantasy or even
number of them, of which one, the most important and

fundamental, 1s of a sexual nature, to resolve
symptom one has, on the contrary, to deal with
sexua} phantasies, of which one bas a masculine

the other

a femmne

character,

the
two
and

so that one of these

phantasies has its source in a homosexual trend.

This
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new statement does not alter our seventh formula ; an

hysterical symptom must necessarily be a compromise
between

a hbidinal

and

a repressmg

force,

but

ma-

dentally 1t may represent a combination of two hbidinal

phantasies of an opposite sexual character.

I shall refrain from giving examples of this law.

have

found

from

expenence

that

short

I

condensed

analyses always fail in the convincing effect for which
they are mtended, and I must leave an account of
fully analysed cases for another time.

T will, therefore, merely stale the following formula
and explain its import
g. An hysterical symptom is the expression of

both

a masculine

phantasy

I must

and

a feminme

expressty mention

that

unconscious
T cannot

sexual

claim

the

same general validity for this formula as for the others.
As far as I can sce, 1t apphes neither to all the symptoms

of one case nor to all cases

hard ta
impulses

find
have

On the contrary, it 15 not

cases m which the antithetical sexual
found expression 1n separate symptoms,

so thal the syinptoms of the heterosexuabty and the

homosexuaitly

can

be

as

clearly

distinguished

each other as the underlying latent phantasies.

from

Never-

theless, the condition stated in this nmnth formula 1s

frequent enough, and important enough when it occurs

to

deserve

particular

emphasis

It

seems

tame

and

to

me

to

mark the highest degree of complexity in the way im
which an hysterical symptom can he determined, and
one may expect, therefore, to meet with it only when a
neurosis

has

persisted

for a long

considerable organization #

undergone

The bisexual nature of hysterical symptoms can
nevertheless be demonstrated in nnimerous cases, and
this 1s in any event an interesting confirmation of my
view

that

the assumption

of a bisexual

predisposition

diger has recently discovered. Uns independently an his own
psyelnanaiees
and even vouches for its general vahdity
Dre
Bedeutung der psvchoanalytischan Methotte nach 1nd.
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in man ' is particularly clearly brought out by psychoanalysis of neurotics.
A quite analogous condition
occurs when anyone in his conscious masturbatory

phantasies pictures himself both as the man and as the
woman in an imagined situation, further counterparts
of this are found in certain hystencal attacks in which
the patient

acts at one and

the same

time

both

parts

of the underlying sexual phantasy—for mstance, in one
case I observed, the patient pressed her dress to her
body with one hand (as the woman) while trymg to
tear it off with

the other

(as the man),

These

simul-

taneous contradictory actions largely obscure the
sttuation which is otherwise so plastically portrayed
in attacks, and thus serve very well to conceal the
unconscious phantasy which is actually at work.
in treatment by psycho-analysis tt is very important
to be prepared for the bisexual meaning of a symptom.
One need not then be surprised or misted sf a symptom
seems to persist with undiminished force though one
of tts sexual meanings has already been resolved.
It

is then still being mamtained by the perhaps unsus-

pected opposite sexual trend.
such cases one may

In the treatment of

also observe how

the patient finds

an easy way of evading analysis of one sexual meaning
by diverting his associations constantly ta the opposite

meaning, as if along a parallel line.

» Dyer Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorse

VI
ON THE SEXUAL THEORIES OF CHILDREN!
(1908)
HE material on which the followmg synthesis 1s
built up is derived from many sources. First,
from the direct observation of what children say
and do, secondly, from what adult neuroties consciously
remember of their childhood and retail during psycho]

analytic

treatment,

and

thirdly, from the conclusions,

reconstructions and
into consciousness
analysis of neurotics.
That the first of
supplied all that 1s
due to the attitude

unconscious memories translated
which result from the psycho-

life.

not

Children

are

these three sources has not alone
worth knowing on the subject 1s
of adults towards childish sexual
credited

with

any

sexual

activities, therefore no pams are taken to observe
anything of the kind, while on the other hand any
expressions of such a tung

which

would

be worthy

of

attention are suppressed
Consequently the opportunity of gaining information from this most genuine

and fertile source 1s greatly restricted.

Whatever we

back and, further, has to be estimated im

the light of the

derive from the uminfluenced communications of adults
concerning their conscious childhood 1s at best subject
to the objection that it 1s perhaps falsified in looking

fact that the persons in question have later become
neurotic.
The material from the third source is
subject

to all the

attacks

that

are in general

directed

against the trustworthiness of psycho-analysis and the
Tehabiltty of the conclusions drawn from it, so that
' Furst published in Sexualprobleme, new wssue of the periodical
Mutterschutz, Bd IV, 1908, reprinted in Sammlung, Zwette Folge.
(Translated by Douglas Bryan]
9
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no justification of it can be attempted here;
I will
only assert that those who know and make use of the

psycho-analytic technique acquire extensive confidence
in its results.
I cannot

guarantee

the completeness

of my

collec-

There remains a difficult question to decide.

How

tion, but I can answer for the care taken im gathering
the matenal.

far ought one to take for granted what 1s here reported
about children in general as being true of all cloddren,
te. of every individual child?
Pressure of education

and

the

varymg

intensity

of the

sexual

mstinct

certamly render possible great individual variations sn
the sexual behaviour of children, and, above all, these

things influence the date at which the childish interest

im sexuality appears

Therefore | have not arranged

my matenal according ta the
childhood,
but have included
applies to various children, 1n one
late.
It 1s my conviction that ne

successive epochs of
in one recital what
early, and in another
child—none, at least,

who 1s mentally sound, still less one who is mentally
gifted—can avoid being orcupted with sexnal prablems
in the years before puberty.
I do not think much

of the objection that neurotics

are a special class of people marked by a degenerative

disposition, whose child-lfe must not be regarded as
evidence

human

of

the

chidhvod

of

others

Neurotics

are

beings bke every one else, and cannot

sharply differentiated from normal people,
m
childhood they are not casily distinguishable

those who later remam healthy.

be

their
from

It 1s one of the most

valuable results of our psycho-analytic imvestigations

to have found that thar neuroses have no special
mental content peculiar to them, but that, as C. G.
Jung has expressed it, they fall ill of the same complexes
with which we who are healthy also have to contend.
The difference 1s only that the healthy know how to
overcome these complexes without great and practi.
cally

demonstrable

harm,

while

the

suppression

of
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these complexes in nervous people only succeeds at the
price of costly substitute-formations, thus in practice
proving unsuccessful.

In childhood nervous and normal

people naturally approximate much more closely than

in later life, so that I cannot recognize it as an error

un method

to make

use

of the

communications

those

who

of

neurotics concernmg ther chiidhood as analogies for
norma)

clild-life.

Since

later

become

neuroties very frequently melude in ther constitution
an

especially

strong

sexual

instinct

and

a disposition

to precocity and to premature expression of this
impulse, they enable us in this way to recognize much
of the infantile sexual activities more plamly and more
correctly than, with our blunted talent for observation

of ordinary children,
The

true

value

collection

of the

of

would otherwise

these

be possible.

communications

by

adult

neurotics can only be estimated, to he sure, when a
childhood-memonies

of adult

healthy

peuple, made after the manner of Havelock Ells, has
also been taken into account,
In consequence
of both

unfavourable

circumstances,

exlernal

the

and

followmg

internal

remarks

apply chiefly to the sexual development of one sex
only, namely, the male The value of a compilation
such as I attempt here, however, nced not be merely
descriptive The knowledge of the infantile sexual
theories in the form in which they appear m childish
thoughts can be of interest in various directions—for
instanee, snrprismgly so for an understanding of myths
and fairy-tales. They are indispensable for the understanding of the neuroses, where these childish theones
are still’ in operation and have acqmred a determining
influence upon the form taken by the symptoms.
*

*

*

If, forgetting our mortality and imagining ourselves

to be merely thinking beings, gazing, for instance,
from another planet, we could apprehend

the things

of this earth afresh, perhaps nothing would arrest our
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of

two

fexes among human beings, who otherwise resemble

each other 50 closely and yet emphasize thew difference

even im the most superficial mdications.

Now it does

not

fundamental

seem

that

children

also

choose

this

fact as the starting-point of their investigations concermng

sexual

problems.

Since

they

have

known

father and a mother as far back as they can remember

a

in hfe, they accept their existence as a reahtty which
needs no further mquiry, and in just the same way
does a boy behave towards a litle sister from whom
he is only separated by a shght difference of age, by
one or two years.
The child’s desire for knowledge
does not awaken spontancously on this point at all,

as 1t would 1f prompted perhaps by an inborn need to

seek for causes, but arses under the goad of a self-

seeking impulse which dominates him when
he is
confronted by the arrival of a new child—perchance
at the end of the second year
Those children whose

own nursery at home does not become divided up in

this way are nevertheless able as a result of thei
own observations to put themselves m
others who are in this situation m other

the place of
homes
The

loss of the parents’ care and concern, which they

actually expenence or with justice fear, the presenti
ment that they must from now and for ever share all

possessions

with

the

newcomer,

has

the

effect

of

awakening the emotions of the child and sharpening its
thinking capacities. The elder child expresses unconcealed hostihty against the newcomer, which finds

vent in uninendly cnticisms of it, in wishes that ‘ the
stork

should

take

it back

agam’,

and

occasionally

even in attempts at little outrages upon the helpless
creature

lying

in

the

cradle.

A

greater

difference

of

age as a tule modifies the expression of this primary
hostility; just as in somewhat later years, if brothers
and sisters fail to appear, the wish for a playmate hike
those observed

elsewhere obtains the upper hand.

Under the stimulus of these feelings and anxieties
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the child thus comes to consider the first of the great
problems of life, and asks itself the question where
children come from, which at first rums, ‘Where dd
this particular tiresome child come from?’
The after-

echo of this first nddle seems to be observable in the

innumerable riddles of myths and sagas The question
itself, like all inqmry, 1s a product of dire necessity,
as if to thought were entrusted the task of preventme
the

same

repetition

time,

becomes

of an event

we

may

so greatly

assume,

independent

of

the

the

stimulus,

feared.

At

the

child’s

thinking

and

continues

its activity as a separate impulse towards investigation.

Where a child 1s not already too much intunidated, it
takes sooner or later the shortest way by demanding
answers from its parents or attendants, who signify

for it the source of all knowledge
fas.
The child receives
rebuke for its cunosity,

This way, however,

cither evasive answers
or 1s disrmssed with

or a
that

I have grounds for supposing

that

mythologically significant information which in German
runs
he stork brings the children; 1t fetches them
out of the water’.

far more children than parents suspect are dissatished
with

this solution,

and

respond

to it with

pronounced

doubt, which, however, is not always outspoken.

know

of a three-year-old

boy who,

I

to the terror of his

nurse, was missed after recerving this enlightenment,
and found at the edge of
he bad run, in order to
J know of another who
hesitating expression by

not

storks

appears

who

bring

to me

the big
see the
could
saying

the

from

much

time

of this

lake of the castle, where
children in the water |
allow his disbehef only
he knew better, 1t was

children,

but

of the evidence

herons.

It

conclusive

that children refuse to believe the stork theory, and
that

they

from

the

noursh

a

mustrust

first deception

against

adults,

and

have

rebuff

the

presentiment of something forbidden which is being
withheld from them by the ‘grown-ups ', and consequently
conceal
there
further
investigations
by
secrecy.
With this, however, it comes about that they
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experience the first occasion of a ‘ psychical conflict ',
in that ideas for which they ‘by mstinct’ feel a

preference, but which adults consider ‘ naughty ’, come
into

opposition

with

others

which

are

maintained

by

the authonty of the adults without bemg acceptable
to them themselves.
there may soon arise

Out of these mental conflicts
a ‘mental dissociation’,
the

one idea which 1s bound up with ‘bemg good’, but
also with a cessation of thinking, becomes the prevailing
conscious

one,

the

other,

for

which

meanwhile

the

inquiries prosecuted have brought new evidence, which
3s not supposed to count, becomes suppressed and
unconscious. The nuclear complex of neurosis 18
formed in this way.
Lately, by the analysis of a five-year-old bey?
which his father undertook and permitted me to publish,

I have received an irrefutable proof of a piece of
knowledge towards which the psycho-analysis of adults
had

for long led me.

I now know

the

mcrease

of

that the changes in

the mother during pregnancy do not escape the sharp
eyes of a child, and that the latter is very well able
subsequently to establish the correct connection between
in

stze

appearance of a baby.

the

mother's

body

and

the

In the case mentioned, the

boy was three and a half when his sister was born,
and four and three-quarters when he showed his better
knowledge by the most unmistakable allusions. This
precocious knowledge is, however, always kept secret,

and later, in connection with the future fate of childish
sexual mqutry, 1s repressed and forgotten,

The stork fable, therefore, 1s not one of the infantile

sexual theories,

indeed, the observation of animals,

who Inde so httle of their sexual life and to whom
children
feel so closely related,
strengthens
their
disbehef.
With the knowledge independently obtained
that babies grow in the mother's body, a child would

be on the right path to solve the problem on which it
Freud, ‘Analysis of a Pholua in a Five-year-old Boy,’ CoLLEcTen
Papers, vol
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first tnes its thinking powers. Tts further progress is
stopped, however, by a piece of ignorance which cannot
be made good, and by false theones which the condition
of its own sexuality 1mposes on 2t.
‘Yhese false sexual theones,
which
I will now

describe,

all have

Although

they go astray

one

very

curious charactertstic.

in a grotesque

way,

yet they

all, each one of them, contam a bit of the real truth,
so that they are analogous to those adult attempts at
solution, which we call flashes of gentus, of the problems
of the universe that are too difficult for human comrehension.
What is correct and hits the mark in
these theories 1s to be explained by their origin in those

components of the sexual mstinct which are already
active

in the childish organism

; for it 1s not due to an

arbitrary mental act or to chance impressions that

these notions arise, but to the necessrles of the psycho-

sexual constitution, and this 1s why we are able to
speak of typtcal sexual theones in children, this is
why we find the same false ideas in all children whose
sexual life 1s accessible to us.

The first of these theories begins with a neglect of

sex-differentiation, the neglect to which we called special
attention at the commencement as being characterstic

of children. It consists m attributmg to everybody,
eluding women, a penis just like the one the boy
knows of from his own body. It 1s precisely in that
sexual constitution which we must recognize as a
normal one that the pems 1s alrcady in childhood the
governing erotogenic
erotic sexual object,

zone, the most important autoand the estimate of its value is

logically reflected in the impossibility of wmaguung a
person

similar

to

the

self without

this

essential

part.

Ifa httle boy obtains a sight of the genitals of a httle

sister, what he says will show that his prejudice is
already strong enough to influence the perception;
he does not remark on the lack of the penis but
invariably

says,

as if consoling

and

reconciling

that

her ‘ widdler’ is still small, but when she is bigger it
vou.
gE
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The idea of a woman with a penis
sexual

excttation

of adults;

he

throws

in a state

down

a

woman, exposes her and prepares for coitus , then on
beholding the well-formed
female genitals, the dream

penis at the site of
and excitation break

the
off.

The numerous hermaphrodites of classic antiquity

farthfully reproduce tis once general infantile idea ;
one may observe that to most norma) people they
cause no offence, while actual hermaphroditic formations of the genitals in nature nearly always excite the

greatest abhorrence.

If this idea of woman with a pems becomes ‘ fixated’
in a child, tt resysts all the mfluences of later life and
makes ihe man mcapable of dispensing with a penis
im his sexual object, so that such a person, 1f otherwise
he has a normal sexual life, must become homosexual,

seeking lus sexual object in men who through other
physical and mental qualities remind hun of women.

Real women, as they become known to him later, are

excluded from being sexual objects to him because

they lack the essential sexual attraction, indeed, in
connection with another unpression of childhood-iife

they may become abhorrent to him.

A child who 1s

cluefly dominated by penis-excttation usually produces
pleasure by stimulation of 1t with his hand, ts detected

domg this by hus parents or by the persons in charge

of him, and 1s terrorized by the threat that his pems
will

be cut

off.

The

effect of this ‘ castration

threat'

is in direct proportion to the value set upon this part
of the body, + ¢., quite extraordimanly deep-rooted and

persistent.

Sagas and myths testify to the revolt in

the childish feelings, to the horror which 1s then hnked
to the castration complex, and this later 1s remembered

with corresponding reluctance by consciousness. The
woman's genttaha, seen subsequently and regarded as
mutilated,

recall

this

threat,

and

thus

awaken

in the

homosexual horror mstead of pleasure. This reaction
is not altered by his learning through science that
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the childish assumption 1s not so far wrong after all,
namely, that a woman also possesses a penis.
Anatomy

has recognized the clitoris within the female pudenda

as an organ homologous to the pems, and the phystology
of sexual processes has been able to add that this Iittle

penis which no longer grows behaves in the childhood
of the woman lke a genume and real penis, that tt 13
the site of excitations which leads to its hemg touched,
that its excitabihty gives the sexual activity of httle

gitls a male character, and that it needs an effort of
Tepression m the years of puberty to make the woman
develop through discarding this male sexuahty
The

fact that the sexual function of many women 1s crippled

by their obstinately clinging to this chtons excitability
—so

that

they

remam

anasthet:c

in

coilus,

or

that

repression succeeds so excessively that its action 1s

partly nullified by hysterical compensatory formations
—all

thus shows that the infantile sexual theory

that a

woman possesses a penis hike a man has some truth mm it.
One

can

easily observe

that little girls are quite in

agreement with their brothers’ estimate They develop
a great mterest in this part of a boy’s body, but this

interest 1s at once dominated by jealousy — They feel
themselves

myured ,

thcy

make

attempts

to unnate

in the position that is possible to the boy by his posses-

sion of the big penis, and when they express the wish,
‘IT should love to be a boy’, we know what lack the
wish 1s to remedy.
Tf children could follow the hint given them by the

excitation in the penis, they would get a httle nearer
to

the

sotttion

of

their

problems.

That

the

baby

grows in the mother’s body 1s obviously not a sufficient
explanation.

How

developmg there?

does it get there?

What

starts 1t

That the father has something to

do with it is probable;
baby 1s also Azs child.

indeed, he declares that the
The penis, too, certainly also

has its share in these mysterious happenings ; it testi-

fies to this by the accompanymg
" Freud, op cit

excitation

m

it
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during all this thought-work.
tion obscure

umpulses

somewhere.

But

vI

Along with this exctta-

are roused,

which the child does

not know how ta account for—to do something violent,
to press mm, to knock to pieces, to burst open a hole
when

the child seems

thus

in a fair

way to arrive at the existence of the vagma, and to
attuibute to the father’s penis an act of incursion into
the mother which should create the baby in the body

of the mother, the inquiry breaks off helplessly ; for

at this pomt there stands in the way the theory that
the mother possesses a penis hke a man,
existence of the cavity which receives the pemis
undiscovered to the child,
One can readily
that the lack of success of this effort of

fachtates

a rejection

and

forgetting of it.

and the
remains
surmise
thought

These

speculations and doubts, however, become the prototype
of all later thought-work on problems, and the first

failure has a crippling effect for ever after.
Their ignorance of the vagma again makes it possible

for children to have a conviction

secund of their sexual theones.
the

body

of the mother

which

constitutes the

If the baby grows im

and 1s then

detached

from

it,

this can only happen by the sole possible way of the

anal

aperture.

excrement,

hke

The

a

child

motion

must

If in

be

later

expelled

lke

childhood

the

same question 1s the subject of solitary reflection or of
a discussion between two children, then the explanations probably are that the baby comes out of the
navel, which opens, or that the belly is slit and the

child taken out, as happens to the wolf in the tale of

Little Red Riding-Hood.
These theories are expressed
aloud and later consciously remembered;
they no
longer contain an’ ything shocking.
These same children

have then completely
they

believed another

forgotten that m earher years

sexual theory,

which

since then

has undergone the subsequent repression of the anal
sexual components.
At that time an evacuation was
something which could be spoken

without shame;

about in the nursery

the child was still not so far distant
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from his constitutional coprophilic melinations ; it was
no degradation

then to come ito the world hke a mass

of feces, which had not yet been attamted by disgust.
The cloaca theory, which 1s valid for so many animals,
was the most natural and the only one which could

force itself upon the child as probable
Then, however, 1f was only logical that the child

should

refuse

to

grant

women

of giving birth to children.

the

pamful

monopoly

If babies are born through

the anus then a man can give birth just as well as a
woman. A boy can therefore fancy that he too has
children of his own

without

of feminine inclinations,
erotism at work,
if the cloaca

theory

our needing

to accuse him

It is only his stall active anal

of birth

1s preserved

in

con-

sciousness in later years of childhood, which occasionally
happens, it 1s then accompanied by another solution of

the question concerning the origm of children, one

which, it 1s true, 1s no longer the ongmal one.
It 1s
like that in fairy-tales.
Oné eats some particular thng
and from this one gets a child.
The insane re-ammate
this infantile birth theory.
A maniac, for instance,

will lead the visiting physician to a heap of faces which
she has deposited m a corner of her cell, and say to hun,
laughing, ‘ That 1s the child I bore to-day *.
‘Fhe third of the typical sexual theories appears
an children when through some unforeseen domestic

occurrence they witness parental sexual intercourse,
concerning which they are then able to obtam only a
very incomplete idea.
Whatever detail 1t may be that

comes under their observation, whether it 15 the pusition

of the two people, or the sounds, or certain accessory
circumstances, in all cases they arrnve at the same
conclusion, that 1s, at what we may call the sadzstie

conception of cous, seeing in 1t something that the
stronger

person-inflicts

on

the

weaker

by

force,

and

compaming it, especially the boy, toa fight as they know
it from their childish play, in ‘which, by the way, an
admixture

of

sexnal

excitation

is

also

not

wanting.
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whether

children

recognize this procedure which they observe between
the parents as the necessary missing lank in the problem

of the birth of children,
this connection

more often it appears

18 overlooked

by children

that

for the very

reason that they had interpreted the love-act as an act
of violence.

But

this

sadistic

conception

itself gives

the impression of a re-appearance of that obscure

impulse towards cruel activity which was Imked uy

with

penis-excitation

when

the

child

first reflected

upon the puzzle of where children come from. The
possibilty cannot be excluded that that precocious
sadistic

impulse,

which

might

have

led

ta

discovery

of the mystery of coitus, itself appeared first under the

influence of very dim memories of parental intercourse

for which the child had obtarned matenal, without at
the tume making use of 1t, when 1t shared the bedroom

of its parents in the first years of 1s life?

The sadistic theory of coitus, which by rtself becomes
18 again the expression of one of the inborn components
of the sexual instinct, any one of which may be more
or less strongly marked In any particular child, and
a false guide where 1t might have led to enlightenment,

thus the sadistic conception ts to a certain extent true ,

im part it divines the essence of the sexual act and the
‘antagomism of the sexes’ which precedes it, Often,
too, the child 1s 1n a position to support this conception

by accidental observations which it understands in
part correctly, m part falsely, In many marnages the
wife, in fact, regularly opposes the matrimonial embrace,
which

to

her

brings

no

pleasure

and

the

risk

of

a

fresh pregnancy, and thus to the child who 15 supposed
to be asleep {or pretendmg to be asleep) the mother

mught give an impression that could only be explained
as meaning warding off an act of violence
At other
times the whole marriage presents to the observant child
* In hus antobtographucal hook entitled Monsusur Nicolas, published
wi 1795, thus sadistic misconception of coitus 18 confirmed by Kestif de
la Bretonse, who there relates an experience from iis fourth veat
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the spectacle of an unceasing quarrel, expressed by loud
words

and

unfriendly

gestures, so that

the child need

not wonder that this quarrel goes on m the night, too,

and is finally decided by the very same means which
the child himself 1s accustomed to make
intercourse with its brothers, sisters and

that is, by a fight.

The child also regards :t as a
idea 1f he discovers spots of blood
mother’s linen.
These are to him
night an attack of this kind by the

use of im its
companions,

confirmation of his
in the bed or on his
a proof that in the
father on the mother

has again taken place, while we should rather take the

fresh spots of blood to mean that sexual intercourse
for the time being had ceased.
Much of the inexphicable ‘ horror of blood ’ in the nervous finds its explanation tm
this connection.
The child’s mistake again

covers a small part of the truth, form certain well-known

circumstances a trace of blood 1s indeed regarded as a
sign of mmtiated

sexual intercourse

In less direct connection with the insoluble problem

of where children
with the question

come from, the child occupies itself
of what the nature and the content

1s of the state called ‘bemg married’, and it answers
the question dtficrently according to its accidental
observations of its parents combined with its own
impulses

which

are

still

mvested

with

pleasurable

feeling. All that these answers appear to have in
common ts that mamage promises pleasurable gratification, and presupposes a disregard for modesty. The
idea T have most frequently met with 1s that ‘one
urmates before the other’,

a varation of this which

sounds as if it sigmfied better knowledge symbolically
is that‘ the man

unnates

into the woman’s

chamber

On other occasions the meanmg of marriage 1s supposed
to

be

that

the

two

persons

show

their

buttocks

to

each other (without shame)
In one case in which
training had succeeded in postponing sexual knowledge

especially late, a fourteen-year-old gir] who had already

begun to mensiruate arrived at the idea [rom reading
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that being married signified ‘mixing blnod‘, and

since her own

sister had not

yet had

a period

the

lustful girl attempted to outrage a visitor who confessed that she was yust menstruating, so as to compel
her to take part in this ‘ mixing blood ’.

The infantile ideas about the nature of marnage,

which are not seldom retained by the conscious memory,
have great significance for the symptoms of later

neurotic ines.
in

childish

They come into evidence first of all

games,

in

which

one

does

with

the

other

whatever 1t is that constitutes bemmg mamed, and then

later on the wish to be married can choose the infantile

form of expression when it appears im a phobia or some

similar symptom which at first sight seemed mcomprehensible !

These are the most amportant of the typical sexual

theones

that

children

produce

spontaneously

in carly

childhood-years under the influence of the components
of the sexual mstinct
from

complete

connection
can

here

and

between

add

a

1 know that the material 1s far

that

I have

it and

few

the

not

established

a full

remarks

which

rest of cluld-hfe.

supplementary

I

otherwise every expertenced person would have missed

m my account. Thus, for instance, the sigmficant
theory that one gets a child by a kiss, which obviously

betrays

a pre-eminence

of the erotogemce

mouth

zone.

In my experience this theory 1s exclusively feminine

and

1s sometimes

met

with

as pathogenic

m

girls

whose sexual curiosity had undergone very stron;
inhibition m childhood. One of my female’ patients

through an accidental observation happened upon the
theory of the ‘couvade', which 1s well known among

Many races as a general practice, and probably has ihe
purpose of contradicting that doubt about paternity
that

1s never

quite

to be

overcome.

After

the

birth

of lus child, a rather strange uncle of hers remained

for ays at home and received visitors m his night1c games that are sigmficant im later neuruses are the‘ doctur’
game anid ihe gate of father aint rancher

1g08
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that

both parents

in the birth and must go to bed.
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had

a share

About the tenth or eleventh year information about
sexual matters comes to children.
A chitd who has

grown up unchecked in its social relations, or who m
some other way has found a good opportunity for
observation,

communicates

to other

children

what

he

knows, because by doing so he can feel himself to be

grown-up and superior. What children learn m_ thus
way 1s mostly correct, that 1s, the existence of the
vagina and its use 1s revealed to them, but otherwise
the enhghtenment which they get from one another 33
frequently mixed with false ideas, and burdened with

the remains of older infantile sexual theones. 11 18
scarcely ever complete and sufficient to solve the original

problems.

Just as formerly with the ignorance of the

Vagina, so now ignorance of the semen prevents understanding of the whole process The child cannot guess
that out of the male sexual organ another substance
can be expelled besides une, and occasionally an

“innocent ’ gitl on her wedding night 1s still indignant

because the man has ‘ urmated into her’.

This mfor-

mation acquired hefore puberty Imks up with a fresh

impetus in
elnld now

childish mquines , the theories which
produces, however, have no longer

the
the

typical and original’ stamp, which was charactenstic

of the carly pnmary ones as long as the mfantile sexual

components were umnhibited and untransformed and
could come to expression mn these theories.
The later
intellectual efforts to solve the sexual puzzle seemed

to me

not worth

the trouble of collecting, nor have

they much claim to a pathogenic significance. Their
muitipheity 3s naturally mamly dependent upon the
nature

cance

of the

consists

unconscious

interest,

first

information

rather

vestiges

so that

not

of

in that
that

seldum

received,

they

their

signifi-

re-awaken

first period

the

af sexual

masturbatory

sexual

activities and a part of the detachment of feeling fram
the parents is linked up with
them.
Hence
the
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condemning yudgementoof teachers that such information
at this age ‘corrupts ’ children.

‘A few examples may show what elements often
enter mto these later speculations by children about
sexual

hfe.

A

girl

had

heard

from

her

schoo!

com-

pamions that the man gives the woman an egg, which she
hatches in her body. "A boy who had also beard of the

egg, identified it with the testicle, which 1s vulgarly
called by the same name, and thereupon puzzled his head

how the content of the scrotum could always become

renewed.

The information given seldom

reaches as [ar

as to prevent mportant doubts on the matter of sexual
processes. Thus girls may come to expect that coitus

happens only on one single occasion but Jasts very

long, for twenty-four hours, and that from this one
occasion come

all the successive children

One

would

suppose that this child had knowledge of the process
of propagation m certain msects
however, this conjecture was nat confirmed and the theory appeared to

be an independent creation.
time

of gestation,

the

Other girls ignore the

life in

the womb,

and

suppose

that the child appears immediately after the mght of
the

first connection.

Marcel

Prévost

has

turned

this

mustake of young girls mto an amusing story im one
Hardly to be exhausted and
pethaps i general not umnteresting 1s this theme of
of Ins Lettres de femmes.

the later sexual inquines of children, or of adolescents
who have been delayed at a childish stage , but it hes

further from my purpose, and I must only call speciai
attention to the fact that many
children in order to contradict

errors are invented by
older, better but now

unconscious and repressed knowledge
The

way

in

which

the

child

behaves

receives information also has rts significance

when

he

In many

cnldren sexual repression has gone so far that they

will not hear anything, and these may also succeed in
temaming

ignorant

untit

even

later

(apparently,

at

least) ull the knowledge dating from early childhood
comes to hght in the psycho-analysts of neurotics. I
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know also of twa boys between ten and thirteen years
old,

gave

who

certainly

their

listened

mformant

the

to sexual

averting

information

answer

‘It

but

1s

possible that your father and other people do such

things, but 1 know for certain that my father would
never do 1t’
However this later attitude in children

towards satisfymg their sexual cumosity may vary,

we

can

postulate

a thoroughly

uniform

behaviour

in

them in early years and believe that at that penod

they

were

all eager

to find out

what

it 1s the parents

do with each other to make the babies.

VII

“CIVILIZED ’ SEXUAL MORALITY
MODERN NERVOUSNESS?

AND

{1g08)
hus recently pubhshed book on sexual ethics, von

LE

Fhrenfels dwells on the difference between ‘ natural *
and
‘civihzed’
(cultural)
sexual morality.
By
‘natural’ sexual morality he understands that system

of control which enables a race to preserve rts health
and

efficiency,

by

‘civilized’,

that

system

which

when follawed spurs man 10 more intensive and productive

cultural

acuvity

contrast

3s best

elucidated

character

of a people

with

Accordmg

by

to

comparmg

hm

the

‘ths

innate

its cultural attamments.

While refernng to von Ehrenfels’ paper ? for the better
appreciation of thus sigmificant line of thought, I shall
take

from

it only

so much

as

F need

to establish

connection with my own contnbution lo the subject

the

It 1s natural to suppose that under the domination
of a ‘civilized’ morality the health and efficiency in
hfe of the individuals may be tmpared, and that
ultimately this injury to the mdividual, caused by the

sacrifices

imposed upon him, may reach such a pitch

that the ‘cvalized’ aim and end will itself be indirectly
endangered.
Indeed, von Ehrenfels pomts to a sertes

of mjunous effects, responsibility for which he attributes to the code of sexual morality at present prevailing
im our Western society, and although he fully acknowledges its high value for the furtherance of civilization,

he concludes by judging it to be in need of reform

First publisser an Sexval Probleme, new asse of the penodieal
Mutterschus
IV, rgo8, reprinted im Sammduig, Awelte Folge
[Peanslated by
EB Hertord and’
Coton fl
Sexuutetiak, Grenafragen des Nerven7
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Characteristic of present-day sexual morality is the

extension of the demands made upon women on to the

sexual life of the male, and the taboo on all sexual
intercourse except in monogamous marnage,
Even so,
consideration of the natural difference m the sexes
necessitates less condemnation of lapses in the male,
and so 1n effect admission of a double code of morality

for him.

code

But a society which accepts this double

cannot

attain

to ‘love

of truth,

honesty

and

humanity’? except to a certain narrowly muted
and must
truth, to

inchne its members to concealment
euphemism, to self-deception, aud

degree,
of
to

the
the

deception of others. "Civilized sexual morality does
worse, indeed, than this, for by glonfying monogamy
it cripples virile sclection—the sole influence by which
an improvement of the race can be attained, for among

civilized peoples vital selection 1s reduced to a mmnimum

by humane and hygiente considerations?

Among the injurious effects attributed to sexual

morality

the physician

Significance

we

are now

misses precisely the one whose

to consider.

| refer to the

way in which it promotes modern nervousness, which
under our present Feoctal conditions 1s rapidly spreading.
Occasionally
@ nervous patient will himself draw the

physician’s ‘Mitention to the part played in the causation

of lus sufferings by the opposition between his constitution

and

the

demands

of

eivilizanon,

and

will

remark
‘ We in our family have ali become nervous
because we wanted to be somethmg better than what

with our origin we were capable of bemg.’ The physician

1s also frequently given matter for thought by observing,

that neurosts attacks precisely those whose forefathers,

after

hving

in simple,

healthy,

country

condittons,

offshoots of rude but vigorous stocks, came to the
great cities where they were successful and were able
* Loc at. p

+ Loe et, p. 45 [the
of

yv

Ebrent

1

Is’

preceding paragraph 1s clearly an abstract

views, land. does

not

necessarily

represent

Ireud’s
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in a short space of time to raise their children to a high
level of cultural attamment
But, most cogent of all,
neurologists

proclaimed

the

the present day and modern civilized hfe.
A
extracts from the opmions of eminent observers

themselves

have

loudly

few
will

connection between the ‘increasing nervousness’ of
show clearly upon what they base this connection.

W. Erb ! ‘The ongmal question may now be sumAre those causes of nervousness which
have been put before you so markedly on the increase
marized thus

under modern conditions of Ife as to declare those con-

ditions responsible?

This question can be answered

without hesitation in the affirmative, as a cursory
glance at our modern life and its character will show.

“This 1s already clearly evidenced by an array of

gencral

modem
field,

facts

the

extraordinary

achievements

of

times, the discoveries and inventions in every
the

maintenance

of

progress

m

the

face

of

mereasing competition, have been gamed and can be
held only by great mental effort. The demands on the
ability of the individual in the struggle for existence
have enormously increased, and he cam meet them only
by putting forth all his mental powers, at the same
time

the needs

of the individual,

and

the demand

for

enjoyment, have increased in all circles , unprecedented

luxury 15 ‘displayed by classes hitherto wholly unaccustomed to any snch thing; isrehgion, discontent,

and covetousness are spreading widely through every
degree

of society.

The

ulimitable

expansion

of com-

munication brought about by means of the network

of telegraphs and telephones encirchng the world has

completely altered the conditrons of busmess and
iravel Allis hurry and agitation. mght is used for
travel, day for business; even ' holiday trips ” keep
the nervous system on the rack ; important political,
industnal, financial enses carry excitement into far

wider circles than formerly; partyipation in political

life has become quite general , polittcal, religions, and
" Uber dte wachsende Nervositat unserer Zeit, 1893
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social struggles, party-interests, electioneerg, endless
associations of every kind heat the 1magimation and
force

the mind

to ever

greater

effort,

encroaching

on

the hours for recreation, sleep and rest ; life 1n large
cities 1s constantly becommg more elaborate and more

restless.
he exhausted nerves seck recuperation m
increased stimulation,
in highly-seasoned pleasures,

only thereby to become more exhausled than before.
modern hterature is concerned predommantly with
the most questionable problems, those which ‘stir all

the passions—sensuality

and

the craving

for pleasure,

contempt of every fundamental ethical principle and
every ideal demand, it brings pathological types,
together with sexual psychopatiie, revolutionary and
other

problems,

before

the

mind

of the

The

theatres

reader

Our

ears are excited and overstimulated by large doses of
insistent

and noisy music,

captivate

all

the senses with therr exciting modes of presentation ,

the creative arts turn also by preference to the repellent,
ugly and suggestive, and do not hesitate to set before
us in revolting

realism

actuality.
‘This merely

the ughest aspect offered by

general

picture

suffices

to

show

a

series of dangers in aur modern cultural evolution, the
details of which may be filled in by a fow strokes”

Binswanger

described

} 'Neurasthema especially has been

as essentially a modern

disorder,

and

Beard,

to whom we are first indebted for a general description

of it, beheved

that

he

had

discovered

a new

nervous

disease which had developed specifically in Amertca

This assumption was of course erroneous , nevertheless

the fact that au American physician was the first to
percerve and maintain—as

the fruit of great experience

—the particular symptoms of this disorder cannot fail
to point to a clase connection between them and the
modern way of hfe—the unbndled lust and haste for

gold

and

technical

possessions,

spheres

which

those

have

mmense

reduced

advances

im

to insignificance

* Die Pathologie und Therapie dev Newrasthemre, 1896.
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all fimitations of time and space where comrmumcation

4s concern
Von

Krafft-Ebing

1

©The mode of infe of innumer-

able civihzed peoples shows at the present time an
abundance of antrhygiemc factors which make i
easy to understand

the deplorable imcreasc of nervous-

ness, for these harmful factors take effect first and
foremost on the brain
Changes have taken place m

the pohtica? and social, and particularly in the mercantile,

industrial

and

agricultural

conditions

of civilized

peoples, mn the course of no more than the last decade,

which have abruptly transformed professional hfe,

citizenship

and

property

at

the

direct

cost

of

the

nervous system, this is then called upon ta meet the
increased social and domestic demands by a greater
expenditure of energy, unredressed by any satisfactory
forms of recuperation.’
Of these and many other similarly-worded opinions
L have to observe, not that they are erroneous, but that

they show themselves insuffictent to explain in detail
the manifestations of nervous
they leave out of account the

logical factor

disturbance, and that
most mmportant #tio-

If one passes over the Jess defimte

forms of ‘ nervousness ’ and considers the actual forms
af nervous disease, the inyarious influence of culture
reduces itself in all essentials to the undue suppression
of the sexual life in civilized peoples (or classes) as a

result oftthe * ervilized ' sexual morality which prevails
amongt
The hook of this statement I have attempted to

establish in a sees of techmeal papers.*_ It cannot be
repeated here , still J will at this point put forward the
mast. important arguments

arising from my researches

Close chmical observation empowers us to distinguish two groups of nervous disorder, the true neuroses,
and the psychoneuroses.
In the former, the disturbances (symptoms), whether bodily or mental, appear to
1 Nervosstit und newerasthentsche Zustande, 1895, p. 11.
ELECTED PAPERS, vol 4.
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The phenomena are essentially

the same as those due to excess or deficiency of certain
nerve-poisons. These neuroses, usually designatéd collectively

injurious

as ' neurasthenia ’, can be induced

infivences

in the

sexual

by certain

life, without

any

hereditary taint being necessarily present , indeed, the

form taken by the disease corresponds with the nature
of these noxiz,

so that

not seldom

the clinical picture

can be chrectly employed as a key to the particular

sexual a@tiology. Any such regular correspondence
between the form of nervous disorder present and the
other injurious influences of civilization to which the
writers quoted

above attribute so much

1s, however,

entirely absent.
It may, therefore, be maintained that
the sexual factor ts the essential one in the cansation
of the true neuroses.
With the psychoneuroses, hereditary influence is

more marked, and the causation less transparent. A
peculiar method of investigation knawn as psychoanalysis has, however,

enabled us to recogmze

that the

symptoms of these ‘disorders (hysteria, obsessional

neurosis, cte.) are psychogenic, and depend upon the
operation of unconscious (repressed) ideatronal
plexes,
This same method has taught us what

comthese

unconscious complexes are, and has shown us that,
speaking quite generally, they have a sexual content.

They onginate in the sexual needs of unsatisfied people,

and represent a kind of substitute for gratification
of them.
So that we must regard all factors which
operate mjuriously upon the sexual life and suppress

its activity or distort its aims as likewise pathological
factors in the psychoneuroses.

The value of the theoretical distinction between the
toxtc and the
psychogenic neuroses 1s, of course, in no

way lessened By the fact that disturbances arising in
both sources are to be observed in most nervous people.
Anyone who is prepared to Jook with me for the

etiology of nervousness pre-eminently m influences
which cripple the sexual hfe, will withngly give his.
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attention to some further considerations, to he appended

here, which are intended to review the question of
increasing nervousness in a broader application.
Our civihzation 1s, generally speakmg, founded on
the suppression

of instincts.

Each

individual

has

contributed some renunciation—of his sense of dominat-

ing power, of the aggressive and vindictive tendencies
of his personahty.
From these sources the common
stock

of

the

material

and

ideal

wealth

of civihzation

has been accumulated. Over aud above the struggle
for existence, it is chiefly family feeling, with ts erotic
roots, which has induced the individuals to make this
renunciation.
This renunciation has been a progressive
one in the evolution of civilization , the single steps in

it were

mstinctual

sanctioned

by

satisfaction

relgion

from

The

which

modicum

each

one

of

had

abstained was offered to the divimty as a sacrifice, and
the communal benefit thus won was declared ‘ holy ’.
The man who m consequence of his unyielding nature
cannot comply with the required suppression of his

mstincts,

becomes

social position

a cnminal,

or striking

an outlaw,

ab:lities enable

unless

hum

his

to hold

lus own as a great man, a ‘hero’.
The sexual instmct—or, more correctly, the sexual
imstincts, since analytic mvestigation teaches us that
the sexual instinct consists of many single component

impulses—is probably more strongly developed in man

than in most of the higher animals ; it 1s certamly more
constant, since 1t has almost entirely overcome the
penodicity belongmg to 1t in anmmals
It places an

extraordmary amount of energy at the disposal of
‘cultural activities , and this becanse of a particularly

marked characteristic that 1t possesses, namely, the
ability

to

displace

in intensity.

its

aim

without

matenally

losing

This ability to exchange the onginally

sexual aim for another which is no longer sexual but 3s

psychically related, 1s called the capacity for sublimation,
In
in which

contrast
les its

with this abihty for displacement
value for civihzation, the sexual
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instinct may also show a particularly obstinate tendency
to fixation, which prevents it from being turned to
account im this way, and occasionally Jeads to its
degenerating into the so-called abnormalities.
The
onginal strength of the sexual instinct probably differs

m each individual;

imation is vanable.

cettainly the capacity for sub-

We imagine that the original

constitution pre-eminently decides how large a part
of the sexual impulse of each individual can be
subhmated and made use of.
In addition to this, the
forces of environment and of intellectual influence on

the menta) apparatus succeed 1n disposing of a further

portion of it by sublimation.

To extend this process of

displacement illim:tably 1s, however, certainly no more
possible

than

with

the

transmutation

mechanical power in the case of machines
degree

of

direct

sexual

satisfaction

of

heat

into

A certain

appears

to

be

absolutely necessary for by far the greater number of
natures,

and

frustration

of

ths

vanable

mdividual

need 1s avenged by mamfestations which, on account
of their injunous effect on functional activity and of
their subjectively painful character, we must regard
as illness
Further aspects are opened up when we take ito

consideration the fact that the sexual instinct in man
does not originally serve the purposes of procreation,

but has as its aim the gain of particular kinds of

pleasure‘

It manvfests itself thus in infancy,

when

it

attains its aim of pleasurable gratification not only in

comection with the genitaha, but also m other parts
of the body {erotogemc zones), and hence 1s in a position

to disregard any other than these easily accessible
objects.
We call this stage that of auto-eratism, and
assign to the child's training the task of circumscnbing
it, because its protracted continuance would render the

sexual instinct later uncontrollable and unserviceable.

In its development the sexual instinct passes on from
auto-erotism

to

objcct-love,

and

from

the

> Cf my Dret Abhandiungen zur Sexuaitheorse

autonomy
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of the erotogenic zones to the subordination of these
under the pumacy of the genitals, which come into the

service of procreation,
During this development a
part of the self-obtamed sexual excitation is checked,
as being useless for the reproductive functions, and
i favourable cases is diverted
energies available for‘ cultural’

to sublimation.
The
development are thus

in great part won through suppression of the so-called

perverse elements of sexual excitation.
It would

be possthle

to distinguish

three

stages

in

cultural development corresponding with this develop-

ment in the sexual instinct

first, the stage in which

the sexual impulse may be freely exercised im regard

to aims which do not lead to procreation,
stage,

in

wiuch

the

whole

1s

allowed

as

of

the

sexual

a second

umpulse

1s

suppressed except that portion which subserves procreation , and a third stage, m which only legeétemate
procreation

a

sexual

aim

This

third

stage represents our current ‘ civihzed ‘ sexual morality

If we regard the second of these stages as our
standard, we must acknowledge that a number of
people, on account of their constitution, are not equal
to its demands
With whole classes of individuals,
the development of the sexual impulse referred to
above, from auto-rrotism to object-love, with its aim.

of union of the

genitalia, has not been correctly and

sufficiently completed
of development there

‘As a result of this disturbance
arse two kinds of harmful

deviation

or

from

normal

‘ crwilized’

sexuahty;

and

these are related to one another almost as positive to
negative. They are, first (disregarding altogether

those persons with an over-powerful and uncontrollable
sexual

instinct

in

general),

the

different

vaneties

of

perverts, in whom an infantile fixation on a prelummnary
sexual aim has impeded the estabhstung of the primacy

of the reproductive function,

secondly, the homo-

sexuals or inverts, m whom, in a way not yet guite

understood, the sexual aim has been deflected from
the opposite sex. If the injurious results of these two
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forms of disturbance m development are less than
Might have been expected, this can be directly ascribed

to the

complicated

instinct,

which

co-ordination

makes

itt possrble

the

sexuat

for the sexual

within

life to

express itself finally m Some form or other, even if
one or more components of the instmet have been
excluded from development.

The constitution of those

svffering from mversion—the homoscxuals—ss mdeed
often distinguished by the sexual impulse lendmg ttself
to ‘cultural’ subhmation m a special degree

Stronger developments of the perversions and of
homosexuahty, especially 1f exclusive, do indeed make
those who harbour them socrally unadaptable and
unhappy,

so

that

even

the

cultural

demands

of

the

second stage must be recognized as a source of suffering
for a certain proportion of human bemgs. The fate
of those persons who differ constitutionally in this way
from ther jellows depends on whether they are
endowed with comparatively stronger or weaker sexual
impulses im an absolute sense. In the latter case, that
of an impulse which 1s on the whole weaker, perverts
succeed m completely suppressmg those tendencies
which bring ther into confitct with the moral demands
of their level of civilization
But this, from the ideal
point of view, remains also therr only achievement,
because for this repression of their sexual instmet
they make use of all those energies which otherwise

they would employ in cultural activity. They are at
once mwardly stunted, and outwardly crippled. What

we shall presently say about the state of abstmence
{of men and women) demanded by the third state of
culture applies to these also.
Where the sexual instinct 1s very strong but
perverted, there are two possible outcomes.
In
first, which it 1s not necessary to consider further,

yet
the
the

afflicted person remains perverted, and has to bear the

consequences of his deviation from the prevaihng level
of culture.

Here,

under

The second way 1s much more interesting,
the

pressure

of

education

aud

social
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demands, a suppression of the perverse impulse is
indeed attained, but it 1s of such a kind as not to be
a true one, and can be better described as a miscarriage

of suppression.
expressed

The mbrbited sexual impulses are not

as such—and

to that

extent

the inhibition

is successful—but they are expressed im other ways
which are quite as injurious to the person concerned,
and make him quite as useless to society as satisfaction

of these suppressed impulses m ther onginal form
would have done,

and in this les the failure of the

which

themselves in consequence

process, which in the long run far outweyghis the success of the suppression
The substitute-manifestations
thus

present

of sup-

pression of the impulses constitute what we describe as
neurosis, in particular the psychoncur:
Neurotics
are that class af people, naturally rebeliious, with whorn
the pressure

of cultural demands succeeds only in an
ion of their instincts, one which
id less effective,
Consequently

their co-operation im ctvilized life 1s maintained only
by means of a great expenditure of energy, combined
with inner impoverzshment,

and

at

times

it has to be

suspended altogether during periods of illness. I have,
however, described the neuroses as the ‘negative’ of
the perversions, because m the neuroses the perverse
tendencies come to expression from the unconscious
part of the mind, after the repression, and because
they contain the same tendencies in a state of repression
that manifest perverts exmbit.
Expenence teaches that for most

people

with

Al

there

1s a

hmit beyond which (herr constitution cannot comply
the

demands

of

civilization.

victims

to

neurosis

Teach a lugher standard
allow,

fail

than

thew
It

who

wish

constitution

would

have

to

will

been

better for them if they could have remained less
‘perfect’. The realization that perversion and neurosis
stand to one another as positive and negative 1s often
unambiguously

confirmed

by

observations

2 Cf introdactory remarks above

made

on
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members of the same family. Quite often m one
farmly the brother will be sexually perverted, while
the sister, who as a woman
sexual
instinct,
becomes

is endowed with a weaker
a neurotic one
whose

symptoms, however, express the same tendencies as
the perversion

sexual impulse.

of the

brother

who

has

a more

active

Accordingly in many famules the men

are healthy, but from the social pomt of view undesirably
immoral,
while
the women
are
highprincipled and over-refined, but highly neurotic.
It 1s
one of the obvious injustices of social hfe that the
standard of culture should demand the same behaviour

m sexual hfe from everyone—a course of conduct

which, thanks to his nature, one person can attain

without

severest

effort,

whereas

mental

tt umpuses

sacrifices,

on

though,

another

the

indeed,

the

injustice 1s ordinanly nullified by disregard of the
commands of morality.

These considerations have been confined so far tu
what apples to the second stage of cultural development,
postulated as interdicting every
‘ perverse‘

sexual activity, su-called, but allowing the free practice
of ‘normal’
even
when
restriction is
have to be

sexual intercourse.
We have found that
the line between
sexual
freedom
and
drawn at this point, a number of persons
ruled out as perverse, while others who

endeavour not to be perverse, and yet constitutonally
should be so, are forced into neurosis.
It 1s now casy

to predict the result which will ensue if sexual freedom is

still further carcumscribed, and the standard demanded
by civihzation

is raised tu the level of the third stage,

which taboos every sexual activity other than that
in legitumate matrmony.
Under these conditions the
number of strong natures who openly rebel will be
immensely increased
and likewise the number of

weaker natures who take refuge in neurosis owing

to

their conflict between the double pressure from the

influences of crvilization and from their own rebellions
constitutions.
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‘We propose to answer three questions witch now

arise *

1. What is the task that is laid upon the individual
as a result of the demands of the third cultural stage ?
2. Whether the legitimate sexual satisfaction allowed
may be said to offer reasonable compensation for the
abstentton in other directions

3. In what relation the possible myurious effects of

this abstention stand to the benefit accruing to culture >

The answer to the first question touches a problem

which has often been discussed and cannot here be
treated exhaustively, +.¢. that of sexual abstinence. The

third stage of our civilization demands from both sexes
abstmence until marriage, and Ifelang abstinence for all
who do not enter into legal matnmony. The position

sanctioned by every authonty, that sexual abstinence 1s

not harmful and not difficult to mamtain, has alsa
obtained a good deal of support from physicians — It

may be said that the task of mastermg such a mighty
impulse

as

the

sexual

instinct

1s onc

which

may

well

absorb all the energies of a human bemg. Mastery
through sublimation, diverting the sexual energy away
from

its sexual

with a _minoniy,

goal

to higher

cultural

aims,

succeeds

and with them only mtermittently ,

while the period of passionate youth 1s precisely that
in which it 1s most difficult to acheve
Of the others,

most

becume

neurotic

or

otherwise

come

to

gricf,

Expenence shows that the majority of those who compose our society are constitutionally unfit for the task

of abstmence
Those who would have fallen 18 even
under moderate sexual restrictions succumb to illness

all the earher and more severely under the demands

of our present civihzed sexual morality , for we know
no better security against the menace

to normal sexual

life caused by defective predisposition and disturbances
m development than sexual satisfaction itself. The

greater the disposition lo neurosis, the less can abstinence be tolerated.

For in proportion as the component-

impulses have becn excluded from development

(as
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described above) they become precisely thereby less

controllable.

But even those who wauld have retained

their health while complying with the demands of the

second stage of civihzation will in many cases succumb
tu neurosis my the third stage; for the psychical value
of sexual satisfaction increases under privation. The
frustrated

libido

1s now

put

in the

position

of spying

out one or other of the weaker spots which are seldom
wanting

in the

structure

of the sexual

hfe,

so that

it

may break through at that pomt as a neurotic sub-

stitute-gratification m the form of a morbid symptom

Anyone who understands how to penetrate to the
factors conditionmg netvons iliness will soon be convinced that its increase in onr society
the greater stringency of sexual restraint

onginates

m

We thus come closer to the question whether sexual

intercourse

im legitimate

pensation

for the

marriage

restraint

can

before

offer

full com-

marnage.

The

abundance of the material supporting a reply in the

negative 18 so overwhelming that we are obliged to
make only the briefest summary of tt We must above
all keep in md that our civilized sexual morality also

restnets sexual intercourse even in marnage itself,
for it compels the married couple to be satisfied, as a

rule, with a very small number of acts leading to

ception.

As a consequence of this, satisfying sexual

intercourse
few years,

occurs m marnage only over a period of a
allowing also, of course, for intervals of

abstention on hygienic grounds required by the woman's
state of health
After these three, four or five years,

marriage ceases to furnish the satisfaction of the sexual

needs that it promised, since all the contraceptives
available hitherto impair sexual enjoyment, disturb

the finer susceptibilities of both

partners, ar even act

as a direct cause of illness.
Anxiety for the consequences of sexual intercourse first dissipates the physical

usually,

as

affection

between

a more

remote

them

which

result,

also

was destined

the

mental

to succeed

go
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the originally tempestuous passion. Under the spiritual
disappointment and physical deprivation which thus
become the fate of most marriages, both partners find

themselves reduced again to their pre-conjugal con-

dition, but poorer by the loss of an MJusion, and are once
more dnven back to their determination to restram
and ‘side-track’ their sexual instinct.
We will not

inquire how far a man m mature years succeeds in this

task , experience seems to show that he very frequently
makes use of that amount

of freedom

wluch

1s allowed.

him even by the strictest sexual code, though but

reluctantly
and
furtively.
The
‘double’
code of
morahty conceded to the male in our society 15 the

planes pussible admission that society itself does not

believe in the possibility of adherence to those precepts
which tt has enjoined on its members. But experience

also shows that women, as the true guardians of the

sexual interests of the race, are endowed with the
power of sublimation only in a limited degree, as a
substitute for the sexual object the suckling child may

suffice, but not the growing child, and under the dis-

appointments of matrimony women succumb to severe,

lifelong neurosis affecting’ the whole course of thew

lives.
Marriage under the present cultural standard
has long ceased to be a panacea for the nervous suffer-

ings of women,

even if we physicians in such cases

still advise matnmony, we are nevertheless aware that
a girl must be very healthy to ‘stand’ marnage, and
we earnestly counsel our male mguirers not to marry

a girl who has been neurotic.
would,

on

the

other

hand,

be

Marital unfaithfulness
a much

more

probable

cure for the neurosis resulting frum marnage,

the

more strictly a wife has been brought up, the more
earnestly she has submitted

to the demands of civiliza-

tion, the more does she fear this way of escape, and in
conflict between her desires and her sense of duty she
again will seek refuge in a neurosis.
Nothing protects

her virtue so securely as winess. The conjugal state,
which 1s held out to the youthful among civilized
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madequate
which

even to the demands

it covers;

beyond

or

instinct, thus proves

of the later period

all question,

pensate for the earlier abstention.

rt fails to com-

To our third question, even he who admits the

injurious

results

thus

attnbutable

to

civilized

sexual

morality may reply that the cultural gam derived from

the sexual restraint so generally practised probably

more than balances these evils, which after all, im their
more striking manifestations, affect only a minority.
1

own myself unable to balance gain and loss precisely
nevertheless I could advance a good many considera-

tions as regards the Juss.
Returmmg to the theme of
abstinence, already touched on, 1 must insist that yet

other myunous effects besides the neuroses result
therefrom,

and

that

the

neuroses

themselves

are

not

usually appraised at their full significance.
The retardation of sexual development and sexual
activity at which our education and culture aim 1s
certainly not inyurtous to begin with ; 1t 15 seen to be

a necessity, when one reflects at what a late age young
people of the educated classes attam independence. and
begim

to earn

a hving.

Incidentally,

one

is reminded

of the difficulty

of altering

here of the mtimate relation existing
civilized

institutions,

and

between all our

any part of them irrespective of the whole.

benefit, for a young man,

But the

of abstinence continued

much beyond his twentieth year, cannot any longer
be taken for granted, it may lead to other injuries even

when

it does not lead to neurosis,

It 1s indeed said

that the struggle with such powerful mstincts and the

consequent strengthening of all ethical and asthetic
tendencies ‘steels’ the character; and this, for some
specially constituted natures, 1s true. The view may
also be accepted

that

ihe differentiation

of mdividual

character, now so much in evidence, only becomes possible with sexual restraint.
But in the great majonty
of cases the fight against sexualtty absorbs the available

energy of the character, and this at the very time when
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the young man is m need of all his powers to gain his
share of worldly goods and his positron
munity
The relation between possible

in the comsublimation

and indispensable sexual activity naturally varies very
much

a different persons,

kinds of occupation

and mdeed

with

the vanous

An abstinent artist 1s scarccly

conceivable : an abstinent young mtellectual 1s by no
means a rarity.
The young intellectual can by abstinence enhance his powers af concentration, whereas the
production of the artist 1s probably powerfully stimuiated by his sexual experience. On the whole I have
not

gained the impression that sexual

to shape
ongmal

energetic,

thinkers,

self-rehant men

bold

pioneers

abst:nence

of action,

and

helps

nor

reformers,

far

more often st produces ‘good’ weakhugs who later
become lost in the crowd that tends to follow painfully
the mitiative of strong characters

In the results produced by efforts towards abstinence

the stubbornness and insubordination characteristic of

the sexual instinct also come to expression
education

attempts,

In a sense,

only

Civilized

a temporary

sup-

pression of it up to the period of matnmony, mtending
then

to gtve

it free

Extreme

measures,

effecting

Tepression

ones,
with

rem

in order

however,
of the

to make

use

than

moderate

are more

instinct

of

suceessful

are

it

im

but then suppression very often goes too far,

the

unwished-for

result

that

when

the

sexual

instinct 1s set free :t shows itself permanently impaired.
For

tins

reason

complete

abstinence

dunng

youth

15

often not the best preparation for marnage ina young
man, Women dimly recognize this, and among their
suitors prefer those who have already proved themselves

men

with

other

women.

The

ijunvus

results

which the srict demand for abstinence before marriage
produces are quite particularly apparent

where

women

are concemed.

Clearly, education does not louk lightly

until marnage,

for1t employs the most drastic measures.

on the task of suppressing the sensuahty of the girl
It net only forbids sexual intercourse and sets a high
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the preservation of sexual chastity, but

it also protects the developing young woman’

from

temptation by keeping her m ignorance of all the facts
concerning the part she 1s ordained to play, and

tolerates in her no love-impulse whtch cannot lead to
mamage

The result 1s that when the girl 1s suddenly

accomphsh

this mental

allowed by parental authority to fall in love, she cannot
operation

and enters

of marmiage uncertam of her own feelings
the

artificial

love-function

retardation

provides

for the husband,

for her.

who

in

the

the state

As a result,

development

of

the

nothing but disappomtments

has

treasured

up

all his desires

Psychically she 1s still attached to her parents,

whose authonty has brought about the suppression of
the sexual feeling, and physically she shows herself

fngid, which prevents her husband finding any great
enjoyment in relations with her. I do not know

whether the anesthetic type of woman is also found
outside the range of civihzed education,

but I consider

it probable In any case this type 1s directly cultrvated
by education, and these women who couceive without
pleasure show later httle willingness to endure frequent
childbirths, accompamied as they arc by pam
the traiming that
the very aim of

so that

precedes marnage directly frustrates
marrage.
When later the retarded

development of the wife becomes rectified, and dunng

the climax of her womanly life the full power to love
awakens n her, her relation to her husband has been
long undermined.
As a reward for her previons sub-

mussion, there remains for her only the choice between
unappeased desire, infidelity, or neurosis.
The behaviour of a human bemg in sexual matters
35 often a prototype for the whole of his other modes
of reaction to life.

tion m

A man

who has shown

determina-

possessing himself of his love-obyect has our

confidence m his success m regard to other aims as
well,

On

the

other

whatever reasons,

hand,

a

man

who

abstaims,

for

from satisfymg his strong sexual

mstinct, will also assume a conciliatory and resigned.
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attitude in other paths of life, rather than a
active

one.

A particular

application

powerfully

of the general

statement that the course of the sexual hfe is typical
for the way in which other functions are exercised is
easily demonstrable in the entire female sex.
Ther
training excludes them from occupying themselves

mtellectually with sexual problems, in regard to which

naturally they have the greatest thirst for knowledge,
and terrifies them with the pronouncement that such
cunosity is unwomanly and a sign of immoral tendencies.

And thus they are thoroughly imtimidated from ali
mental effort, and knowledge in general is depreciated
im ther eyes The prohibition of thought extends
beyond the sexual sphere, partly through unavoidable

associations, partly automatically, acting precisely an

the same way as the prohibition of religious speculation

among

men,

and

the

taboo

of

any

thought

out

of

harmony with loyalty m faithful subjects I do not
support Moebius in the view he has put forward, which

has met with so much opposition, that the biological
contrast between intellectual work and sexual activity
explams the ‘ physiological mental weakness ‘ of women.
On

the

contrary,

J think

the intellectual infenonty
traced

to

that

inhibition

sexual suppression

that

the undonbted

of so many

of

thought

women

fact

of

can be

necessitated

by

In considermg the question of abstmence, far too
distinction 1s made between two forms of 1,
namely, abstention from any kind of sexual activity
httle

at all, and abstention

from heterosexual

intercourse.

Many who are proud of maintamuing abstinence success-

fully have only been able to achieve it with the help
of masturbation and other similar means of satisfaction,
which
are connected
with
the auto-erotic
sexual
activities of early childhood.
But this very connection

makes these substitutive measures of sexual satisfaction
by no means hanmless , they predispose to the numerous

forms of neurosis and psychosis, which are conditional

on a regression of the sexual life to its mifantile form.
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Nor does masturbation at all correspond to the ideal
demands of civihzed sexual morality, and it therefore

drives young people into the same conflicts with the

ideals Of education which they design to escape by
abstinence.

Further,

the

character

1s undermined

in

more ways than one by this indulgence , first, because
it shows the way to attam important

aims in an otiose

manner, instead of by energetic effort, m hne with the
wiew

that

the

attitude

to sex

is the prototype

of the

attitude to life , and secondly, because in the phantasies

accompanying this gratification the sexual object 1s
exalted

to a degree

m realty.

which

1s seldom

to be reproduced

A witty wnter, K. Kraus in the Vienna

Fackel, has, as 1t were, expressed this truth paradoxic-

ally m the cymeca! saying

‘ Cortus 1s merely an un-

satisfactory substitute for onanism !°
The severe standard demanded by civilization and
the arduous task of abstinence have combined to make
avoidance of the genital union of the sexes the main
point of abstinence, whilst favournng other forms of
sexual activity—two results which may be said to

betoken obedience by halves.

The so-called perverse

forms of intercourse between the sexes, in which other

parts of the body assume the réle of the gemtalia, have
undoubtedly become of greater social significance
since normal intercourse has been so remorselessly
tabooed in the name of morality
and also on grounds

of

hygiene

These

because

activities,

of

the

however,

possibility

cannot

be

of

infection

regarded

as

so

harmless as irreguianties of a similar kind interwoven
with a normal leve-nterconrse
reprehensrble, for they degrade

— cthically they are
the love-relationshtp

of two human beings from being a serous matter to
an

otiose

diversion,

attended

neither

by

risk

nor

by

spintual participation The spread of the homosexual
means of gratufication must be regarded as a further
consequence of the difficulties placed in the way of
normal sexual hfe, and in addition to those who are
constitutionally homosexual, or who become so iw
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childhood, must be reckoned the great number of those
in whom, by reason of the check on the main stream
of the hbido, the lateral channel of homosexuality 15
forced open in maturer hfe.
Al] these unavoidable and unintended consequences
of the insistenre upon abstinence unite in one general
result
they strike at the roots of the condition of
preparation
for marnage,
which according to the
intentions of civihzed sexual morality should after all
be the sole heir of all sexual tendencies
All those men

whose hbido, as the result of masturbatory or perverse
sexual practices, has become habituated ‘to situations
and conditions of satisfaction other than the normal
develop in marnage u dimuushed potency And all
those wormeu who could preserve them virgimty ouly
by similar means show themselves anaesthetic lo
normal intercourse m marnage A marriage begun
with impaired capacity to love on both sides succumbs
to the process of dissolution even more quickly than
otherwise
the

man,

As a result af the dimmushed potency of

the

woman

will

not

be

satisfied

and

will

remain anasthetic, whereas a powerful sexual expen-

ence mght have been the means of overcoming the

disposition to frigndity that results from her education.

The prevention of conception 1s also more difficult to

such a couple than to a healthy pair, because the

weakened potency of the man tolerates the use of
contraceptives badly. In such perplexity, sexual imter-

course comes

to be regarded as the source of all

difficultics and is soon abandoned, and
fundamental condition of marned hfe

with

it

the

I call upon all who have studied these matters to

aver

that

I am

not

exaggerating,

but

am

describing

conditions glaungly evident to any observant eye.
The uninitiated can hardly beheve how rarely normal
potency 1s to be found in the men, and how often
fngidity in the women, among those married couples
hving under the sway of our civihzed sexual morality ;

what a degrec of renunciation, often for both partners, is
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associated with marnage, and of how httle the marnage

comes to consist, instead of bringing the happiness that
was

so ardently

desired.

I have

already

shown

that

neurosis 1s the most obvious way of escape from these

conditions,

1 would, however, further point out how

such a mariage will mereasingly affect the only child—
or the hmited

rt

number

of children—which

spring from

On appearance rt looks as if we then had an in-

herited

condition

to

deal

with,

but

closer

inspection

shows the effect of powerful infantile impressions.

As

a mother, the nenrotre woman who 1s uusatisfied by her
husband 1s over-tender and over-anxious in regard to
the child, to whom she transfers her need for love,

thus

awakening

relations

i

between

it sexual

the

parents

hate

and

precocity
then

The

bad

stimulate

the

emotional Ife of the child, and cause it to expenence
intensities

infancy.
of

of love,

jealousy

wlhule yet

in

ils

The strict traming which tolerates no sort

expression

of

this

precocious

scxual

state

fends

support to the forces of suppresston, and the conflet
at this

age

contains

return

now

lifelong neurosis.

al]

to

the elements

my

earlier

needed

assertion

to cause

that,

1n

appraising the neuroses, their full significance 1s seldom

reckoned with.
I do not mean by this the insufficient
appreciation of these states exhibited in the fnvolous

disrmssal of them on the part of relatrves, or in the
magnuoqnent assurances on the part of physicians that a
few weeks of cold-water cure or a few months of rest and.

convalescence will cure the condilinn—-these are merely

the opmions of ignorant physicians and laymen, and

mostly nothing bnt forms of speech designed to afford
the sufferer a short-lived consolation.
Rather, it 1s
established that a chromic neurosis, even if 1t does not
completely paralyse existence, represents for the person.
concerned a heavy handicap im life, much the same

as tuberculosis or a cardiac affection. We might m
a measure compound with this if neurotic illness
merely excluded from communal activity a number of
vou
G
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mdividuals in any case infirm, and permitted

the

remainder to take ther share at the cost of merely
subjective

disabihties,

but

1

would

rather

draw

attention to the point of view that the neuroses, as far
as they

extend

and in whomever

they

occur,

always

succeed in frustratmg the social purpose, and thereby
actually do the work of the socially mmical mental
forces which have been suppressed, So that in paying
for compliance

with its own

exorbitant prescriptions

by increased neurosis, society cannot claim an advan-

tage purchased by sacnfice—cannot indeed claim any

advantage whatever.

Tet us examme, for example,

the frequent case of a woman

who does not love her

husband, because, owing to the conditions of the

consummation of her marnage and the experience of
her married Ife, she has no cause to love him, but

who ardently wishes to do so, because this alone
corresponds

to the ideal

been brought up

of marriage

in which

she has

She will then suppress m_ herself

ali impulses which seek to bring her true feelings to
expression and contradict her ideal endeavours, and
will take particular pains to play the part of a loving,
tender

and

obedient

wife

The

result

of

this

self-

suppression will be a neurotic illness, and this neurosis

will ma short trme have taken revenge upon the
unloved husband and have caused him precisely as

much dissatisfaction and trouble as would have arisen

merely from an acknowledgement of the true state of
affairs

This

neuross can do

example

1s

Iterally

typical

of

what

A similar miscarriage of compensa-

tion can be observed after suppression of other socially

mimical

impulses

not

directly

sexual.

A

man,

for

example, who has become excesswvely ‘ kind-hearted'
as the result of powerful suppression of a constitutional

tendency to harshness and cruelty, often loses by so
domg

so much

energy

that

he

does

not

achieve

the

full measure of his compensatory impulses, and on the
whole does rather less good

without suppression.

than

he would

have

done
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restrictions

on

sexual activity in any nation there always goes an
mcrease of anxicty Concernmg life and of fear of
death, which

each

individual's

capacity

for enjoyment, and do away with lus wallingness to

meur tisk of

death in whatever cause—-showing itself

m a dummished mchnation to beget offsprmg, thus
excluding any people or group of such a type from

participation

m

the

future

We

may

thus

well

raise

the question whether our ‘ civilized” sexual morality
is worth the sacrifice which it imposes upon us, the
more so if we are still so msuffiaently purged of
hedonism

as to include

a certain

degree

of mdrvidual

happiness among the aims of our cultural development.

It ts certamly mat the physician's busmess to come
forward with proposals for reform, but it seemed to
me that, by pointing out what sigmficance the myurious

results of our sexual morality, enumerated by von
renfels,

have

im

connection

with

the

mcrease

m

modern nervousness, | could supplement the account

he gives of them, and could thus support the urgency
of such reform,

Wut

GENERAL

A

REMARKS ON
ATTACKS?

HYSTERICAL

(1909)
HEN one psycho-analyses a patient subject
to hysterical attacks one soon gains the

W

conviction

but phantasies

that

projected

these

and

attacks

translated

are

that

these

phantasies

are

unconscious

nothing

into motor

activity and represented m pantomime.

It 1s true

but

otherwise

they are of the same nature as those that may be
observed directly in day-dreams or revealed by an in-

terpretation of nocturnal dreams.

A dream frequently

takes the place of an attack and still more frequently
helps to explain one, since the same phantasy finds

different

forms

of expression

both

m

dreams

and

in

attacks. One nught expect by observing an attack to
be able to discover the phantasy it represents, but

this

1s rarely

possible.

As

a rule

the

pantomimic

representation of the phantasy undergoes distortions,
due to the fluence of the censorship, analogous to
the hallucinatory ones of dreams, so that
both these manifestations are rendered

eather to the paticnt’s

observer's comprehension

conscious

mmd

tu begm with
unintelhgible

or to the

_An hystencal attack, there-

fore, must be subjected to the same analytic procedure

as we use in dream-interpretation.

Nat only are the

forces producing the distortion and the purpose of this
disturtian the same as those we are famthar with

the interpretation of dreams,

from

but the technique of

the distortion 1s the same also.
Firat published in the Zexischryt
fur Peychotherapee und medssimssche
Peychologie, Bd
2909, repri
an Sammiung, Zweite Folge
{ilansisted by Douglas Beyae']
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1. The attack becomes umntelligible through 1ts

representing several phantasics
means

tion.

of the same material,

simultaneously

that 1s, through

by

condensa-

Features common to two (or more) phantasies

form the nucleus of the representation, as in dreams.
The phantasies thus made to coincide are often of quite
different kinds, for instance,
re-activation of an infantile

a recent wish and the
umpression,
the same

innervations are then made to serve both purposes,
often most cleverly. Hysterical patients who make

use of condensation to a considerable extent may find
a

single

type

muluphety
of attack

of

attack

sufficient,

others

express

a

of pathogenic phantasies by several types

z. The attack becomes obscured by the patient's
undertaking the parts played by both the persons
appeariny im the phantasy, that is, through mudirple
identrficalion. For instance, J have mentioned a case?
in which a patient tore off her dress with one hand {as
the man)

while she pressed 1t to her body with the other

{as the woman).

3. A particularly effective form of distortion 1

antagonistic inversion of the innervation, which 1s
analogous to the very usnal changing of an element
inte if opposite by dream-work. For instance, in an
hysterical
the arms

attack an embrace
being drawn back

may be represented by
convulsively until the

hands meet above the spinal column.
well-known

arc de cercle of major

Posstbly the

hysterical

attacks

1s

nothing but an energetic disavowal of this kind, by
antagonistic mnervation of the position suitable for
sexual intercourse,
4. Scarcely less

confusing

and

mmsleading

is

the

reversal of the sequence of events m the phantasy, which
again has its complete counterpart in some dreams

which begin with the end of an action and fimsh with its

beginning.
For isiance, an hysterical patient may
‘iystencal Phantasies and their Relation to Buexualtty’, No V.
of this volume, ps:
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of seduction,

vu

the content

of which

is

that she 1s reading in a park, her dress being slightly
raised so that one foot 1s visible; a gentleman
approaches and speaks
other place where a

to her, they then go to some
love-scene
takes place.
This

phantasy may he acted in the attack m such a way as

to begin with a convulsive stage corresponding to the
act of mtercourse , she may then get up, go to another
room, sit down to read and reply to the imaginary

remark made in accosting her

The two last-mentioned forms of distortion give
some indication of the intensity of the resistance with

which the repressed material has to deal, even when it
breaks through in an hysterical attack
B. The outbreak of hystencal attacks follows laws
that
are readily understood.
Since the repressed
complex consists of libidinal cathexis and sdeational

content (phantasy), the attack may be aroused (1)
associatiwely, if the content of the complex (sufficiently

charged) is stirred by a conscious occurrence; (2)

organically, tf from some

interna} somatic reasons or

external infiuences on the mind
exceeds a certain amount,
(3)

the libidinal cathexis
1n the service of the

primary tendency (paranosic gain) as an expression of
‘flght

into

illness’

if

realty

becomes

painful

or

fnghtening, therefore as a consolation , (q) in the service
of the secondary tendencies (epinosic gain) with which
the

state

of illness becomes

connected

as soon

as the

patient can gain a useful purpose by the production of
an attack.

In the last case

particular people ;
with
reach, and

simulation.
C.

Investigation

the attack

1s aimed

at

at may be put off until they are
gives an impression of conscious
of

the

childhood

history

of

hys-

tencal patients shows that the hysterical attack 1s a
substitute for an awuto-erotic gratification previously
practised and since given up. In a great number of
cases this gratification

(masturbation

by mantpulation

or pressure of the thighs, movement of the tongue, etc.)
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itself during the deflection of

consciousness.
The outbreak of attacks due to an
increase of libido and in the service of the pnmary

tendency, as a consolation, then exactly repeats the
conditions under which the patient at one time con-

sciously employed this auto-gratification.

The anam-

nesis of the patient then gives the following phases.
(a) auto-erotic gratification without ideational content,
(b} the same in connection with a phantasy which
culminates

in the act

of gratification,

(ce) renunciation

of the act with retention of the phantasy, (@) repression
of

this

phantasy,

which

then

breaks

through

m

the

hysterical attack ether unchanged or else modified and

adapted to new expenences, and {e) which may even

restore the action producing gratification which belongs
to the phantasy and has apparently been given up

This is a typical cycle of mfantile sexual activity

repression, failure of the repression, and return of
the repressed
be

The involuntary passing of ume
considered
irreconcilable
with

hysterical attacks,

form ofa violent pollution
may

be met

can
the

certainly not
diagnosis of

xt merely repeats the mfantile
Moreover, btmg the tongue

with m undoubted

cases of hysteria , tt 18

na more inconststent wrth hystena than with lovemaking.
Jt eecurs m attacks more
physician’s questions have drawn the
to the difficulacs of a differential

readily when the
patient's attention
diagnosis.
Self-

injury may occur in hysterical attacks (more frequently
im the case of men) and then repeats an accident that
Pappened during childhood (for instance, durmg a
it).

s The

loss

hysterical

of consciousness,

attack,

1s

denved

the
from

‘absence’
the

of the

fleeting

but

unmistakable loss of consciousness which can be
Observed at the climax of every mtensive (also autoerotic) sexual gratification.

Where hysterical ‘absences’

development

clearly

anse

from

pollutions
can

be

in young

most

female

persons

followed.

The

this
so-
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called hypnoidal states, ‘ absences ’ during day-dreaming
so frequent in hysterical cases, reveal the same ongin.
The mechanism of these ‘ absences’ is comparatively
simple. In the first place all the attention 1s concentrated on the course of the process of gratrfication
and this whole cathexis of attention 1s suddenly removed
at the moment when gratification occurs, so that a
momentary void in consciousness takes place. This
gap in consciousness, which may be called a phystological one, is then extended im the service of repression
until it takes up everything which the repressing
faculty rejects
D. It is that reflex mechanism of the cortus-action
which we see becoming manifest dunng unrestrained
sutrender to a sexual activity and which 1s available
to everybody, including women, that points the way
to the motor discharge of the repressed hbido in
attacks
Even the ancients called coitus a ‘minor
eptlepsy °. We may alter thts statement
the hystencal fit is an equivalent of coitus. The analogy with
the epileptic attack helps us little, since its genesis 15
even less intelligible to us than that of hysterical
attacks.
In general, the hystertcal attack, like every form
of hystena, 1n women recalls to action a form of sexual
activity which existed dumng childhood, and had
at that time a pronounced masculine character. One
may often observe that it is just those girls who in the
years before puberty showed a boyish character and
inclinations who tend to become hysterical at puberty.
In a whole series of cases the hysterical neurosis 1s
nothing but an excessive over-accentuation of the
typical wave af repression through which the masculine
type of sexuality 1s removed and the woman emerges.*
‘Ci

Freud, Dre: Abhandlungen zur Sexuaitheorre

IX
PSYCHOGENIC
VISUAL
DISTURBANCE
CORDING
TO
PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL
CEPTIONS!

ACCON-

(xgr0)

vy taking psychogenic visual disturbances as an
Ber: I propose to show you what alterations
m

our idea

of the genesis of such

ailments

have

resulted fram the psycho-analytic method of investiga
tion

You

are

aware

that

hysterical

blindness

is

taken as the type of a psychogenic visual disturbance.
Tt 1s thought that the researches of the French school
of Charcot, Janet, Binet have cnabled us to apprehend
ihe genesis of such a disturbance

_ Indeed, we are now

am a position to induce such blindness expermentally
if we happen to have at our dispusa} a somnambuhstic
subject. If such a person 1s put into a deep hypnotic
trance, and it 1s suggested to him or her that nothmg
can be seen with one of the eyes, he or she will behave

as af blind of that eye, yust’ as an hysterical subject
does under spontaneously developed visual disturbance.
We may thus construct the mechamism of the spontaneous hysterical visual disturbance after the pattern of
the suggested hypnotic variety. In hystena the idea
of blindness does not arse from the suggestion of the
hypnotist, but spontaneously, so to speak, through
auto-suggestion;; and this idea ts in both cases so
powerful that it transmutes itself mto actuality,

precisely hke a suggested hallucination, paralysis, and
the like,
This

sounds

quite

reasonable,

and

wili

doubtless

vest. published in A ritiieke Standeszentung, Vienna, roto, reprinted
im Sammtteng. Drie Belge. [evanciated by £ calhurn Mayne
5
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satisfy all who are able to ignore the emgmas latent m

those phenomena we term hypnosis, suggestion, and
auto-suggestion.

Auto-suggestion,

rise to further conjectures.

When,

in particular,

and

gives

under what

conditions, can an idea become so powerful as to
reproduce the phenomena
of a suggestion and be
directly transmuted into actuality?
On this pomt

closer investigations have shown

that the question is

unanswerable without recourse to the concept of ‘ the
unconscious '.

Many

philosophers refuse to accept the

concept of an unconscious part of the mind, because
they have not concerned themselves with the phenomena

which

necessitate

its

postulation.

Psycho-

pathologists can no longer operate without the concept

of unconscious mental processes, unconscious eas and
the lke.
Well-directed

experrments

have

shown

that

the

hysterical blind do in a certain sense see, though not
in the complete sense. Excitations of the bhnd eye
may thus have defimte results of a mental kind—for
instance, may evoke affecis—allthough these fai to

be consciously apprehended.

The bystencal blind are

therefore bhnd m consctousness only, while in the
unconscious they are sighted
It 1s precisely experiences of this sort that cumpel us to make a distinction

between

conscious and unconscious mental processes.

How comes it that these people develop an unconscious
they can see
French research rephes to this further question by
autu-suggestion te be blind, while an the unconscious

the assertion that patients of hysterical disposition

display an inherent proneness to dissociation—to a
dissolution of the nexus in the psychic field—as a
consequence of which many unconscious processes

never reach consciousness.

leave

entirely

unconsidered

Let us for the present

the

value

of this

attempt

at explanation for comprehension of the phenomena we
are studying,

and let us turn

to another point of view.

You will surely note that the identity of hystencal
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blindness with that produced by auto-suggestion, which
1 emphasized in my opening words, 15 here abandoned.

Hysterical patients are not blind as a result of the
auto-suggestive idea that they cannot see, but as a
result
of a dissociation
between
unconscious and
conscious processes in the visual act, their idea that
they cannot seu 1s the logical expression of a mental
condition, and not the causation of tt
If you demur to the foregoing dehneation on the

ground of obscunty, I shall not find it easy to defend
myself. I have aftempted to give you a synthesis of
the

views

of

different

investigators,

and

in doing

so

have probably drawn the links too closely together.

My desire was to condense into a homogeneous whole
the prevailing contmbutions towards an understanding

of psychogemc disturbances—their omg im overmastering ideas, the distinction between conscious and

unconscious mental processes, and the hypothesis of
psyelnc chssociation—and in this I was able to succeed

no better than the French wnters, with Pierre Janct

at their head.
Pardon me therefore not only the
obscurity but also the maccuracy of my delineation, and
let me tell you how psycho-analysis has led us to a
more firmly based and probably a more authentic view

of psychogenic visual disturbances.

Psycho-analysis, too, accepts the hypothens of

dissociation and of the unconscious, but sets them in
a different relation to each other
Psycho-analysis 15
a dynamic conception, which reduces mental hfe to

the uterplay of reciprocally urging and checking
forces. When it happens thal a group of ideas remains
im the unconscious, psycho-analysis sees in this no
proof

of

a

constitutional

mceapacity

for

synthesis,

exhilting itself through this particular dissociation,
maintams that an active antagonism of certam
groups of ideas has caused the isolation of another

but

gioup m the unconscious.
The process which imposes
such a fate wpen a given group 1s termed hy psychoanalysis ‘repression’, and it recognizes im 1t some-
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thmg analogous to reasoned rejection in the sphere
of logic. Psycho-analysis can show that such repressions play an extraordinary part in our mental life,
that they may

frequently miscarry in individual cases,

and -that such

muscarnages

of repression are the

primary cause of symptom-formation.
If, then, psychogenic visual disturbance, as we have
learnt, 1s based on the segregation from consciousness

of certain

ideas connected

analytical

mode

of

with secimg,

thought

constrains

the psycho-

us

to

assume

that these ideas have come mto opposition with other
more powerful ideas (which we should ascribe to our
conception of the ego, which has had a varying significance) and have therefore become repressed.
But

where

can

any such

opposition,

calling

for such re-

pression, anse between the ego and single groups of
ideas?
You will observe that this question could not
have been posed before the advent of psycho-analysis,

for before that nothing was known about mental
conflict and repression. Our researches have now put

us in a position to give the required answer
attention

has

been

drawn

to

the

significance

Our

of

the

instincts m the conceptual hfe, we have learnt that
every instinct seeks to come to expression by activating
those

ideas

which

are

mm

accordance

with

its

ams.

These instmcts do nat always agree with one another,
and

this

frequently

results

in a conflict

of interests,

the contradictions in the ideas are merely the expresston
of the battle

between

the

various

instincts

Of quite

pecultar significance for our efforts towards elucidation
is

the

undeniable

opposition

between

the

istincts

which serve the purposes of sexuahty, of gaimng
sexual pleasure, and those others which aim at the
self-preservation of the individual, the ego-instincts.
Schiller

or under

said

that

‘love’

we

can

classify

under

‘ hunger’

every active organic instinct of our

souls,
We have tracked the ‘sexual instinct * from
its earkest mamfestations in the child to its attainment
of what 1s called the ‘uormal’ final form of it, and
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have found that it 1s made up of numerous componentinstincts which are rooted in the excitations of certain
regions of the body, we have clearly seen that these

single instincts must go through a complex process of
development before they can co-operate, in any effective

sense, with the aims of propagation. The light thrown
by psychology on our cultural development has shown
us that culture 1s acqmred essentially at
the sexual compovent-mstincts, and that

the cost of
these must

be suppressed, restramed, transmuted, directed towards

loltier goals, for civihzed psychical’ achuevernents to
take place,
As a valuable result of these researches we
have been able to recogmze, what our colleagues are
not yet prepared to grant us, that those suffenngs we
call the neuroses derive from the mamfold ways m

which these processes
of transformation farl im regard
to the sexual componentanstincts
The ogo feels itself
menaced by the claims of the sexual instinct and defends

itself from them by repressions, which, however, do
not always

produce

the desired effect, but result in

dangerous substitute-formations of the repressed instinct and burdensome reaction-formations i the ego.

From these two classes of phenomena are formed what

we term the symptoms of neurosis

We have apparently wandered far from our theme,
but in domg so have touched on the connection of
neurotic conditions with the whole mental life of man

Let us now return to our more immediate problem.
Speaking

generally,

uistincts.

Sexual

the various organs and systems

of

organs are at the disposal of both sexual and egopleasure

1s not connected

only

with

the function of the genitals, the mouth serves for
kissing as well as for eatmg and speaking, the eyes

perceive not only thse modifications m the external
world which ate of import for the preservation of life,
but also the attributes of objects by means of which

these may be exalted as objects of erotic selection, their

‘charms’.
We now perceive the truth of the saying
that it is never easy to serve two masters at the same

1ig
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relation

IX
of

an

organ

possessing such a duahty of function with one of the
great

other.

instincts,

the

more

will

it refuse

rtself

ta

the

This principle necessarily leads to pathological

consequences when the two fundamental instincts are
at

vanance,

when

of the ego against

question.
faculty

a repression

the sexual

is set up

on

the

component-instinct

part

in

Tt 1s easy to apply this to the eye and the

of vision.

If the

sexual

component-mstrnct

which makes use of sight—the sexual ‘lust of the eye’

—has drawn down upon itself, through its exorbitant

demands, some retaliatory measure from the side of
the ego-nstincts, so that the ideas which represent the
content of its strivings are subjected to repression and
withheld from consciousness, the general relation of the

eye and the faculty of vision to the ego and to consciousness 1s radically disturbed The ego has lost
control of the organ, which now becomes solely the

instrument of the repressed sexual impulse.

It would

appear as though repression an the part of the ego had

gone too far and poured away the baby with the
bath-water, for the ego now flatly refuses to see anything at all, sce the sexual interests in lookmg lave
so deeply involved the faculty of vision, The other

presentabou

of the situation, however,

1s probably

closer to the facts, the aspect in which we see the acisve
part in the process played by the repressed scoptophilia

It 1s the revenge, the indemnification of the repressed

impulse, thus withheld from further psychical development, that tt can succeed in so boldly asserting tts

mastery over the organ which serves 1t
The loss of
conscious control over the organ is a detnmental
substitute-formation for the muascarmed repression,
which was only possible at this cost.

Tins relation of the dually functioning organs to
the conscious ego and the repressed sexuality is even
clearer in the case of the motor organs than in that of
the eye, as, for example, when the hand which had

been desirous of making a sexual aggression becomes
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hysterically crzppled, and after the mhibition of this
desire

can

do

nothmg

else,

exactly

as

if it

msisted

stubbornly on accomplishing that repressed mnervation,

and that only; or again, when the fingers of persons
who have renounced masturbation refuse to acquire the
delicate mobility which the prano or violin exacts.
In
the case of the eye we customanly translate the obscure

psychical processes implicit m the repression of scoptophila

and

m

the outbreak

of psychogenic

visual

dis-

turbance as if an accusing voice had uplifted stself
within the person concerned, saymg ‘ Because you
have chosen to use your organ of sight for evil indulgence of the senses, it serves you quite right if you can
see nothing at all now ’, thus giving its sanction to the

outcome of the process
the idea of the

There 1s here, we perceive,

talion, and

our explanation

of psycho-

genic visual disturbance is at one with those laws
prevailing m saga, myth, and legend. In the beautiful
saga of Lady Godiva all the mhabitants of the Inttle
town retire behind their shuttered widows in order

to make less painful to the lady her ordeal of nding
naked through the streets in broad daylight The one
man
who peeps throngh the shutters at her nude
beauty 1s punished by becoming blind Nor is this the

only instance which leads us to suspect that concealed
in the study of neurosis lies the key to mythology.
Psycho-analysis 18 wrongly reproached with tending
to purely psychological theones of the processes of
disease

~ Yet

its accentuation

of

the pathogenic

part

played by sexuahty, which 15 assuredly no exclusively

psychical factor, ought to have protected it from this

reproach.

Psycho-analysis

never

forgets

that

the

mental 1s based on the physical, although it can only
carry its wark back to this foundation and no farther.
Hence psycho-analysis 15 fully prepared to grant,

indeed to postulate, that. not every functional visual
disturbance is necessarily psychogenic, lke those
resulting from repression of the scoptophila. When
an

organ

which

serves

two

purposes

overplays

sts

iz
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crotogenic part, it 1s m general to be expected that

this will not occur without alterations im its response

to strmulation and in innervation, which will be manifested as disturbances of the organ in its function as
servant of the ego.
And indeed, when we observe an

organ which osdinanly serves the purpose of sensorial
perception presenting as a result of the exaggeration of
nts erotogenic réle precisely the behaviour of a genital,

we shall even suspect that there are toxic modifications
as well

in that

organ.

For

both

kinds

of functional

disturbances resultant from the exaggeration of the

crotogemc office, for those of physiological no less than
for those
for want
name of

of toxic causation, we are obliged to retain,
of a better, the time-honoured, mapposite
‘neurotic’ disturbances.
Neurotic disturb-

ances of vision are related to psychogenic as, 1n general,
are the actual ncuroses to the psychoncuroses , psycho-

genic visual disturbances can hardly occur without

neurotic disturbances,
without the former.
symptoms

though the latter surely can

Unfortunately,

these ‘ ncurotic*

are as yet little appreciated and understood,

for they are not directly accessible to psycho-analysis,
and other modes of mvestigation have neglected the
sexual aspect

From psycho-analysis there branches ont another
line of thought conducting to orgamc research. We
may ask ourselves whether the suppression of the
sexual component-instincts mduced by environmental

influences suffices m rtself to set up functiona} disturbances of the organs, or whether

there must

not be

some particular constitutional conditions which predispose the organs to overdo their erotogenic part,
and thus provoke repression of the impulse. These
conditions

we

should

necessanly

regard

as

the

part

played by the constitution in the tendency to disease
when considering psychogenic and neurotic disturbances.
This would represent that factor which, m
hystena, I have already designated as the ‘ somatic

compliance ’ of the organs.
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N the ensuing remarks, which are based on impres-

[ee obtained empmcally, it is proposed to describe
those changes of condttions which operate to bring
about

the

onset

disposed to it.

of

neurotic

illness

m

a person

pre-

We are concerned, that is, with the

exciting cause of illness ; scarcely at all with the form
of it.
The following view 1s distinguishable from ather
formulations concerning the exciting causes of illness
in that 1t connects the changes to be described entirely
with the hbido of the person concerned.
Psychoanalysis has shown us that the course taken by the
libido is decisive for nervous health or ill-health.
The

concept of predisposition needs no discussion in this
connection; for psycho-analytic research has made
it possible

for us

to trace

back

the

predisposition

to

neurosis to its source in the developmental history of
the lnbido, and to reveal the factors operative in ‘this

predisposition as inborn varieties of the sexual constitution and the effects of external experiences m

carly childhood

(a) The most 1mmediate, most easily discerned, and
most comprehensible exciting cause of the onset of
neurotic iMness hes in that external factor
generally be descnbed as /rusivation.
The

which may
person was

healthy as long as his erotic need was satisfied by an
actual object m the outer world , he becomes neurotic
as soon as he 1s deprived of this object and no sub-

stitute 1s forthcoming

Happiness here comeides with

health, unhappiness with neurosis. By providing a
jagirat publehed in Zentralblatt, Bd 21. 1072 seprinted 1
Sarmmiung, Dnitte Foige [Translated by E Colburn Mayne]
vo. 1
any
H
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substitute for the lost source of gratification,

effect a cure more easily than the physician.
For

this

type,

which

may

be

said

to

fate can

include

the

majority of mankind, the possibility of an outbreak
of illness begins only with abstinence—which may

give us some indication of the sigmficance for the
causation of neuroses of cultural restrictions in facilities

for satisfaction.
im that tt dams

Frustration operates pathogentcaliy

up the libido, and thus puts to the test

both the person’s power uf tolerating the imcrcase of
mental

tension,

and

his

manner

release humself from it.

of

taking

steps

ta

There are only two possible

methods of retaming health m a continuous state of

actual frustration of satisfaction
first, that of transposing the mental tension mto active energy which
remains

directed

towards

the outer

world

and

finally

wrests from that world an actual satisfaction for the
lwbido , and secondly, that of renouncmg the htbidinal
satisfaction, sublimating the stored-up hbrdo and making use of it to ends which are no longer erotic and thus
elude the frustration, Both possibilities can be realized
in the destimes of mankind, which shows that un-

happiness does not necessarily coincide with neurosis,
and frustration
or wl-health of

is not alone decisive
the person concerned,

for the health
The eficct of

frustration les principally in its bringing into action
dispositional factors which have hitherto remamed

inoperative.
When these are present in sufficient strength there
arises

the

danger

of

the

libido

becoming

tm#éroverted.

Tt turns away from reality, which on account of the
unrelenting frustration expenenced has lost all tts
value for the person concerned, and takes refuge in
the life of phantasy where it creates new wish-forma-

tions and re-anzmates the vestiges of earlier, forgotten
ones

In

consequence

of

the

mtimate

connection

between phantasy-activity and the infantile, repressed,
and

now

unconscious

material

existing

m

1 A term introduced by C G Jung

every

indi-
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and
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which

to

that

exempts
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attribute

it from

the

of

1I5
the

hfe

‘testing

of

of

reality ’,' the libido may now begin to flow backward,
may seek out infantile paths in the course of its regression, and may strive after corresponding aims. When
such strivings, which are incompatzble with the person’s

state of mind in real life, have become sufficiently
intensified, there must ensue a conflict between them

and the other part of the personality which hasremained
am

relation

with

reality.

This

conflict

issues

in

symptom-formations and ends mm manifest illness
That the whole process ongmates m the actual frustration may be clearly percerved from the circumstance
that the symptoms by means of which the sphere of
reality 18 regained represent substitutive grattfications
b) The second type of occasion for the outbreak
of illness 1s by no means so obvious as the first, and
could not indeed be discerned before the searching
analy studies stimulated by the complex-theory of
the Zunch School
in these cases the person falls 1!
not as a result of some alteration m the outer world

wluch has replaced gratification by frustration, but as
a result of an inner effort to seize a gratification which

reahty offers to him

He falls ill of the attempt to

adapt himself to reality and to fulfil the requastiions of
reality, for in doing so he 1s confronted with insurmountable inward

obstactes

1t will be convenient to set these two types of
falling ill in sharp antithesis to one another—sharper,
indeed, than ebservation for the most part warrants
In the frst type an alterattun an the external world 1s

prominent ; in the second, the accent falls upon an
internal change. In the first type, the person falls ill
fram an
process,

event; m the second, from a developmental
In the first case the task 1s one of renouncing

Cf Bread, ° Hormulations regardig the to Principles wn Mental
Punetioning
Couuucten PAPERS, vol
f Jung, Que Bedeutung des Vaters fur das Schicksal des Linzelnen,
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a gratification, and the person falls ul because of his
lack of resistance , 1m the second case the task 1s that of

eachangmg one kind of gratification for another, and
the person 1s wrecked by his ngidity, In the second

case the confict between the endeavour to keep as he
is and the other endeavour to alter himself in accordance
with new aims and new demands im reality already
eaists im him, in the first case, the conflict does not

begin until the dammed-up libido has chosen other and
meompatible possibihties of gratification. The part
played by the confhct and the previous fixation of the
libido 1s im the second type mcomparably more striking

than in the first, for in the first 1t may well be that
undesirable fixations of this kmd only re-establish
themselves mn consequence of the external frustration.

The young man who has hitherto gratified his
lindo by phantasies issuing im masturbation and now
desires to exchange this state of affairs, so closely
related to auto-erotism, for actual object-choice; the
girl who has given all her affection to her father or
brother and now would fain exchange the Intherto
unconscious incestuous Ibido-wishes for the conscious
wish towards the man who 1s wooing her,
the wife

who

would

be

glad

to abandon

her polygamous

mchnations and phantasies of prostttution so as to be
a faithful companton to her husband and a blameless
mother to her child—all these fall ul in consequence
of most laudable endeavours if the earlier fixations of

their lbide are powerful enough to oppose themselves
to the displacement , for this again the factors of predisposition,

constitutional

basis

and

infantile

ences prove to be of decisive significance.

expen-

They all,

as it were, undergo the fate of the little tree in Gumm's

fairy-tale

which

wanted

to

have

different

fohage.

Frum the hygiene standpoint, which 1s certamly not
the only one to be considered,

one could but desire for

them that they might have remained to the end as un-

developed, as mfenior, and as good-for-nothing as they
were before they fell ul.
The change for which such
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patients strive, but which they achieve only imperfectly
or not at all, 15 regularly equivalent to a step forward
for them

in rea] hfe.

It is otherwise

1f we

reckon

by

ethical standards; we as often see people fall ill when
they divest themselves of an ideal as when they strive
to attain it.
Despite the very

evident

distinctions

between

the

two types of falling ill here described, they have

essential points in common, and it 1s not hard to find

a formula winch will apply to both.

Falling il of

a deprivation (frustration) bkewise comes under the
head of incapacity for adaptation to reatty, only that
the mcapacity 15 confined to occasions when reahty
denies

gratification

to

the

hbido.

Falhng

31

under

the conditions belonging to the second type points
merely to a necessary pecuharity mm the frustration.
What 1s demed is not every form of gratification in
reality, but merely just the one which the person

declares to be the one and only form for him , further,
the frustration does not denve directly from the
outer world but primanly from certain trends within

the ego

Yet the factor of frustration remams common

to both, and the most sigmficant one for both,
As a
result vf the comet wich forthwith ensucs im the

second type, both kinds of gratification, the customary
as well as the
dammung-up of

desired, become equally mhubrted;
the libido and its attendant results

follow as they did in the first. c

The mental

processes volved m the course of symptom-formation

are im the second type more easily discoverable than
in the first, since the pathogenic Jixations of the bide
had not first to be re-established but had been poten-

tially active during the healthy penod. A certam
degree of intraversion of the lihide was mostly already
existent 5 some degree of the regression to thé mfantile
3s spared because the development
its entire course

had never traversed

(c) The next type scems an exaggeration of the
second type, that of succumbing before the requisitions
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of reahty;
I shall describe it as outbreak of illness
through inhibition of development.
There would be no

theoretical reason for distmguishing this from the rest,
but

there 1s a practical

need

to do so,

since here

we

have to deal with those persons whe fall il] as soon as.

they pass beyond the mresponsible age of childhood,
and

thus

never

attain

a phase

of health—that

of un-

restricted capacity in general for production and enjoy-

ment.
The essential part played by the dispositional
processes 1s in these cases quite apparent
The hbido
has never forsaken its mfantile fixations , the demands
of reality do not suddenly confront an individuahty
which is wholly or partially matured, but arise out of
the bare fact of its having grown older, and are of
course continually changing with the age of the person

concerned,
to

the

The conflict 1s subordinate in importance

meapacity ,

but

af we

take

mto

account

the

other results of our researches, we must postulate a

stnving to overcome the infantile fixations, for other-

wise the outcome of the process would never be neurosis

bat only stationary imfantiltsm

(d) Just as the third type shows us the disposittonal
condition ip an almost isolated form, se the now
followmg fourth one directs our attention to another
factor, the operation of which has to be reckoned with
in all cases, and for that very reason might easily be

overlooked 1n a theoretical discussion
That 1s to say,
we see people fall 11 who have hitherto been healthy,
to whom no new expenence
relation to the outer world

has presented itself, whose
has undergone no change,

so that their falling ill makes an inevitable impression
of spontaneity.
Closer scrutiny of such cases shows
us, nevertheless, that a change 4as taken place in them

which we cannot but regard as highly significant in the
causation

of

the

illness,

As

a

result

of

reaching

a

certam period of life, and in accordance with regular
biological processes, the gueniity of libido in their
mental economy
by itself suffices

has increased to an
to upset the balance

extent which
of health and
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establish the conditions for neurosis.
As is well known,
such
rather sudden
mtensifications
in hbide
are
regularly connected with puberty and the menopause,
with the reaching of a certain age in women ; in many

people

they may

m addition

manifest

periodicities as yet unrecogmzed,

themselves

in

The damming-up of

the hbido is here the pnfmary factor, it becomes
pathogenic as a result of the relative frustration commg

from the outer world, which would have afforded
sufficient gratification to a lesser need in the libido.
The dissatisfied and dammed-up hbido may now open

up the path to regression and excite the same conflicts
as those found in cases of absolute external frustration,

This

warns

us

never

to leave

the

quantitative

factor

out of consideration when we are deahng with the

outbreak of ness.
All the other factors—frustration,
fixation, inhibition in development—remain imoperative

as long as they do not ivolve a certain amount of
hbido and produce a defimte degree of damming-up.
We cannot, it 1s truc, measure the amount of Ibido
essential to produce pathological effects ;_ we can only
postulate it after the effects of the illness have evinced
themselves
In only one direction can we define it

more closely , we may assume that it 1s not a question

of an absolute
effective

amount

quantrty,

but of the relation of this

of hbido

to

that

quantity

of libido

which the particular ego im question can control, that

is, can hold m suspenson, sublimate, or make direct

use of,
Therefore a relative crease in the quantity
of hbido may have the same effects as one that 1s
absolute.
An enfeeblement of the ego through organic

illness or an unusual demand

upon its energy will be

capable of producing neuroses which would otherwise
have remained
tendencies.

latent

in

spite

of

all

dispositional

The significance which we must attribute to the

quantity of kkbido in the causation of illness 1s in
satisfactory accord with two axioms of the new theory

of neurosis which have emerged from psycho-analysis

:
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first, with the axiom that the neuroses have their
source in a conflict between the ego and the hbido ;
secondly, with the view that no qualitative distinction

exists between
neurosis,
with the
only they
There

the conditions of health and those of

but rather that the healthy have to contend
same difficulties m controlling the hbido—
succeed better m dome so.
still remain a few words to be said about the

relation of these ‘ types’ to chmcal expenence.

When

I review the number of patients with whose analysis
I am at this moment occupied, I must admit that none

of them represents any of the four types in its pure

form
Instead, I find in cach an element of frustration
operating along with a certain degree of incapacity for

adaptation to reahty, the standpoint of inhibition in

development, which of course coincides with a tenacity

of fixations, is to be reckoned with in all of them, and
the sigmficance of the quantity of hbido we can never,
as was set forth above, afford to overlook — Indeed, it
38 my experience that m several of these pahients the
illness has been manifested in accesses, between which

there were mtervals of health, and that every one of

these accesses was to be traced to a different type of
exciting cause,
has

therefore

The formulation

no

great

of these four types

theoretical

value;

they

are

merely different paths by which a defimte pathogemc

canstellation in the mental economy may be achieved—
I refer to a dammmg-up

of the

hbido

which

the

ego

ty not able to master with the means at its disposal
without some damage. The situation itself, however,

becomes pathogenic only as a result of a quantitative
factor,

it

1s

m

no

way

a

novelty

in

the

mental

economy, bor is it created by the advent of a so-called
‘cause of illness’.

A

certain

practical

importance

granted to these types of fallmg ill,

may

readily

be

Indeed. in indi-

vidual cases they may be observed in a pure form; we
should not have been made aware of the third and
fourth types if they did not comprise

the sole exciting

IgTz
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The first type reveals

to us the extraordinarily powerful influence of the
pecuhanties of the mdividual who opposes himself to
that mfluence. Pathology could never master the

outer world; the second that, no less significant, of the
problem

of

nature

To

the

outbreak

of illness

in the

neurotic

so

long as 1t was occupied merely with deciding whether
these affections were of an endogenous or an exogenous
all

the

expenence

significance

of abstinence

that

persons

which

points

(in the broadest

to

sense)

the

as

an exciting cause, pathology then necessarily objected
other

falling il.

individual

suffered

a

similar

fate

without

But if it elected to lay emphasis upon

peculiarities

as

essential

im

sickness

or

health, 1t was obliged to bow to the objection that
persons with such pecuharities could permanently
retain their health provided only that they could

preserve their pecuharty,

Psycho-analysis warns us

to abandon the unfrutful antithesis of external and
internal factors, of fate and constitution, and has
taught us regularly to discover the cause of an outbreak of neurosis in a defimte mental situation, which

can be brought into being in different ways.

XI
THE

PREDISPOSITION TO OBSESSIONAL
NEUROSIS?
A CONTRIBUTION 10 THE PROBLEM
OF THE OPTION or NEUROSIS

(r973)
HE problem of why and how a person may fall
ill of a neurosis assuredly belongs to those which

psycho-analysis 15 called upon to solve. It 1s,
however, probable that the solution will be found by
way of the answer to another and more specific problem
—that of why any particular person 1s bound to succumb
to one particular neurosis, and no other, Thus 1s the
problem of the option of neurosis
What do we know so far about this problem ?
Strictly speaking, only ove general principle has been
established.

We

divide

the causes

of neuratic

disease

into those which the individual} himself brings with him
into life, and those which hfe brings te him—that 1s
to say, into constitutional and accidental
It 1s the
interaction of these that as a rule first gives mse to
illness, Now the general principle just referred to
imphes that the basic factors which determine the
option of neurosis are entirely of the former kind, that
1s, are of the nature of dispositions, and are independent
of experiences that operate pathogenically.

Where are we to look for the ongin of these dispositions ? We have come to realize that the mental
functions concerned- above all, the sexual function,
+ Paper read before the International Psy cho-Analy
cal Congress at
Munich im tos, reprinted in Sentadeg, Vierte bulge
[Lranslated hy
Edward Glover and E Colburn Maynej
322
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ego-functions—have

to go

through a long and complicated process of development

before they reach the state characteristic of a normal
adult.
We must further assume that these devclopments are not always carried out without a hitch, so
that the function as a whole 1s not always subjected to

progressive modification,

Should any component of it

remain arrested at an earher phase there results what
is known as a ' fixation-point ’, to which the function

can regress if external hardships give rise to illness.
Our predispositions to varions neuroses are thus
seen

to

be

mhibitions

in development.

The

analogy

with the facts of the general pathology of other diseases

strengthens this view.
can

induce such

The question of what factors

disturbances

in development

does not

he wtthin the boundaries of psycho-analytic investiga
tions ;

we must

leave it to biological research.?

With the help of such hypotheses, we were cmboldened
some years ago to attack the problem of the option
of neurosis
The
line
taken
by
our
method
of
investigation, which consists m_ tracing out normal
conditions from a study of their disturbances, led us to

choose a very singular and unexpected pomt of attack.
‘The order mm which the principal forms of neurosis

are customarily ranked—namely, hysterma, obsessional
Nneurosts, paranoia, dementia pracox—corresponds (if

not quite exactly) to the order of incidence of these
diseases from childhood onward.
Hystencal mamfestations may

be observed already in early childhood ;

the first symptoms

of obsessional

neurosis usually

clare themselves in the second penad of childhood
(from six to aight years of age), whilst the two other

psychoneuroses,

wluch I have coupled under the jomt

designation paraphremia, first appear after puberty and
dunng adult hfe.
Although last mm order of incidence,

1 Since the work of W_ Fhess bas revealed the biological importance
of periocheity, st has become conceivable that developmental thsturb
ances may be asctibed to modulicalions in the ducuuon of the various
stages
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these two conditions were the first to yield results from
investigations regarding the predispositions determining

the option of neurosis The peculiar charactenstics of
them both, 12 megalomama,
turung from objective
reality and difficulty in effecting transference, have
forced us to the conclusion that the predisposing
fixation 13 to be sought in a
prior to the establishment

stage of libido-development
of object-chorce, that is to

say, m the stage of auto-erotism and narcissism.'
Paranoia and dementia precox then, although mamifest-

ing

themselves

so late

inhibitions and fixations.

m

hfe,

derrve

from

very

early

As a result of this, it seemed reasonable to suppose

that

the

disposrtion

to

hysteria

and

obsessronal

ai still earher stages of Itbido-development.

But where

neurosis, the two transference-neuroses proper, both of
which show early symptorm-formation, would be found
could an arrest in development be found before this,
and

above

one

case

all, where

could

he that difference

between

two phases of development which would give nse in
to an

obsessional

disposition

and

in another

to that of hysteria? For a long time no hight could
own about the nature of these dispositions—e.g. the

be obtamed on these points, and earher surmises of my
idca

that

hysteria

and

the

obsessional

neurosis

were

conditioned respectively by passivity and activity im
infantile

expencnecs—had

soon

to

be

discarded

as

erroneous.
I will now return to individual clinical study, and

will consider the case of a woman patent who was
under observation for a considerable period, and whose

neurosis underwent an unusual transformation.
The
case was at first one of pure anxtety-hysteria, following
on a traumatic experience, and it preserved that
character

for

some

years.

One

day,

however,

st

suddenly changed into an exceedingly sevcre obsessional
neurosis.
A case of this kind must be signiheant from
more than one pout of view. On the one hand, it
"Cf. "Account of a Case of Paranois,’ Counncren Payers, vol mt
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might turn out to have the value of a bilingual
document, and show how the two neuroses would
express an identical content in different languages.
On the other hand, 1t threatened wholly to overthrow

our theory of disposition asa result of arrest in development,

unless we were prepared to assume that an

individual could have more than one weak spot in Jus
libida-development.
I told myself that one had no

night to reject the Jatter possiliiity, but I was nevertheless very eager to arnive at an understanding of the case
As this came

to me in the course of the analysis, it

became evident that the state of affairs was quite
otherwise than I had imagined it
The obsessional
neurosis was not a further reaction to the same trauma

which had onginally called forth the anxtety-hysteria ,
it was a reaction to a second experience which had
entirely eclipsed the first—it was therefore an exception,

although, to be sure, a still debateable one, to our

proposition that the option of neurosis does not depend
upon expenence.

Unfortunately I cannot—for the usual reasons—

go into the case-history as fully as I could wish, but
must confine myself to the following details. Before

she fell ill the patient had been a happy and almost
entwely contented married woman
She wished ta
have children, a wish itself determined by infantile
fixation, and fell lt when she realized that her husband,

to whom

she was entirely devoted, could not satisfy

to reahze

this

herself,

privation

for

which

this longing. The anmety-hystena with which she
reacted to this frustration corresponded to a rejection
of seduction-phantasies m which she achieved her
enduring wash for a child — She was not long in commg
and

did

her utmost

to prevent

her husband guessing that her illness was due to a
without good reason,

he

was

however,

responsible

It 1s nat

that I have maintained

that every man possesses in his unconscious an mstrument by which he can mterpret the expressions of the
unconscious

of

another,

the

husband

understood,
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any confession or explanation,

what his wife’s

anxiety signified, was deeply hurt by the discovery,
though he made no sign, and then’ began to react
neurotically himself by becoming for the first time
impotent durmg sexual intercourse _ Immediately after
le went on a journey, and his wile, believing him to be
permanently

impetent,

produced

her

first obsessional

symptom on the day before his expected return.
The

content

of

her

obsessional

neurosis

consisted

im a tormenting obsession about washing and cleanliness
and in exceedingly vigorous protective measures against
wicked injures wluch others nught have to fear from
her, that is to say, it consisted of reaction-formations
against anal-erotic and sadtstic impulses.
In such
forms her sexual need was driven to find expression, as

a result of the entire bankruptcy of her genital hie

brought about by the umpotence of her husband, who

was the only man to whom she could look for satisfaction.
At this point I was able to fit in a fragment of

a new theory which had recently been shaping in
my

mind.

Although

seemingly

based

on

the

present

isolated observation, 1t 1s, as a matter of fact, the result

of numerous earher impressions, the significance of
which first became clear at this stage of the case under

discussion I told myself that my orginal sketch of
the development of the hbidinal function required
another amplification Formerly I had simply distanguished a phase of auto-erotism, in
component-impulses, each for itself,
gratification on the body itself, from
the interests of reproduction they

which the various
seek mdependent
a phase when in
unite under the

primacy of the genital system to effect object-chorce.

As 1s already known, the analysis of paraphremes had
obliged us to mterpolate a stage of narcissism during
which

object-choice

1s already

effected

but

in which

the object 1s still the ego itself. Now we are faced with
the necessity of reckoning with yet another stage before

the

ultimate

condition,

one

in

which,

although

the
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component-1mpulses have been co-ordinated for purposes
of object-choice, and although the object does present
itself as one outside the self, nevertheless the primacy
of the genital zone has not yet been established. The

component-impulses

which govern this pregenstal organ-

iatron of the sexnal hfe are, morcover, the anal-erotic
and sadistic impulses.

1 know that general statements of this kind appear
very startling at first hearmg
We become reconciled
to them

only after correlation

with our previous know-

ledge, and if offen happens that m the Jong run they
come to be accepted as an insignificant mnovation
which had already been long suspected
We may
proceed therefore ta consider this ‘ pregemtal sexual

organization ’ wilh somewhat sumiar antierpations.
(a) The allamportant part played by hate impulses
and anal erotism in the symptomatology of the obsesstonal neurosis has impressed many observers, and

recently Ernest Jones has called
a particularly penetratmg study!

attention to it in
This observation

would be established as an immediate corollary to our

own

views

should

it

prove

that

the

component-

impulses referred to, which precede the genital impulses

1n the process of development, can act for the latter m
this neurosis

At tus paint we may

appropnately

refer to a

detail in the patient’s history which has not so far been
mentioned
The
patient’s
sexual
hfe
began
with
sadistic beating-phantasics in her earhest childhood

Following on their suppression an unusually long
latency period set m, m the course of which the gut
achteved a far-reaching moral development without
awakening to the womanly sexual sensations. With

her early marnage began a period of normal sexual

activity as a happy wife, which lasted for a number of
years, until the first great privation brought on the
hystencal

neurosts.

Wath

the

ensuing

destitution

of

1 Enest Jones, Hate and ‘inal Erotism in the Obsesswnal Neurosis,
1913
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as has been

said,

relapsed to the mfantile stage of sadism.
ts

not

difficult

to define

the

characteristic

dis-

tinguishing this case of obsesstonal neurosis from those
many

others

which

begin

im

early

years

and

follow

a chronic course with more or less notable exacerbations

In these

organization
obsessional

overcome;
with,

latter,

which

neurosis

when

once

contains

the stage

the

of sexual

predisposition

is established,

it is never

to

really

in our case this organization 1s, to begin

superseded

by

a

higher

stage

of

development,

then’ subsequently reactivated by regression from
that Ingher stage

{0) When we attempt to correlate our views with

nological considerations, we must bear in mind that
the antithesis of masculine and fermmine which 15 set

up by the reproductive function cannot be present at
the stage of pregenitat object-choice. Instead we find
an antithesis of trends with active and passive aims
which

ultimately

(male and female).

resolves

into

the

antithesis

of

sex

The active trend is supplied by

that general instinct of mastery which when we find
it servmg the sexual function we call sadism; in the
fully developed normal sexua) life 1t has also important

accessory services to render.

The passive trend is fed

from anal crotism, the eratogenic zone of which corresponds with the old, undifferentiated cloaca
Accen-

tuation of ana! erotism at the stage of pregenital
organization gives mse in a man to a marked predis-

position to homosexuahty, when the next stage of the
sexual

function,

that of genital primacy,

is reached.

The building up of this last phase on the foundation of
the previous phases, and the subsequent transformation

of the

of the most
research
It may

hbidinal

cathexes,

provides

interesting openings
be

thought

that

all

us with

some

for psycho-analytic
such

difficulties

and

complications could be avoided by denying the pregenital

organization

of

sexual

life

and

adopting

the

gl}
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with the genital and

reproductive function, making its appearance at the
as this

If this

course

were

followed

and

use were made of such psycho-analytic findings as are
beyond chspute, the theory might be advanced that
as a result of sexual

repression

the

neuroses

are com-

pelled to express sexual sinvings by means of other
non-sexual instincts, + e. by compensatory sexualization
of the latter
Anyone so doing, however, would find
himself mm complete retreat from the position taken up

by psycho-analysts
He would stand where he was
before the advent of psycho-analysis and must abandon
all the comprehension

between

health,

it affords of the inter-connection

perversion

and

neurosis.

Psycho-

analysis stands or falls by the recognrtion of the sexual

component-impulses,

of ‘the erotogemtc zones, and by

the consequent expansion of the idea of the ‘sexual

function * as opposed to the narrower one of a ‘ genital
function”
Moreover, observation of the normal development of the child is im itself sufficient to obviate

any such temptation
(ce)

again

In

meet

the

sphere

with

the

of

same

character-development

instinctual

forces

we

whose

workings we have already discovered in the neuroses.
A

sharp

theoretical

distincuon

between

the

two

becomes, however, necessary from the smgle circum-

stance that mn character-formation one feature 1s absent

which 1s pecuhar to the mechanism of neurasis—
namely, rmscarnage of repression and the return of

the repressed
In the formation of character either
fepressinn 1s not at work at all or it easily attains ifs
aim, which 1s to replace the represscd_ impulses bs
reaction-formations and sublimations
The processes

of character-formation are therefore less transparent
and tess accessible to analysis than those of neurosis.
In this very sphere of character-formation, however,

we do come upon a good analogy to the case of illness
described,

one

pregenital

sadistic-anal-erotic

vo. wt

which

confirms

the

sexual]

existence

of the

organization,

1

It
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is well known, and has been a matter for much com-

plaint, that women often alter strangely m character
aiter

they

have

abandoned

their

genital

functions.

They become quarrelsome, peevish and argumentative,

petty and miserly; in fact, they display sadistic and
anal-erotic traits which were not theirs m the era of

womanlmess,

Writers of comedy

and satimsts have

in all ages launched their invectives agaist the ‘old
termagant’ into which the sweet maiden, the loying
woman, the tender mother, has detenorated
This

metamorphosis corresponds, as can be seen, with a
regression of sexual life to the pregenital anal-sadistic
level, the ane in which we have found the predisposition
to obsessional neurosis.
Jt would thus be not only the

precursor of the genital phase, but often enough its
successor

and

resolvent

function has been fulfilled
The comparison

as

well,

after

the

genital

of this alteration of character with

the obsessional neurosis 1s very impressive
Both are
the result of regresston, but in the first the regression is

complete and follows a process of repression (or suppression) winch has been accomplished smoothly , an
neurosis we fird conflict, followed by efforts to prevent
regression, reaction-formations agamst tt and symptorm-

constructions

representing

compromises

between

the

opposing tendencies, also a cleavage of the mental

processes into those which are capable of reaching con-

sciousness and those which are unconscious

(@) Our formulation of the pregenital sexual organ-

vzation 1s complete in two directions.

First it takes

no account of the behaviour of other componentimpulses and 1s content to single out the very definite

pnmacy of sadism and anal erotism. There are many
would repay careful investigation and collation, the
points concernmng the other component-impulses which
desire

far

knowledge,

in

particular,

often

gives

one

the impression that 1t can actually take the place of
sadism im the mechanism of the obsessional neurosis.
After all, it 1s at bottom an off-shoot, sublimated and
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ystinct

and

its rejection

in the

form

of doubt

largely im the picture of obsessional neurosis.

The other defect in our formulation is much more
important.
We know
that a full understandimg of

any neurotic predisposition from the developmental
point of view 1s never complete without taking mto

account not merely the stage of lsbido-development at
which fixation occurs but also the stage of ego-development.
Onr
concern
has
been
confined
to hbidodevelopment,
however,
and consequently
does not
afford all the information we are entitled to expect.

At the present time little 1s known of the developmental

stages of the ego-mstincts , I know only of one nghly

promsing atiempt by Ferenca? to approach this
problem
1 do not know if it will seem too daring if I
assume from the clues at our disposal that a premature
advance of the ego-development ahead of the hbidodevelopment contributes to the obsessional disposition
Precocious development of this kind on the part of the

ego-instincts would necessitate the formation of obyectreached

its final

at the pregenital stage of sexual organization.
we take into consideration that, m order to

choice

before the sexual

function

had

When
protect.

configuration and would thus leave a legacy of fixation

object-love from the hostihty which lurks behind it,
the

obsessional

neurotic

1s compelled

to

build

up

an

characlerstic

of

overconscientious system of ultra-morality, one feels
inclined to go a step further and regard a certain degree
of

precocious

ego-development

as

human nature in general and to trace the capacity for
morahty to the circumstance that, developmentally,

hate 1s the forerunner of love. Perhaps this 15 the
meanmg of a statement made by W. Stckel, which
seemed incomprehensible to me at the time, that
hate, not love, 1s the primary slate of feeling between
human

beings.*

+ Ferenczi, Stages in the Development of the Sense of Reality
TW Stekel, Le Sprache des Trawmes, 1911,
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(e) The above considerations have some bearing on
the subject of hystena, they bring out the mtimate
relation between this condition and the last phase of
hbido-development charactenzed by genital primacy
and the introduction of the reproductive function.
These newly acquired activities undergo repression in
hystena, but no regression to the pregenital phase takes

place The madequacy of this description of an
hysterical disposition, due to our mcomplete understanding of ego-development, makes itself felt more
than 1n the case of the obsessional neurosis.
Nevertheless 1t 13 not difficult to see that a different

regression to an earlier level occurs in hysteria too.
As we know, the sexuality of a female child 1s governed

by an organ that 1s essentially male (the clitoms) and
the manifestations of this sexuality: are in many ways

similar to those occurring in hoys

A final thrust of

development at the penod of puberty must ehminate
this masculine sexuahty and promate the vagina, a
denvative ef the cloaca, io the position af leading
erotogenic zone
Hence it 1s very usual in women
suflenng from
hystena
for a reactivation
of this

repressed masculine sexuality to take place, against
which defensive measures are directed by the ego-syntomic

instincts

It

seems

premature to discuss the
disposition at this point

to

me,

problems

however,

a

of hystencal

httle
pre-

XI
A DREAM

WHICH

BORE

TESTIMONY?

(1913)
A*
suffering from doubting
manta and
obsessive ceremomals made a rule that her
nurses should never let her out of sight for a
single moment
othcrwise she would begin to brood
about forbidden actions that she might conceivably
have committed during thts relaxation of vigilance
One evening whilst resting on the sofa she thought she
saw that the nurse on duty had fallen asleep
On
calling out, ‘Have vou seen me?’, the latter started
up and rephed, ‘Of course I have’
This aroused a
fresh doubt in the patient's mind, and after a tune she
repeated her question,
which the nurse met with

renewed protestations , just at that moment a maidservant came in bringing the patient's supper
This incident occurred one Fnday evening
Next
morning the nurse recounted a dream which had the
effect of dispeiling the patzent's doubt.
Dream
Some one entrusted a child to her whilst the
mother was absent on @ journey and she had lost it
Gomg along the street, she ingtared from varwus people
whether they had seen the child. Then she came to a
large expanse of water and crossed a narrow bridge
(Supplementing this later
Suddenly there appeared
before her on thas bridge, ike a fata Morgana, the figure of
another nurse.)
Then she found herself in some famthar
place where she met

a woman

she had

known

as a girl

the latter had vn those days been saleswoman tn a provisionshop and later had got married. She was standing in
> First Published

Sammlung,

in the Zettscheft,

Vierte Folge

Bd

1,

1913.

Teprinted

[Translated by Edward Glover }

in
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front of her door and the dreamer asked her, ‘ Have you
seen the child?’

question

adding

but

The woman

imformed

her

patd no attention io the

that

that even marnage

she

had

been

1s not always

dsvorced,

happy.

She

woke up feeling reassured and thought the child will turn
up im a neighbour's house.
Analysis: The patient concluded that this dream

was connected with the incident of falling asleep which
the

nurse

had

denied,

from

additional

information

volunteered by the latter she was able to interpret the
dream in a fashon which, although mcomplete in

many respects, was sufficient for all practical purposes
For myself, not having mterviewed the nurse, I have
only the lady's report to go on, first of all I shall quote
the patient's interpretation, supplementing this afterwards as far as possible from our general understanding

of the laws governing dream-formation

‘ Nurse told me that the child in the dream reminded
her of a case the treatment of which had given her the
most hvely satisfaction
It was that of a child who was
unable to see on account of inflammation of the eyes

(blennorcheea).

The mother, however, was not away

she helped to look after the child.

On the other hand,

I know that my husband thinks highly of this nurse ,
when he went away he teft me in her care and she promused

him

to look after me—as

she would

a child?’

On the other hand, we know from the patient’s

analysis

that by tnsisting on being kept m

sight she

had put herself once again in the position of a child
“That

she

had

lost

the

child’,

continued

patient, ‘ signified that she had not watched me,
had lost sight of me

our

she

It was an adrmission that she had

actually gone to sleep for the time and had not told me
the truth later '.

She was quite in the dark about the meaning of that

fragment

of dream

where

the

nurse

inquiied

from

people in the street whether they had seen the child
on the other hand she was able to elucidate subsequent
details of the mamfest dream.
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‘The expanse of water made nurse think of the

Rhine, she added, however, that 1t was much larger.
Then she remembered that on the previous evenin
I had read her the story of Jonah and
had told her that I once saw a whale

the whale, an
im the English

Channel
I fancy that the water represents the sea
and is an allusion to the story of Jonah

“T think, too, that the narrow bndge comes from the

same story, which 1s told witttly in dialect.
A religious
instructor describes to his pupils the wonderful adven-

ture of Jonah,

whereupon

a boy

pomts

out that it

cannot be true, since the teacher
himself had told them
before Lhat whales could swallow only the smallest

crealures owing to the narrowness of ther throats,
The teacher got out of the difficulty by saymg that
Jonah was a Jew, and that Jews would squeeze themselves in anywhere
My nurse 1s very rebgious but
inchned to scepticism, and I reproached mysclf that

my story-telling might perhaps have stirred her religious

doubts

“Now on this narrow bridge she saw the figure of

another

nurse

whom

she

knew

From

what

she

said

it appears that {his nurse drowned herself in the Rhine

after being discharged from a case owing to some neglect

or other.'’
would

be

She herself had feared, therefore, that she

discharged

for having

fallen

asleep

More-

over, on the day following the incident and after relating
the dream.

nurse cned

bitterly, and when I asked why,

v here guilty of a condensation of vhe material, winch 1 was
able to Spat eghtwhen Tread my, accoune Uo th
he nurse
whe appearatan the hreige hal aot been “uscharged ne account of
neglect She was discharged because the child s mother, who had to
leave hume at the time, wanted to leave her elnkd mi charge of an okler
te after all, a more trustwarths ‘attendant — line was followed by.
Set suother nme be Thad actually been drchatzeet a
fowhe lal uot drowned herself
«. miaterial

Revessary for Saterpretatin of the cheam clement comes, av ts often
the way, from two sources Ay memory completed the oy ithext lea
ing to taterpretation For the rest, this store of the drownel nurse

fontains
ithe ‘clement of a mother » dep: mere sali) the patient
connected with the departure of her hush,
shave here an
gverdetermunation wiuch detracts Somewhat from the elegance ef the
interpretation
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rephed quite rudely _“ You know why as well as I do
you won't trust me any more’
Since the appearance of the ‘drowned nurse was an

aiter-thonght and an especially distinct item, we should
have

advised

the patient

to begin

her dream-interpre-

tation at this point
According to the dreamer’s
report, too, the first half of her dream was accompanied
by acute anxiety , the second part paved the way
that feeling of reassurance with which she awoke.

for

‘T regard the next part of the dream ', said the

lady, contimung her analysis, ‘as certain corroboration
of

my

view

that

the

dream

had

to

do

with

what

happened on Friday evening, for the person who had

formerly been a saleswoman m a provision-shop can
only have referred to the servant who brought in the
supper on that occasion
I noticed, too. that nurse

complained of nausea all day long

The question he

puts to thts woman, “Have you seen the child?
obviously traceable to my question, " Have you seen

e?

{put this question to her for the second time,

just as the servant came im with the

dishes

In the dream, too, inquiry after the child 1s made
on two occasions
The fact that the woman does not
reply and shows no sign of interest we shall regard as

an asperston on this other servant made in the dreamer’s
own interest
she represents herself in the dream as
being

supenor

to

the

has to face reproach
attention.

other,

just

on account

because

she

of her own

herself

lack of

“The woman who appears in the dream 1s not

actual fact divorced from her husband
The situation
is taken from an mesdent in the life of the other servant,

who has been separated from her lover—‘‘ separated ”",
divorced—by her parent's veto The remark that even
marriage 1s not always happy was in all probability a
consoling remark made in the course of conversation

between the two servants
Ou it 15 modelled the concluding sentence of the dream
the cluld will turn up.
“I concluded from this dream, however, that on the
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evening in question nurse really did fall asleep and that
she was

afraid

of being

dismissed

for this

reason.

had no more doubt about the accuracy of my powers
of perception
Moreover, after relating the dream,

I

nurse added that she was very sorry she had no dreambook at hand.
To my comment that such books were

full of the most ignorant superstitions, she replied that,
although

she was

not

at all superstitious,

still all the

unpleasant happenings of her hfe had taken place on a
Friday.
1 must add that at the present moment her
treatment of me is not at all satisfactory;
she is

touchy and umtable and makes scenes about nothing.’
I think we must credit the lady with having accur-

ately interpreted and appreciated her nurse’s dream.
As so often happens with dream-mterpretation during

analysis, the translation of the dream docs not depend

solely on associative matertal, but in addition
circumstances of its narration, the behaviour

on the
of the

patient before and after analysis, together with every
remark or disclosure made by the patient at the time—
durmg the same analytic session Jf we take into
account this nurse’s touchiness, her attitude to unlucky
Fridays, etc, we should confirm the conclusion that

the dream contained a confession,

in spite of her

demal, she had actually fallen asleep and was afraid
she would be sent away

from her ‘ foster-child ', *

This dream, however, which had a practical beanng

for the lady, stumulates our theoretical interest in two
directions.
It took the form of a consclation, but

essentially 1t represented a significant avowal in regard

to the nurse’s relation to her patient.
How does it
come about that a dream, which should surely serve
the purpose of a wish-fulfilment, can represent a confession which 1s not even in any way advantageous to
the dreamer?
Must we concede the existence of
confession-dreams as distinct from wish- (and anxiety-)

2 Asa matter of fact, a few days later the nurse confessed to a third
person that she had fallen aslecp, thus confirming the tady's unter:
Pretation
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dreams, or agam of warning-dreams, reflection-dreams,
adaptation-dreams,

and so on ?

1 must confess I still do not quite understand why
the objections I gave to any such course in my Travmdentung have given mse to misgivings in the minds of
so many psycho-analysts, among them some of repute.
Tt seems to me that the differentiation of wish-, avowal-,

warning- and adaptation-dreams,

and so on, has not

much greater value than the differentration, accepted

perforce, of medical speciahsts into gynecologists,
children’s spectalists, dentists. [et me recapitulate
here as briefly as possible the discussion of this question
as set forth in my Traumdeutung *
The so-called‘ residues from the previous day’ can

act as disturbers of sleep and dream-prodncers, they
are

have

thought-processes

retamed

from

the

affective cathexis

previous

and

day

to some

which

extent

withstood the general lowering of energy through sleep
These residues are discovered by tracmg back the
manifest dream to the latent dréeam-thoughis, they

constitute portions of the latter, belong, that 3s to say,

to the activities of waking lfe—whether they are
conscious or unconscious—which are able to persist
during sleep. In accordance with the multiformty of
thought-processes

yn

the

conscious

and

preconscious

systems, these day-residues are present m numerous
forms with the most varying significance they may be
wishes

or

fears

that

have

not

resolutions, reflections, warnings,

been

disposed

of,

or

attempts to adapt

oneself to current situations, and sy on,

To ths extent

the question of this particular charactenstic of dreams
would seem

to be confirmed

on interpretation of them

by the content

discovered

These residues from the

previous day, however, are not the dream itself they
even lack the mast essential constituent of a dream,
They could not of themselves form a dream. They are,
strictly speaking, only the psychical matenal which
the dream-work employs, just as sensory and somatic
> Dntte Auflage, p 367 ¢t sey
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stimoll, exther incidental or produced under expertmental conditions, constitute the somatic matenal Jor
the dream-work.,
To attmbute to them the main part
in dream-formation 1s simply ta repeat in a new guise

the pre-analytical error by which dreams were explamed

on the hypothesis of stomach trouble or skin-pressure.
Scientzfic errors indeed have many lives, and even when

refuted are ready to creep in again under new guuses.

In so far as we comprehend the state of affairs, the

conclusion

factor

has

been

forced

in dream-formation

on

us

that

the

is an unconscious

essential

wish

as a rule, an infantile wish—now in a state of repression ;
this can come to expression through the somatic ur
psychic maternal (therefore also through the day-

residues},

and

thus

it

can

provide

these

with

the

energy by which they can force themselves through to
consciousness even during the nocturnal suspension of
thought
Whatever else 1 may contain, warning,
reflection, or avowal,

whatever part of the meh content

of preconscious wakimg life remains unsatisfied and
arses during the night, the dream 1s 1n every case the
fulfilment

of fats

unconscious

wish

It 1s ¢#zs uncon-

scious wish that gives the dream-work its pecultar
characteristic of an unconscious elaboration of preconscious material = For a psycha-analyst dreams can
only be charactenzed as productions of the dream-work ,
in spite of the fact that the latent dream-thoughts may

only be found after dream-mterpretation, he cannot

reckon them as part of the dream , they are a part of
preconscious thinkmg (Secondary elaboration by the
conscimus system 1s reckoned as part of the dream-work.

Even tf ane were to regard it separately, this would not

involve any alteration in out conception

The defim-

tion would
then
run
Dreams
considered
in the
analytical sense include the ac tual dream-work together

with
this

the secondary

work)

The

elaboration

conclusion

to

of the product

be

drawn

fram

of

these

considerations 15 that one cannot put the dream-

charactenstic of wish-fuliiment in the same category
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with dream-characteristics such as warnings, avowals,
attempts at solution, etc , without denying the concept
of psychic dimensions of depth, that 1s to say, without

rejecting the psycho-analytical standpoint.

At this point we may revert to the dream related
by the nurse, in order to demonstrate the dimensional
character of the wish-fulfilment contamed therem.
We

already know that the lady's imterpretation of this

dream was by no means complete ,
of the day-content which she was
accurately
Moreover she suffered
neurosis, a condition which seems

there were portions
unable to appraise
{rom an obsessional
to me to make it

harder for the patient to understand dream-symbols,
in contrast with dementia precox in which the reverse

1s true.
Nevertheless our knowledge of dream-symbolism
enables us to understand nminterpreted portions of

this dream and to perceive a deeper significance behind
the interpretations already given, We cannot but
observe how some of the material employed by the

nurse comes from the complex of giving birth, of having
children. The
Channel where

expanse of water (the Rhine,
the whale was seen) 1s certamly

the
the

water out of which children come
She too comes to
the water ‘in search of a child’
The Jonah legend
behind thus determination of the water, the question

how Jonah (the child) could yet through such a narrow
passage, belong to the same association, ‘The nurse,
too,

whe

out

of mortification

threw

herself

into

the

Rhine, found some comfort in her despair of hfe by the

seaual-symbolic
water

The

mode

narrow

her appearance

of

bridge

her
on

death—hy

which

1s in all probability

going

the nurse

mto

makes

also a genital

symbol, although I must admit that here we lack more

precise knowledge.
The wish

unconscious

to have

creator

a child scems

of the

dream

therefore

in

this

to be the

instance,

no ather would be better calculated to comfort
nurse for the paimful state of affairs im real life.

the
‘1
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foster-child.

T shall get a real child of my own

That unmterpreted portion of the dream

where she questions everyoue

child perhaps belongs here,

im the street about the

the interpretalion would

then run, ‘and even if I have to offer myself on the
streets I know how to get a child for myself’.
A
stram of defiance im the dreamer hitherto disguised
suddenly declares itself here
her avowal fits in here
for the first tmme
‘ What if I have shut my eyes and

compromised

my

professional

reputatien’

scientiousness and lost my post?
Shall
fool as to drown myself hke Nurse X?

give up nursing altogether and

for con-

I be such a
Not I
Ill

get marned

I'll be

a woman and have a real child, nothing shall prevent

me’
tion

Tlus miterpretation as justified by the considera-

that

‘having

chidren’

1s

really

the

infantile

expression of a desire for sexual intercourse mdeed it
can be consciously chosen as an euphemustic expression
of this shocking wish
In her waking hfe itself the dreamer showed some
tendency to confess, in the dream a confession which
would be detrimental to her interests 1s made possible ,
one of the nurse's latent character-traits makes use of

the confession to brmg

about an infantile wish-fulfil-

ment

that this character has a close

We

may

surmise

connection—in regard both to time and to content-—
with the wish for a child and for sexual enjoyment.
Subsequent inquiry of the lady to whom I owe the

first part
pected
nurse

of this interpretation

information
Before she

afforded

some

about the previous career
took up nursing she Lad

unex-

of Ue
wished

to marry a man who had courted her assiduously,
she had then abanduned this projected marriage on

account

of the opposition

of an aunt

towards

whom

her lations were a curious mixture of dependence and

Tus aunt who prevented the marriage was

the supermtendent of a nursing association, and
regarded by the nurse as the pattern on which

was
she
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expected

to

be

her

aunt’s her, and was dependent on her in this way ;

nevertheless

she

thwarted

the

aunt

by

not gotering

the particular branch of nursing the latter had destine
her for.

The

defiance

shown

fore directed against the aunt
anal-erotic

take

untu

ongm

this

comsderation

to the aunt
reminded
birth

to

in the dream

that

the

are of a financial

that

cluldren

was

there-

We have ascribed an

character-trart,

favour

mterests

nature,
the

and

may

binding

we

anal

are

theory

her

also
of

This factor of mfantile defiance may perhaps allow

us to assume a closer relation between the first and last
scenes in the dream
The former saleswoman in a
provision-shop represents im the dream the servant who

brought the lady's supper mto the room just when she
was asking the question, ‘Have you seen me?’ It
appears, however, that she 1s tended in every way to
play the part of hostile rival Depreciation of her
nursing capacity 1s indicated by the fact thal she takes
not

the

shghtest

interest

in the lest child,

her answer

dealing with her own private affars The dreamer
had thus displaced on to this figure the imdifference

about her paticnt which apphed to herself

unhappy

marrage

dreaded

in connection

and

with

divorce

which

her most

the

secret

The

former

wishes

are

attributed to the same person We know, however,
that ot was the aunt who had separated the nurse
and her fiancé Hence the ‘provision-seller’ (a figure
not lackmg th) mfantile symbolic sigmiicance) may
represent the aunt-superintendent, who was im fact not
much older than the nurse and who had played the
necessary part of mother-mival im the nurse's life A

satisfactory confirmation of this interpretation 1s to
be fuund in the fact that the ‘familar’ distnet where

she comes upon this person standing m front of her
door

was

the

official duties

place

where

her

aunt

carned

out

her

Owing to the lack of contact between the analyst
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and the object of the analysis, it 18 scarcely advisable
to penetrate deeper into the structure of the dream.
It may perhaps he stated that even in the slight
degree to which mterpretation was possible the dream
showed itself rch m corroborative material and in new
problems.
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CHILDREN

*

(1913)
T 1s comprehensible

[ee

ople.

that

children

should

tell

lies

im doing so they mumic the hes of grown-up

But a number of the lies of well-brought-up

children have a pecuhar significance, and should cause
their instructors to reflect rather than to be angry

These hes proceed from the influence of an excessive

love motive, and become momentous if they lead to a
musunderstanding between the cmld and the person
whom it loves.

I

A girl of seven (in her second year at school) had
asked her father for money to buy colours for painting
Easter eggs The father had refused, saying he had
no money.

Shortly afterwards the girl again asked

for some money for a contribution towards
for the funeral of the late reigning princess.

the school-children
father gave her ten
put mine marks on
the remaining fifty
ind wm

At

a wreath
Each of

was to bring fifty pfenmgs. The
marks, she paid her contribution,
her father’s writing-table, and with
pfennigs bought paints, which she

her toy-cupboard.
dinner

the

father

asked

susprciously

what

she

had done with the missing pfennigs, and whether she
had not bought the colours with them.
She denied it ;
but her brother, who was two years older, and together

\ Firat published in Zestschryft, Bd 1. r9r3. reprinted in Sammlung,
Vuerte Folge [Translated by E, Colburn Mayne]
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with whom she had planned to paint the eggs, betrayed
her;

the

colours

were

found

father, very angry, handed

in

the

cupboard.

The

the culprit over to her

mother for punishment, which was severely admunistered.
Afterwards the mothcr herself was overwhelmed
when
she
saw
the cluld’s
extreme
despair.
She

caressed the little girl after pumshing her, and took her
for

a

walk

to

console

her.

But

the

effects

of

this

experience, described by the patient herself as the
“turning-point ' of her life, proved to be immitigable.

She had hitherto been a wild, self-confident child;
thenceforth she became timid and vacillating.
Dunng

her engagement she flew to a rage that was incomrehensible

even

to

herself,

when

her

mother

was

uying furniture and trousseau-garments for her. She
had the feeling that after all 1t was her money, and no
one else ought to buy anythmg with it. As a young
wife she was shy of asking her husband for any expend!

ture for her personal needs, and made an unnecessary

distinction between ‘her" moncy and Ins. During
the course of her treatment it happened now and again
that her husband's remittances to her were delayed,
so that she was resourceless in the foreign city.
After
she had once told me this, | made her promise that 1f 1t

happened agam she would borrow the small necessary

sum from me. She gave the promise, but on the next
occaston of embarrassment she did not keep it and
preferred to pawn her jewellery. She explained that
she could not take money from me.

The appropriation of the fifty pfenmigs m her childhood had a significance which the father could not

divine.

Some time before she began going to school,

she had played a singular httle prank with money.
A neighbour

with whom

she was

fnendly had sent the

boy,

make

girl with a small sum of money, as compamion for her
own

still

ina shop.”

younger

ttle

te

some

purchase

As the elder of the two, she was bringing the

change from the purchase back to the house. But
when she met the neighbour's servant-maid m the
vou. 1
K
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down

XII
on the pavement.

In the analysis of this action, even to herself inexplicable,

the

thought

of Judas

occurred

to her,

when

he

flung away the silver pieces gained by him through the
betrayal

of

his

Master.

She

declared

that

she

was

certainly acquainted with the story of the Passion

before she went to school.

But an what manner could

she have identified herself with Judas ?
At the age of three and a half she had a nursemaid

of whom she was extremely fond This girl had a
love-affair with a doctor, and visited lus surgery with
the child. It appears that the child was the witness
of vanous

sexual

proceedings

Whether

she

saw

the

doctor give money to the nursemaid is not certainly
established , there is, however, no doubt that the girl

gave the child little presents
silence, and that purchases

of money
(probably

made with these on the way home.

to ensure her
sweets) were

It is possible, too,

that the doctor humsel( occasionally gave money to
the child. Nevertheless, the child betrayed the grrl
to her mother out of jealousy.

She played so osten-

tatiously with the plenmgs she had brought home that
the mother could not but ask‘
Where did you get
that money *’
The maid was dismissed.
To take money from anyone had thus

to mean

relation

early come

for her the yielding of the body, the erotic

To take money from her father was equiva~

Jent to a declaration of love.

The phantasy that her

father was her Jover was so seductive that the childish

desire for colours for the Easter eggs was easily, by
its aid, mduiged

im spite of the prohibition.

But

she

could not confess to the appropriation of the money;
she was obliged to disavow it, because the motive of
the deed, unknown to herself, could not be confessed.
The father's chastisement was thus a refusal of the
tenderness offered him, a humiliation, and so it broke
her spmit.
During the treatment a period of severe
depression ensued, the explanation of which ted to her
remembering the events described, when I was once
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obliged to copy that humiliation by asking her not to
bring me

any more flowers.

It will scarcely be necessary, for the psycho-analyst,

to insist upon the fact that in this child's little expenence we are confronted with one of those extremely
common cases of persistence af early anal erotism in

the later erotic hfe.

Even the desire to paint the eges

with colours derives from

the same source

U

A woman, now very 1] as the consequence of a disappointment im life, was in carher years a particularly
healthy, truth-loving, earnest and
became a tender-natured woman.

admirable girl, and
But stili earler, in

the first years of her hfe, she had been a wilful and dis-

contented child, and though she developed fairly early
into an excessively good and conscientious one, there
were

occurrences

in

her

schooldays

wluch,

when

she

fell ill, caused her deep remorse and were regarded by
her as proofs of fundamental depravity
Memory told
her that she had frequently m those days bragged and
hed.

Once, on the way home, a schoolfellow boasted

“Yesterday

we

know

ice

had

ice

at

‘Oh, we have ice every day’
what

at

dinner

dinner’

She

answered

In reality she did not

could

mean,

‘she

knew

ice

only m the long blocks im which it 18 carted about,
but she perceived that there was something grand m
having it for dinner, and so she would not be excelled
by her schoolfellow.

When she was ten years old they were given in
their drawimg-lesson the task of drawing a circle im
free-hand.
But she made use of the compasses, thus
easily

producing

a

perfect

arcle,

and

showed

her

achievernent triumphantly to her neghbour in class.
The teacher came up, heard her boasting, discovered

the marks of the compasses in the delineation vf the
circle,

and

tovk

the girl to task.

But

she stubbornly

dented it, would not be abashed by any proofs, and took
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The teacher conferred with

both were mfluenced by the grl’s usual

good behaviour ta decide agamst any further notice of
the occurrence.
This child’s two lies were instigated by the same

complex.

As the eldest of five children, the little girl

early mamfested an unusually strong attachment to
her father, which was destined m later years to wreck
her happiness m Ife.
But she could not long escape
the discovery that her beloved father was not so great
a personage as she was mclmed to think him = He

had to struggle agamst money-difficulties , he was nat
so powerful nor so distinguished as she had imagined.

This departure from her ideal she could not put up
with.
Since, as women do, she based all her ambrtion
upan the beloved man, 1t became a dominating idea
with her that she must support her father agarnst the
world
So she boasted to her schoolfellows, im order
not to have to belittle her father,
When, later on,

she learnt to translate ice for dinner by ‘glace’, the
path lay open for her remorse about this remimiscence

to take its course as a dread of pieces or splinters of

lass
8
The father was an excellent draughtsman, and had
often enough called forth the delight and wonderment
of the children by exhibitions of his skill,
In her
identification of herself with her father, she had in
school drawn
that circle which she could produce

successfully only by underhand

means.

It was as

though she wanted to boast
‘Look here—see what
my father can do’!
The consciousness of guilt that

hung round her excessive fondness for her father found

its outlet in the attempted deception, a confession was
impossible for the same reason that was given in the
earher

observation—1t

could

not

but

confession of the hidden incestuous love

have

been

the

We should not think hghtly of such episodes an

child-hfe.
Tt would be a grave misconception to read
into such childish errors the prognosis of a developing
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immoral character. Nevertheless, they are intimately
connected with the most powerful motivations
childish soul, and are prophetic of tendencies

of the
which

will take shape either in the later destiny or in a future
neurosis

XIV
A

CASE OF PARANOIA RUNNING
TO THE
PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL
OF THE DISEASE?

COUNTER
THEORY

(1975)
OME years ago a well-known lawyer consulted me
about a casc which had raised some doubts in

Ins mind.

A young woman had asked him to

protect her from the molestations of a man
drawn her into a love-affair.
She declared

who
that

had
this

man had abused her confidence by getting invisible
witnesses to photograph them m the act of love-making,
and

that

by

exhibiting

these

pictures

he

could

bring

shame upon her and force her to resign her position.
Her legal adviser was experienced enough to recognize
the pathological stamp of this accusation , he remarked,
however, that, as what appears to be credible often

actually happens, he would appreciate the opinion of

a psychiatrist in this matter.

He promised to call on

me again, accompanied by the plamtiff.
Before I continue the account, I will

say

that

I

have altered the mzlieu of this case in order to preserve
the incognito of those concerned, but that I have altered

nothing else.
however

I consider 1t an undesirable practice,

excellent

the

motive

detail in the presentation

may

of a case.

be,

to

alter

any

One can never

tell which aspect uf a case may be picked out by a reader
of mdependent judgement, and one runs the risk of

giving the latter a false impression.

Shortly afterwards I met the patient in person.
She was thirty years old, a singularly attractive and
4 First pubhshed in Zettschrojt, Ba UL, 1915, reprinted in
Sammiung, Vierte Folge [Translated
by Edward Glover }
¥
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handsome

girl, who

looked much

15r

younger

than

her

e and was of a distinctly fenunme type.

obviously resented the interference
took no trouble to hide her distrust.

She

of a dactor and
It was clear that

only the influence of her legal adviser, who was present,
induced her to tell the following story, one which set
me a problem to be referred to later.
Neither in her
manner nor by any kind of expression of emotion did
she betray the shgbtest shame or shyness, although

some such state of mind would naturally arise on such
an

occasion

in

the

presence

of

a stranger.

She

was

completely under the spell of the apprehension that
her expenence had induced in her.
For many years she had been on the staff of a big

institution, where she held a responsible post.

Her

work had given her satisfaction and had been appre

ciated by her employers.
love-affairs
old mother

She had never sought any

with men, but had lived quietiy with her
whose only support she was.
She had no

brothers or sisters,

her father had died many

years

before.
Recently an official in the same mstitution, a
cultured and attractive man, had paid her attentions
and she had inevitably been drawn towards lum.
For

external reasons, marriage was out of the question,

but the man would not hear of giving up their relationship on that account.
He had pleaded that it was
senseless to sacrifice to social convention all that they
Jonged for, that they had an indisputable nght to

enjoy and that could ennch

could.

their hfe as nothing else

As he had promised not to expose her to any

nsk, she had at last
ryoms in the daytime.

consented to go tu his bachelor
There they kissed and embraced

as they lay side by side, and he began to admire the

charms which were now partly revealed.

In the midst

of their love-making she was suddenly frightened by
a noise,

direction

a kind

of knock

or

tick.

of the writing-desk,

It came

which

was

from

the

standing

sideways in front of the window; the space between
desk and window was partly filled up by a heavy
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her friend what

this

noise meant, and was told, so she said, that it probably
came

from

the

small

clock

on

the

witiing-desk.

I

shall take the liberty, however, of commenting below
on this part of her narrative.

As she left the house she had met two men on the

staircase

who

whispered

to each

other

as she

passed.

One of the strangers was carrying something which was

wrapped up and looked rather hke a box. She was
much exercised over thts meeting, and even on the way
home her thoughts had already taken the following
shape~ the box could easily have been a camera, and

the man a photographer who had been hidden behind
the curtain while she was in the room,
the tick had

been the notse of the shutter, the photograph had

been

taken

as

compromising

soon

as

position

he

reproaches

and

saw

of which

obtain pictonal evidence
could abate ler suspicion.

pestered

her

he

mm

a

had

particularly

wished

to

From that moment nothing
She pursued her lover with

him

for

explanations

and

reassurantces, not only when they met but also by letter.
In vain did he try to convince her that his feelings

were sincere and that her suspicions were entirely
without foundation.
At last she called on the lawyer,
told him of her expenence and handed over the letters

which the accused had wntten to her about the incident.

Later I had an opportumity of seeing some of these

letters.

They made a very favourable impression on

me, and containcd mamly expressions of Tegret that
such an unspoilt and tender understanding should
have been destroyed by this ‘ unfortunate morbid idea ’.
I need hardly justify my agreement with this view.
But

the case had

a spectal

a merely diagnostic one.

interest

for me

other

than

The view had already been

put forward in psycho-analytical hterature that patients

suffering from paranoia are struggling agamst an
intensification of their homosexual trends, this pointing

back to a narcissistic object-choice.
interpretation had been made

And a further

that the persecutor is
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in realty the loved person, past or present.
A synthesis
of the two propositions would lead us to expect that

the persecutor must be of the same sex as the persecuted.

We

had

not,

it 1s true, asserted that paranoia

is always without exception conditioned by homosexu-

ality: but only because our observations were not
sufficiently numerous. It was one of those conceptrons

which in view of certain connections become rmportant

only when universal application can be claimed for

them.
lack

In psychiatric hterature there 1s certamly no

of

cases

in

which

the

patient

imagines

himself

persecuted by a person of the oppostte sex.
thing,

however,

to

read

of

such

cases,

It 18 one

and

qutte

a

different thing to come into personal contact with one.

The relation between paranoia and homosexuality had

so far been easily confirmed by my own observatons
and analyses and by those of my fends
But the
present case emphatically contradicted rt. The git
seemed to defend herself against love for a man by
transforming the lover straightaway into a persecutor -

there was no sign of the influence of a woman, no trace
of a struggle against a homosexual attachment.
In
would

these
have

Either

that

circumstances the
been to abandon

simplest thing to do
the theory that the

delusion of persecution invanably depends on homosexuality, and with it everything based on this view.
theory

must

be given

of this lack of conformation

up or else, in view

to rule, one must

side

with the lawyer and assume that this was no paranoiac

combination but an actual expenence which had been
accurately interpreted.
But I saw another way out,
by which a final verdict could for the moment be

postponed. I recollected how often wrung views were
taken about psychotic paticnts simply because they
had not been studied carefully enough and had not
told enough about themselves.
1 therefore said that

J could

the

not form

an

lady to call on me

relate her story again

immediate
a second

and add

opimion,

time, when

and

asked

she

could

any details that had
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perhaps

been

omitted.

Thanks

xy

to

the

lawyer's

in-

fluence I secured this promise from the reluctant
patient; while the former aided me in another way by
saying that at our second meeting his presence would
be superfluous.
flict

The story told on this second occasion did not conwith the previous narrative, but the additional

details supphed resolved all doubts and difficulties.

To begin with, she had visited the young man not once
but twice. It was on the second occasion that she

had been disturbed by the susptcious noise
suppressed,

or

omitted

to

mention,

the

she had

first

visit

because it had no longer seemed of importance to her.
On

the first day nothing had happened,

did happen on the day following.

but something

Her department in

the busmess concern was under the direction of an
elderly lady whom she described as follows
‘She has
white hair bhke my mother’.
This elderly superintend-

ent had a great liking for her and treated
affection,

though

sometimes

she

teased

her,

her with
the

girl

regarded herself as her particular favounte. On the
day after her first visit to the young man’s rooms he
appeared in the office to discuss some busmess matter

with

this elderly

woman.

Durmg

ther

whispered

conversation ihe patient suddenly felt convinced that

he was telling her about their adventure of the previous

day, and even concluded that there had been for some
time a love-relationship between the two which she

had overlooked.
now

knew

The white-haired motherly old lady

everything,

throughout

the

rest

paticnt’s suspicion

and

her speech

of the day seemed

her lover to task about his treachery.
raised

a

vigorous

senseless accusation.
her

from

her

and

conduct

to confirm

the

At the first opportunrty she took

protest

delusion

against

what

He naturally
he

called

a

This time he succeeded in freeing
and

she

regained

enough

con-

fidence to repeat her visit to his room a short time, I
believe a few weeks, afterwards. The rest we know
from her first narrative.
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first of all any doubts as

to the pathological nature of her suspicion.

It is easy

to see that the white-haired elderly manageress 1s a
mother-substitute, that in spite of ns youth the lover

has been put in the place of the father, and that the
strength of the mother-complex has driven the patient

to suspect a love-relationship between these ill-matched.

partners, however unlikely such a relation might be.
Moreover, this fresh information

resolves the apparent

contradiction with the view maintained by psycho-

analysis, that the development of a delusion of persecution 1s conditioned by an over-powerful homosexual

bond. The origenal persecutor—the agency whose
influence the patient wishes to escape—is here again
not aman

buta woman.

The manageress knows about

the girl’s love-affairs, disapproves of them, and shows
her disapproval by mystcnous allusions.

attachment

to her own

The woman’s

sex hinders her attempts

to

adopt a person of the other sex as a love-obyect. Love
for the mother becomes the protagomst of all those
tendencies

which,

acting

as

her‘ conscience’,

would

arrest the girl's first step along the new road to normal
sexual satisfaction, m many respects a dangerous one ;
and indeed :t succeeds m deslroying her relation with
the man.
When

the

mother

hinders

or arrests

a daughter’: $

sexual activity she fulfils a normal function,
function 1s outhned in the early relationship between
mother and infant;

it 1s based on powerful, unconscious

motivations, and has the sanction of society. It 18
the daughter’ ’s business to emancipate herself from this
influence and to decide for herself on broad and rational

grounds what her share of enjoyment or demal of
sexual pleasure shall be.

If in the attempt to emanci-

pate herself she falls a victim to a neurosis there 1s
present a mother-complex, which is as a rule overpowerful, and is certamly unmastered.
This conflicts
with the new direction taken by the hbido, and the

conflict

is disposed

of in the form

of this

or that
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disposition

present.

The

manifestations of the neurotic reaction will always
be determined,

however,

not by

the actual

relation

to

the actual mother, but by the infantile relation to the

original mother-imago.
‘We know that our patient had been fatherless for
many years
we may also assume that she would not

have kept away from men up to the age of thirty 1f she
had

not been

sustamed

by

a powerful

attachment to her mother.
This
comes a burdensome obstacle when

emotional

supporting tie beher hbido begins to

respond to the call of a man’s msistent woomg
tries to free herself, to throw off her homosexual

She

bond ;

and her disposttion, which need nat be discussed here,
enables

her

paranoiac

to

achieve

delusion,

The

this

by

mother

the

formation

thus

becomes

of

a

the

hostile and jealous watcher and persecutor.
As such
she could be overcome, were 1t not that the mothercomplex retained power enough to carry out its purpose

of keeping her at a distance from men’

At the end of

the first phase of the conflict the patient has thus
become estranged from the mother without having
defimtely gone over to the man.
Indeed, both of

them

are plotting agamst her.

effort the man

Then with a vigorous

draws her to himself

She conquers the

mother's opposition m her mind and 1s willing to grant
her lover a second meeting

In the later developments

the mother does not reappear, but we may nghtly
assume that in this earler phase the lover was not a
persecutor directly , hrs character as such was acquired,
as it were, through the mother and in virtue of his

relationship to the mother, a factor which played the
chief part in the formation

of the first delusion

me would think that the resistance was now defin-

itely overcome, that the girl who had until now been
bound to her mother had succeeded in coming to love
aman
But after the second visit a new delusion
appears, which, by making ingenious use of accidental

circumstances, destroys this love and thus successfully
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purpose

of

the

~
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mother-complex.

It still seems strange that a woman should protect
herself against the love of a mau by means of a paranorac
delusion; but before cxaminmg this state of things

more closely, let us glance at the accidental circumstances that form the basis of this second delusion, the
one aimed exclusively against the man,
Lyimg

partly

undres:

on

the

sofa alongside

lover, she hears some noise, a tick, knock, or tap.

her

She

docs not know its cause but she arrives at an interpre-

tation of it after meeting on the-staircase two men, one

of whom

carries

something

that

looks

like

a covered

box. She 1s convinced that someone acting on instructions from her lover has watched and photographed
her dunng their mtimate téte-d-téte
We, of course,
are far from thinking that had the fatal noise not
occurred the delusion would not have been formed ,

on the contrary, we see behind this accidental circumstance something compulsive,

asserting itself again as

inevitably as when the patient divined a love-relationshrp between her lover and the elderly manageress,

her mother-substitute.
Among the wealth of unconscious phantasies of neurotics, and probably of alt
human bemgs, there 1s one which 1s seldom absent

and can be disclosed by analysis, conccrning the
watching of sexual intercourse between the parents, I

call these phantasies, together with those of seduction,
castration, and others, primal phantaszes , and I shall

discuss

more

relation

of

fully elsewhere

them

to

individual

their orgm

experience.

and

The

the

acct-

dental noise 1s merely a stimulus which activates the

typical phantasy

of cavesdropping,

of the parental complex.

itself a component

Indeed, it is doubtful whether

we can nightly call it ‘accidental’.

As O. Rank has

remarked to me, it 15 an essential part of the phantasy

of listening, and it reproduces either the sounds which
betray parental intercourse or those by which the
listening

child

fears

to

betray

know at once where we stand.

itself

But

The lover is

now

we

still the
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father, but the patient herself has taken the mother’s
place.
The part of the listener must then be allotted
to a third
person.
We can see by what means the girl
has freed herself from her homosexual dependence on

the

mother.

A

partial

regression

has

taken

place ;

imstead of choosing her mother as a love-obyect, she
has identified herself with her, she herself has become
the mother.
The possibility of this regression points

to the narcissistic ongin of her homosexual obyect-

choice and with that fo the paranoiac disposition in
her
One mght sketch a train of thought which would
bring about a similar result - ‘If mother does it, J can

do it too, I've just as good a night as she *.
One

can

go a step

further

dental nature of the noise.

in

disproving

the

acci-

We do not, however, ask

our readers to follow us, since the absence of thorough

analytic investigation makes 1t mpossible m this case
to go beyond
a certam
probability
mentioned in her first interview with me

immediately demanded

an explanation

The patient
that she had

of the

noise,

and had been told that it was probably the ticking of
the little clock on the tahle
I take the bberty of
assuming that this piece of information was a mistaken
memory.
It seems to me much more hkely that at
first she did not react to the notse at all, and that it
became significant only after she met the two men on
the staircase,
Her friend, who had probably not even

heard the noise, ventured the explanation, perhaps on

some later occasion when she assailed hum with her
suspicions, ‘I don’t know what noise you can have
heard
Perhaps it was the httle clock ; 1t sometimes

ticks hike that.’

A subsequent use of rmpressions and

displacement of recollections such as this occurs frequently in paranoia and is characteristic of 1t.
But as

T never met the man and did not continue the analysis
of the woman,

my

h:

T mmght go still

thesis cannot

be proved.

further in the analysis of this

apparently real ‘acadent '.

I do not believe that the

clock ever ticked or that any

noise was

to be heard

at
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all.
The woman’s situation justified a sensation of
throbbing mn the chtoms.
This was what she subse-

quently projected as a perception of an external object.

Similar things occur in dreams. An hysterical patient
of mine once related to me a short ‘awakening’ dream

to which she could bring no spontaneous associations.

She dreamt simply that someone knocked and then

she awoke.
Nobody had knocked, but dunng the
previous nights she had been awakened by unpleasant

sensations of pollutions she had thus a motive for
awakenmg as soon as she felt the first sign of gemtal
excitation,
There had been a ‘knocking’
of the
clitans.
In the case of our paranotac patient, I should
substitute for the accidental noise a simular pracess of
projection.
I certainly cannot guarantee that during

our short acquaintance the patient, who was reluctantly

yielding to necessity, gave me a truthful account of all

that had taken place dumng the two meetings But
an isolated chitors-contraction would be in keeping
with her statement that no contact of the gemtals had
taken place. In her subsequent rejection of the man,

lack of satisfaction undoubtedly played a part as well
as ‘conscience ’.
Let us consider again

the outstanding

fact that the

patient protects herself agamst her love for a man by
means of a paranoiac delusion. The key to the understanding

delusion,

of thts 1s to be found

im the evolution

of the

As we might have expected, the latter was

at first aimed against the woman,
the subsequent
progression from @ female to a male object was, however,

made

on

a paranosac

basis.

Such

a progression

1s

unusual in paranoia , as a rule we find that the victim
of persecution
and

therefore

remams

fixated

to the same

to the

sex as before

same

persons

the paranoiac

transformation set in, But neurotic disorder
preclude aprogression of this kind, and our
tron may be the prototype of many others
are many similar processes beside that in
which have never yet been classified under this

does not
observaThere
paranoia
heading,
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amongst them some which are very famihar.
The
so-ealfed neurasthrmc, for example, 1s prevented by
his unconscious incestuous fixation from choosing a

strange woman

as a Jove-object; his sexual activity

must remam with

the limits of phantasy.

But

within the Lmits of this phantasy he achieves the progress denied him _n reality and he succeeds in replacing

mother and sister by new objects

Since the veto of

the censorship does not then come into action, he can

become

conscious

of his choice

of these

substitute-

figures.
Alongside the phenomena of attempted progression

from a position recently acheved, as a rule by regression, we may group the efforts made in some neuroses
to regain a hbido-position once held and subsequently
lost.
Indeed we
tinction between

can hardly draw any
these two categories.

abstract disWe are too

apt to think that the conflict underlying a neurosis is
removed when the symptom has been formed,
In
reality the struggle often goes on after this. Fresh
imstmetnal components arise on both sides, and these

continue it

this struggle,

The symptom

itself becomes

an object of

certain trends anxious to preserve it

conflict with others which stnve to remove it and to
re-establish the stafus guo. In the attempt to render

the symptom nugatory the expedient is often adopted
of trying to regam

through new channels what has been

lost ‘and 1s now frustrated by the symptom.
These
facts throw much hght on a statement made by C. G.
Jung to the effect that a peculiar psychic inertia,
hostile to change and progress, 1s the fundamental
condition of neurosis. This inertia is tn fact most
peculiar ; it 1s not a general one, but is highly specialized,

it 1s not even all-powerful within

its own

scope,

but fights agamst tendencies towards progress and
reconstruction which remain active even after the
formation

of

neurotic

symptoms.

If

we

search

for

the starting-point of this specialized inertia, we dis-

cover

that

it 1s the expression

of a conjunction

of
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instincts with impressions and with the objects connected with these impressions, This conjunction has
been effected very early, is very hard to resolve, and
has the effect of bringing the development of the
instincts concerned to a standstill. Or in other words,
this specialized ‘psychic inertia’ is only a different
term, though hardly a better one, for what in psychoanalysis we are accustomed to call a fixation.
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A CONNECTION
AND

BETWEEN
A

A SYMBOL

SYMPTOM?

(1916)
HE

hat

has

been

adequately

established

as

a

‘symbol of the gemtal organ, most frequently
the male, through analyses of dreams.
Té
cannot

be said, however,

that

this symbol

is at all an

intelligble one. In phantasies and in numerous
symptoms the head also appears as a symbol of the
male genitals, or, 1f one prefers to put 1t So, as a representation

of thern.

Many

analysts

will

have

noticed

that certain patients suffering from obsessions express
an abhorrence of and indignation against the penalty
of beheading, feehngs which are far more pronounced
as regards this than any other form of capital punishment, and wilt m consequence have had to explain to
them

that they treat being beheaded as a substitute

for being castrated.

Dreams of young people or

dreams occurmng dunng the penod of youth which
concern

the

subject

of castration,

and

in which

there

was mention of a ball which could only be interpreted
as the head

of the dreamer’s

father,

analysed and frequently published.’

have

been

often

T have recently

been able to solve a ceremomal carned out by a patient

before going to sleep, which consisted in laying a small
pillow diamond-wise on a larger one so that the
sleeper’s head would rest exactly in the long diameter
of the diamond.
The diamond had the meaning that
is famihar to us from drawings on walls, the head was

to represent the male organ.

1 First pubbshed im Zertsch ft, Bd IV, 1916, reprinted 1m Samméung, Vierte Folge. [Translated by Douglas Bryan.j
16a
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It may be that the symbolic meanmg of the hat is
denved from that of the head,

in so far as the hat can

be considered as a continuation of the head, though
detachable.

In

this

they manage

to ensure

connection

I

cali

to

mind

a

symptom of obsessional neurotics by means of which
themselves

continual

torment.

When they are in the street they are constantly watching to see whether some acquaintance will salute them
first, by taking off his hat, or whether he seems to wait
for their salute ; and they give up a number of their

acquaintances who they imagme no longer salute them

or do not return their salute properly.
There is no
end to their perplexities on the point , they find them

everywhere as their mood and fancy dictate.
no

difference

to

their

behaviour

when

we

It makes

tell

them,

what they all know already, that the salute by taking

off the hat signifies an abasement before the saluted
person, that a Spanish grandee, for example, enjoyed
the privilege of being in the presence of the lang with
his head covered, and that their sensitiveness to saluting

has therefore the meaning of not bemg willing to show
themselves as of less importance than the other person
thinks

Inmself

to

be.

The

resistance

of

their

sensi-

tiveness to such an explanation suggests the actrity
of a motive less present to consciousness, and the

source of this excess of feeling can easily be found in
relation to the castration complex,

XVI
ON

THE
WITH

TRANSFORMATION
OF
SPECIAL
REFERENCE

INSTINCTS
TO
ANAL

EROTISM *

(1916)
ANY years ago, observations made during
psycho-analysis led me to surmise that the
constant co-existence in any person of the
three character-traits of orderliness, parsimony and
obstinacy indicated an intensification

of the anal-erotic

components in the sexual constitution of that person,
and that these were modes of reaction specially
favoured by his ego which had been established during
his development in the course of the absorption of his
anal erotism ?

In that publication my main object was to make

known the fact of thts definite relation
I was little
concemed
about its theoretical significance.
Since

then a general consensus of opimon has ansen that
each one of the three qualities, avarice, pedantry and
stubbornness, springs from anal-erotic sousecs—or, to
express 1t more cautiously and more completely—

draws powerful contributions from these sources.

‘The

cases in which these defects of character were combined.

and which im consequence bore a special stamp (the
‘anal character’) were merely extreme instances,

which even to superficial observation afforded illustration of the particular connection which concerns us here.

As a result of numerous impressions, and in par-

ticular

of

one

specially

cogent

analytical

expenence,

sn, geen
uty EY BLS tom

or
camnsp gy Characterand Anal Erotumn’, 1908, ace No LV of this volume,
164,
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a few years later that in the

development of the hbido in man the phase of genital

primacy

must

be preceded

by

a ‘ pregenital

moment

had

organiza-

tion’ In which sadism and anal erotism play the
leading parts?
From

that

we

to face

the

following

question : what becomes of anal-eratic impulses sub-

sequently when, after the estabhshment of complete
genital primacy, they have lost their importance in
sexual life? Do they preserve ther original nature,
but in a state of repression?

Are they sublimated and

absorbed by transformation into character-traits ? Or
do they find a place and function within the new organization of sexuality characterized by genital primacy ?
Or, to put the question more accurately, since none of

these three possimmlities 1s hkely to be the exclistve

fate of the anal erotism, to what extent and in what
way does each of them share in deciding that fate?

For the orgame sources of anal erotism cannot be

exhausted

by

organization.
One would

the

estabhshment

think

that

there

could

of

the

be

gemital

no

lack

of

matenal from which to provide an answer, since the
transformation 1n question
must have taken place m all persons undergoing
analysis. Yet the matemal is so obscure, the abundance
of ever-recurring impressions so confusing, that even
now I am unable to solve the problem filly and can
processes of instinctual

only

contmbute

in part

towards

its solution.

In this

paper I shall also not neglect the opportunity to refer
where

connections

amse

to

transformations

of

other

impulses besides the anal-erotic. I need not emphasize
the fact that the processes of development here
described—yust as the others found in psycho-analysis
—have

been

inferred

from

the

regressions

ito

which

they had been forced by neurotic processes.
To begin with, 1t would appear that in the products
edusponition to Obsessonal Neurosis’, 1923, see No XI
of the volume, Pp ta
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of the unconscious—spontaneous ideas, phantasies,
symptoms—the conceptions faces (money, gift), child
and penis are seldom distinguished and are casily

interchangeable. We realize, of course, that to express
oneself in this way is incorrectly to apply to the sphere

of the unconscious terms which belong properly to other
regions

of

mental

life;

in

fact,

that

have

been

to objection,

we

these

tempted by the advantages offered by an analogy.
put the matter

in a form less open

To

elements in the unconscious are often treated as if they

were equivalent and could replace one another.
The

most

evident

“child ' and ‘penis’.

connection

is

that

between

It cannot be without significance

that in the symbolic language of dreams, as well as of
everyday speech, both are replaced by a single symbol ;

both child and penis are called ‘little one ’ (das Kleine).

It is a well-known fact that symbolic speech often
ignores the difference of sex.
The ‘little one’, which

originally meant the male genital organ, may have
achieved a secondary application to the female genitals.
If we penetrate deeply into the neuroses of women,
we not
possess

infrequently meet with
a penis.
We call this

Chance

mishaps

the repressed wish to
mfantile wish ‘penis-

envy’ and mclude it withm the castration complex.
in a woman’s

life, mishaps

which

are

themselves frequently the result of a very masculine

disposition, have re-activated this infantile wtsh and,
through the backward flow of libido, made it the chief

vehicle of the neurotic symptoms.
In other women
we find no evidence of the penis-wish ; 1t 1s replaced
by the wish for a child, the frustration of which in real
life can Jead to outbreak of a neurosis, It looks as if
such women had understood (although this could not
possibly have acted as a motive) that nature has given
children to women as a substitute for the penis that
has been dented them
From other women, again, we
Jearn that both wishes co-existed im mfancy, and that

one had replaced the other. At first they had wanted
a penis ike a man ; then at a later, though still infantile,
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stage there appeared instead the wish for a child.

The

impression 1s forced upon us that this variety is caused

by accidental factors during childhood, e.g. the presence

or absence of brothers, the birth of another child at
some critical time of life, so that the pents-wish
the cluld-wish were fundamentally identical.
We
can indicate the ultimate ontcome
of

infantile penis-wish in those persons in whom
conditions

for

a neurosis

in

later lfe

are

absent:

and
the

the
it

changes into the wish for a man, accepting the man as
an appendage, as it were, of the penis A tendency

hostile to the female sexua] function is thus transformed.
into one favourable to it.
Such women are capable of

a love based on the masculine type of object-love, which

can exist alongside the feminine one proper, which 1

derived from narcissism.
We have already seen that
in other cases the child is the first link in the transition

from narcissistic self-love to object-love.

In this way

also, then, a child can be represented by the penis.
1 have occasionally had the opportunity of heanng
some

dreams

of women

intercourse.

They

occurring

after the first act of

revealed an unmistakable

wish in

the woman to keep for herself the penis with which she
had come in contact.

Apart from their hbidinal origin

these dreams indicated a temporary regression from
the man to the penis as an object of desire. One would
certainly be melined to trace back the wish for a man
m a purely rationalistic way to the wish for a cluld,
since a woman

is bound to understand sooner or later

that there can be no child without the agency of a man.

It is, however, more likely that the wish for a man
arises independently of the wish for a child, and that
when—from

obvious

motives

derived

exclusively

from

ego-psychology—it does arise an unconscious reinforce-

ment of libidv
attached to it.

from

the

origimal

penis-wish

becomes

The importance of the process described hes in the
fact that a part of the young woman's narcissislic

masculinity is thus changed into femmmuty, and so can
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no longer operate in a way harmful to the female
sexual function.
By yet another process a part of the
erotism of the pregenital phase becomes available for

use im the phase of genital primacy. The child is
regarded as ‘lumf’+ (Eumpf), s.c. as something which

becomes detached from the body by passing through
the

bowel.

A

certain

amount

of

libidinal

cathexis

which onginally attached to the contents of the bawel
thus be extended to the child born through it.
Linguistic evidence of this identity of child and fxces

can

is contained in the expression ‘to give some one a child’.
For its faces are the infant’s first gift, a part of his

body which he will give up only on persuasion by a
loved person, to wham, indeed, he will make a spontaneous gift of it as a token of affection, since as a rule
infants do not soul strangers.
(There are similar if less

intensive reactions with urine.)
tion affords the first occasion

The process of defwca-

on which

the child must

decide between a narcissistic and an object-loving
attitude. He either parts obediently with his feces,
‘offers them up’

to

his

love, or else retains

his

own

them

for

purposes of auto-erotic gratification and later as a
means

of

assertmg

will.

The

latter

choice

constitutes the development of defiance (obstimacy), 4
quality

which springs.

therefore,

from

a

clingmg to the pleasure of anal erotism.

narcissistic

Tt 1s probable that the first significance which facal

interest develops
The

is not

‘gold—money’,

child has no knowledge

of money

but

‘gift’.

other than that

received as a gift, no idea of money earned or belonging
to it, inherited.

Since

its feces

constitute

its first

gift, ‘the child easily transfers interest from this
substance to the new one that meets it as the most

valuable form of gift in life.
Those who question this
denvation of gifts should review their experience of

psycho-analytic treatment, study the gifts they receive
as doctors from their patients, and watch the storms of
+ [A child's word for feces Cf ‘Analysis of a Phobia in a Fiveyear-old Boy’, Couxzcrep Parexs, vol 1 —Trans }
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can rouse in their

Thus the interest in feces is carried on partly as
interest in money, partly as a wish for a child, in which

latter an

anal-erotic

and

a genital impulse

(‘ penis-

envy’) coumcide,
But the penis has another anal-erotic
significance apart from its relation to the interest in a

child. The relationship between the penis and the
excites has already its prototype in the pregenital, analsadistic phase. The fecal mass, or as one patient

passage hned with mucous membrane which 1t fills and

called it, the fecal ‘stick’, represents as it were the

first penis, and the stimulated

mucous membrane of

the rectum represepts that of the vagina. There are
persons whose anal erotism remams vigorous and un-

modified up to the age preceding puberty (ten to twelve

years); we learn from them that already dunng

the pregemttal phase such persons had developed in
phantasy and in perverse activity an organization
analogous to the genital one, in which pems and vagina
were represented by the facal stick and the rectum.
In other

cases

(obsessional

neurotics)

we

can

observe

the result of a regressive detenoration of the genital

organtzation: ali the phantasies originally conceived
on the genital level are set back on to the anal level;
the penis is replaced by the fecal mass, the vagina
by the rectum.
Normally, when the interest im feces recedes, the
structural analogy we have descbed here effects a
transference of the interest to the pems.
Then if

later inquiry yiclds the discovery that babies are born
from the bowel, the greater part of the anal erotism
becomes

transferred

to

the

baby,

by

this

tune

as chief

heir,

so to

manrfold

imter-

speak, of the anal erotism; the penis, however, has
been its predecessor mm this as well as in another sense.
feel

sure

that

the

relations of the series, feces, penis, child, have become

utterly confused ; so I will attempt to remedy this

defect

by

presenting

them

diagrammatically,

and

in
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considering the diagram we can review the same
material m a different order. Unfortunately, this
technical

device

is

not

sufficiently

plastic

for

our

purpose, or possibly we have not yet learned to use it
with effect. In any case we ask the reader not to
expect too much from it.
.
Defiance

springs

from

anal

erotism

and

serves

5g
3
3
23

Castration Comblea

narcissistic purposes, forming an important ego-reaction
against demands made by others. Interest m feces
1s carried over first ta interest in gifts, then to interest

Object
in money.

In

girls,

the

level

discovery

of the

penis

gives

rise to penis-envy, which later changes into the wish

for a man as the possessor of a penis.
stage the wish for a
pems was changed
for a child, or the fatter replaced the
organic analogy between penis and child

At an earher
into the wish
former,
An
(dotted line}

is expressed by the existence of a symbol

(‘little one ’)

common to both.

A rational wish (double line) leads

from the wish for a child to the wish for a man: we
have already appreciated the importance of this
instinctual transformation.
A different senes of relations can be observed much
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more distinctly in the male.
It is formed when the
boy's sexual curiosity leads him to discover the absence

of a penis im women.

must

be

a

detachable

He concludes that the pems
part of

the

body,

something

analogous to feces, the fist bodily substance the child
had to part with.

Thus the original anal defiance enters

into the composition of the castration complex. The
structural analogy which enabled the intestinal contents
to be the forerunner of the penis during the pregenital
phase cannot come
substitute

in

investigation.

the

inta

mind

account as a motive, but a

for

it is provided

by

sexual

When a baby appears on the scene it 15 labelled

‘lumf’, in accordance with the conclusions arnved at
by sexual investigation, and becomes mvested with

powerful anal-erotic interest. When social experiences
teach that a baby 1s to be regarded as a love-token, a
gift, the wish for a child ts reinforced from the same
source.
Feces, penis and child are all three sohd

bodies - they all three, by forcible entry or expulsion,
stimulate

a membranous

passage,

¢.¢. the

rectum

and

the vagina, the latter being as it were ‘rented’ from the
rectum, as Lou Andreas-Salome aptly remarks

Infan-

tile inquiry into sexual matters can only lead to the
conclusion that the child comes down by the same route

as the fecal mass
the function of the penis 1s not
usually discovered by 1t. But it is teresting to note

that after so many vicissitudes an organic correspond-

ence re-appears in the mental sphere as an unconscious

identity.

» Lou Andreas-Salome, ‘ Anal ‘und * Sexual’

XVII
‘A CHILD

IS BEING

BEATEN ’+

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE ORIGIN
OF SEXUAL PERVERSIONS

(1919)
T

T is surprising how

frequently people who come

to

Ie analysed for hysteria or an obsessional neurosis
confess to having indulged in the phantasy> ‘A
child 1s being beaten’. Very probably it occurs even
more often with other people who have not been obliged
to come to this decision by manifest illness

The phantasy has feelings of pleasure attached to it,

and on their account tt has been reproduced on innumer-

able occasions in the past or is even being reproduced
still. At the climax of the imaginary situation there is

almost invanably an onanistic gratification, that 1s to
say,

a gratification

m

place in accordance
question,

but

the genitals

withSthe

At first this takes

will of the

person

in

later on it does so in spite of his efforts,

and with the charactenstics of an obsession.
It is only with hesitation that this phantasy is
confessed to. Its first appearance 1s recollected with
uncertainty.

The

analytic

treatment

of the subject

15

met by unmistakable resistance. Shame and a sense
of guilt are perhaps more strongly excited m_ this
connection than when similar accounts are given of
memonies of the beginnings of sexual hfe.
Eventually it becomes possible to estabhsh that the
first phantasies

of the kind were entertained

very early

2 First pubbshed in Zedschrift, Ba V, 1919, reprinted in Santnstung, Funtte Folge [Translated by Alix and James Strachey]
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in life: certainly before school age, and not later than
in the fifth or sixth year,
When the child was at school

and saw other chridren bemg beaten by the teacher,
then,

if

the

phantasies

had

become

dormant,

this

experience called them up again, or, 1f they were still
present, it remforced them, and noticeably modified
their content.
From that time forward 1t was ‘an
indefimte number’ of children that were heig beaten.
The influence of the school was so clear that the patients

concemed. were at first tempted to trace back their
beating-phantasies exclusively to these impressions of
school life, which dated from later than their sixth year.

But it was never possible for them to maintain’ this
position ; the phantasies had already been in existence
before.
Though

the

children

were

no

longer

beaten

in the

higher forms at school, the mfluence of such occasions
was replaced and more than replaced by the effects of
reading,

of which

the

importance

was

soon

to be felt.

In my patient's multex it was almost always the same
books

whose

contents

beating-phantasies
such as the
Cabin, etc.

gave

a

new

stimulus

to

the

those accessible to young people,

so-called ‘ Bibltathégue rose’, Uncle Tam’s
The child began to compete with these

works of fiction by producing ats own phantasies and

by constructing a wealth of situations, and even whole
institutions, im which children were beaten or were
punished and disciplined im some other way because of

their naughtiness and bad behaviour
This

phantasy —-‘a

child

1s

being

beaten ’“—was

uvanably charged with a high degree of pleasure and

had rts issue in an act of pleasurable, auto-erotie grat
fication , 1t might therefore be expected that the sight
of another child bemg

beaten at school would

source of similar enjoyment.

also be a

But as a matter of fact

this was never so. The experience of real scenes of
beating at school produced im the child who witnessed
them a peculiarly excited feelimg which was probably

of a mixed character and im which repugnance had a
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In a few cases the real experience

of the

scenes of beating was felt to be intolerable.
Moreover,
it was always a condition even of the elaborated phan-

tasies of later years that the pumshment should do the
children no serious inyut
‘The question was bound to arise of what relation

there mght be between the importance of the beating-

phantasies and the part that real corporal punishment

might have played in the education of the child at
home.
It was impossible, on account of the onesidedness of the maternal, to confirm the first suspicion

that the relation was an inverse one.

The individuals

from whom the data for these analyses were denved
were very seldom beaten in their childhood, or were at

all events not brought up by the help of the rod.

Naturally, however, each of these children was
to have become aware at one time or another

bound
of the

superior physical strength of its parents or educators,
the fact that in every nursery the children themselves
at times come to blows requires no special emphasis.

‘As regards the early and simple phantasies which

could not obviously be traced to the influence of school
impressions or of scenes taken from books, further
information would have been welcome.
Who was the
child that was being beaten ?
The one who was himself
producing the phantasy or another?
Was it always

the same child or as often as not a different one?
Who
was it that was beating the child?
A_ grown-up
person?
that he

And if so, who?
Or did the child imagine
himself was beating another one?
Nothing

could be ascertamed that threw any light upon all
these questions—only the one timid reply
‘I know
nothmg more about it a child 1s betng beaten’.
Inquites as to the sex of the child that was being
beaten met with more success, but none the less brought
no
enlightenment.
Sometimes
the
answer
was.

‘ Always boys’, or ‘Only gurls’; more often it was*

‘I don’t know ’, or ‘It doesn’t matter which’.
But
the pont to which the questions were directed, the
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between

the scx

of the child producing the phantasy and that of the
child
Now

that was being beaten, was never established.
and agam another characteristic detail of the

content of the phantasy came to light : ‘A little child
is being beaten on its naked bottom’.

In these circumstances it was impossible at first
even to decide whether the pleasure attaching to the

beating-phantasy
masochistic

was

to

be

described

as

sadistic

or

WW

A phantasy of this kind, arsing, perhaps from some
accidental

cause,

in early

childhood

and

retained

for

the purpose of auto-erotic gratification, can, m the

light of our present knowledge, only be regarded as a
of

ximary trait of perversion.
the sexual function has,

One of the components
1t seems, developed in

advance of the rest, has made itself prematurely
independent, has undergone fixation and in conse-

quence been withdrawn from the later processes of
development, and has m this way given evidence of a
ecuhar and anomalous constitution in the individual.
Ve know

that an infantile perversion of this sort need

not persist for a whole hfe-time;
subjected

to

repression,

later on it can be

be replaced

by

a

reaction-

formation, or be transformed by sublimation.
possible, however,

that

sublimation

anses out

(It is

of some

special process which would be kept in the background

by repression.)
But if these events do not take place,
then the perversion persists to matunty; and whenever

we find a sexual aberration
fetishism,

mversion—we

anamnestic

investigation

in the nature

in adults—perversion,

are justified mm expecting that

will reveal some experience

of a fixation in childhood.

Indeed, long

before the days of psycho-analysis, observers like Binet
were able to trace the strange sexual aberrations of
maturity back to similar impressions and to precisely

the same

period

of childhood,

namely,

thePith

or
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sixth year.

But at this point the inquiry was brought

impressions

that

up against the limitations of our knowledge; for the
brought

about

without any traumatic force.

the

They

fixation

were

were for the most

part commonplace and unexciting to other people,

was

impossible to say why

the sexual

possible,

however,

to look

It

impulse

undergone fixation particularly upon them.

had

It was

for their sigmficance

in the

fact that they provided an opportunity of fixation
{even though 1f was an accideutal one) for precisely
that sexual component which was prematurely de-

veloped and was feady to spring forward.

We had in

any case to be prepared to find a provisional end somewhere or other to the chain of causal connection,

and

the

congenital

constitution

seemed

exactly

to

correspond with what was required for a stopping-

place of that kind
If

the

sexual

component

which

has

broken

loose

prematurely 1s the sadistic one, then we may expect,

on the basis of knowledge derived from other sources,

that a disposition to an absesstonal neurosis will result
from

cannot

its

inquiry.

be

subsequent
said

to

be

repression.

contradicted

This
by

expectation

the

results

of

The present short paper is based upon the

exhaustive study of six cases (four female and two
male).
Of
these,
two
were
cases
of obsessional
neurosis; one extremely severe and incapacitating, the

other of moderate severity and quite well accessible
to influence. There was also a third case which at
all events exhibited clearly marked individual traits
of obsessional

admitted,

was

neurosis.

The

fourth

one of straightforward

case, 1t must

hystena,

be

with

pains and inhibitions ; and the fifth patient, who had
come to be analysed merely on account of lack of
decision in life, would not have been classified at all by

coarse clinical diagnosis, or would have been dismissed
as ‘psychasthemc’. There 1s no need for feeling
disappointed over these statistics, In the first place,
we know that not every disposition is necessarily

1grq
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in the second place, we

to explain

the facts before us, and

ought as a rule to avoid the additional task of making

it clear why something has not taken place.

The present state of our knowledge would allow
us to make our way so far and no farther towards the
comprehension of beating-phantasies.
But in the mind
of the analytical physician there remains an uneas

suspicion that this is not a final solution of the problem,

He 1s obliged to admit to himsclf that to a great extent

these phantasies subsist apart from the rest of the
content of the neurosis, and find no proper place in
its structure. But smpresstons of this kind, as | know
from

my

own

one side.

experience,

are

only

too

easily

put

on

Tt
not

Strictly

be

considered—and

considered

with

why

all

should

possible

this question

strictness ?—-

analytic work deserves to be Tecogmzed as genuine
psycho-analysis only when it has succeeded in removing

the amnesia which’ conceals from the adult his knowledge of his childhood from its beginning (that is, from

about the second to the fifth year).

This cannot be

said among analysts too emphatically or repeated too
often
The motives for disregarding this reminder
are, indeed, intelligible.
It would be desirable to

obtain practical results in a shorter time and with less
tronble.
But at the present time theoretical knowledge is still far more important to all of us than
therapentic success, and anyone who neglects childhood
analysis is bound to fall into the most disastrous errors.

The emphasis which is laid here upon the umportance
of the earhest experiences does not imply any underestimation of the influence of later ones.
But the later
unpressions of hfe speak loudly enough through the

mouth of the patient, while it 1s the physician who has
to raise his voice on behalf of the claims of childhood.
It is in the years of childhood between the ages of
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congenital

libidinal

factors are first awakened by actual experiences and

become

attached

to certain complexes.

The

beating-

phantasies wlach are now under discussion show them~selves only towards the end of this period or after its
termination.
So it may quite well be that they have
an earher history, that they go through a process of
development, that they represent an end-product and

not an initial man:festation.

This

suspicion

systematic

is confirmed

application

of

it

by

shows

analysis.
that

A

beating-

phantasies have an historical development which is by
no means

simple,

and in the course of which

they are

changed mn most respects more than once—as regards
their

relation

to

the

author

of the

phantasy,

and

as

regards their object, their content, and therr significance.
In

order

to make

it

easier

to

follow

these

trans-

formations in beatmng-phantasies 1 shall venture to

confine my descriptions to the female cases, who, since
they are four as against two, mm any case constitute
the greater part of my material. Moreover, beatingphantasies

among

men

are

connected

with

another

subject, which I shall leave on one side in this paper.

In my description I shall be careful to avoid being more

schematic than 1s inevitable mm presenting an average
case. If then upon further observation a greater

complexity of circumstances should come to light, I

shall nevertheless be sure of having secured a typical
occurrence and not one of an uncommon kind.
The first phase of beating-phantasics among girls

must therefore belong to a very early period of childhood.

Some

features

remain

cunously

indefinite,

as

though they were a matter of indifference. The scanty
information given by the patients in their first statement,

‘a child is being

in respect to this phase.
can

be

established

with

beaten

', seems

to be justified

But another of their features

certainty,

and

to

the

same

effect in every case. The child being beaten is never
the one producing the phantasy, but is invariably
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often a brother or a sister if there

producing

being beaten.

the

phantasy

and

the sex of the

that

of

the

child

“The phantasy, then, 18 certainly not

masochistic.
It would be tempting to call it sadislic,
but one cannot neglect the fact that the child producing
the phantasy is never doing the beating himself.
The
actual identity of the person beating remains obscure

at first.

Only this much can be established

a child but

an adult

Later

on

it 15 not

this mdeterminate

grown-up person becomes recognizable clearly and
unambiguously as the (girl’s) father.

This first phase of the beating-phantasy 1s therefore

completely represented by the phrase

"My father 1s

this

child

beating the child’. Y am betraymg a great deal of
what 1s to be brought forward later when instead of
I say

‘My

father

1s beating

the

whom

I

hate’. Moreover, one may hesitate to say whether
the charactenstics of a ‘ phantasy ‘can yet be ascnbed
to this first step towards the later beatmg-phantasy
Its perhaps rather a question of recollections of events

which have heen witnessed, or of desures which have
arisen on various occasions. But these doubts are of
no unportance.

Profound transformations have taken place between

this first phase and the next,
It is true that the person
beating remains the same (that 1s, the father),
but
the child who 1s beaten has been changed into another

one and 1s now invariably the child producing the
phantasy.

The

phantasy

is accompamed

by

a high

degree of pleasure, and has now acquired a significant
content, with the ongin of which we shall be concerned
later.
Now, therefore, the wording runs- ‘J am dewng

beaten by my father’.

Tt 15 of an unmistakably maso-

chistic character.
This second phase is the most important and the
most momentous of all. But we may say of 3t mn a
certain sense that it has never had a real existence.
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It is never remembered, it has never succeeded in
becoming conscious.
It 1s a construction of analysis,
but it is no less a necessity on that account.
The tlurd phase once more resembles

the

first.

It has the wording which 1s familar to us from the
patient's statement. The person beating is never the
father, but 1s erther Jeft undetermined just as in the
first phase, or turns in a characteristic way into a
representative

of the

father,

such

as a teacher.

The

figure of the child who 1s producing the beatingphantasy no longer itself appears in it. In reply to
pressing inquines the patients only declare: “T am
probably looking on'
Instead of the one child that
is being beaten, there are now a number of children
present as a rule.
Mast frequently 1t is boys who are

being beaten (in girls’ phantasies), but none of them
4s personally

known

to the subject.

The

situation

of

being beaten, which was onginally simple and monotonous, may go through the most complicated alterations
and elaborations ; and punishments and humihations
of another kind may be substituted for the beating
itself. But the essential characteristic which distinguishes

from

those

connection

phantasy

even

the

of the

with

now

the

has

simplest

first,

and

phantasies

which

intermediate

strong

and

of this

phase

establishes

phase,

is this

unambrguous

the
the

sexual

excitement attached to it, and so provides a means

for

onamistic gratification. But this 1s precisely what 1s
puzzling. By what path has the phantasy of strange
and unknown boys being beaten (a phantasy which
has by this time become sadistic) found its way into
the permanent possession of the little girl's lbidinal
tendencies ?
Nor can we conceal from ourselves that the interrelations and sequence of the three phases of the
beating-phantasy, as well as all its other peculiarities,
have so far remained quite unintelligible.
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If the analysis is traced through the early period.
to which the beating-phantasies are referred and from
which they are recollected, it shows us the child
involved in the agitations of its parental complex.

The affections of the little gl are fixed upon her

father,
her

who

love,

has probably

and

in

this

done

way

has

all he could

sown

the

to win

seeds

of

an

current

of

attitude of hatred and mvalry towards her mother,
This

attitude

exists

side

by

side

with

a

to come

into

consciousness

affectionate dependence upon her, and as years go on

it may

be

destined

more

and more clearly and forcibly, or to give an impetus

to an excessive reaction of devotion to her.
not with the girl’s relation to her mother

But it 1s.
that the

beating-phantasy 1s connected. There are other children

mi the nursery, only a few years older or younger, who
are dishked on ali sorts of other grounds, but chiefly
because the parents’ love has to be shared with them,
and for this reason they are repulsed with all the wild

energy charactenstic of the emotional life of those
years.
If st 1s a younger brother or sister (as m three

of my four cases) 1{ 1s despised as well as hated. yet
it attracts to itself the share of affection which the
blinded parents are always ready to give to the yourigest

child, and this 1s a spectacle the sight of which cannot
be avoided

One

soon

learns

that

being

beaten,

even

if 1t does not hurt very much, signifies a depnivation

of Jove and a humiliation.
believed

themselves

shakable

affection

securely

of

thew

And many children who
enthroned

parents

have

m

the

by

a single

uu-

blow been cast down from all the heavens of their
imaginary omnipotence.
The idea of the father beating
this hateful child 1s therefore an agreeable one, quite
apart from whether he has actually been seen doing st.
It means
‘ My father does not love this other child,
he loves only me’.

Thus

then

is the

content

and

meaning

of

the
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phase.

The

phantasy

obviously gratifies the child’s jealousy and is dependent

upon the erotic side of its life, but 1€ 1s also powerfully
reinforced by its egoistic iterests.

therefore,
‘sexual’,

whether
nor can

It remains doubtful,

1t ought to be described as purely
one venture to call it ‘ sadistic ’.

As 1s well known, all the signs upon which we are

accustomed to base our distmcetions tend to melt as
we come nearer to the source.
So perhaps we may
say in words hke those of the promise given by the

three Witches to Banquo

in

itself sadistic,

but

‘Not clearly sexual, nut

yet

the

stuff

from

which

both

will later come’.
In ‘any case, however, there is no
ground for suspecting that m this first phase the

phantasy 1s already at the service of an excitement
which mvolves
onanistic act.
It 1s clear

the genitals
that

the

and

sexual

finds
life

its outlet
of

the

in an

child

has

easily m

the

reached the stage of genital organization, now that its
meestuous love has achieved this premature objectchoice.

This

can

be demonstrated

more

case of boys, but 1s also indisputable im the case of

girls. Somethmg hke a premonition of what are later
to be the final and normal sexual aims governs the
hbidinal tendencies of a child, we may justly wonder
why tlus should be so, but we may regard it as a proof
of the fact that the genitals have already taken on their
share in the process of excitation.
With boys the
wish to beget a child from their mother is never absent,

with girls the wish to have a child by their father 1s
equally constant; and this in spite of their being

completely mcapable of forming any clear idea of the

meaus for fulfilling these wishes.
The child seems to
be convinced that the gemtals have something to do

with the matter, even though in its constant brooding
it may

look for the essence of the presumed

as

their

betweer
im

intimacy

its parents in relations of another sort, such
sleeping

other’s presence, etc,,

together,

micturatmg

in

each

and material of the latter kind
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in verbal images

than

the mystery that 1s connected with the genitals.

But the time comes when this early blossoming is

nipped by the frost.
None of these incestuous loves
can avoid the fate of repression.
They may succumb

to it on
event

the occasion

which

leads

of some

to

discoverable

external

disillusionment—-such

as

un-

expected slights, the unwelcome birth of a new brother
or sister

(which

1s felt

as faithlessness),

etc.;

or the

same thing may happen owmg to internal conditions

apart from any such events, perhaps simply because

their

yearning

remains

unquestionably

effective

unsatisfied

true that

causes,

but

that

too

long.

It

the events are not

these

is

the

love-affairs are bound

to be wrecked sooner or later, though we cannot say
upon

what.

Most

probably

they

pass

because

their

time is over, because the children have entered upon
a new phase of development in which they are compelled to recapitulate from the history of mankind the
Tepression

of

choice

that

an

incestuous

obyect-choice,

just

as

at

an earher stage they were obliged to effect an objectof

very

sort:

Nothing

that

is

uncan-

sciously present as a mental product of the incestuous
lovempulses

1s

taken

over

by

consciousness

in

the

new phase;

and whatever has already come into

consciousness

1s expelled

from

rt.

At

the

same

time

as this process of repression takes place, a sense of

guilt appears,

This 1s also of unknown origin, but

there is no doubt whatever that it is connected with
the incestuous wishes, and that it 1s justified
persistence of those wishes m the unconscivus.

by

the

The phantasy of the pertod of incestuous love had

said.

‘He

{my

father}

loves

other child, for he 1s beating it’.

only

me,

and

not

the

The sense of guilt can

discover ne purushment more severe than the reversal
of this

triumph

is beating

you’.

second phase,

‘No,

In

he

does

this way

not

love

you,

the phantasy

that of being beaten

for he

of the

by the father,

2 Cf the part played by Fate in the myth of Oedipus

is a
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direct expression of the sense of gmlt, to which the
Jove for the father 1s now subordinated.
The phantasy,
therefore, has become masocstic.
So far as I know,

this 1s always so; a sense of guilt is invanably the
factor that transforms sadism into masochism.

But this

1s certainly not the whole content of masochism.

The

sense of guilt cannot have won the field alone; a share
taust also fall to the loveimpulse.
We must remember
that we are dealing with children in whom the sadistic
component
was able for constitutional reasons to

develop prematurely

and in isolation.

abandon

of

this

point

view.

It

We

1s

need not

precisely

such

children who find it particularly easy to hark back to
the pregenttal, sacistic-ana] orgamzation of their scxual

hfe.

If the genrtal organization, when it has scarcely

been effected, is met by repression, 1t not only follows
that

every

becomes

mental

counterpart

unconscious,

another result as well

or

of the

remains

so,

imcestuous

but

there

a regressive debasement

love

1s

of the

genital orgamzation itself to a lower level.‘ My father
Joves me’ was meant in a gemital sense,

owing to the

regression it is turned into ‘My father 1s beating me
(I am being beaten by my father)’. This bemg beaten
is now a meeting-place between the sensc of guilt and
sexual love. IJ# ts not only the punishment for the
forbidden genstal relation, but also the regresswe subststute
for it, and from this latter source 1t derives the hbidinal

excitation which 1s from this time forward attached
to it, and which finds its outlet in onanistic acts. Here
for the first trme we have the essence of masochism.

This second phase—the

child’s phantasy

of being

itself beaten by its father—remanns asa rule unconscious,

probably in consequence of the intensity of the repression
I cannot explain why nevertheless in one of my
stx cases, that of a male, 1t was consciously remembered.
This man, now grown up, had preserved the fact clearly

in his memory that he used to employ the idea of being
beaten by his mother for the purpose of onanism, though

1o be sure he svon substituted for his own mother the
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women

who

in

It must not be forgotten

that when a boy's mcestuous phantasy is transformed

into the corresponding masochistic one, one more
reversal has to take place than in the case of a gui,
namely

the substitution

of passivity for activity ; and

this additional degree of distortion may save the
phantasy from havig to remain unconscious as a result
of repression. In this way the sense of guilt would be
satisfied by regression instead of by repression. In the
female cases the sense of guilt, in vtself perhaps more

exactmg, could be appeased only by a combination
of the two.

In two of my four female cases an artsstic super

structure of day-dreams, which was of great significance

for the life of the person concerned, had grown up over
the masochistic beating-phantasy

The function of this

superstructure was to make possible a feeling of gratified
excrtation, even though the onantstic act was abstained

from.

In one of these cases the content—heing

beaten

by the father—was allowed to venture agam into consciousness, so long as the subject’s own ego was made

unrecognizable by a thin disguise.

The hero of these

stones was mvanably beaten (or later only pumshed,
humuhated, etc.) by Ins father.
Irepeat, however, that as a rule the phantasy remams
unconscious, and can only be reconstructed in the course
of the analysis.
This fact perhaps vindicates patients
who say they remember that with them onanism made
its appearance before the third phase of the beating-

phantasy (shortly to be discussed), and that this phase

was only a later addition, made perhaps under the

impression of scenes at school.

Every time we have

given

we

credit

to these

statements

have

felt inclined

to assume that the onanism was at first under the
dominion of unconscious phantasies and that conscious
ones were substituted for them later.
We look upon the beating-phantasy im its familar
third phase, which 1s its final forth, as a substitute of thus
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which was already known before the days of analysis,
but the gulf between the two 1s almost filled up by the
analytic investigation of fully developed perversions of

this sort.

For we find often enough with these perverts

that

too made

they

an attempt

at developing

sexual activity, usually at the age of puberty.

normal

But

their attempt had not enough force in it and was abandoned in the face of the first obstacles which mevitably

anse, whereupon

they fell back upon their mfantile

fixation once and for all.
It would naturally be important to know whether
the origin of infantie perversions from the Oedipus-

complex can be asserted as a general principle.

While

this cannot be decided without further investigation, 1t
does not seem impossible
When we recall the anamneses which have been obtaimed in adult cases of per-

version we cannot fail to notice that the decisive umpres-

sion,

the

‘first

expenence’,

of

all

these

perverts,

fetishists, etc., 1s scarcely ever referred back to a time
earher than the sixth year.

supremacy

At this

tume, however,

the

of the Oedipns-complex 1s already over,

the expenence which 1s recalled, and which has
effective mm such a puzzling way, may very well

been
have

represented the legacy of that complex. The connections
between the experience and the complex which is by

this time repressed are bound to remain obscure so long

as analysis has not thrown any lght on the time before

the first ‘pathogenic’

impression

So st may

be

amagmed how httle value 1s to be attached, for instance,
to an assertion that a case of homosexuality 1s congenital,

when the ground given for this beef 1s that ever since

Ins eighth or sixth year the person in question has felt
inchnations only towards his own sex.
H, however,

the denvation

of perversions

from

the

Oedipus-complex can be generally established, our esti-

mate of its importance will have gained added strength.

For in our opinion the Oedipus-complex is the actual
nucleus of neuroses, and the infantile sexuality which
culmmates m this complex 1s the true determinant of
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neuroses.
What remains of the complex in the unconscious represents the disposition to the later develop-

ment of neuroses in the adult. In this way the beatingphantasy and other analogous perverse fixations would
also only be precipitates of the Oedipus-complex,

scars,

so to say, after the process 1s completed, just ‘as the
notorious

‘sense

of

inferiority’

corresponds

to a nart-

cassistic scar of the same sort In taking this view of
the matter I must express my unreserved agreement
with Marcinowsk:, who has recently put it forward
most happily.t
As 1s well known, this neurotic delusion
of infenority is only a partial one, and 13 completely

compatible with the existence of a self-overestimation
derived from other sources.

The ongin of the Oedipus-

complex itself, and the destiny which compels man,
probably alone among all ammals, to begin ius sexual
Iie twice over, first like all other creatures in his early
childhood, and then after a long interruption once more
at the age of puberty—all the problems that are connected

with man’s

‘archaic

mhentance ’—have

discussed by me elsewhere, and
going into them im this place

J have

teen

no intention

of

Little hight 1s thrown upon the genesis of masochism

by our discussion of the beating-phantasy.
To begin
with, there seems to be a cuulirmation of the view that

masochism
instinct,

is not the

but ongmates

turned round
, by means

manifestation

from

sadism

of a_pmmary

which

has been

and directed upon the self, that 1s to
of regression from an object to the ego.*

Instincts with a passive aim must be taken for granted
as existing, especially among women,
But passivity 1s
not the whole of masochism
The charactenstic of

“pain (Unlus¢] belongs to it as well,—a bewildenng

accompammient to the gratification of an instinct.

The

transformation of sadism into masochism appears to be
due to the influence of the sense of ginlt concerned n

} Deeerotischen Quetlen dev Aundervertighenegefichle, ror
,
Instincts Rnd their Vicussttudes,” 1918, CoLLecTRD Parers,
vol wv
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Repression, therefore, is operative
it renders the consequences. of

organization

unconscious,

it compels

that

organization itself to regress to the earlier sadistic-anal

stage, and at transforms the sadism of this stage into

masochism, which is passive and again in a certain sense
narcissistic.
The second of these three effects 1s made

possible by the weakness of the genital organization,
which must be presupposed im these cases. The third

becomes necessary because the sense of guilt takes as
much objection to sadism

as to mcestuous object-chaice

gemtally concerved
Again, the analyses do not tell us
the ongim of the sense af ginit itself. It seems to be

brought along by the new phase upon which the child
1s entering,

correspond

and

if it

afterwards

persists

1t seems

to

to a scar-lhke formation similar to the sense of

mfenonty, According to our present onentation m the
structure of the ego, which as as yet uncertain. we
should assign xt to that institution in the mind which
sets itself up as a critical conscience over against the
rest of the ego, which produces Silberer's functional
phenomenon

im dreams, and which cuts itself loose from

the ego in delusions of observation.
ye may note too in passmg that the analysis of the

infantile perversion dealt with here is also of help in
solving an old riddic-—one which, it 1s true, has always

troubled those who have not accepted psycho-analysis

more

than

analysts

themselves.

Yet

qmte

recently

even E. Bleuler regarded it as a remarkable and
mexphcable fact that neurotics make onamisin the

central pomt
assumed

of their sense of guilt.

that this sense of guilt

We

have

long

relates to the onamsm

of early cluldhood and not {o that of puberty, and that
in the mam 1 3s to be connected not with the act of
onamsm but with the phantasy which, although unconscious, lies at its root—that 1s to say, with the Oedipus-

complex.
As

regards

the

third and

apparently

sadistic

phase

of the beating-phantasy, I have already discussed the
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significance that it gains from carrying with it an excitation mmpelling towards onamsm; and I have shown
how it arouses activities of phantasy which on the one
hand continue the phantasy along the same line, and

on the other hand neutralize it by way of compensation.
Nevertheless the second
and masochistic one, in which

phase, the unconscious
the child itself is bemg

beaten by its father, is comparably the more important,
Not only because it continues to operate through the
agency of the phase that takes its place, but we can also
detect effects upon the character which are directly

denved

from

its

unconscious

setting.

People

who

harbour phantasies of this kind develop a special sensitiveness and imitabilty towards anyone whom they

can put among the class of fathers They allow themselves to be easily offended by a person of this kd,
and in that way (to ther own sorrow and cost) bring
about the realization of the imagmed situation of being
beaten by their father.
I should not be surprised af rt

were one day possible to prove that the same phantasy
is the basis of the delusional htigiousness of paranota,

vi

Tt would have been quite mpossible to give a clear
survey of infantile beating-phantastes 1f I had not
umited it, except in one or two connections, to the state
of things in women.
I will bmefly recapitulate the
conclusions.
The little girl’s beating-phantasy goes
through three phases, of which the first and third are

consciously

unconscious.

remembered,
The

two

the

middle

conscious

phases

one

remaining

appear

ta

be

sadistic, whereas the mddle and unconscious one is
undoubtedly of a masochistic nature,
sts content

consists m being beaten by the father, and it carmes
with it the hbidinal cathexis and the sense of guilt

the

first

and

third

phautasies

the

child

who

In

1s being

beaten 1s always someone else; in the muddle phase tt
is only the child itself; in the third phase 1t 1s almost
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being

beat

The

person beating is from the first the father, but 1 is later
on a substitute taken from the class of fathers, Thr

unconscious phantasy of the middie phase had primanly

a genital
repression
be loved

significance and developed
by means of
and regression out of an incestuous wish to
by the father.
Another fact, though its

connection with the rest does not appear to be close, 1s

that between the second and third phases the girls change
their sex, for m the phantasies of the latter phase they
tum into boys.
I have not been able to get so far in my knowledge

of beating-phantasies among

material was unfavourable.

boys, perhaps because

my

I naturally expected to

find a complete analogy between the state of things m
the case of boys and in that of girls, the mother taking
the father’s place in the phantasy. This expectation
seemed

to

be

fulfilled,

for the

content

of

the

that

1t was

boy’s

phantasy which was taken to be the corresponding one
was actually his being beaten by his mother (or later on
by a substitute for her). But ths phantasy, in which
the boy’s own self was retained as the object, differed
from

the

second

phase

in giris

m

able to

become conscious. If on this account, however, an
attempt was made to draw a parallel between it and the

third phase of the girl’s phantasy, a new difference was

found, for the boy's own person was not replaced by
unknown, and undetermned children, least of
all by many girls Therefore the expectation of a
complete parallelism was mistaken.
many,

My

male

cases

with

an

infantile

beating-phantasy

comprised only a few who did not extubit some other
gross injury to their sexual activities, but on the other

hand they Included a farrly large number of persons who

would have to be described as trie masochists in the
sense of being sexual perverts.
They were etther people
who obtained their sexual satisfaction exclusively from
onanism accompanied by masochistic phantasies; or
they were people who had succeeded in combining
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masochism with ther genital activity in such a way as
to bring about erection and emussion, or to carry
out
normal coitus with the help of masochistic contrivances
and under similar conditions,
In addition to this there
was the rarer case in which a masochist 1s interfered
with in his perverse
activities by the appearance of

obsessional ideas of unbearable intensity.

Now perverts

who can obtam satisfaction rarely have occasion to come
i seaych of analysis. But as regards the three classes

of masochists that have been mentioned there may be
strong

motives

ta

induce

them

to

go

to

an

analyst.

The masochistic onamst finds that he 1s absolutely
impotent if after ali he does attempt cortus with a
woman, and the man who has hitherto effected coitus
with the help
of a masochistic idea or contnvance
may suddenly make the discovery that the alkance

which was so conventent for him has broken down, his
gemtal organs no longer reactmg to the masochistic
stmulns, We are accustomed confidently to promise
recovery to psychically impotent patients who come to
us for treatment,
but we ought to be more guarded
in making this prognosis so long as the dynamcs of the
disturbance are unknown to us
It comes as a dis-

agreeable surprise if the analysis reveals the cause of
the ‘merely psychical’ impotence to be a typically

masochistic

attitude,

perhaps

deeply embedded

since

infancy.

‘As regards these masochistic men, however, a d15-

covery

is made

at

this

point

which

warns

us not

to

pursue the analogy between their case and that of
women any further at present, but to judge the matter
independently. For the fact emergés that m_ theie

masochistic phantasies, as well as in the contrivances

they adopt for their reahzation, they invanably transfer

themselves into the part of a woman, that is to say,
their masochistic attitude comeides with a femmnine one.
This can easily be demonstrated from details of the
phantasies ; but many patients are even aware of it

themselves,
VoL I

and give expression to it as a subjective
N
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if mn a fanaful

embellishment of the masochistic scene they keep up
the fictron that a mischievous boy, or page, or apprentice

1s gong to be punished. On the other hand the persons
who admmister chastisement are always women, both
in

the

phantasies

and

in

the

contrivances,

This

1s

confusing enough; and the further question must be
asked whether this feminine attitude already forms the
basis of the masochistic element 1n the infantile beating-

phantasy.

Let us therefore leave aside consideration of the
state of things in cases of adult masochism, which it is
so hard to clear up, and turn to the infantile beating-

phantasy m the male sex.

Analysis of the cathest

years of childhood once more allows us to make a sur-

prising discovery in this field The phantasy which has
as its content beng beaten by the mother, and which 1s
conscious or can become so, 1s nat a primary one. It

possesses a preceding stage which 1s invanably uncon-

scrous and has as its content ‘J am bemg beaten by my
father’. This prelunimary stage, then, really corre
sponds to the second phase of the phantasy m’the gurl.
The farmbar and conscious phantasy. ‘I am bem,

beaten by my mother’, takes the place of the thir

phase.in the girl, in which, as has been mentioned already,
unknown

boys are the objects that are being beaten.

was not able to demonstrate among boys a preliminary

1

stage of a sadistic nature that could be set beside the

first phase of the phantasy in girls, but I will not now
express any final disbelief in ts existence, for I can
readily see the possibility of meeting with more comph-

cated types.

In the male phantasy—as I shali call xt bnefly, and,
I hope, without any msk of being mssunderstood—the
being beaten also stands for being loved (in a genital
sense), though this has becn debased to a lower level
owing to regression
So the onginal form of the unconscious male phantasy was not the provisional one that

we have hitherto given:

'1 am being beaten by my

T9TS
father’,

“A CHILD
but

rather

IS BEING BEATEN”
‘J am
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loved by my father’

The

phantasy has been transformed by the processes with
which we are famuhar into the conscious phantasy
“Tam being beaten by my mother’. The boy's beating:
phantasy 18 therefore passive from the very begmning,
and 1s derived from a feminine

attitude

towards

his

father. It carresponds with the Oedipus-complex just as
the feminine one {that of the girl) does, only the parallel
relation which we expected to find between the two
must be given up in favour of a common character of
another kind I both cases the beating-phantasy has its

origin in an incestuous allachmeni to the father

It will help to make matters clearer if at this pont J
enumerate the other stmilantics and differences between

beatmg-phantasies m the two sexes

In the case of the

girl the unconscious masochistic phantasy starts from
the normal Cedipus attitude, im that of the boy it

starts from the inverted attitude, im which the father 1s

taken as the object of love _ In the case of the girl there
18 a first step towards the phantasy (the first phase), in
which the beating bears no special significance and 1s
performed
hatred.

upon a person who 1s viewed with jealous

Both

of

these

features are absent

m

the case

of the buy, but this 1s prectsely a difference which might
be removed by more fortunate observation
In her
transition

to

the

conscious

phantasy

which

takes

the

place of the unconscious one the girl retains the figure

of her father, and in that way keeps unchanged the sex
of the person beating, but she changes the figure and
sex of the person being beaten, so that eventually a man
15 beating male children. The boy, on the contrary,
changes

the

figure

and

sex

of the

person

beating,

by

putting Ins mother mm the place of lus father; but he
retains his own figure, with the result that the person
beating and the person being beaten are of opposite
sexes. In the case of the girl the situation, which was
onginally masochistic (passive), 18 transformed into a
sadistic one by means of repression, and its sexual
quahty

1s effaced.

In the case of the boy

the situation
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a greater

resemblance

to the ongmal phantasy with its genital significance,
since there 1s a difference of sex between the person

beating and the person bemg beaten.

The boy evades

his homosexuality by repressing and remodelling his
unconscious phantasy , and the remarkable thing about

hrs Jater conscious phantasy 1s that it has for 1ts content

a femimine attitude without a homosexual object-choice.

By the same process, on the other hand, the gid escapes

from the demands of the crotic side of her hfe altogether,

She turns hersclf mm phantasy into a man, without herself

becoming active ma masculine way, and is no longer
anything but a spectator of the event which takes the
place of a sexual act.

We are justified in assuming that no great change 15

effected by the repression of the urigimal unconscious
phantasy | Whatever 1s repressed from consciousness
or replaced mm it by something else remains mtact and

potentially operative m the unconscious The effect of
regression to an eather stage of the sexual organization
1s quite another matter As regards this we are led to
believe that the state of things changes in the unconscious

as well so that 1 both sexes the masochistic phantasy
of bemg beaten by the father, though not the passive
phantasy of being loved by him, hives on i the uncon-

sciwus after repression has taken place here are,
besides, plenty of mdications that the repression has

only very completely attamed its object.

The boy,

who has tned to escape from a homosexual obyect-choice,
and who has not changed hus sex, nevertheless fecls hke

a woman in his conscious phantasies, and endows the
women who are beating him with masculine attributes
and characteristics The girl, who has even renounced
her sex, and who has upon the whole accomplished a
more thoroughgoing work of repression,
doves not become freed from her father,

venture to do the beatmg herself,

nevertheless
she does not

and since she has

herself become a boy, it 1s principally boys whom
causes to be beaten,

she

tgtg

‘4
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I have

here

described between the two sexes in regard Lo the nature

of the beating-phantasy have not
sufficiently. But J shall not make
unravel these complications by tracing
ence upon other factors, as I do not

been cleared up
the attempt to
out their dependconsider that the

maternal for observation ts exhaustive.
So far as it
goes, however, ] should hke to make use of it as a test

for two theories.

to

each

other,

These theories stand m opposition

though

both

of

them

deal

with

the

relation between repression and sexual character, and

each, according to its own view, represents the relation
as a very mtimate one. I may say at once that I have
always regarded both theories as incorrect and misleading.
The first of these theones 1s anonymous.
It was

brought to my notice many years ago by’a colleague with

whom I was at that time on fnendly terms
The theory
1s so attractive on account of sts srmplicity and comprehensiveness that the only wonder 1s that it should not
hitherto have found its way into the lterature of the
subject except in a few scattered allusions
It 1s based
upon the fact of the bisexual constitution of human
beings, and asserts that the motive force of repression

an each individual 1s a struggle between the two scxual

characters.

The

dommant

sex

of

the

person,

that

which 1s the more strongly developed, has repressed the
mental

representation

unconscious

of the subordinated

sex into

the

Therefore the nucleus of the unconscious

(that 2s to say, the repressed) 1s nm cach human

side of him which belongs to the opposite sex

bemg that

Such a

theory as this can only have an intelligible meaning xf
we assume that a person’s scx 1s to be determined by the
formation of his gemtals ; for otherwise 1t would not be

certam which is the stronger sex of a person, and we
should

run

the msk of reaching

from

the results of our

inquiry the very fact which has to serve as its pomt
of departure. To put the theory briefly | with men,
what

1s

unconscious

and

repressed

can

be

reduced.
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to feminine instinctual impulses, and conversely with
women

The second theory 1s of more recent ongin.

is

m

agreement

as

being

too represents
the

with

the

first

one

m

so

far

repression.

In

the struggle between

decisive

cause

of

It
as

it

the two sexes

other

respects 1t comes ato conflict with the former theory;
moreover, 1t looks for support to sociological rather

than biological sources. According to ths theory of
the ‘masculine protest', formulated by Alfred Adler,
every individual makes efforts not to remam on the

infenor ‘ fermnine line of development’ and struggles

towards the masculine line of development, from which
gratification can alone be demved
Adler makes the

masculine protest responsible for the whole formation
both

of character

and

of neuroses.

Unfortunately

he

makes so httle distinction between the two processes,

which certainly have to be kept separate, and sets
altogether so ttle store im general by the fact of
repression, that to attempt to apply the doctrine of the
mascuhne

protest

to repression

brings

with

it the

msk

of being misunderstood. In my opmnion such an attempt
could only lead us to wfer that the masculine protest,
the

desire

to

break

away

from

the

feminme

bne

of

development, was m every case the motive force of

repression,

The repressing agency, therefore, would

always be a masculine instinctual impulse, and the
repressed would be a feminine one.
But symptoms
would also be the result of a femimme impulse, for we

cannot discard the charactenstic feature of symptoms

that they are substitutes for the repressed, substitutes
that have made their way out im sprte of repression.
Now

let us take

these

two

theones,

which

may

be

said to have in common a sexuahzation of the process

of repression, and test them by applying them to the
example of the beating-phantasies which we have been
studying.
The original phantasy, ‘I am being beaten

by my father ', corresponds, in the case of the boy, to
a femimine attitude, and 1s therefore an expression of

x9T9
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that part of his disposition which belongs to the
opposite sex. If this part of him undergoes repression,
the

first

theory

scems

shawn

to

be correct;

for this

theory set it up as a rule that what belongs to the

opposite sex is identical with the repressed.
It scarcely
answers to our expectations, it 1s true, when we find

that the conscious phantasy, which arises after repres-

sion has been accomplished, nevertheless exhibits the
feminine attitude once more, though this time directed

towards the mother. But we will not go mto these
doubtful points, when the whole question can be so

quickly decided There can be no doubt that the
beaten (tc. I am loved) by my father”, represents a
femmine attitude, and corresponds to her dominant

ongimal phantasy m the case of the girl, ‘I am bemg
and mamifest sex;

according to the theory, therefore,

it ought

repression,

to escape

and

there

would

be no

need for its becoming unconscious. But as a matter
of fact rt does become unconscious, and 1s replaced by

a conscious phantasy which disavows the girl’s manifest

sexual character
The thcory 1s therefore useless as
an explanation of beating-phantasies, and is contradicted by the facts.
It might be objected that it 1s
precisely m unmanly boys and unwomanly girls that
these
beating-phantasies appeared and went through
these vicissitudes , or that 1t was a trart of femmnity

in the boy and of masculinity m the girl which must
be made responsible—that 1s, for the production of a
passive phantasy in the boy, and its repression in the
girl.
We should be mclined to agree with this view,
but 1t would be none the less impossible to defend the
supposed relation between manifest sexual character
and the choice of what 1s destined for repression.
In
the last resort we can anly see that both in male and
female
individuals
masculine
as well as fermmine

instinctual impulses are found, and that each can

equally well undergo
unconscious.
The theory of the

repression

mascuhne

and

protest

so

become

seems

to
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maintain its ground very much better on being tested

in regard to the beatmg-phantasies.

In the case of

both boys and girls the beatig-phantasy corresponds

with

a feminine

attitude—one,

that

1s, mm which

the

individual is lingering upon the feminine hne of development—and both sexes hasten to get free from this

attitude by repressing the phantasy.

Nevertheless, it

seems to be only with the pil that the masculine pratest

1s attended with complete success, and in that instance,

imdeed, an 1deal example 1s to be found of the operation

of the mascuhne protest.
With the boy the result is
not entirely satisfactory , the feminine hne of develop-

ment is not given up, and the boy 1s certamly not
‘on

the

top’

m

his

conscious

masochistic

phantasy

It would therefore agree with the expectations derived
from the theory 1f we were to recognize that this
phantasy was a symptom which had come into existence
through the fa:lure of the masculine protest
It 1s a
disturbing fact, to be sure, that the girl’s phantasy,

which owes its origin
also have the valuc
this instance, where
pletely achieved its

to the forces of repression, should
and meanmg of a symptom = In
the masculine protest has comobject, surely the determining

condition for the formation of a symptom must be
absent.

Before we are led by this difficulty to a suspicion

that

the whole

inadequate

perversions,
fruitful,

we

conception

(o meet
and

will

beating-phantasies

instinctual

of the

the problem

masculine

that 1ts application
for

a

moment

protest

of neuroses
to them

leave

the

1s

and

1s un-

passive

and turn our attention to uther

manrfestations

of

imfantile

sexual

life—

manifestations which have equally undergone repression.
No

one

can

doubt

that

there

are

also

wishes

and

phantasies which keep to the masculine lme of development from their very nature, and which are_ the
expression of masculme
tendencies,

for

instance,

instinctual umpulses—sadistic
or

a

boy's

lustful

feelings

towards his mother arising out of the normal Oedipus-

1919
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It is no less certam that these impulses are

also overtaken by repression

is to be taken

If the masculine protest

as having satisfactorily explained the

repression of passive phantases (which later become
masochistic),

then

it

becomes

for

that

very

reason

totally inapphcable to the opposite case of active
phantasies
That 1s to say, the doctrine of the

masculine protest 1s altogether incompatible with the

fact of repression.

Unless we are prepared to throw

away all that has been acquired mm psychology since
Brewer's first cathartic treatment and through tts

agency, we cannot expect that the prmaple of the
masculine protest will acquire any significance in the
elucidation of the neuroses and perversions
The theory of psycho-analysis (a theory based upon

observation) holds firmly to the view that the motive
forces of repression must not be sexuahzed
Man’‘s
archaic inheritance forms the nucleus of the unconscious

mind , and whatever part of that mheritance has to be

left behind

in the advance

to later phases

of develop-

ment, because it 1s useless or incompatible with what

1s new and harmfol to it, falls a victim to the process
of repression.
This selection 15 made more successfully

with one group of instincts than with the other
virtue

of special

circumstances

which

have

often

In

been

pointed out already, the latter group, that of the sexual
instincts, are able to defeat the intentions of repression,
and to enforce their representation by substituteformations of a disturbing kind.
For this reason
imfantile scxuality, which 1s held under repression,
acts as the chief motive force im the formation of
symptoms; and the essential part of its content, the
Oedipus-complex, is the nuclear complex of neuroses.

I hope that m this paper I have raised an expectation

that the
those of

complex.

sexual aberrations of childhood, as well as
mature hfe, are ramifications of the same
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THE PSYCHOGENESIS OF A CASE OF
HOMOSEXUALITY IN A WOMAN?

{1920}
I

H=

OMOSEXUALITY in women, which is certainly not

common than in men, although much less

glaring, has not only

been

ignored

by the law,

but has also been neglected by psycho-analytic research.

The narration of a single case, not too prouounced im
type, im which it was possible to trace its origin and
development in the mind with compicte certamty and
almost without a gap
may, therefore, have a certain
claim to attention.
fs this presentation of 1t furmshes

only the most gencra] outhnes of the various events
concerned and of the conclusions

reached

from a study

of the case, while suppressing all the characteristic
details on which the interpretation 1s founded, ths
lumitation 1s easily to be explained by the medical
discretion necessary in discussing a recent case.

A beautiful and clever girl of eighteen, belonging to

a family of good standing, had aroused displeasure and

concern in her parents by the devoted adoration with
which she pursued a certam lady‘ in society’ who was
about
ten years older than herself.
The parents
asserted that, in spite of her distinguished name, this

jady was nothing but a cocoite. It was said to be
well known that she lived with a marred woman as
her

friend,

having

intimate

relations

with

her,

while

at the same time she carned on promiscuous affairs
with a number of men. The girl did uot contradict
it pubhshed in Zeitschrift, Bd VI, tg20, reprinted in Samemsung, Fumie Folge [Translated by Barbara Low and R Gabler}
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allow

them

ta

interfere with her worship of the lady, although she

herself was by no means lacking in a sense of decency

and

propriety,

No

prohibitions

and

no

with

her

supervision

hindered the girl from scizing every one of her rare
opportunities

of

being

together

beloved,

of

ascertaining all her habits, of waiting for her for hours

outside her door ar at a tram-halt, of sending her gifts
of flowers, and so on.
It was evident that this one

interest had swallowed up all others in the girl’s mind.
She did not trouble herself any further with educational

studies, thought nothing of social functions or girlish

pleasures, and kept up relations only with a few gurl
Inends

who

confidantes.

could

The

help

her in the matter

parents

could

not

say

or serve

as.

to what

lengths their daughter had gone 1m her relations with the
questionable lady, whether the limits of devoted admiration had already been exceeded or not.
They had never
remarked im their daughter any interest in young men,

nor pleasure in their attentions, while, on the other

hand, they were sure that her present attachment to a
woman was only a continuation, in a more marked

degree, of a feeling she had displayed of recent years
for other members of her own sex which had already

aroused her father’s suspicion and anger

There were two details of her behaviour, im apparent
contrast with each other, that most especially vexed
her parents. On the one hand, she did not scruple to
appear in the most frequented streets im the company
of her questionable fend, bemg thus quite neglectful
of her own reputation ; while, on the other hand, she
disdained no means of deception, no excuses and no

hes that would make meetings with her possible and

cover them.
She thus showed herself too brazen in
one respect and full of deceitfulness in the other.
One
day it happened, indeed, as was sooner or later mevit-

able

m

daughter

the
in

circumstances,
the

company

that
of

the

the

father

lady.

He

met

his

passed

them by with an angry glance which boded no good.
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Immediately after, the girl rushed off and flung herself
over a wall down

hne.

the

side of a cutting on to a railway

She paid for this undoubtedly serious attempt at

suicide

with

a considerable

time

on

her

back

in bed,

though fortunately little permanent damage was done.

After her recovery

she

found

it easier to get her own

way than before. The parents did not dare to oppose
her with so much determimation, and the lady, who up
til] then

had received

her advances

coldly, was moved

by such an unmistakable proof of senous passion and
began to treat her in a more fnendly manner

About six months after this episode the parents

sought

medical

advice

and

entrusted

the

physician

with the task of bringing their daughter back to a
normal state of mind. The girl’s attempted suicide

had evidently shown them that the instruments of

domestic

existing

discrphne

disorder

were

Before

powerless

going

to

overcame

further

the

it will be

desirable, however, to deal separately with the attitude
of her father and of her mother to the matter.
The

father was an earnest, worthy man, at bottom very
tender-hearted,
his children by

them.

but he had to some extent estranged
the sternness he had adopted towards

His treatment of his only daughter was too

much influenced by consideration for his wife.
When
he first came 10 know of lus daughter’s homosexual

tendencies he flared up in rage and tried to suppress

them by threatening her, at that tme perhaps he
hesitated between different, though equally pamful,
views—regarding her either as vicious, as degenerate,
or as mentally affiucted
Even after the attempted
suicide he dsd not achieve the lofty resignation shown
by one of our medical colleagues who remarked of a
smmilar irregularity in his own family, ‘Tt 1s yust a mis-

fortune hke any other’.
There was something about
hus daughter's homosexuality that aroused the deepest

bitterness in him, and he was determined to combat it
with all the means in his power,
the low estimation

an which psycho-analysis is so generally held in Vienna
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did not prevent him from turning to tt for help.

If this

way failed he still had in reserve his strongest counter-

measure , a speedy marriage was to awaken the natural
instinets of the girl and stifle her unnatural

tendencies,

The mother’s attitude towards the girl was not so

easy

to gras;

She

was

still a youngish

woman,

of her heauty

All that was

who

was evidently unwilling to relmquish her own clam
to find favour

by means

clear was that she did not take her daughter's passion

so tragically as did the father, nor was she so mcensed.
at it.
She had even for a long time enjoyed her

daughter's confidence concerning the love-affair, and
her opposition to 1t seemed to have been aroused
mauily by the harmful pubheity with which the girl
displayed her feelmgs. She had herself suffered for
some years from neurohe troubles and enjoyed a great
deal of consideration from her husband . she was quite
unfair in her treatment of her children, decidedly harsh
towards her daughter and over-ndulgent to her three

sons, the youngest of whom had been born after a long

interval and was then not yet three years old
was not easy to ascertain anything

more

It

definite about

her character, for, owmg to motives that will only later
become intelligible, the patient was always reserved in
what. she said about her mother, whereas m regard to
her father she showed

no feeling of the kind

To a pliysiian who was to undertake psychoanalytic treatment of the girl there were many growuds
for a feeling

of discomfort

The

situation

he

had

to

deal with was not the one that analysis demands, m
which alone it can demonstrate its effectiveness
As

1s well known, the ideal situation for analysis 13 when
someone whio 1s otlierwise master of himsclf is suffering
from an inner conthet which he ts unable to 1esolve
alone, so that he brings his trouble to the analyst and

begs for his help

The physician then works hand in

hand with one part of the personality whuch 1s divided

agaunst itself, agamst the other partner mm the conflict.
Any situation but thus is more or tess unfavourable for
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psycho-analysis and adds fresh difficulties to those
already present.

Situations lke that of a propnetor

who orders an architect to build him a villa according
to his own tastes and desires, or of a pious donor

who commussions an artist to paint a picture of saimts,
in the corner of which 1s to be a portrait of himself

worshipping, are fundamentally mcompatible with the
conditions of psycho-analysis. It constantly happens,

to be sure, that a husband informs the physician as

follows,

‘My

wife suffers from

nerves,

so that she gets

on badly with me , please cure her, so that we may lead

a happy married hfe again’.

But often enough it

turns out that such a request 1s impossible

to fulfil, 2.2.

that the physician cannot bring about the result’ for

which the husband sought the treatment.
As soon as
the wife is freed from her neurotic intubitions she sets

about dissolving the marnage, for her neurosis was the
sole condition under which maintenance of the marnage
was possible, Or else parents expect one to cure their

nervous and unruly child. By a healthy child they
mean one who never places ]us parents in difficulties,
but only grves them pleasure. The physician may
succeed in curing the child, but after that it goes its

own way all the more decidedly, and the parents are
now far more dissatisfied than before
not

a

matter

of

indifference

whether

In short, 1t 1s

someone

comes

to analysis of Ins own accord or because he 15 brought
tout, whether he himself desires to be changed, or only
his relatives, who love him (or who might be expected
to love hum), desire this for him.

Further unfavourable features m the present case
were the facts that the girl was not in any way ill.

she did not suffer from anything in herself, ‘nor did she
complain

of

her

condition—and

that

the

task

to

be

carried out did not consist m resolving a neurotic
conflict but in converting one vanety of the gemtal
organization of sexuahty into the other.
The removal
of genital inversion or homosexuality is in my expenence
never an easy matter.
Qn the contrary, | have found
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success possible only under specially favourable circum-

stances, and even then the success essentially consisted
in beimg able to open to those who are restnicted homo-

sexually the way to the opposite sex, which had been
till then barred, thus restoring to them full bisexual
functions.
After that it lay with themselves to choose
whether they wished to abandon the other way that is
banned by society, and in individual cases they have

done so.

One must remember that normal sexuality

also depends upon a restriction mn the choice of object ;

in generat, to undertake ta convert a fully developed
homosexual

into

a

heterosexual

is

not

much

more

promising than to do the reverse, only that for good

practical reasons the latter 1s never attempted.

In actual numbers the successes achieved by psycho-

analytic

treatment

of

the

various

forms

of

homo-

sexualtty, which, to be sure, are manifold, are not very
stnking.

As a rule the homosexual

him

uf he changed

1s not able to give

up the object of his pleasure, and one cannot convince
that

to the other

object

he would

find again the pleasure that he has renounced
comes to be treated
pressure of externa]

If he

at all, it is mostly through
motives, such as the social

the
dis-

advantages and dangers attaching to his choice of
object, and such components of the mstinct of selfPreservation

prove themselves too weak m the struggle

against the sexual impulses.

One then soon discovers

his secret plan, namely, to obtam from the striking
failure of hts attempt the feehng of satisfaction that
he has done everything possible against his abnormality,

to which he can now resign himself with an easy con-

science. The case 1s sumewhat different when consideration for beloved parents and relatives has been
the motive for his attempt to be cured,
Then there
really are libidinal tendencies present which may put

forth

energies opposed

to the homosexual

choice

of

not

yet

object, though their strength is rarely sufficient.

is only

where

the homosexual

become

strong enough,

fixation has

It

or where there are considerable
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rudiments and vestiges of a heterosexual

choice of

object, + ¢. na still oscillating orm a definitely bisexual
organization, that one may make a more favourable

prognosis for psycho-analytic therapy.
Fo:

these reasons

I dechned

altogether holding out

to the parents any prospect of their wish bemy fulfilled.

I merely said I was prepared to study the gu carefully

for a few weeks or months, so as then to be able to
pronounce how far a continuation of the analysis might

influence her In quite a number of cases, wndeed, the.
analysis divides itself into two clearly distinguishable
stages

in the

first,

the physician

procures

from

the

patient the necessary information, makes him familar

with the premises and postulates of psycho-analysis,

and unfolds to him the reconstruction of the genesis
of his disorder

as deduced

up in the analysis.

from

the material

brought

In the second stage the patient

himself lays hold of the matenal

put before him, works

ont, recullects what he can of the apparently repressed
memones,

again.

and behaves as if he were living the rest over

In this way he can confirm, supplement, and

correct the inferences made by the physician

It ts only

during this work that he experiences, through overcoming resistances, the ner change aimed at, an:
acquires for himself the convictions that make him

independent of the physician's authonty. These two
stages in the course of the analytic treatment are not
always sharply divided from each other , this can only
happen when the resistance maintats certain conditions.

But when this is so, one may institute a comparison

with

two

hard

to effect,

stages of a journey.

The

first comprises

ail

the necessary preparations, to-day so comphcated and
before,

ticket in hand,

one

can

at last

go on to the platform and secure a seat in the tran.

One then has the nght, and the possibility, of travelling

into a distant country, but after all these preliminary
exertions

one

1s not

yet

there—indeed,

single mile nearer to one’s goal.

one

1s not

For this to happen

a

one has to make the journey atself from one station to
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of the performance

may

well

be compared with the second stage im the analysis.

The analysts of the patient I am discussing took

this course of two stages, but it was not continued
beyond the begimnmg of the second stage. A special
constellation of the resistance made 1t possible, nevertheless, to gain fnll confirmation of my inferences, and
to obtain an adequate insight on broad Imes into the
way m which her inversion had developed
But before

relating the findings of the analysis I must deal with a
few points which have either been touched upon already

by myself or which will have roused special interest
im the reader.

I had made the prognosis partly dependent on how
far the girl had succeeded in satisfying her passion

The mformation I gleaned dunng the analysis seemed

favourable m this tespect
With none of the objects
of her adoration had the patient enjoyed anything
beyond a few kisses and embraces , her genital chastity,
af one may use such a phrase, had remained ntact
As
for the lady who led a double life, and who had roused

the girl's most recent and by far her strongest emotions,
she had always treated her coldly and had

never allowed

any greater favour than kissing her hand. Probably
the git} was making a virtue of necessity when she kept
insisting on the purity of
tepulsion against the idea

her love and her physical
of any sexual intercourse

But perhaps she was not altogether wrong when she

vaunted

of

her

wonderful

as she was, forced

into

beloved

her present

that,

aristocrat

position only

by adverse family circumstances, she had preserved,
in spite of her situation, a great

deal of nobility.

For

the lady used to recommend the gy] every time they
met to withdraw her affection from herself and from
women in general, and she had persistently rejected

the girl's advances
suicide.

up to the time of the attempted

Asecond poini, which I at once tried to investigate,
concerned any possible motives in the girl herself

YOU 11
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which might serve to support a psycho-analytic treatment.

She

did not try to deceive me

by

saying that

she felt any urgent need to be freed from her homosexuahty.

On

the

contrary,

she

said

she

could

not

for it pained

her

conceive of any other way of being in love, but she
added that for her parents’ sake she would honestly
help

im the

therapeutic

endeavour,

very much to be the cause of so much gnef to them.

I had to take this as a propitious sign to begin with ;
I could not divine the unconsctons affective attitude

that lay bebmd it.

What came to lght later in this

connection decisively influenced the course taken
the analysis and determmed

its premature

by

conclusion.

Readers unversed in psycho-analysis will long have
been awatting an answer to two other questions. Did
tlus homosexual girl show physical characteristics

plamly belongmg to the opposite sex, and did the

case prove to be one of congenital or acquired (later
developed) homosexuality ?
{ am aware of the importance attaching to the first

of these questions.

Only one should not exaggerate

it and obscure m rts favour the fact that sporadic
secondary

often

present in normal

marked

may

charactenstics

physical

of the opposite

individuals,

characteristics

of

and

the

sex are

that

opposite

very

weilsex

be found in persons whose chotce of object has
lergone no change m the direction of inversion, 1m

other words, that in both sexes tie degree of physical
psychical hermaphroditism In modification of | this
statement it must be added that tis independence 1s
more evident in men than women, where bodily and

hermaphroditism 1s to a great extent independent of the
mental traits belonging to the opposite sex are apt to
coincide in their incidence.

Still 1 am not im a

position

to give a satisfactory answer to the first of our questions
about

my

patient;

the

psycho-analyst

customanly

forgoes thorough bodily examination of hus patients
in

certain

deviation

cases.

from

Certainly

the femmme

there

was

physical

no

type,

obvious

nor any
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beautiful

and

well-

developed girl had, it 1s true, her father’s tall figure,
and her facial features were sharp rather than soft
and guhsh, traits which might be regarded as indicat-

ing a physical masculmty.
attributes

also

could

be

Some of her intellectual

connected

with

masculimity

for instance, her acuteness of comprehension and her
Incid

objectivity,

m

by her passion;

so far as she was

not

dominated

though these distmctions are con-

ventional rather than scientific
What 1s certainly of
greater 1mportance 3s that in her behaviour towards

her

love-object

mascukne

she

part

had

that

15

throughout

to

say,

she

assumed

the

displayed

the

humility and the subhme over-estimation of the sexual

object ‘so characteristic of the male lover, the renunciation
preference

of ali narcissistic satisfaction, and
for being lover rather thar beluved.

the
She

had thus not only chosen a femimune love-object, but
had

also

developed

a masculine

attitude

towards

this

object.
The second question, whether this was a case of
inherited or acquired homosexuahty, will be answered

by the whole

history of the patient’s abnormahty

rts development.

and

The study of ths will show how

fruitless and inappropriate this question 1s.

I
After an introduction which digresses in so many
directtons, the sexual history of the case under consideration can be presented quite concisely.
In childhood

the girl had

passed

through

charactenstic of the femimme

the normal]

attitude

Oedipus-complex!

way that was not at all remarkable,

in a

and had later also

begun to substitute for her father a brother shghtly
older than

herself.

She did not remember

any sexual

traumata in early life, nor were any discovered by
» 1 do not sec any progress or advantage in the introduction of the
term * Electra-complex ', and do not advocate its use
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the analysts. Comparison of her brother's genital
organs and her own, which took place about the

beginning of the latency period (at five years old or
perhaps a hittle earher), Jeft a strong impression on
her

and

had

far-reaching

after-effects.

There

were

only shght huts pointing to infantile onanism, or else
the analysis did not go deep enough to throw light on
this point.

The birth of a second brother when

she was

between five and six years old left no special influence
upon her development. During the pre-pubertal years
at school she gradually became
facts of sex, and she received

acquainted with the
this knowledge with

mrxed feelngs of fascination and frightened aversion,

ma way wiuch may be called normal and was uot

exaggerated in degree. This amount of mformation
about her seems meagre enough, nor can I guarantee
that it is complete.

youth

was much

It may

be that the history of her

richer in expenences,

I do not

know.
As I have already said, the analysis was
broken off after a short time, and therefore yielded an
anamnesis not much more reliable than the other
anamneses of homosexuals, which there 1s good cause
to question.
Further, the girl had never been neurotic,

and came to the analysis without even one hystencal
symptom, so that opportumities for investigating the

history of her childhood did not present themselves
so readily as usual.
At the age of thirteen to fourteen she displayed a
tender and, according to general opmuon, exaggeratedly
strony affection for a small boy, not quite thrce years

old, whom she used to see regularly in a playground m
one

of

the

parks

She

took

to

the

child

so

warmly

that in conscquence a permanent fnendship grew up

between herself and his parents. “One may imfer from
this episode that at that time she was possessed of a
strong desire to be a mother herself and to have a
child

However, after a short time she grew indifferent

to the boy, and began to take an interest in mature,
but

still youthful,

women,

the mamifestations

of this
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a mortifying

doubt

that

ths

change occurred simultaneously with a certain event

in the family, and one may therefore lovk to this for
some explanation of the change.
Before it happened,
her libido was fycussed on motherhood, while afterwards she became a homosexual attracted to mature

women, and has remained su ever smce.

The event

which is so significant for our understanding of the
case was a new pregnancy of her mother’s, and the
birth of a third brother when she was about sixteen.
The network of causes and effects that I shall now

proceed to lay bare is not a product of my qft for
combination ; it 1s based on such trustworthy analytic
evidence that I can claim objective validity for it, it

was in particular a series of inter-related dreams, easy
of interpretation, that proved decisive in this respect.
The analysis revealed beyond all shadow of doubt

that the beloved lady was a substitute for—the mother
It as true that she herself was not a mother, but then

she was not the girl's first love. The first objects of
her affection after the birth of her youngest brother
were

really

mothers,

women

between

thirty

and

thirty-five whom she had met with thew children during

summer hohdays or in the family circle of acquamtances
m

town.

Motherhood

as

a

‘condition

of

love’

was

later on given up, because it was difficult to combine
1m real hife with another one, which grew more and more

important.

The specially intensive bond with her

latest love, the ‘ Lady ’, had still another basis which
the girl discovered quite easily one day. On account

of her slender figure, regular beauty, and off-hand
manner, the lady reminded her of her own brother, a
little older than herself.
Her latest choice corresponded, therefore, not only with her feminine but also
with her masculine ideal;
it combined gratification
of the homosexual tendency with that of the heterosexual one.
It is well known that analysts of male
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homosexuals has in numerous cases revealed the same
combination,

which

should

warn

us

not

to

form

too

sunple a conception of the nature and genesis of

mversion, and to keep in mind the extensive influence
of the bisexuahty of mankind

But how are we to understand the fact that it was

just the birth of a child who came late in the family,
at a time when

the gurl herself was already mature and

had strong wishes of her own, that moved
bestow

her passionate

tenderness

upon

her to

her who

gave

birth to this child, t.e. her own mother, and to express
that

feeling

towards

a

substitute

for

her

mother?

From all that we know we should have expected just
the opposite.
In such circumstances mothers with
daughters of about a marnageable age usually feel
embarrassed in regard to them, while the daughters

are apt to feel for their mothers a mixture of compassion, contempt and envy which does nothing to
increase

theit

considering,

tenderness

however,

had

for

them

The

altogether

girl

we

little cause

are

ta

feel affection for her mother.
The latter, stil youthful
herself, saw in her rapidly developing daughter an
imconvenient competitor;
she favoured the sons at
her expense, limited her mdependence as much as

possible, and kept

an especially stnet

watch against

any close relation between the gui and her father. A
yearning from the beginning for a kinder mother would,
therefore,

have

been

quite

imtelligible,

but

why

it

should have flamed up just then, and m the form of a

consuming passion, 1s not comprehensible.
The explanation 1s as follows The girl was just

experiencing
the revival of the mfantile Oedipuscomplex at puberty when she suffered a great dis-

appointment:

She became keenly conscious of the

wish to have a child, and a male one ;

father’s

child

and

his

image

that

that 1t was her

she

desired,

her

consciousness was not allowed to knaw.
And then—
1t was not she who bore the child, but the unconsciously

4 Uf J Sadger, Jahresberscht
uber sexuelle Perversionen,
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hated nval, her mother.
Furiously resentful and empittered, she turned away from her father, and from men

altogether.

After this first great reverse she forswore

her womanhood and sought another goal for her lindo.
In doing so she behaved just as many men do
who after a first pamful expenence turn their backs
for ever upon the faithless female sex and become
woman-haters
It 1s related of one of the most

attractive and unfortunate princes of our time that
he became a homosexual because the lady he was

engaged to marry betrayed hum with a stranger. I do
not knaw whether this 1s true historically, but much
psychological truth tes behind the rumour. In all
of us, throughout hfe, the lindo normally oscillates
between male and female objects , the bachelor gives

up his men fnends when he marnies, and returns to
club-hie when mamied life has lost 1ts savour
Natur-

ally, when the swing-over 15 fundamental and final,
we suspect some special factor which has defuutely
favoured one side or the other, and which perhaps only
waited for the appropriate moment im order to tum
the choice of object finally m rts direction.
After her disappointment, therefore, this girl had

entirely repudiated her wish for a child, the love of a
man,
that

and

at

womanhood

this point

the

altogether

developments

Now

open

it is evident

to her were

very manifold , what actually happened was the most

extreme

one possible.

She changed mtv a man, and

took her mother m place of her father as her love-obyect.?

Her relation to her mother had certarnly been ambivalent

from the beginning, and it proved easy to revive her

earher love for her mother and with its help to bring

about an over-compensation for her current hostihty
towards her.
Since there was little to be done with the

2 It ss -by no means rare for a love-relation to he broken off by
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the conversion of feelmg

described the search for a mother-substrtute to whom

she could become passionately attached.

In her actual relations with her mother there was a

practical motive furthenng the change of feeling which
mught be called an ‘advantage through iliness’.
mother herself still attached great value
and the admiration of men
If, then,
homosexual and left men to her mother
‘retired im favour of? the mother), she

The

to the attentions
the girl became
(in other words,
removed some-

thing which had hutherto been partly responsible for
her mother’s disfavour?
1 The displacements of the hbido

here descnbed

are doubtless

familar to every analyst from mvestgebon of the anamneses of
rotes | With the latter, however they accur in early childhood
beginning of the love'life , wth our patient,w
ra
hewratic, they took place on the first years jollowing puberte, though,
by tho way. they were just as completely unconscious Perhaps one
‘lay this temparal factor may turn vut to be of great importance
vas “retming in fasour of worteune else hus wot pres ieatly been
mentioned among the causes of homosexuality, or in the mechan
of hibo-fxauon im general, I will
adduce here another analy tical
observation of the same kind Shtch that a special feature of tnterest
J mee’ knew two twin orothers, oth of when sere endows! with
strong Lbsdinal apulses
One of them was very.
suc e
women, and had snatnerante affears seth women and girls The other
went U
tat became unpleasant for hun to be
fespasting om ns. brothers” boat, and, owing to the Likeness berween
mistaken for bim on intimate occa
je got out of
3:

the difficulty by fen a, hhouuseaual
He ei the
ont
to his
brother, and thus ' retired
favour
time } treated a
an artist, ‘ranistabatly Drvesual mi disposiGen, an when

ihe Homosexval trend had come to the lore simultaneously ‘with a

disturbance m his work

[le fled

from both women and wark togedher

he analysis, which was able to bring uc back to both, showed that
the fear of the fathet was the most powerful psych: mouve for both
the disturhances, w hich were really rengnenations ta Tse tmaguracon
all wornen belonged to the father, and he sought refuge 1n men out of
fubmission, 50 a% 10 “retere from* the conflict it favour of Ure father,
Such a motraton of the homusexual object choice inust be by Mh
mimon. in the primeval ages of the human race st] women
presumably belonged to the father and head of the prin
Among brothers and sisters whe are not twins this‘ retirement’
plays a great part in other spheres as well a8 in that of the love-chowe
¢ example, au elder brother studtes music and os adnured for it ,
the younger, far more gifted musically, soon gives up his own musical
studies, in spite of his longing, and cannot be persuaded to touch an
anstrument again {his 15 one example of a very frequent occurrence,
and investigation of the motives leading to thus ‘rotirement’ rather
than to open rivalry ciscloses very complicated conditions in the mind
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The attitude of the hbido thus adopted was greatly
reinforced as soon as the girl perceived how much it
displeased her father.
Once she had been punished for

an

aver-affectionate

overture made

to a woman

she

realized how she could wound her father and take
revenge on him
Henceforth she remained homosexual
out of defiance agamst her father.
Nor did she scruple

to he to him and to deceive him in every way.

Towards

her mother, indeed, she was only so far decertful as was
necessary to prevent her father from knowing things. T
had

the

impression

that

her

behaviour

followed

the

prmeiple of the tahon
‘Since you have betrayed me,
you must put up with my betraymg you’. Nor can I

come to any other conclusion about the strikang lack of
caution displayed by this otherwise ingentous and clever
gui. She wanted her father to know occastonally of her

intercourse with the lady, otherwise she would be
deprived of satisfaction of her keenest desire—namely,

revenge.

So she saw to this by showing herself openly

im the company of her adored one, by walking with her
in the streets near her father’s place of busmess, and the
hke This maladroitness was by no means unintentional.
It was remarkable, by the way, that both parents
behaved as though they understood the secret psychology
of their daughter.
The mother was tolerant, as though
she appreciated the favour of her daughter's ‘retwrement’
from the arena, the father was funous, as though he
reahzed the dchberate revenge directed against humself

The garl’s inversion, however, received its final reinforcement when she found im her ‘ Lady‘ an object
which promised to satisfy not only her homosexual
tendency, but also that part of her heterosexual hindo
still attached to her brother.

Consecutive

Ill
presentation is not

means of describing comphcated

a very

adequate

mental processes going

on in different layers of the mmd,

I am therefore
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obliged to panse m the discussion of the case and treat

more fully and deeply some of the pomts brought
forward above,
I mentioned

the

fact

that

m

her

behaviour

to her

adored lady the grt had adopted the charactenstic
masculine type of love. Her humihty and her tender

lack of pretensions, ‘ che poco spera ¢ nulla chede’, her
bliss when she was allowed to accompany the ladya little

way and to kiss her hand on parting, her joy when she
heard her praised as beautiful—while any recognition of
her own beauty by another person meant

nothing at all

to her—her pilgrimages to places once visited by the

loved one, the oblivion of all more sensual wishes
all
these little traits in her resembled the first passionate

adoration of a youth for a celebrated actress whom he
regards as far above him, to whom he scarcely dares hft

tus bashful eyes.

The correspondence with the ‘type

of obyect-choice in men ’ that T have described elsewhere,

whose spectal features I traced to the attachment

to

the mother,’

It

held good even

to the smallest details

may seem remarkable that she was not m the least
repelled by the evil reputation of her beloved, although

her own observations sufficiently confirmed the truth of
rumours
She was after all a weil-brought-up
and modest girl, who had avoided sexual adventures for

such

herself, and who regarded coarsely sensual gratification
as unasthetic. But already her first passions had been

for women who were not celebrated for specially strict
propnety. The first protest her father made against

her love-choice had been evoked by the pertinacity with

which she sought the company of a cinematograph
actress

at

a

summer

resort

Moreover,

in

all

these

affairs 1t had never been a question of women who had
any reputation for homosexuality, and who might,

therefore, have offered her some prospect of homosexual
gratification; on the contrary, she ilogically courted

women who were coquettes in the ordinary sense of the

word,

and

she

rejected

without

hesitation

2 COLLECTED Parens, vol

the

willng
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advances made by a homosexual fend of her own age.

The

bad

reputation

positively

a ‘condition

of her

‘Lady’,

of love’

for her,

however,
and

was

all that

4s enigmatical in this attitude vamshes when we rememher that in the case of the masculine type of object-choice

derived from the mother it 1s also an essential condition

that the loved object should be in some way or other

“of bad repute’ sexually, one who really may be called
a ‘ight woman’. When the gil learnt later on how
far her

adored lady deserved

to be

called by this title

and that she lived simply by gtviig her bodily favours,
her reaction

took

the

form of great compassion and

of

phantasies and plans for * rescuing’ her beloved from

these ignoble circumstances.

We have been struck

by

the same endeavours to ‘rescue’ in the men of the
type referred to above, and in my descmption of 1

I have tned to give the analytical derivation of this

tendency.

We are led into quite another realm of explanation
by the analysis of the attempt at suicide, which I must

regard as sefiously mtended, and which, by the way,

considerably improved her position both with her
parents and with the lady she loved
She went for a
walk with her one day m a part of the town and at an
hour at which she was not unhkely to mect her father
on his way from his affice
So it tumed out
Her

father passed them in the street and cast a furious look
at her and her companion, whom he had by that time
come to know,
A few moments later she flung herself

on to the railway cuttmg. Now the explanation she
gave of the immediate reasons determining her resolution
sounded quite plausible She had confessed ta the lady
that the man who had given them such an irate glance
was her father,
their fnendship,

and that he had absolutely forbidden
The lady became incensed at this and

ordered the girl to leave her then and there, and never
again to wait for her or to address her—the affair must
now come to an end
In her despair at haying thus
lost her loved one for ever, she wanted to put an end to
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herself.

The analysis, however, was able to disclose

dreams,

The

another and deeper mmterpretation behind the one she
gave, which was confirmed by the evidence of her own
atternpted

swcide

was,

as

might

have

been expected, determined by two other motives besides
the one she gave
it was a ‘punishment fulfilment’

(self-pumishment), and a wish-fulfilment

As a wish-

which,

when

mto

father,

for now

fulfilment it signified the attainment of the very wi
frustrated,

had

driven

her

homa-

sexuahty—namely, the wish to have a child by her
she

‘fell’!

through

her father’s fault.?

The fact that at this moment the lady had spoken to the
same effect
prohibition,

as the
forms

father, and had uttered the same
the connecting hnk between this

deeper interpretation and the superficial one of which
the girl herself was conscious.

From

the point of view

of self-punishment the girl's action shows us that she
had

developed

in her unconscious

strong

death-wishes

against one.or other af her parents perhaps against her
father, out of revenge: for impeding her love, but, more

hkely, also agamst her mother when she was pregnant
vath the little brother For analysis has explained the
enigma

of suicide

in the

following

way

Tobabk

one finds the mental energy required to kill himself
unless, 11 the first place, he 1s m domg this at the same

tume killing an object with whom

he has identified him-

self, and, in the second place, 1s turning against hnmself
a death-wish which had been directed against someone

else

Nor need the regular discovery of these uncon-

scious death-wishes in those who
surprise us as strange (any more
impression as confirming out
unconscious of all human beings

have attempted suiide
than 1t need make an
deductions), smce the
1s full enough of such

3 [in the text there isa play on the wont siederhonmien, whicls
means both * to fall’ and *to'be dehverad of a child’
‘There
nyglsh a colloquial use of (he verb * to fall", meanmg oreewaney
or aun ‘th— Trai
"That
the various means of smenle can represent. sexnal withfulfdments has Tang been known to all analysty (Jo porson oneyelf
ome pregna
=to bear a chill, to throw oneself from
a hoghteto be ishveredof & eh )
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love.

The

girl’s

identification of herself with her mother, who ought to
have died at the birth of the child denied to herself,
makes

this

‘ punishment-fulfilment * itself again

into a

wish-fulfilment’
Lastly, a discovery that several
quite different motives, ail of great strength, must have
co-operated to make such a deed possible is only in
aceord with what we should expect.
In

the

girl's

account

of her

father did not figure at all,

conscious

motives

the

there was not even any

mention of fear of his anger

In the motivation laid

bare by the analysis he played the principal part.

Her

relation to her father tad this same decisive importance

for the course and outcome of the analytic treatment,

or rather, analytic exploration.

Behind’ her pretended

consideration for her parents, for whose sake she had
been willing to make the attempt to be transformed, lay
concealed her attitude of defiance and revenge against
her father which held her fast to her
Secure under this cover, the resistance

homosexuality.
allowed a con-

siderable degree of freedom to the analytic mvestigation
The

analysts

of resistance,

went

forward

the patient

almost

without

participating

any

actively

signs

with

her intellect, though absolutely tranquil emotionally
Once when I expounded to her a specially important

part of the theory, one touchmg her ‘nearly, she
replied in an immutable (one, ‘How very interesting ’,
as though

she were

a grande

dame

bemg

taken

over

a

museum and glancing through her Jorgnon at objects

to which she was completely indificrent

sion one had of her analysis was not unlike

The impres-

that of an

hypnotic treatment, where the reststance has in the same
way withdrawn to a certam bmit, beyond which it
then proves to be unconqucrable. The resistance very
often pursues simular tactics—Russtan tactics, as they

mught be called @—ain cases of the obsessional neurosis,

VCE ‘Reflections upon War and Death’, Coticcirp Parrns,
vol w
> [A reference to the Furopean War, 1914-18 —Traus ]
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which for this reason yield the clearest results for a time

and permit of a penetrating inspection of the causation

of the symptoms.

One begins to wonder how it is that

such marked progress in analytic understanding can be
unaccompanied by even the shghtest change in the
patient’s compulsions and inhibitions, until at last one
perceives

that

everything

accomplshed

had

been

ad-

matted only under the mental reservation of doubt,
and behind this protective barer the neurosis may feel
secure. ‘It would be ail very fine ’, thinks the patient,
often quite consciously, ' if I were obliged to believe
what the man says, but there is no question of that, and
so long as that 1s not so I need change nothing.’
Then,
when one comes to close quarters with the motivation
of this doubt, the fight with the resistances breaks forth
in earnest.
In the case of our patient, st was not doubt, but the
affective factor of revenge agaist her father that made

her cool reserve possible, that divided the analysis into

two distinct stages, and rendered the results of the first
stage so complete and persptcuous.
It seemed, further,

as though nothing resembling a transference to the
physician had been effected. That, however, is of
course absurd, or, at least, 1s a loose way of expressing it ,
for some kind of relation to the analyst must come about,

and tins 1s usually transferred from an infantile one.

In

reality she transferred to me the deep antipathy to men

which had dominated her ever since the disappointment
she

had

suffered

from

her

father.

Bitterness

against

men 1s as a rule easy to gratify upon the analyst , 1t need

not evoke

any violent emotional

manifestations,

it

simply expresses itself in rendering futile all his endeayours and im clinging to the neurosis.
I know from
experience how difficult it 1s to make the patient
understand
just
this
mute
kind
of symptomatic

behaviour and to make him aware of this latent, and
often exceedingly strong, hostihty without endangering
7? Ue beheved on condition that it 18 regarded as not certain—~
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So as soon as T recognized the girl's

attitude to her father, I broke off the treatment and

gave the advice that, if 1t was thought worth while to
continue the therapeutic efforts, it should be done by a

woman.

‘The gurl had in the meanwhile promised her

father that at any rate she would not communicate with

the ‘Lady’, and I do not know whether my advice, the

motive for which 1s evident, will be followed.

Only once in the course of this analysis did any-

thing appear which I could regard as a positive transference, a greatly weakened revival of the original

passionate love for the father.
was

not quite

free from

Even this mantfestation

other motives,

but

I mention

it because 1t brings up, in another direction, an interest-

ing problem of analytic technique. At a certam penod,
not long after the treatment had begun, the girl brought
a senes of dreams which, distorted as 1s customary and

couched in the usual dream-language, could nevertheless
be easily translated with certainty
Their content, when

interpreted, was, however, remarkable.
pated the cure of the inversion

expressed

her

joy

over

the

through

They antict-

prospects

the treatment,

in

hfe

then

opened before her, confessed her longmg for a man’s
love and for children, and so might have been welcomed

as a gratifying preparation
The

contradiction

between

far the desired change.

them

and

the

girl’s utter-

ances in waking hfe at the time was very great. She
did not conceal from me that she meant to marry,
but only m order to escape from her father’s tyranny
and to follow her true mchnations undisturbed.
As
for the husband, she remarked rather contemptuously,
she would easily deal with him, and besides, one could
have sexual relations with a man and a woman at one

and the same time, as the example of the adored lady

showed.
Warned through some slight impression or
other, I told her one day that I did not believe these
dreams, that I regarded them as false or hypocntical,

and that she intended to deceive me just as she
habitually deceived her father. 1 was nght; after
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ceased.

But

I still

belreve that, beside the intention to mislead me, the
dreams partly expressed the wish to wm my favour;
they were also an attempt to gain my interest and my

good opinion—perhaps in order to disappomt me all
the more thoroughly later on
I can umagine

that to point

out the existence of

lying dreams of this kind, destined to please the analyst,

will arouse in some readers who call themselves analysts

a real storm of helpless indignation,
will exclaim,

‘so the unconscious,

divine

our

‘What!’ they

the rea] centre of our

mental hfe, the part of us that 15 so much nearer the
lie!

than

poor

consciousness,

so

that

too

can

Then how can we still build on the interpretations

of analysis and the accuracy of our findings?’

which

one must

lying

dreams

novelty.

reply that

does

not

the recognition

constitute

an

To

of these

astounding

I know, indeed, that the craving of mankind

for mysticism 1s meradtcable, and that it makes ceaseit has been deprived of by the Traumdeutung, but in
the case under consideration surely everything 1s
less efforts to win back for mysticism the playground

simple enough.

A dream

1s not the ‘ unconscious’

rtself ,

it 15 the

form

which

thanks

to the favouring

into

a thought

from

the

preconscious, or even from waking conscious life, can,
During

conditions

sleep this thought

has

of sleep,

been

be recast

remforced

by

unconscious wish-excitations and thus has expenenced

distortion through the ‘ dream-work ', which 1s determined by the mechanisms vahd for the unconscious.
With our dreamer, the intention to mslead me, just

as she did her father, certainly emanated from the

preconscious, or perhaps even from consciousness , It
could come to expression by entering into connection

with the unconscious wish-mpulse to please the father
(or father-substitute), and in this
lying dream.
The two intentions,

way it created a
to betray and to

please the father, onginate in the same complex; the

former resulted from the repression of the latter, and
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dream-work

to the

therefore be no question of
unconscious, nor of a shaking
results of our analysis
opportumty of expressing for

once my astonishment that human bemgs can go
through such great and momentous phases of their

love-life without heeding them much, sometimes even,
indeed, without having the faintest suspicion of them
or

else

that,

when

they

do

become

aware

of

these

phases, they deccive themselves so thoroughly in their
judgement of them. This happens not only with
neurotics, where we are familar with the phenomenon,
but seems also to be common enough in ordinary hie.
In the present case, for example, a girl develops a
devotion for women, which her parents at first
merely vexatious
and hardly take senously,

find
she

herself knaws quite well that her feelings are greatly
engaged, but still she is only slightly aware of the
sensations of intense love until a certam chsappointment
1s followed by an absolutely excessive reaction, which
shows everyone concerned that they have to do with
a consuming passton of clemental strength. Even the
girl herself had never perceived anythmg of the
conditions necessary for the outbreak of such a mental
upheaval.
In other cases we come across girls or

women in a state of severe depression, who on bemg
asked for a possible catse of their condition tell us

that they have, it is true, had a hittle feeling for a
certain person, but that 1t was nothing deep and that

they soon got over it when they had to give up hope.
And yet it was tlus renunciation, apparently so casily
borne, that became

ance.

through

the cause of serious mental disturb-

Again, we have to do with men who have passed
casual love-afiairs

and

then

realize only

from

the subsequent effects that they had been passionately

in love with someone whom they had apparently regarded hghfly

results that may
vou. n

Que 1s also amazed at the unexpected
follow an

artuficral abortion

which
P
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remorse

and

without

One must agree that the pocts are right

who are so fond of portraying

people in love without

knowmng it, or uncertain whether they do love, or who
think that’ they hate when in reality they love. It
would seem that the knowledge reccived by our
consciousness of what 1s happening to our love-instincts

is especially hable to be mcomplete, full of gaps, or
falsified.

Needless

to

say,

m

this

discussion

I have

not omitted to allow for the part played by subsequent failures of memory
Iv
I

now

come

back,

after

this

consideration of my patent’s case.

digression,

We

to

the

have made a

survey of the forces «hich led the gutl’s bide from the
normal Oedipus attrtude mto that of homosexuahty,
and of the paths thus traversed by at m the mind.
Most amportant m this respect was the impression made

by the birth of her little brother, and we might from
this be imclned to classify the case as one of late

acquired inversion.

‘But at this pomt

we become aware

of a state of

things which also confronts us in many other instances

in which light has been thrown by psycho-analysis on
amental process.

So long as we trace the development

from its final stage backwards, the connection appears
contmuous, and we
which 1s completely

fecl we have gained an insight
satisfactory or even exhaustive.

But if we proceed the reverse way, 1f we start from the
premises inferred from the analysis and try to follow

these up to the final result, then we no longer get the
impression of an inevitable sequence of events which

could not be otherwise determined.
We notice at once
that there might have been another result, and that

we might have been just as well able to understand
and

explain

the

latter.

The

satisfactory as the analysis;

synthesis

is thus

in other words,

not

so

irom a
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knowledge of the premises we could not have foretold
the nature of the result.

It 1s very easy to account for this disturbing state

of affairs

Even supposing that we thoroughly know

the ztiological factors that decide a given result, still
we know them only qualrtatively, and not in ther

relative strength. Some of them are so weak as to
become suppressed by others, and therefore do not
affect the fal result.

But we never know beforehand

which of the determining factors will prove the weaker

or the stronger. We only say at the end that those
which succeeded must have been the stronger.
Hence

it 18 always possible by analysis to recogmze the
causation with certainty, whereas a prediction of it
by synthesis ts umpossible
We

do not, therefore,

mean

to maintain

that every

girl who experiences a disappointment of this kind, of
the longmg for love that springs from the Oedipus
attitude during puberty, will necessarily on that account

fall a victim to homosexuality. On the contrary,
other kinds of reaction to this trauma are probably

commoner
Then, however, there must have been
present in this girl special factors that turned the scale,
factors

nature

outside

the

trauma,

probably

of

an

ternal

Noris there any difficulty in pointing them out.

It 1s well known that even m the normal person it
takes a certain time before a decision in regard to the
sex

of

the

love-object

ws

finally

achteved

Homo-

sexual enthusiasms, unduly strong friendslsps tinged

with sensuality, are common enough m both sexes
during the first years after puberty. This was also so
with our patient, but m her these tendencies undoubtedly showed themselves to be stronger, and lasted
longer, than with others. In addition, these presages
of later homosexuality had always occupied her
conscious

life,

while

the

attitude

arismg

from

the

Oedipus-complex had remained unconscious and had
appeared only in such signs as her tender fondling of
the little boy. As a school-girt she was for a long time
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m love with a strict and unapproachable mistress,
obviously a mother-substitute
A Tong time before the
birth

of

her

brother

and

still

longer

before

the

young

mothets.

first

reprimand at the hands of her father, she had taken
a

specially

keen

interest

in

various

From very early years, therefore, her ibido had flowed
in two streams, the one
we may unhesitatingly

on the surface being one that
designate homosexual,
This

latter was probably a direct and unchanged continuation of an infantile mother-fixation
Possibly the
analysis described here actually revealed nothing more

than the process by which, on an appropriate occasion,

the deeper heterosexual hbido-stream was also deflected

into the manifest homosexual one.

The
suffered

analysis showed, further, that the girl had
fromm clildhood from a strongly tnarked ‘ mas-

cuhmity complex’. A spimted gil, always ready to
fight, she was not at all prepared to be second to
her shghtly older brother; after mspecting his genital

organs she had developed a pronounced envy of the
pens, and the thoughts denved from this envy still
contimued to fill her mmnd

She was m fact a femmust ;

she felt 1t to be unjust that girls should not enjoy the
same freedom as boys, and rebelled against the lot of
woman 1m general.

At the time of the analysis the idea

of pregnancy and child-birth was disagreeable to her,
partly, C surmise, on account of the bodily disfigurement
conmectcd with them. Her girhsh narcissism had
betaken itself to this refuge, and ceused to express itself

as pride in her good looks _ Various clues indicated that

she must formerly have taken great pleasure in exhibihonsm and scoptepliha Anyone who 1s anxious that
the clanns of environment in ztivlogy should not come
short, as opposed to those of heredrty, will call attention

to the fact that the girl's behaviour, as described above,
was

exactly

what

would

follow

from

the

combred

effect im a person with a strong mother-fixation of the
two influences of her mother's indifference and of her
» CL Kriembitde’s confession in the Nibelungentied
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comparison of her gerutal organs with her brother's. It
is possible here to trace back to the impression of an
effective external influence in early life something which
one would have been ready to regard as a constitutional

peculianty.

But a part even of this acquired disposi-

tion, if 1t has really been acquired, has to be ascribed to.
the inborn constitution. So we see in practice a continual

minghng and blending of what in theory we should try
to separate into a pair of opposites—namely, mhented
and acquired factors.
An earher, more tentative conclusion of the analysis
mught have led to the view that this was a case of late-

acquired homosexuality, but deeper consideration

of

the materia] undertaken later umpels us to conclude
that it is rather a case of inborn homosexuality which,
as usual, becarne fixed and unmistakably mamiest only

in the period following puberty.

Each of these classifi-

cations does justice only to one part of the state of
affairs ascertamable by observation, but neglects the
other,
It would be best not to attach too much value

to this way of stating the problem

Pubhcations on homosexuality usually do not distinguish clearly enough between the questions of the
choice of object, on the one hand, and of the sexual
charactenstics and sexual attitude of the subject, on the
other, as though the answer to the former necessarily
involved the answers to the latter. Experience, however,

proves the contrary

a man with predommantly male

characteristics and also masculine in his love-hie may

still be inverted in respect to his object, Joving only men
instead of women.

A man in whose character femunine

attributes evidently predusunate,

who may, mdeed,

behave in love hke a woman, mught be expected, from
this femmine attitude, to choose a man for his loveobject ; but he may nevertheless be heterosexual, and

show no more inversion m respect of his obyect than an
average

normal

man.

The

same

1s true

of

women,

here also mental sexual character and object-choice do
not necessarily comcide.
The mystery of homosexuahty
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1s therefore by no means so simple as it is commonly
depicted m popular expositions,

e.g. a femimne

person-

alty, which therefore has to love a man, 1s unhappily

attached to a male body,
uresistibly attracted by

or a masculine personahty,
women, is unfortunately

cemented to a female body.
It is instead a question of
three senes of charactenstics, namely—
Physical sexual characteristics—Mental sexual charactenstics

{physical hermaphroditism}
(masculine, or feminine, attitude}
Kind of object-choice

which, up to a certain point, vary independently of one
another,

and

are

met

with

in different

mdividuals

in

manifold permutations Tendenicious publications have
obscured our view of ths mter-telationship by putting

ito the foreground, for practical reasons, the third
feature (the kind of object-choice), whuch 1s the only

one that strikes the layman, and in addition by exag-

geratimg
and ibe

the closeness
first feature

of the assouation between
Moreover, they block the

tus
way

leadmg to a deeper insight anto all that 1s uniformly
designated homosexuality by rejecting two fundamental

facts which have
mmvestigation,
he

been
first

revealed
of these

by psycho-analytic
1s that homosexual

men have expenenced a specially strong fixation m
regard tu the mother, the second, that, m addition to
ther smanicst heterosexualily, a very considerable
measure of latent or unconscious homosexuality can be
detected im all normal people.
If these findings are
taken into account, then, to be sure, the supposition that

nature in a freakish mood

to the ground.

created a ‘third sex‘ falls

It 1s not for psycho-analysis to solve the problem of
homosexuality.
It must rest content with disclosing
the psychical mechanisms that resulted in determmation
of the object-choice, and with tracing the paths leading

from them to the instinctual basis of the disposttion
There its work

ends, and it leaves the rest to biological

research, which has recently brought to light, through
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important

results

concerning the influence exerted by the first. factor

mentioned above on the second and third.
Psychoanalysis has a common basis with biology, m that it
presupposes an omgimal bisexuality 1m human beings
(as in anmals).
But psycho-analysis cannot elucidate

the

intnnsic

nature

biological phraseology

of what

in conventional

is termed

‘mascuhne’

or in

and

‘femmme '* it stmply takes over the two concepts and
makes them the foundation of its work. When we

attempt to reduce them further, we find masculinity
vanishing

into

activity

and

femimmuity

and that does not tell us enough

into passivity,

In what has gone

before I have tned to explain how far we may reasonably
expect, or how far experience has already proved, that

the elucidations yielded by analysis furmsh us with the

means for altering mversion.

When one compares the

extent to which we can influence it with the remarkable

transformations

that

Sternach

has

effected

m

some

cases by his operations, it does not make a very imposing

impression. Thus it would be premature, or a harmful
exaggeration, if at this stage we were to indulge in hopes
of a “therapy ’ of inversion that could be generally used.

The cases of male homosexuahty m which Stemach

has been successful fulfilled the condition, which ts not
always present, of a very patent physical ‘hermaphrecitism'. Any analogous treatment of female homoSexuality 1s at present quite obscure
If it were to
consist in removing the probably hermaphroditic ovaries,
and m implantmg others, which would, it 1s hoped, be
of a single sex, there would be little prospect of rts being

applied in practice.

A woman who has felt herself to

be

loved

a

man,

and

has

in

masculine

fashion,

will

hardly let herself be forced mto playing the part of
a woman when she must pay for this transformation,
which 15 net in every way advantageous, by renouncing
all hope of motherhood.

2 Cf A Lipschuts, Die Pubertdtsdruse und thre Workungen

XIX
CERTAIN
NEUROTIC
MECHANISMS
IN
JEALOUSY,
PARANOIA
AND
HOMO-

SEXUALITY!
A

(1922)
EALOUSY 15 one of those affective states, lke

grief, that may be descnbed as normal

If

nyone appears to be without i, the mference

3s Justified that 1t has tndergonce

severe repression and

consequently plays all the greater part m his unconscious mental hfe

The instances of abnormally intense

jealousy met with m analytic work reveal themselves

as constructed of three layers The three layers or
stages of jealousy may be described as (1) compelrtive
or normal, (2) projected, and (3) delusional yealousy

There is not much to be said from the analytic point
of view about normal jealousy. Tt 1s easy to see that

essentially 1t 1s compounded of grief, the pain caused

by the thought of losing the loved object, and of the
narcissistic wound, m so far as this is distinguishable
from the other wound , further, of feelings of ennuty

against the successful oval, and of a greater or lesser
amount
himself

of seJf-crtticism which tries to hold the person.
accountable for his loss
Although we may

call 1t normal, this jealousy 1s by no means completely
rational,

that

1s,

derived

from

the

actual

situation,

proportionate to the real circumstances and under the
complete control of the conscious ego , for it 1s rooted
deep im the unconscious, it is a contmuation of the
earhest stirrmgs of the child's affective hfe, and it

originates in the Ocdrpus or family complex of the first
sexual period

Morcover, 1t is noteworthy that in many

et poblshist am Zestchryft, Bd VIM, 19s
Joan Riviere
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persons it 1s expertenced bisexually, that 1s to say, ina

man, beside the suffering in regard to the loved woman
and the hatred agamst the male nval, grief m regard

to the unconsciously loved man and hatred of the
woman asa rival will add to its mtensity. I even know
of a man who suffered exceedingly dunng his attacks
of jealousy and who, according to his own account,

went

through

unendurable

torments by consciously

1magining himseli in the position of the faithless woman.

The sensation of helplessness which then came over
him, the images he used to descnbe his condition—
exposed to the vulture’s beak ke
fettered into a serpent’s den—he
the impressions received during

Prometheus, or cast
himself referred to
several homosexual

ageressions to which he had been subjected as a boy
‘The jealousy of the second layer, the projected, is

derived in both men and women either from their own
actual

unfuithfulness

in

real

hfe

or

from

impulses

towards 1t which have succumbed to repression. It 15
a matter of everyday expenence that fidebty, especially
that degree of it required in marriage, 1s only maintained
in the face of continual temptation.
Anyone who
denies this in himself will nevertheless be rmpelled so
strongly in the direction of infidelity that he will be

glad enough to make use of an unconscious mechanism
as an alleviation
his conscience---he

Tlus relef—more, absolution by
achieves when he projects his own

impulses to mfidelity on to the partner to whom he
owes faith, This weighty motive can then make use
of the materal at hand (perception-matenal) by which
the unconscious impulses of the partner are likewise
betrayed,

and

the person

can

justrfy himself

with

the

reflection that the other 1s probably not much better
than he 1s himself.+

Social conventions have taken this universal state

of

things

into

account

very

adroitly,

by

granting

+ Cf Desdemona’s song
“Tealled my love false love, but what said he then?
TfT court moe wuinen, you'll couch with moe men’

a
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certain amount of latitude to the marmed woman’s tlurst
to find

favour

in

men’s

eyes

and

the

marmed

man’s

thirst to capture and possess, m the expectation that

this inevitable tendency to unfaithfuiness will thus

find a safety-valve and be rendered innocuous. Convention has lad down that neither partner 1s to hold

the other accountable for these litdie excursions m the
direction of unfaithfulness, and it achieves the result
on the whole that the desire awakened by the new
love-object 1s gratified by a kind of turntng-back to the

object already possessed
does not recognize

The jealous person, however,

this convention

of tolerance,

he

does not beheve im any such thing as a halt or a turningback

once

the

path

has

been

tred,

nor

that

a social

‘flirtation ' may be a safeguard against actual infidehty.
In the treatment of a jealous person hke this one must

refrain from disputmg with him the matenal on which
he bases hus suspictons, one can only aim at bringing
lum ‘1o regard the matter in a different Light.

‘The jealousy that arises from this projection has,

it 1s true, an almost delusional character , 1t 1s, however,

amenable to the analytic work of exposing the unconscious phantasies of personal mfidehty. The jealousy
of the third layer, the true delusronal type, is worse
‘t also

has

its origi

in

repressed

impulses

towards

unfaithfulness—the obyect, however, in these cases 15
of the same sex as the subject. Delusional jcalousy
represents

an

acidulated

homosexuality,

and

nghtly

takes 1ts position among the classical forms of paranoia.

As an attempt at defence agamst an unduly strong
homosexual impulse it may, in a man, be described in
the formula
‘Indeed I do not love him, she loves
him '!’1
In a deluszonal case one will be prepared to
find the jealousy arising in all three layers, never in
the third alone
B. Paranoia. —Cases of paranoia are for well-known

reasons not usually amenable to analytic investigation.
Freud,|
Peycho-Analytie Notes upon an Autobiographical
Account of s Case
of Purauorn “COLLECTED Papers, vol i
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1 have recently been able, nevertheless, by an intensive

study of two paranoiacs, to discover something new tome,
The first case was that of a youngish man with a

fully developed paranoia of jedlousy, the object of

which was his impeccably faithful wife, A stormy
period in which the delusion had possessed him uninterruptedly already lay behmd him. When I saw

him he was still subject only to clearly defined attacks,

which lasted for several days and, curiously enough,
regularly appeared on the day following an act of
intercourse, which was, Jacidentally, satisfying to both

of them.
satiation

‘The inference 1s justified that after every

of

the

heterosexual

component, hkewise stimulated
rtself an outlet in the attack of
The jealousy of the attack
his observation of the smallest
which the utterly unconscious

hbido

the homosexual

by the act, forced for
jealousy.
drew its matenal from
possible indications, m
coquetry of the wife,

unnoticeable to any other person, had betrayed itself
to him.
She had unintentionally touched the man
sitting next her with her hand,
she had turned tao

much towards him, or she had smiled more pleasantly

than

when

alone

manifestations

with

of

her

her

husband.

unconscious

To

feelings

all

he

these

paid

extraordinary attention, and always knew how to
interpret them correctly, so that he really was always

ain the nght about :t, and could justify his jealousy still
more by analytic interpretation.
His abnormality
really reduced itself to this, that he watched his wife’s

unconscious mind much more closely and then regarded

it as fac more mmportaut than anyone else would have
thought of dong.
We

are reminded

that sufferers from persecutory

paranoia act in just the same way.
regard

anything

m

others

their ‘delusions of reference’

as

They, too, cannot

mdrfferent,

and

mto

they, too, take up the

smallest
possible
mdications
which
these
others,
strangers, offer them.
The meanimg of their delusion

of reference is that they expect from every stranger
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something lke love ; these ‘ others ’ show them nothing

of the kind, however—they laugh to themselves, fiddle

with their sticks, even spit on the ground as they go
by—and

one

really

does

not

do

these

things

while

anyone m whom one takes a fnendly interest 1s near.

One does them only when one is quite indifferent to
the passer-by, when one can treat him like aur, and

when

we

consider

the

fundamental

kinship

of

the

words ‘stranger’ and ‘enemy ’, the paranorac is not
so far wrong mn regarding tus indifference as hate, in
comparison

with bis clatm for love,

We begin to see that we describe the behaviour of
both jealous and persecuted paranoiacs very made-

quately by saying that they project outwards

on to

others what they do not wish to recognize m themselves,

Certainly they do this ; but they do not project it

into the sky, so to speak, where there 1s nothing of the
sort already They let themselves be guided by their
knowledge of the unconscious, and displace to the
unconscious minds of others the attention which they
have withdrawn from their own. Our jealous husband
perceives his wife's unfaithfulness instead of lus own ;
by becommng conscious of hers and magnifying it

enormously he succeeds in keeping unconscious his own.
If we accept Ins example as typical, we may infer that

the enmity which the persecuted’ paranoiae sees in
others 1s the reflection of his own hostile impulses

against them

Smee we know that with the paranoiac

it 31s precisely the most loved person of his own sex that
becomes his persecutor, the question arises where this
reversal of affect takes 1ts origin; the answer 15 not

far to seek---the ever-present ambivalence of the
feelngs provides 1ts source and the unfulfilment of

his

claim

for

love

strengthens

1t.

This

ambivalence

thus serves the same purpose for the persecuted
paranoie as jealousy serves for our patient—that of a

defence against homosexuahty.
The dreams of my jealous patient contained a great
surprise for me.

They

were not simultaneous with the
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within

the period influenced by the delusion’, they were com-

pletely

free from

the

delusion

and

showed

themselves

based on homosexual tendencies which were disguised
no more strictly than usual

In view of my shght

knowledge

of ile dreams

of paranoiacs

I was

mchned

surveyed

He had made no friendships and developed

to suppose at that time that the cisease did not
penetrate into dreams
The homosexuahty of this patient was casily

no social interests,
one
delnsion had constrtuted

had the impression that the
the first actual development

of his relations with men,
piece of work

that

had

as if it had taken over a

been

neglected

The

fact that

his father was of no great mportance in the family life,

combined witha humihating homosexual trauma mn early
cluldhood, had forced Ins homosexuality inte repression
and barred

the way

to ats sublimation

The

whole

of

his youth was governed by a strong attachment to lus

mother

Of

all

her

many

sons

he

was

her

declared

favourite, and he developed marked jealousy of the
normal type in regard to her

When

later he made

his

choice of a wife—mainiy prompted by the impulse to
ennch Is mother - hs Jongg for a virgm mother
expressed

itself

in

obsessive

doubts

about

tus

wife’s

virgmity
The first years of his marnage were free
from jealousy Then’ be became unfaithful to tus wife
and entered upon an intimate relatronship with another

woman

that lasted for a considerable time — Startled

by a certain suspicion, he at length made an end of this
love affatr, and not until then did the jealousy
of the

second, projected type break out, by means of wluch he
was able to assuage his self-reproaches about lus own
unfarthfulness,
It was soon complicated by an accesston of homosexual

impulses, of which hus father-n-law

was the object, and became a fully formed jealousy
Pa

und case would

classified.‘as

persecutory

probably
paranoia

uot have

withoul

analy:

been
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but 1 had to recogmze the young man as a candidate
for this termination of the illness.
In his attitude to
bis father there existed an ambivalence which in its

range was quite extraordmary.

On the one hand, he

was the most pronounced rebel imagmable, and had

developed manifestly im every direction in opposition
to his father’s

wishes

and

ideals,

on

the other

hand,

at a deeper level he was still the most utterly abject
sen, in loving remorse after his father’s death denying
himself all enjoyment of women
His actual relations
with men were clearly dommated by suspiciousness,
his keen intellect easily ratranahzed this attitude ; and
he knew how to bring 2t about that both friends and

acquamtanees deceived and exploited him

The new

thing I learned from studying him was that classical
persecutionzdeas

may

be

present

without

finding

behef or acceptance
They flashed up occasionally
durmg the analysis, but he regarded them as unmportant and invanably scoffed at them
This may
occur in many cases of paranoia, it may be that the
delusions

which

we

regard

as

new

formations

when

the disease breaks out have already long been in

existence.

It seems to me that this 1s an important recognition
—namely, that the qualitative factor, the presence of

certain neurotic formations, has less practical signtficance than the quantitative factor, the degree of

attention, or more correctly, the measure of cathexis
that these formations engage. Our consideration of
the first case, the jealousy paranoia,
estimate

of the importance

ied to a sumlar

of the quantitative

factor,

by showing that there also the abnormality essentially
consisted mm the hyper-cathexis of the interpretations
of another’s unconscious behaviour,
We have long

known

hystera.

of an analogous
The

pathogenic

fact m the analysis of
phantasies,

derivatives

of repressed instinctual trends, are for a long time
tolerated
and have

alongside
the
no pathogenic

normal
Ife of the mund,
effect until by a revolution
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Observation

has

directed my attention to several cases in which during

early childhood feehngs of jealousy derived from the
muother-complex and of very great intensity arose
agaist rivals, usually older brothers. This jealousy
led to an exceedingly hostile aggressive attitude against
brothers {or sisters) which might culmmate tm actual
death-wishes, but which could not survive further

development

Under thr influences af trammng—and

certamly not uninfluenced also by ther own constant

powerlessness these feelings yielded to repression and
to a transformation, so that the rivals of the earlier
period became the first homosexual love-objects.
an outcome of the atlachment to the mother

Such
shows

various mteresting relations with other processes known
to

us

First

development
person

who

of all

it is a complete

contrast

to

the

of persecutory paranoia, in which the
has

before

been

loved

becomes

the

hated

persecutor, whereas here the hated rivals are transformed

ito

love-objects

It

represents,

too,

an

exaggeration of the process which, according to my
view, leads to the birth of soetal imstinets in the
individual!
In both processes there 1s first the presence
of jealous and hostile feelings which cannot achieve

gtatrhcation , and then both the personal affectionate

and the social identification feelings amse as reactionformations against the repressed aggressive impulses.
This

new

mechanism

i

ihe

homosexual

object-

choice, Hs origin im rivalry which has been overcome
and in aggressive impulses which have become repressed,

1s often combined with the typical conditions known

tous
In the history of homosexuals one often hears
that the change in them took place after the mother

had praised another boy and set him up as a model.
The tendency to a nareissistic obyect-choice was thus
stmujated, and after a short phase of keen jealousy
the nval hecame a love-object.
Otherwise, however,
the new mechanism 1s a separate one, in that the change

> Cf Freud, Group Paychology and the Analysts of the Ego
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takes place at a much earlier period, and the identifica.
tion with the mother recedes mto the background.
Moreover, in the cases T have observed, it led only to
homosexual attitudes, which dut not exclude beterosexuality and did not involve a horror of women.
It is well known that a good number of homosexual
persons 1s distinguished by a special development of
the social instincts and bya devotion to the interests

of the community. It would be temptmg, as a
theoretical explanation of this, to say that the behaviour
towards men m general of 4 man who sces in other
men

potential

tove-ohjects

must

be

different

from

that

is only

the

of a man who looks upon other men first as nvals 10
regard

to

women.

Against

this

there

objection that jealousy and nvalry play the part m
homosexual love also, and that the community of
men also includes these potential mvals Apart from
this speculative

explanation,

however,

the fact that

the homosexual object-choice not rarely proceeds from
an early conquest of the nvalry m regard to men
cannot

be

unimportant

for the

connection

between

homosexuahty and social fechng
In the light of psycho-analysis we are accustomed
to regard social feeling as a sublimation of homosexual
attitudes towards objects. In the homosexual person
with marked social interests, the detachment of socsal
feehng from object-choice has not been fully carried
through.
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+ is indicative of the difficulties which beset the
Te
of psycho-analytic research that 1t is possible,

im spite of unremitting observation extending over

periods of years,

to overlook

quite

broad

general

features and typical situations, until at last they con-

front one mm a completely unmistakable guise.

The

remarks that follow are mtended to retneve a lapse
of this sort in the field of infantile sexuality.
Readers of my Dre. Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorte

(x905) will be aware that I have never undertaken any

thorough

alteration

of this work

for later

editions,

but have preserved the original arrangement and have
fulfilled the claims of later advances

in our knowledge

by supplementing and correcting the text.

Thus it

may weil be that the old and the new do not admit
of fusion without indications of contradiction.
In the
beginning, far instance, the emphasis fell upon pointing
aut the fundamental difference between the sexual

life of children and of adults,

later on the pregenital

organizations of the hbido swung into the foreground,
together with the remarkable and significant fact of the

double thrust of scxual development, twice making a
start at separate periods Finally, the curiosity of the
child engaged our mterest ; and from this proceeded
the

recognition

of the

far-reaching

similarity

between

the last stages of mfantile sexuahty (about the fifth
Tost published in Zeztschrift, BA
Joan Riviere ]
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year)

adult.

and

the

final

form

to which
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it develops

mm

the

In the last edition of the Sextaltheorte (1922)

J left things at this pont.

I stated there (on p. 63) that ‘often, or perhaps
regularly, complete object-choice 1s established im
early

childhood,

of the kind

that we

have

inferred

to

be characteristic of the pubertal phase of development,

namely, such as occurs when all the sexual trends
become directed towards one single person, and in that
person scck to reach their aims.
This constitutes the
Tost complete approxzmation possible in childhood to

the definitive form taken by sexual life after puberty.
The sole d:fference from the latter 1s that the coalescence
of the component-impulses and ther concentration
under the primacy of the gemtal organs 1s not effected
im childiood, or only very mrperfectly. The institution
of this primacy is, therefore, the last phase which the
sexual orgamzation undergoes *
I am

to-day no longer satisfied with the statement

that the primacy of the genitals is nol effected in the
early period of childhood, or only very imperfectly,

The approximation of childhood-sexnality to that of
the adult goes much farther and 1s not limited solely
to the

establishment

of an

object-attachment

Even

rf perfect concentration of the component-impulses

under the primacy of the genitals is not attamed, at any

rate at the height of the development

of childhood-

sexuality the functiommg of the gemtals and
the
interest in them
reaches predominant
significance,
which comes little short of that reached im matunity.

The difference between the two

the ‘infantile gemtal

orgamzation’ and the final genital orgamzation of the
adult—constitutes at the same tyme the main characteristic of the infantile form, namely, that for both sexes

im childhood only one kind of genital organ comes mto
account —the male.

The primacy reached ss, therefore,

not a primacy of the genzal, but of the phallus.
Unfortunately

we

can

describe

anly as it concerns the male child,

this state

of things

the conesponding
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processes in the hitle girl are not sufficiently known

The

little boy

undoubtedly

perceives

the

dustunction between men and women, but to begin with
he has no occasion to connect it with any difference
in the genitals.
It 1s natural for him to assume that

all living beings, persons and animals, possess a genital

organ hke lis own , mndeed we know that he investigates.

inanimate objects with a view to discovering something

hike lus member m them.

This part of the body, so

easily excitable and changeable, and so nch in sensation,

occupies the boy’s interest to a high degree, and never
ceases to provide new problems for lus epistemophile
impulse. He wants to see the same thmg in other
people, so as to compare it with his own , he behaves as
if he

had

a dim

idea that

this member

might

be

and

should be larger
The driving force which this male
portion of Ins body wil generate later at puberty

expresses itself im childhood essentially as an ampulsion
to imquire mto thmgs—.as sexual cunosity. Many
of those deeds of exhibitionism and aggression which
children.

commut,

and

which

in later

years

would

be

judged without hesitation to be mantfestations of
Sensual passion, prove on analysis ta be experments
undertaken in the search for sexual knowledge.
In the course of these investigations the child makes

the discovery that the pers 1s not one of the possessions
common

to

all

creatures

who

are

lke

himsclf

The

aceidental sight of the gemtals of a little sister or a

Little playmate 1s the occasion of this

In unusually

intelligent children the sight of girls urmatmg arouses
the suspicion even earher that something is different
here ; for they will have noticed the different position
adopted and the different sound heard, and have taken
steps to repeat their observations in such a way as to

find out the truth,

We know how they react to their

AC remarkable, by the way, what a small degree of interest the
other part of the male gemits, the httle sae with its contents, arouses
itid. ‘Frou allone hears in analyses one could aio gitess that
the male genitals consist of anything more than the pent
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penis.

The:

deny its absence, and beheve they do see a penis all

the same,

the discrepancy between what they see

and

what

they

tmagine

that

at least it had

is glossed

over

there

had

by

the

idea

at some

time

that the penis is still small and will grow, gradually
they come to the conclusion, so fraught with emotion,
been taken away.

been

and

‘The absence of the pems 1s thought

to be the result of a castration, and then the child is
faced with the task of deahng with the thought of a

castration in relation to himself. Subsequent developTents are too well known for it to be necessary to
recapitulate them here. It seems to me, however,
that the significance of the castration complex can
only

be

nghtly

appreciated

when

its

ong

m

the

phase of primacy of the phallus 1s also taken mto
account !

We know, too, to what a degree depreciation of
women, loathing of women, and a disposition to
homosexuality

are

with

justification,

derived

of women’s lack of a pems.
togical

complete

symbol

of

from

a

final

conviction

Ferencz has recently,

traced

loathng—the

back

head

the mytho-

of

Medusa—to

the impression made by the female gemtals devoid
of a penis.
It should not be presumed,

however,

that the child

wstantly and readily makes a generalization of its
perception

that many

women

possess no penis,

in the

way of this there hes the assumption that the abscuce

4 1t has quite correctly been pointed out that the child acqur
the idea
of a marassinte wound ur deprivation of a. part of its
by the experience of the loss of the nipple after suckling and of the
oduction of its feces, even already by its separation from
the womb of the mother at
birth Nevertheless, the castration
complex shawl be a term reserved for the occasion wlien the wea
of such deprivations comes to be associated with the loss of the male
organ
Si Zur Symbolsh des Medusenhauptes Y will merely add that am
the myth it 1 the gemtal of the mother that 1s represented Athene,
who carries the head of Medusa on her armour, becomes by virtue of
xt the unapproachable, the woman at sight of whom all thought of
sexual desire a stufled
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of the penis 1s due to a castration performed as a

punishment

On the contrary, the child imagines that

only unworthy female persons have thus sacrificed
their genital organ, such persons as have probably been

guilty of the same forbidden mmpulses as he himself.
Women who are regarded with respect, such as the
mother, retam the penis long after this date. Not
yet 18 bemg a woman the same thing to the child as
having no penis? Not till tater, when the child takes
up the problems of the origin and birth of children, and
divines

that

only

women

can

bear

children,

mother, too, become deprived of a penis;

does

the

and along

with thts quite complicated theories are constructed,
so as to account for the exchange of a penis in return
for a child.

At the same

time the real female genitals

never seem to be discovered. As we know, the baby
1s supposed to hive in the mother's body (bowels) and
to be born through the bowel passage. These last
theories take us up to the end of the period of infantile

sexuality or beyond.
Hos

well,

further,

to

bear

m

mind

the

trans-

formations which the familiar polarity of the sexes goes

through in ihe course of the sexual development of
childhood.
A first contrast 1s introduced with objectchaice, which of course presupposes
a subject and an
ss;

ge

8
xo
a2
3

object’ At the level of the pregenital sadistic-anat
organization nothing 1s yet heard of any maleness and
te

the

dommant

active and passive

antithesis

is that

between

In the followmg stage of the

infantile gemital organization

maleness has come

to life,

but no femaleness.
The antithesis runs
a male
genital organ or a castrated condition, Not until
completion of development at the time of puberty does

the polarity of sexuality coincide with male and female.

1 From the analysis of a young woman I learnt that, having no
father and several aunts, unl quite late in the latency-period she
clung to a belief that her mother and some of her aunts pnssessed a
One of the aunts, however, was weak-minded, and she was
Fegarderl liv the child a castrated lake herself
Dred Abhandtungen eur Sexuaitheone Kunfte Auflage, 8 62
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and the

possession of a pems, femaleness carmes on the
object, and passwity. The vagina becomes valued
henceforth as an asylum for the penis; 1t comes into
the inheritance of the mother’s womb.
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n my booklet Das Ich und das Es,? which appeared
recently, [suggested
that the mental apparatus should
be subdivided in such a way as to allow of a series af

relationships being represented m a simple and synoptic
fashon
In other matters —for imstance, concermog
the origin and function of the super-cgo—a good deal
remamed insufficiently clucidated
Now one may
reasonably expect that a proposition of the kind should
prove itself useful and lielpful in other directions as
well,

even

if it only

enables

us

to

see

from

another

angle what we already know, to group it ditierently
and to describe it more convincingly. By apph img
ttm this way we
turning away from

mght also reap the advantage of
the greyness of theory back to the

ever-green realm of observation
The essay referred to descnbes the vartous allegiances the ego owes, its mediate
outcr world
its masters

position

between the

and the zd, and its struggles
at one and the same time

to serve all
Now it so

happened that a train of thought suggested clsewhere,
which had to do with the causes giving rise to the
psychoses and with prevention of them, furnished me
with a sumple formula concermng what is perhaps the
most important genetic difference between neurosis and
paychosis
Neurosis as the result of a conflict between

1 Fort publmbul an Zedscdryft, BA XS, sy24 [Translated by
Joan Riviere|
dhedea and the id. shortly to appear in translation To tran
late the German
‘es’, which micans "and thus unples the a
personaly of he Insid apart from its eyo, the Tats “id has been
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and tts id, whereas psychosis 1s the analogous
of a similar disturbance in the relation between

the ego and us envirowment (outer world).

To be suspicious of such simple solutions of problems

1s undoubtedly a piece of jnstifiable caution.

Moreover,

the most that we should expect from it would not be

more than

that this formula should prove itself correct

in rough outhne.

But even that would be something.

Also one recalls immediately a whole serics of conclusions and discoveries which seem to support our

proposition

Al

our

analyses

go to show

that

the

transference neuroses onginate from the ego’s refusing

to accept a powerful mstinctual impulse existing in its
id and denying it motor discharge, or disputing the
object

towards

which

it

1s

aimed.

The

ego

then

defends itself against the impulse by the mechanism of
repression , the repressed impulse struggles against this
fate, and finds ways winch the ego cannot control to

create for ilself subshtutive gratiication (a symptom),
which Js forced upun the ego m the form of a compromise , the ego finds its unity menaced and injured by
this interloper, pursues against the symptom the

struggle it had formerly mamtamed agaist the original
mpulse, and all tus together produces the clinical
picture of a neurosis tis ne matter that m under-

takmy the repte=s1on the ego 1s at bottom following the

dictates

of

its super-ego,

which

dictates

originated m

influences of the same kind from the real environment
that
ego.

subsequently found representation in the superThe tact remains that the ego takes sides with

these powers that be, that their demauds are stronger

mat than the clams of instinct from the zd, and
the force which sets repression to work against

that
that

part of the ad and fortifies it by the ant-cathexis of

resistance 1s the ego
In the service of its super-ego
and of reahty the ego has come into conflict with tts td,

and this state of affairs 1s found in all the transference
neuroses
It 1s just as easy, on the other hand, from what we
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already know of the mechanism of the psychoses, to
quote examples from them pomtmg to a disturbance
in the relation between the ego and its environment.
In Meynert’s amentia,! the acute hallucinatory confusion

which

1s perhaps

the most

extreme

and

striking

form of psychosis, the outer world is either not perceived
in the very least

or else

any perception

of rt remains

absolutely without effect. Normally, indeed, the outer
world commands the ego in two ways _ first, by current

perceptions
afresh, and

which it is constantly able to engender
secondly, by the store of memones of

former perceptions which, as its ‘mmer world’, has

hecome the possession and a constituent part of the
ego.

Now

in amentia not only 1s acceptance dented

fresh perceptions,
the

mner

but the tmportance

world—that

inner

world

to

(cathexis) of

which

formerly

refiected the auter world as an image of 1t—1s with-

drawn too, the ego creates for 1tsclf in a lordly manner a
new outer and inner world, and
two facts, that this new world
pattern of the impulses in the
of this collapse of the ego's

there 1s no doubt about
is constructed after the
1d, and that the motive
relation with the outer

world is a severe frustration by reality of a wish, a
frustration which seemed too unendurable to be borne
The close affinity of this psychosis with normal dreams

is unmistakable. A pre-condition of dreammng, however, 18 a state of sleep, and complete abandonment af
perceptive capacity and of the outer world 1s one of
the features of sleep
‘We know

that other forms of psychosis,

the sch

phremias, inchne to end in affective hebetude, that is,
to lose

all interest

in the

outer

world.

In

regard

to

the genesis of delusions, a number of analyses have

taught us that the delusion 1s found hke a patch on the
spot where onginally there was a rent in the relation
between ego and outer world.
Tf the condition of a
confuct with the outer world 1s not still more striking

ne To he distinguished. of course, from the common English use
of the term, meaning feeble- mundedneae
D]
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due to the fact
psychoses mani-

festations of the pathogenic process are often overlaid

by those resulting from an attempt at cure or at
reconstruction
There always

remams

as a common

feature m

the

ztiology both of the psychoneuroses and the psychoses

the factor of frustration—the lack of fulfilment of one
of those eternal uncontrollable cmldhood’s wishes that
are so deeply rooted in our composition, phylogenetically
fore-ordained asitis
In the last resort this frustration

is always an outer one , in the mdivsdual case it may

proceed from that internal institiwtion (in the superego)

which

has

taken

demands of reality.

on whether,

m

over

the

part

played

by

the

Now the pathogemc effect depends

the

tension

of such

a conflict,

the ego

remains true in its allegiance to the outer world and

endeavours to subjugate the zd, or whether it allows
itself to be overwhelmed by the 7d and thus torn away

from realty
In this apparently simple situation,
however, a complication 1s introduced by the existence
of

the

super-ego,

which,

in

some

connection

clear to us, combines in itself influences
as well as from

the outer world,

and 1s

not

yct

from the zd

to some extent

an ideal prototype of that state towards which all the

ego's endeavours are bending, a reconcihation of its
manifold

allegiances.

The

attitude of the super-ego

should be taken into account, as has not lutherto been
done, in all forms of mental disorder.
For the moment,
however, we can postulate that there must be diseases
founded on a conflict between ego and_super-cgo.

Analysis gives us the nght to infer that melanchoha is,

the model

claim

of this group,

for the name

and then

we

of ‘narcissistic

should

put

m

a

psychoneuroses*

for these disorders.
It does not fit m badly with our
impressions if we find reasons for distmgmisling con-

ditions such as melancholia from the other psychoses

We then observe, however, that we were able to complete our simple genetic formula without abandoning
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it. A transference neurosis corresponds to a conflict
between ego and id, a narcissistic neurosis to that
between ego and super-ego, and a psychosis to that

between ego and outer world
To be sure, we can
hardly say at a glance whether this really represents
new

knowledge

or 1s merely

an

addition

to our list of

formulas, but I think that alter all its capacity for

apphcation must give us courage ta keep in mund this
dissection of the mental apparatus that I have proposed, namely, into ego, supet-ego and 1d

The
propositio that neuroses and psychoses
onginate in the ego’s conflicts with the various powers

ruling st, that as, that they correspond with a failure
m the function of the ego, which after all js straining

to reconcile all these different claums with one another,

requires supplementing m a further point

One would

hke to know in what circumstances and by what
means

the

ego

succeeds

m

surviving

such

conflicts,

which are undoubtedly always present, without falling
ill,

Now

this 1s a new

field for research

in winch

the

most vanous factors will certainly demand cansideration,

Two of them, however, can be indicated at once

The outcome of such sttuations will assuredly depend

upon economic conditions, upon the relative strength
of the forces stnving
it 1s always possible

with one another — And further,
for the cgo to avoid a rupture in

any of its relations by deforming itself, submittung to

forfert something of its umty, or m the long sun even
to being gashed and rent)

Thus

the ilogicalaties,

eccentncities and follies of mankind would fall into a
category similar to their sexual perversions, for by
accepting them they spare themselves repressions

In conclusion

there remains to be considered

the

question what that mechanism analogous to repression

may be by which the ego severs itself from the outer

world.

This

without

fresh

1s not to be answered,
investigations,

but,

in my

like

opiuon,

repression,

the

content of this mechanism must include a withdrawal
of the cathexes emanating

from the ego.

XX
THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM IN MASOCHISM*
(1924)
E have a nght to describe the existence of the

W
masochistic trend m the hfe of the human
instincts as from the economic pomt of view
mysterious
For 1f mental processes are governed by
the pleasure-pnnciple, so that avoidance of ‘pain’
and obtaimmg pleasure 1s ther first aim, masochism
1s mcomprehensible
Tf physical pam and feelings of
distress ? can cease to be signals of danger and be ends
in themselves, the pleasure-principle 1s paralysed, the
watchman of our mental Ife 1s to all intents and
purposes himself drugged and asleep
In this hght, masochism appears to us as a great
danger,

which

1s in no way

true of sadism,

its counter-

part. We feel tempted to call the pleasure-pnnaple
the watchman of our lives, stead of only the watchman
ofour mental life. But then the question of the relation
of the pleasure-principle to the two varieties of instincts
that we have distinguished, the deathanstincts and the
erotic

(libidinal)

hfe-instincts,

demands

mmvestigation,

and we can reach no further conclusion about the
problem of masochism till we have answered this call.
As will be remembered,? we have conceived the
principle which governs all mental processes as a special
case of Fechner’s tendency ¢o stabele’y, and consequently
have ascnbed to the mental apparatus the aim of
extinguishing, or at least of maintaining at as low a
level

as possible,

the

quantities

of excitation

flowing

+ Tarst published in Zevlschrijt, BA X, 1924 [Translated by Joan
Riveere}
* [Untust, usually translated by ‘pam '—Trans]
» Freud, Beyond the Pleaswe-Principle
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For this tendency that has been presumed

by

us Barbara Low has suggested the name Nirvanaprinciple, which we accept. But we have unquestion-

ingly identificd the pleasure-pain-principle with this
Nirvana-prmaple. From this it would follow that
every
‘pain’
comeides with a heightening,
every
pleasure with a lowering, of the stumulus-tension existing

in the mnd, the Nirvana-principle (and the pleasure-

prmeiple which is assumed to be identical with 1)
would be entirely m the service of the death-instincts
{the aim of which 1s to lead our throbbing existence
into the stability of an inorganic state) and would have

the function of warnmg us against the claums of the

hife-nstinct, of the hbido, wlich tnes to disturb the
course hic cndeavours to take.
Unfortunately, this
view cannot be correct.
It seems that we experience

the ebb and flow of quantities of stimuh directly in

perceptions of tension which form a senes, and it
cannot

be doubted

that there

is such

a tlung as both

pleasurable tension and ‘ painful‘ lowering of tension

‘The condition of sexual excitement 1s the most striking
example of a pleasurable increase in tension of this kind,
but it 1s certainly not the only one.
Pleasure and

‘pain’ cannot, therefore, be referred to a quantitative

merease

or

decrease

of

something

we

can

which

we

call

stimulus-tension, although they clearly have a great
deal to do with this factor It seems as though they
do nat depend on this quantitative factor, but on some
peculiarity

in it which

only

describe

as quah-

tative. We should be much farther on with psychology
uf we knew what this quahtative pecuhanty was
Perhaps

it

is

something

rhythmic,

the

periodical

duration of the changes, the msings and falhngs of the
volume of stimuli; we do not know.
Whatever tt is, we must perceive that the Nirvana-

principle, which belongs to the death-nstincts, underwent

a

modification

in

the

hving

organism

through

which it became the pleasure-principle, and henceforth
we shall avoid regarding the two principles as one. It
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force

1t was

that effected

this modification, that 1s, 1f one has any mterest at all

im following this argument.

It can only be the hife-

instinct, the libido, which has thus wrested a place for
itself alongside the death-instmct m regulating the

processes of life.
small

but

an

In this way we obtaina

mterestmg

one

the Nirvan

_prinerple

expresses the tendency of the death- instincts, the
pleasure-principle represents the claims of the hbido
and that modification of it, the realsty-prnciple, the
influence of the outer world.

None of these three pnnciples can actually be put

out of action by
to tolerate
one

another
another,

As a rule
although

they know how
confircts must

occasionally arise from the vanous aims towards which

each stnves—a quantitative reduction of the stmulus-

pressure on one side, on another side some qualrtatrve

feature in it, and lastly a postponement of the discharge
of tension and a temporary acqmescence in ‘ painful‘
tension
The

conclusion

to be denved

from

these

considera-

tions 1s that a description of the pleasure-principle

as the watchman over our ves cannot be altogether
put aside
let

us return

to masochism

It comes

under

our

observation in three shapes

asa condition under which

of

as

sexual excitation may be roused,
femmine

natnre,

and

a

as an expression

norm

of

behaviour.

According to this one may distinguish an erotogente, 2

femumne,

and

a moral

type

of

masochism.

The

first,

‘the erotogenic masochism, the lust of pain, 1s also to
be found at bottom m the other forms, the concept

of it can

be supported on brological and constitutional

grounds , it remains incomprehensible unless one can

bring onesclf ta make certain assumptions about
matters that are wrapt in obscunty. The third, in
certain

respects

the

most

important

most

part

unconscious,

form

m

which

masochism appears, has only lately, as a sense of guvit
that

is for the

VOL 1

been

properly

R
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appreciated by psycho-analysis,
it already admits,
however, of full explanation and of co-ordination into

our previous knowledge.

Femuune masochism, on the

other hand, is the form most

least. mysterious,

accessible to observation,

and 1s comprehensible in all its

relations.
We may begin
In men (te whom for
material I shall lumt my
of masochism sufficiently

our discussion with it.
reasons connected with the
remarks) we know thus kind
well from the phantasies of

masuchistic persons, who are often m consequence
impotent , their phantasies exther terminate m an
onanistic

act

gratification

or else themselves

constitute

the sexual

‘These phantasies are in complete accord

with the real conditions sought by masochistic perverts,
whether these situations are enacted as an end m

themselves or serve to mduce potency and lead up to
sexual

intercourse.

of

phantasies

In both

cases—for

the real srtua-

tions are in fact only a kind of make-believe performance
the

pmioned,

way

bound,

mishandled,

defiled,

-the

manifest

content

1s

of

being

beaten painfully, whipped, in some

degraded

forced to obey uncondrtionally,
Far

more
m

rarely

mutilation

18 also included

ther

pretation,
masochist

which is easily armved
wants to be treated hke

only im a very restricted manner

some

content,

kand of

but

then

The obvious interat, 1s that the
a little, helpless,

dependent child, but especially like a naughty child.

It 1s unnecessary to adduce case-materal
in this
connection, for it 1s all so very much alike and is
accessible to any observer, even to non-analysts
But
if one has an opportunity of studying cases in which

the masochistic phantasies have undergone specially
tich elaboration, one easily discovers that in them the
subject 1s placed in a situation characteristic of woman-

hood, 1.¢ they mean that he is bemg castrated, 1s playing
the passive part in cottus, or 1s grving birth.

For this

reason

a@ potiort

I have

called

this form

of masochism

feminine, although so many of its features point to

childish life.

This stratification in superimposed layers

t9z4
of

the
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find

a

simple explanation
Castration, or the blinding which
represents it, often leaves a negative trace in these
phantasies by the condition that just the genitals or
the eyes are not to be injured im any way.

(Incident-

ally, masochistic tortures seldom convey an impression

of such seriousness as the brutahties—phantasted or

actual—of sadists.)

Moreover, m the uarufest content

of the masochistic phantasies a feehng of guilt comes
to expression, it being assumed that the subject has
committed some crime (the nature of which 1s left

uncertain) which 1s to be expiated by Ins undergom

the pam and torture
This looks Ike a superficial
ralionalization
of the masoclustic
content
of the
phantasy,
but
behind
it there hes a relation
to
infantile
masturbation
Qn
the other
hand,
this
element
of guilt takes us to the third, the moral

type of masochism.
‘The feminme type of masochism described 1s based
entirely on the primary crotogente type, on the ‘ lust
of pain’, which cannot be explained without gomg
very far back.
In my Dret Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorte, im the
section on the sources of mfantile sexnality, I put

forward the proposrtion that sexual excitation arises

as an accessory effect of a large senes of internal
processes as soon as the intensity of these processes has

exceeded certam quantitative limits,
imdeed, that
perhaps nothing very important takes place within
the organism without contributing a component to

the excitation of the sexual mstinct.

According to

this, an excitation of physical pain and feelings of
distress

libidinal

would

surely

sympathetic

also

have

excitation

this

effect.

accompanying

This

the

tension of physical pam and feehngs of distress would
be an infantile physiological mechanism which ceases
to operate Jater on. Jt would reach a varyiig degree

of development m different sexual constitutions, in
any case 1t would provide the physiological foundation
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on which the structure of erotogemc masochism 1s
subsequently erected in the mind
The inadequacy of this explanation 1s seen, however, in that it throws no light on the regular and close

connection of masochism with sadism, rts counterpart
in the hfe of the mstincts H we go a step further back
to our hypothesis of the two varieties of instincts which

we believe to be active in anmmate beings, we come to
another conclusion which, however, does not contradict
the one just mentioned
In the multicellular hving

organism the hbido meets the death or destruction
mstinct which holds sway there, and which tries to
disintegrate this cellular being and bring cach elemental

primary organism into a condition of morganic stabihty
{though

this again

may

be but relative)

hbido falls the task of making

To the

this destructive mstinct

harmless, and 11 manages to dispose of 1t by directing
it to a great extent and early m life with the help of

a special orgame system, the musculature—towards

the obyects of the outer world
It 1s then called the
instinct of destruction, of mastery, the will to power.

A section of this instinct 1s placed directly 1

the

service of the sexual function, where it has an important part to play
this is truce sadism = Another part

1§ not included
remains

within

in ths displacement

the

organism

and

is

outwards,

‘bound’

it

there

hbidinally with the help of the accompanying sexual
excitation mentioned above
this we must recognize
as the original erotogenic masochism
We are entirely without any understanding of the

physiological ways and means by which this subjugation
of the

death-nstinct

by

the

libido

can

be

achieved

In the psycho-analytical world of ideas we can only

assume

that a very extensive coalescence and fusion,

varying

according

to condrtions,

of the

two

mstincts

takes place, so that we never have to deal with pure

life-nstincts and death-imstincts at all, but only with
combinations of them in different degrees
Correspond-

ang with the fusion of instincts there may under certain
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bodily

regions

which

have preference im the sadistic-anal stage, as the

ntpple
stage.

in the

oral

stage

and

the

pems

m

oThe third form of masochism, the
chiefly remarkable for having loosened
with what we recognize to be sexuality.
masochistic suffermgs there still clings
that it should be administered by the

the

genital

moral type, is
its connection
To all other
the condition
loved person;

it 18 endured at his command, 1 the moral type of
masochism

this hmitation

has been dropped.

suffering itself that matters,
cast

by

a loved

or by

an

It 1s the

whether the sentence is

indifferent

person

1s of no

amportance, it may even be caused by impersonal
forces or circumstances, but the true masochist always

holds out his check wherever he sees a chance of receiving 2 blow
One is much tempted, in explaiming
this attitude, to leave the libido out of account and to
confine oneself to an assumption that here the instinct

of destruction is again turned inwards and 1s now
Tagmg agamst the self; yet there should be some

meaning in the usage of speech, which has not ceased

to connect this norm of behaviour in hfe with erotism and calls these maimers of themselves masochists

too,

True to a habit which has grown out of our technique,
let us first consider the extreme, undeniably patho-

logical form of this masochism

I have descnbed

elsewhere how in analytic treatment we come across
patients whose behaviour im regard to the effects of
the analysis

compels

us to ascnbe

scious’ feeling of guilt.
by

which

these

people

to them

an ‘ uncon-

I there mentioned the trait
arc

recognized

(the ‘negative

therapeutic reaction '), and ] did not conceal the fact

that a strong feeling of this kind amounts to one of
the most difficult resistances and the greatest menace
to the success of our medical or educative aims. The
gratification of this unconscious sense of guilt 1s perhaps
» Das fch und das Fs
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the strongest item in the whole ‘advantage through
illness’ (which 1s as a rule composed

of mauy

different

gains), #.e. in the sum-total of the forces which oppose

the cure and struggle against relinquishing the neurosis;

the suffermg that the neurosis mvolves 1s the very
element

trend.

which

makes

it of

value

to

the

masochistic

It 1s instructive, too, to find, against all theory

and expectation,

that a neurosis which has defied every

therapentic effort may

vameh when the person has

become involved in the misery of an unhappy mamage,
lost his fortune, or has developed a dangerous
organic disease The one form of suffenng has then
given way to another, and all that mattered, as we
has

see, was that a certain level of suffermg should be
maintained.
Patients

do

not

easily

beheve

what

we

tell

them

about an unconscious sense of gut
They know well
enough by what torments (pangs of conscience) a
conscious feelmg of guilt, the consciousness of gut,

can express itself, and so they cannot admit that they
could harbour entirely analogous feelings in themselves
without observing a trace of them T think we may

meet ther objection by abandoning the term ‘ unconscious feeling of guilt ’, which 1s in any case an incorrect
one psychologically, and substitute for it a ‘need for
pumshment’ which describes the state of things
observed
ourselves

just as aptly.
We cannot,
however,
Ict
be prevented from judging and localizing

super-ego
(pangs of

The ego reacts with feclings of anxiety
conscience) to the perception that it has

this unconscious feeling of guilt m the same way as
we do the conscious variety
We have astribed to the super-ego the function of
the conscience and have recogmaed the consciousness
of guilt as an expression of a tension between ego and
failed to perform the behests of its ideal, the super-ego.
Now

we want to know

how the super-ego

came

to play

this exacting part and why the ego has to fear a
difference of opmion with rts deal.
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of the ego consists

in uniting with one another the claims of the three
powers

it

serves,

in

tTeconciling

them;

and

we

can

add that 1t has in the superego a model for this
which it can stnve to emulate. This super-ego is m
fact ust as much a representative of the 1d as of the
outer

world.

It

origimated

through

the

introjection

into the ego of the first objects of the hbidmal impulses
in the sd, namely, the two parents, by which process
the relation to them was desexualized, that 1s, underwent a deflection from direct sexual aims,
Only in

this way was rt possible for the child to overcome the
Qedipus-complex
essential features

Now
of the

the super-ego has
imtroyected persons,

retamed
namely,

ther power, their seventy, their tendency to watch

over and to punish.
As has been set forth elsewhere,’
it 158 quite conceivable that this seventy becomes
intensified through the ‘defusion’
of the imstincts
which takes place along with this mcorporation into
the ego.
The super-ego, the conscience at work in it,

can then become harsh, crucl and inexorable agamst
the ego which 1s nits charge The categorical mperative of Kant

1s thus

a direct

mheritance

from

the

Oedypus-complex
‘These same persons, however, whose effect persists
as the power of conscience after they have ceased to
be objects of libidinal impulses m the 2d, belong alsu
to the real outer world — This 1s where they came from ,
their power, behind which he concealed all the mfluences
of the past and of tradition, was one of the most

acutely-felt. mamfestations
their

comcidence

the

real outer world
endeavours

and

has

suggested

of reahty

super-ego,

In virtue of

which

replaces

the

Oedipus-complex, becomes also a representative of the
1s thus

a

model

for

the

ego’s

Th this way the Oed:pus-complex proves itself, as
already

been

on an

historical

as Ich und das Us
1 brew, Totem sod ‘Taba Abschaitt WV

basis,? to
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be the origin of morality in each one of us.
In the
course of development through childhood which brings

about an ever-increasing severance from the parents,
their

personal

significance

for

of

authorities,

the

super-ego

recedes.

To the magos they leave behind are then lmked on

the

influences

teachers,

of

self-chosen

models and heroes venerated by society , these persons
need no longer be mtrojected by the ogo, which has

now become much more resistant. The last figure in
the semes beginning with the parents is that dark
supremacy of Fate, which only the fewest among us are
able to conceive of impersonally
Little can be said

against the Dutch writer, Multatuli,) when he sub-

stitutes the divine pair Adyoy cal “Ardyey for the Moipa
of the Greeks , but all those who transfer the guidance
of the world to Providence, ta God, or to God and

Nature, rouse a suspicion that they stl look upon these
farthest and remotest powers as a parent-couple—

mythologically- and wnagine themselves hmked
them by hbidinal bonds.

to

In Das Ich und das Es I have

made an attempt to derive the objective fear of death
in mankind also from the same sort of parental conception of Fate
It seems to be very difficult to free
oneself from it.
After these

preliminarics

we

can

return

to

our

consideration of the moral type of masochism
We
said that the persons in question, by their behaviour—
in the treatment and in their lives—make the impression.

of being morally hibited

to an excessive degree, of

being dominated by an especially sensitive conscience,
although they are not at all conscious of any such
ultra-morahty. On close mspection we can surely see
the distinction

which

divides

this kind of unconscious

development of morahty from the moral type of masochism

In the first, the accent falls on the heightened

sadism of the super-ego to which the ego subjects
ltsclf, 1n the last, it falls instead on the masochism

i

the ego itself, which seeks pumshment, whether from
1 Rd Douwes Dekker (2820-1887)
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the super-ego within or from parental authorities
without. If may be excused us that we confounded
them to begin with, for m both cases it 15 a question of
a relation between’ the ego and the super-ego or the

powers equivalent tort , 1n both cases there 1s a craving
which

1s satisfied by punishment

and suffering.

It 1s

hardly an insignificant detail then that the sadism of

the super-ego is for the most part acutely perceived
consciously, while the masochistic umpulse of the ego

as a rule remains hidden from the person and must be
inferred from his behaviour
The unconsciousness of the moral form of masochism
udes us toa near clue,
We have translated the words

unconscwus feehng of guilt’ as meaning a need for
pumshment by some parental authonty
Now we
know

that

the wish

to be beaten

by the father, which

as so common, 1s closely connected with the other wish,

to have some passive (femmme) sexual relations with
hum, and as only a regressive distortion of the latter. If
we introduce thts explanation into the content of moral

masochism, its hidden meaning becomes clear to us

Conscience and morality arose through overcoming,

desexuahzimg, the Oedipus-complex, m moral masochism morality becomes sexualized afresh, the Oedipus-

complex is reactivated, a regression from morality back
to the Oedipus-complex 1s under way. This is to the

advantage veither of the person concerned nor of
morality. An individual may, tt is true, preserve the
whole or a certam amount of lis morality alongside
his masochism, but, on the other hand, a good part of

his conscience may become swallowed up by his
masochism,
Further, the masochism in hum creates a
temptation to ‘sinful acts’ which must then he
expiated

by

the

reproaches

of the

sadistic

conscience

(as in so many Russian character-types) or by chastise-

ment from the great parental authority of Fate.

order to provoke

punishment

from

In

this last parent-

substitute the masochist must do something mexpedient, act against his own interests, ruin the prospects
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which the real world offers nm, and possibly destroy
his own existence in the world of reality.
The revulsion of sadism against the self regularly

occurs under the condition of civilized suppression of
the

mstincts,

which

withholds

a

great

part

of

the

destructive instmctual components from being exercised
in

hfe.

One

can

imagine

that

this

backward-flowiy

part of the instinct of destruction comes to expression
in the ego as an mtensified masochism
The mantfestations of conscience allow us to infer, however, that
the destructiveness rebounding from the outer world

1s also absorbed by the super-ego without any such
transformation and increases its sadism agamst the
ego.

The

sadism

of the super-ego

and the masochism

of the ego supplement each other and combine to
In my opinton it is only in
this way possible to understand how it 3s that a feehng

produce the same effects.

of guilt ensues—frequently or even quite generally—
from a suppression of instinct and how it 1s that ‘the
more anyone refrains from aggressiveness towards
others the more strict and sensitive his conscience
becomes.
One might expect that a person who knows

Jumsel{ to be mn the habit of avoiding aggressions that
are regarded

as undesirable

by civihzation

would

have

a good conscience as a result and would therefore watch
over hus ego less suspiciously. ‘The situation 1s generally

represented as though the requirements of social lite
came first and the instinctual renunciation were its
consequence,

unexplained.
a reversal

The

ongin

of

morality

remains

then

The actual state of things seems to be

of this

the first renunciation

of mstimetual

gratification is enforced by external powers, and it
18 this that creates morality, which expresses itself
in conscience and exacts a further renunciation of
instinct
Moral masochism thus becomes the classical piece
of evidence for the existence of ‘ instinctual fusion '.

Its dangerousness lies in its origin in the death-mstinet

and represents that part of the latter which escaped
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deflection on to the outer world in the form of an instinct
of destruction.
But since, on the other hand, 1t has
the value of an erotic component, even the destruction
of anyone by himself cannot occur without gratification
of the libido

XXIII
THE

PASSING

OF THE

OEDIPUS-COMPLEX?

(1924)
T=

significance of the Oedipus-complex as the
central phenomenon of the sexual period in
early childhood reveals itself more and more.
After this rt disappears; 1f succumbs to repression,
as we say, and 1s followed by the latency periad. But
it is not yet clear to us what occasions its decay;
analyses seem to show that the painful disappointments
experienced bring this about
The little gurl who
wants to beheve herself her father's beloved and
partner in love must one day endure a harsh punishment at Ins hands, and finds herself hurled to earth
from her cloud-castles
The boy who regards Ins
mother as his own property finds that her love and care
for tum are transferred to a new arnval
Reflection
deepens the effect of these impressions by insisting
that painful experiences of this kind, antagonistic to
the content of the complex, are inevitable

Even when

no special events such as those mentioned accur, the
absence of the hoped-for gratification, the contmual
frustration

of

the

wish

for

a

child,

causes

the

love-

lorn little one to turn from its hopeless longing
According to this, the Oedipus-complex becomes cxtinguished by its lack of success, the result of its
mherent impossibility
Another view would put it that the Oedipus-complex
must come to an end because the time has come for
its dissolution,

just as the milk-teeth fall out when

the

permanent ones begin to press forward.
Although the
majonty of human children individually pass through
1 Furst pubhshed in Zesschrijt, Bd X , 1924 [Translated by Joan
Raviere]
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the Oedipus-complex, yet after all it 15 a phenomenon
determmed and lard down for him by heredity, and must
decline according to schedule when the next pre-ordained
stage of development arrives.
It 1s therefore not very

important what the occasions are through which this
happens, or whether any such occasions are discoverable
at all.
One

cannot

dispute the justice of both these views

They are compatible with each other, moreover,
there

is room

deed,

the

for the

ontogenetic

far-reaching phylogenetic one.
whole

orgamsm

alongside

Even

is destined

the

more

at birth, in-

to

die,

and

an

indication of what will eventually cause its death may

possibly already be contained in its orgamic disposition.

Yet after all rt 1s of interest to follow up the way im

which
which

the mnate schedule 1s worked out, the way m
accidental noxiae exploit the disposition.

We have lately recognized more clearly than before

that the sexual development

of a child advances

a certain point, and that when

up to

:t reaches this pomt

the gemtal organ has already taken over the leading

part

The gemtal organ m question, however, 1s the

male alone, or, more exactly, the penis,
organ 1s still undiscovered
is contemporaneous with
not develop further mto

the female

This phalhe phase, which
the Oedipus-complex, does
the final stage of gemtal

orgamation, but becomes submerged, and 1s succeeded
by the Jatency period
Its conclusion, however, 15
elfected in a typical manner and im conjunction with

happenings that recur regularly.
yhen the (male) child's interest turns to his genital

organ, he betrays this by handhng it frequently, and

then he 1s bound to discover that grown-up people do
not approve of this activity.
More or less plainly and
more or less brutally the threat 1s uttered that this
highly valved part of him will be taken away.
Usually
it 1s from women that the threat emanates , very often
they seek to strengthen ther authonty by referring
to the father or the ductor, who, as they assure the
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In a namber of

cases women will themselves modify the threat in a
symbohc manner by warning the child that his actively

sinning hand will be removed,

whichis after all passive

instead of his genital,

It happens particularly often

that the little boy 1s threatened in this way not because

he plays with his pens with his hand, but because he

wets his bed every mght and 1s not to be induced to
learn

cleanness.

Children's

attendants

behave

as if

this nocturnal imcontmence were a result and a proof
of undue preoccupation with the pers, and are probably
night in their inference In any case long-contnued

bed-wetting is comparable to pollutions in adults-—
an

expression

of

the

same

the view

we

hold

excitation

in

the

gemitals

that impels the child to masturbate at this penod.
Now

1s that

the phalhe

stage

of

the genital organization succumbs to this threat of

castration

But

not

mmmediately,

the assistance of further influences

and

not

without

For to begin with

the boy does not believe m the threat, nor obey it n
the least. Psycho-analysis has recently laid’ fresh
emphasis on two experiences which all clutdren go
through,

by

which

it

1s

thought

that

they

become

breast,

at first

prepared for the loss of a valued part of the body—the
withdrawal

from

them

of the

mother’s

intermittently and later finally, and the daily demand
made

on

them

to give

But if these expenences

up

the

contents

of the

bowel.

have an effect when the threat

of castration takes place, one sees nothing of it.

Not

until yet another expenence comes its way does the
child

‘beg

to

reckon

with

the

possibilty

of

being

castrated, and then only hesitatingly, unwillngly, and

not without efforts to depreciate the significance of
what 1t has rtself observed.

The observation that finally breaks down the child's

unbelief is the sight of the female genitalia.
Some day
or other 1t happens that the child whose own penis 15

such a proud possession obtains a sight of the genital
parts of a little girl; he must then become convinced
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of a penis in a creature so like himself.

With this, however, the loss of his own pems becomes
imaginable,

and

delayed effect.

the

threat

of castration

achieves

We must not be so short-sighted as the
attendant who threatens 1t with castration , we
overlook the fact that the child's sexual hfe
time 1s by no means exhausted by masturbation
child ts demonstrably
under the influence

Oecdipus-attitude to its parents,
the discharge in the gertal

to the complex, and

its

child’s
cannot.
at this
The
of the

masturbation 1s only

of the excitation belonging

to this connection between the

two masturbation wall owe its significance to him for ever
after.

The

Oedipus-complex

offered

the

cluld

two

possibiliues of satisfaction, an active and a passive one.

it could have put itself m its father’s place and had
intercourse with the mother as he did. so that the
father was soon felt to be an obstacle, or else xt had
wanted to supplant the mother and be loved by the

father,

whereupon

the

mother

became

superfluous.

The child may have had only the vaguest notions of
what

constituted

the

love-intercourse

which

serves

as

a gratification, but that the pems played a part in it
was certain, for the feelmgs in bis awn organ were

evidence of that. So far there had been no oceasion
for doubt about a
penis m women
But naw the
acceptance of the possibilty of castration, the recognition that women are castrated, makes an end of both
the possibilities of satisfaction im the Oedipus-compiex.
For both of them—the male as a consequence, a
pumshment, and the other, the female, as a prerequisite—would ideed be accompamied by a loss of
the pems
If the gratification desired in consequence
of the love 1s to cost the cluld his penis, a conflict must

anse between the narcissistic urterest im this part of
the body and the
objects.
Normally,

hbidinal cathexis of the parentin this conflict the first of these

forces tnumphs, ‘the child's ego turns away from the
Oed:pus-complex.
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elsewhere

this

described

is accomplished.

the way

The

by which

object-cathexes

are

given up and replaced by identification
The anthonty
of the father or the parents 1s introjected into the ego

and there forms the kernel of the super-ego, which
takes its seventy from the father, perpetuates lis
prohibition against incest, and so insures the ego against
a

recurrence

of

the

kbidinal

object-cathexis

The

hibidmal trends belonging to the Oedipus-complex are
in part desexuahzed and sublmated, which probably
happens

with every transformation

ito

identification ,

in part they are inhibited in their aim and changed
mto

affectionate

feelings.

The

whole

process,

on

the

one hand, preserves the gerutal organ, wards off the
danger of losing it , on the other hand, it paralyses it,
takes away its function from it.
This process intro-

duces the latency period which now mtermpts the
child’s sexual development

I see no reason to deny the name of ‘ repression’
to the ego's turning [rom the Oedipus-complex, although
later repressions are for the most part effected with the
participation of the super-ego, which is only built up
during this process. But the process described 1s more
than a repression , when carried out im the sdeal way
it 1s equrvalent to a destruction and abrogation of the
complex.

It 1s not

lf the

has

a great

step

to assume

that

here

we have come upon the borderland between normal
and pathological which 1s never very sharply defied.
ego

repression

really

of the

unconsciously

in

not achteved

complex,

the

zd,

and

then

will

much

more

this latter
express

than

a

persists

itself

later

on in some pathogenic effect
Analytic observation enables us to perceive or to
infer {hese connections between the phallic orgamuzation,

the

Ocdipus-complex,

the

threat

of castration,

the

formation of the super-ego and the latency period.
They justify the statement that the Oed:pus-complex

succumbs to the threat of castration.
not dispose of the problem,
there
vou tt

But this does
1s room for a
5
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may

overthrow

the

results obtamed or set them in a new light.
Before we
traverse this
path, however, we must attend to a

question which
cussion

was already roused during this dis-

and

has

Jong

been

Jeff

on

one

side.

The

process descnbed relates, as we expressly stated, only

to the male child How 1s the corresponding development effected n a little girl ?
Here

our

matenal—for

understand—becomes

plete.
too,

far

some

more

reason

shadowy

we

do

and

imcom-

not

The female sex develops an Ocdipus-complex,

a

super-ego

and

a

latency

penod

May

one

aseribe to it also a phalhe organization and a castration
complex?

The

cannot

the

be

answer

same

as

1s in the affirmative,
in

the

boy.

The

but it

femmustic

demand for equal rights between the sexes does not
carry far here, the morphological difference must
exptess itself in’ differences in the development of the
mind. ‘Anatomy 1s Destiny’, to vary a saying of
Napoleon's

The

little

girl’s

chtons

behaves

at

first

just hke a penis, but by comparing herself with a boy

playfellow the child percerves that she has ‘come off
short’, and takes this fact as dl-treatment and as a
reason for feelmg infenior — For a time she stilt consoles
herself with the expectation that later, when she grows
up, she will acquire just as big an appendage as a hoy.
Here the woman's ‘ masculine complex ’ branches off.

The female child does not understand her actual loss
as a sex characteristic, but explains it by assuming
that at some earler date she had possessed a member

which was just as big and which had later been lost by
She does not seem to extend this conclusion
about herself to other grown women, but in complete
castration.

accordance

large and

with the phallic phase she ascnbes to them

complete,

that

is, male,

gemtalia.

The

result is an essential difference between her and the
boy, nainely, that she accepts castration as an established fact, an operation already performed, whereas

the boy dreads the possibility of ts being performed.
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‘The castration-dread

case, there

bemg

falls away

thus excluded

a powerful

motive

275
in her

towards

forming the super-cgo and breaking up the infantile
genital orgamzation These changes seem to be due
im the girl far more

than

in the boy

to the results

of

educative influences, of external intmmidation threaten-

ing the loss of love.

The Oedipus-complex in the girl

as far simpler, Jess equivocal, than that of the little
possessor of a penis, im my experence it seldom goes
beyond the wish to take the mother’s place, the femme
attitude towards the father
Acceptance of the loss

of a pems is not endured without some attempt at

compensation.
symbohe

child,

The girl passes over—by

analogy,

one

may

say—from

way of a

the penis

to a

her Ocdipus-complex culmmates mn the desire,

which 1s long cherished, to be given a
father as a present, to bear him a child

cluld by
One has

her
the

impression that the Oedipus-complex 1s later gradually
abandoned

because this wish1s never fulfilled

—‘Vhe two

desires, to possess a penis and to bear a child, remain
powerfully charged with libido in the unconscious and

help to prepare the woman's nature for its subsequent
sex réle
The comparative weakness of the sadistic

component of the sexual instinct, which may probably

be related to the pems-deficiency, facilitates the transformation of directly sexual

hibited in aim,

frends

feelings of tenderness

into

those 1n-

It must

be con-

fessed, however, that on the whole our insight into
these processes of development
ing, shadowy

and

in the girl 1s unsatisfy-

mcomplete.

ave no doubt that the temporal aud causal

relations descnbed

between

Oedipus-complex,

sexual!

intumdation (the threat of castration), formation of
the super-ego and advent of the latency period are of
a typical kind, but I do not mamtam that this type

is the only possible one

Variations in the sequence

and the linking up of these processes must be
significant in the development of the mdividual.

very

Smce the pubhcation of Otto Rank’s interesting
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conclusion

of

the

present modest communication-- that the boy‘’s Oedipuscomplex succumbs to the dread of castration—cannot
be

accepted

without

further

discussion.

It

scems

to

me premature, however, to enter upon this discussion

at the present time, and perhaps also inadvisable to

begin to cnticize or to assess the value of Rank’s

1m the present connection

view

XXIV
THE

LOSS

OF

AND

REALITY

IN

NEUROSIS

PSYCHOSIS!

(2924)
HAVE

recently * defined as follows one of the

i
distinguishing
the
neuroses
from
the
psychoses
in the former the ego, m virtue of its

allegiance to reality, suppresses a part of the id (the

life of instinct),

whereas

in the psychoses

the same

ego, in the service of the sd, withdraws rtself from a
part of reality

According to this, the excessive power

of the influence

of reahty

1s decisive

for neurosis,

and

for psychosis that of the « — A loss of reality must

be an inherent élement in psychosis , while in neurosis,
one would suppose, tt would be avoided.
ut now, this does not at all agree with experience,

which shows us all that every neurosis m some way
interferes with the patient's Situation

m life, that it

serves him as « means whereby he can withdraw [rom

lus real situation and that in its severe forms it signtfies
directly a flight from real life
This contradiction

appears to give grounds for thought , it 1s, however,
easily removed, and an explanation of if will but
advance

our comprehension

of neurosis

‘The contradiction exists only so long as we keep
im mind merely the situation at the outbreak of the

neurosis, when the ego undertakes, m the service of

realty, to repress an instinctual impulse.

yet the neurosis itself, however

This 1s not

The latter consists

much more m those processes which render compensation for the damage done to a part of the 2d, ze. 1m the
} Here first published — (Eranslated by Joun Havicre]
+‘ Neurosia and Psychosis",

No XXI
297

of thts volume, p

250
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reaction to the repression and in a muscarriage of it.
The loosening of the relation to reality 1s then a consequence of this second step in the formation of a neurosis,

and we should not be surprised 1f close investigation
showed that the loss of reality concerned precisely that
very

part

of

repression.

realty

which

demandcd

the

mstinctual

It 1s nothing new to charactenze neurosis as the

outcome
have

of a repression

always

said

this,

which

and

has muscame

only

because

of

the

new

connection It has come into was it necessary to repeat it.
Inedentally, the same doubts arse again in a
specially

impresstve

traumatic

scene ’) 1s known,

manner

when

the

neurosis

in

question 1s a case in which the excrtmg cause {‘ the
and

m

which

one

can

see

how the person averts Inmsclf from the expenence
and consigns
it to an
instance, a case analysed

amnesia.
|
many years

will take,
for
ago,t in which

a young woman who was im love with her brother-mlaw, and whose sister lay dying,

was hornfied at the

thought, ‘Now he ss free and can marry me’!

This

scene was iustantly forgotten, and thus the process of
repression which led to’ the hysterical pains was set im
motion

It

is instructive

to

see

precisely

in

such

a

case, however, the way in which a neurosis attempts to

solve the conflict

It discounts the change in reahty,

by repressing the clarm of the mstinct in question, the

love for the brother-in-law. The psychotic reaction
would have been a denial of the fact of the sister’s
death

Now

one

might

expect

that

when

a

psychosis

breaks out something analogous to the process m a

neurosis happens, though of course between different

institutions 1p the mind, that is, that two steps may be
discernible m

a psychosis

also,

the first of which

tears

the ego away from realty, while the second tres to
make

relation

good

the

damage

done

and

re-establish

to reality at the expense of the 7d.
« Breuer und Freud, Studien uber Hysterre, 1895

the

And
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something of the kind can really be observed in a
psychosis, there are mdecd iwo stages im it, the

second of which bears the character of a reparation—
but then the analogy gives way to a far more extensive

similarity im the two processes.
The second step in a
psychosis 1s also an attempt to make good the loss of

reahty,

not, however,

at the expense of a restriction

laid on the td—-as im neurosis at the expense of the

relation with real:ty—but

in anather,

a more lordly

manner, by creating a new reality which 1s no longer
open
The

to objections
second step,

Itke that which has been forsaken.
therefore, m both neurosis and

psychosis 1s mduced by the same tendenaes , im both

it serves the struggle for power on the part of the 1d
which

wall not allow reahty

to dictate toit.

Neurosis

and psychosis are both of them an expression of the
rebellion of the 2d agamst the outer world, of its
‘pain ‘, unwillngness to adapt itself to necessity—to
avéqxn, ot, 1f one prefers, of rts meapacity to do so.

They are far more distingmshable from each other in

the reaction at the outbreak than im the attempt at
reparation which follows it.
The difference at the begimung comes to expression

at the end in
is avoided by

this way
a sort of

ut neurosis a part of reahty
fight, but in psychosis it 1s

remodelled
“Or one may say that in psychosis flight
at the beginning 1s succeeded by an active phase of
reconstruction,

while

im

neurosis

obedience

at

the

beginning 1s followed by a subsequent attempt at
fight

Or,

to express

rt in yet another

way,

neurosis

does not deny the existence of reality, rt merely tries to

ignore it;

psychosis demes it and tncs to substitute

a

iw

something else for it. A reaction which combines
features of both these is the one we call normal or
healthy’; it denies reality as httle as neurosis, but
then, lke’ a psychosis, 1s concerned with effecting
change

leads

naturally

it.
to

This

expedient

some

active

normal

achievement

attitude
im

the

outer world and 1s not content, uke a psychosis, with
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establishmg the alteration within itself; at is no longer
auto-plastic but allo-plastic.
In a psychosis the remodelling of reality 1s effected

by means of the residues in the mind of former relations

with reality , that 1s, it concerns the memory-traces,
ideas and” judgements which have previously been

formed about reality and by which reality was represented

in the life of the

mid.

But

this relation

was

falls the task of creatmg

per-

never a final und complete one, it was perpetually
being ennched and altered by new perceptions. Thus
to a psychosis

also there

ceptions of a kind corresponding with the new reality,
which 1s accomphshed most effectually by way of
hallucnations
Now the falsifications of memory, the
delusional systems and hallucmations 1n so many cases
and forms of psychosis are of a most distressing character and are bound up with a development of dread,
which

1s surely

which

is more

a sign

that

the

whole

process

of

see that

a

remodellmg reality is conducled 1 the face of most
strenuous opposition
We may, for our own purposes,
reconstruct the process on the model of a neurosis,
familar

to us

Here

we

reaction of anxiety takes place every time the repressed

instinct makes a move forward, and that the result of
the conflict ts after all but a compromise and as a

satisfaction 1s mcomplete. Probably m a psychosis the
rejected part of reality re-asserts its claim, just as in

neurosis the repressed instinct does, hence the consequences in both are the same
Elucidation of
various mechanisms m the psychoses by which

the
the

turning from reality and reconstruction of it is effected,
and also of the degree of success they are able to

acneve, 1s a task for special psychiatry which has not

yet been undertaken.
There exists, therefore, a further analogy between
neurosis and psychosis in that the task undertaken in

the second step of cach to some extent muscarnes, for

the repressed instinct
vtself

a

completely

(im neurosis)

satisfying

cannot

substitute,

create for
and

the
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presentations of reality do net permit of being re-casted
into entirely satisfying moulds (not, at least, in all
forms
of mental
disorder),
But
the accent
falls

differently in the two cases,

In a psychosis it falls

exclusively on the first step, which 1s pathological in
contrary, 1 falls on the second step, the nnscarnage uf
yepression, whereas the first step may succeed and
itself and'can only lead to disease , in neurosis, on the
docs

succeed

bounds

on

innumerable

of health--even

though

withm

the

it 1s not achieved

occasions

free

of cost and without leaving traces of the necessary
expenditure of mental energy
These differences, and
perhaps many others too, are the consequence of the

topographical difference in the orginal situation at the
outbreak

of

the

pathogenic

confict—whether

m

this

conflict the ego surrenders to its dependence on the

real warld or to its allegiance to the td.
A neurosis usually contents itself with avoiding the

pact of reality m question and protecting rtself against

coming

into

cantact

with

it

The

sharp

distinction

between neurosis and psychosis 1s modified, however,
hy the ewrecumstance that neurosis, too, does not fail

to make

attempts to substitute a reakty more

in

accord with its desires for the unsatisfactory real one
The way in which this becomes possible 1s through the
world of phantasy, a realm that, at the time when the

activity of the reality- principle first set m, became
distinguished from the real outer world, and later on
was excluded from the demands of necessity, like a kind

of ‘reservation ’, and which, though not inaccessible to

the ego, 18 only loosely attached to it
world

of phantasy

that

neurosis

draws

[tas from this
the material

for re-creatmg the world afresh according to its desires,
and

it finds this material

there, as a rule, by way

regression to an earher pertod im real hfe

of a

It is hardly possthle to doubt that the world of
phantasy plays the same part m a psychosis, that for
it, too, this world represents the store-chamber from
which

the materials or the design for constructing a
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But the new phantastic

outer world of a psychosis attempts to set itself im
place of external reality.
That of neurosis, on the
contrary, 1s glad to attach itself, hke a children’s game,

to a part of reality -some other part than the one
against which it must protect itself, it endows it with

a special meaning and a secret significance which we,
not always quite correctly, call symbolieal. Thus we
see that there arises both in neurosis and in psychosis

the question not only of the Joss of reality, but of a
substitute for reality too.
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THE

FUTURE

PROSPECTS

ANALYTIC

AN ADDRESS

DELIVERED

OF

PSYCHO-

THERAPY?!

BEFORE THE SECOND

NATIONAL
PSYCHO-ANALYTICAL
NUREMBERG IN I9T0

INTER-

CONGRESS

AT

(1910)

INCE the objects for which we are assembled here
Geis

are

mamly

practical,

I

shall

choose

a

practical theme for my introductory address and
appeal to your interest m medical, not in scientzfic,
matters

I can

mmagine

what

your opmuon

ahont. the

success of our therapy probably is, and I assume that
most of you
stages which

have already
all beginners

passed through the two
go through, that of en-

thusiasm at the unexpected increase in our therapeutic
achievements, and that of depression at the magnitude
of the difficulties which stand in the way of our efforts

Whichever of these stages in development, however,

each of you may happen to be omg through at the
moment, my intention to-day 1s to show you that
we have by no means come to the end of our resources
for combating the neuroses, and that we may expect a
substantial :mprovement im our therapeutic prospects
before very long

This improvement will come, I thmk, from three

sources
1
2

From
From

internal progress
mcreased prestige

3. From the general effect of our work
2 First pubhshed im Zentralblatt, Ua T, rato, repented in Samm
hing, Dritte Folge [Translated by Joan Kaytee
28:
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x Under ‘intemal progress ' J understand advances
(a) m our analytical knowledge, (6) in our technique.

(a) Advances m our knowledge We are, of course,
still a long way from knowing all that is required for
an understanding of the unconscious minds of our
patients. Now if 1s clear that every advance im our
knowledge means

therapy

As

long

an mcrease m the power of our
as

accomphshed nothmg,

we

understood

nothing,

we

the more we understand the

more we shall achieve At its begmmng psychoanalytic treatment was imexorable and cxhaustive.

‘The patient had to say everything himself, and the
physician’s part consisted of urging him on incessantly.

To-day things have a more frendly arr,
The treatment
is made up of twa parts, out of what the physician
infers and tells the patient, and out of the patient's

work of assimilation, of ‘workmg through’, what he
hears

The

mechanism

of

our

curative

method

1s

indeed quite easy to understand , we give the patient
the conscious tdea of what he may expect to find
(hewusste Erwartungsvorstellung), and the similanty of

this with the repressed unconscious one leads hun to
come upon the latter himself
This 1s the intellectual
help which makes it easier for him to overcome the

resistances
eidentally,

between conscious and unconscious,
| may remark that it is not the

Inonly

mechamsm made use of by the analytic method,

you all know that far more powerful one which hes
in the use of the ‘transference’,
JT intend soon to
undertake an exposition of these various factars, which
are so important for an understanding of the cure, ma

Practice of Psycho-Analysis, And, further, in speaking
to you [need not rebut the objection that the way

im which we practise the method to-day obscures is
testrmony to the correctness of our hypotheses, you
will not forget that this evidence 1s to be found elsewhere, and that a therapeutic procedure cannot

he per-

formed in the same way as 2 theoretical investigation.
Now

let me

refer briefly to vanous

fields

nm which
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we both have much to learn that is new and do actually
make new discoveries daily,
First of all, there 1s the

matter of symbolism 1n dreams and im the unconscious

- a fiercely contested subject, as you know! It is
small credit to our colicague, W. Stekel, that,
indifferent to all the objections of our opponents, he
no

has

undertaken

a

study

of

dream-symbols

In

this

there 1s indeed much still to learn, my Trawndentung,

which was written in 1899, awaits important amplifica-

tion from researches into symbolism

I will say a few words about ane of the symbols that

has lately been recogmzed
Not long ago it came to
my knowledge that a psychologist whose views are
not too distant from ours had remarked to one of us
that we undoubtedly overestimate the hidden sexual

significance of dreams , his most frequent dream was

of going upstairs, and there could certamly be nothing
sexual

about

that

Our

attention

bemg

thus

drawn

to xt, we began to study the incidence of stairs, steps
and ladders in dreams,

and soon

could establish the

fact that stairs and such thmgs are certainly a symbol
of

cortus

The

underlying

element

wluch

the

two

things have m common is not difficult to discaver , one
chmbs an acchvity in rhythmic movements, accompamed by increasing breathlessness, and in a few rapid

lcaps can be dawn below aga. Thus the rhythm of
coitus reappears in chmbing steps. We will not forget
to adduce the usages of speech an this connection. It
shows us that
symbol]

‘mounting’

for the sexual

act.

1s used quite simply as a
In German

one

says

‘ the

man is a Steiger, nachstergen'’.

In French the steps

of a stair are called

‘un vieux marcheur’,

‘ marches’;

em alter Steger both mean an old profigate The
dream-material from which these newly recognized
symbols are derived will in due time be put before you.
by the committee we are about to form for collecting

and studymg symbols, An account of another imterestmg symbol, of the idea of ‘rescue ’ and its changes in
signrhcance, will appear m the sccond volume of our
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However, I must
not reach my other poimts

break

XXV
off here

or I shall

Every one of you will know from Ins own experience

the total change in onc’s attitude to a new case when

ance one has thoroughly mastered the structure of some
typrcal cases of uImess
Assuming now that we had

narrowly defined the regular elements m the composition of the various farms of neurosis, just as we

have already succeeded in doing for hysterical symptamformation, how much more assured we should be in

our prognoses!

Just as an obstetriaan knows by

examining the placenta whether 1t has been completely
expelled

or

whether

noxtous

fragments

of

it

stil

remain, so we should be able, independently of the
success of the cure and the patient’s present condition,

to say whether the work had been completely cared to
an end or whether we had to expect relapses and fresh
onsets of illness
(b)

I will hasten

of technique,

where

on

to the

mdeed

mnovations

in the

field

nearly everything still

awaits defmitive settlement, and much 35 only now

beginning to come clear There are now two aims in
psycho-analytic techmque
to save the physician
effort and to open up for the patient the freest access
to his unconscious = You know
been transformed in unportant

that our techmgue has
respects
At the time

of elucidating the symptoms,

then we turned away

of the cathartic

treatment

we set ourselves

ihe aim

from the symptoms to discovering the ‘complexes’,
to use Jung’s dispensable word , now, however, our
work is auned directly at finding out and overcoming

the ‘resistances’,

and we can with justification rely

on the complexes coming
resistances

have

been

to light ‘as soon

recognized

and

removed

as the
Some

of you have since shown a destre to formulate and
classify these resistances

Now

I beg you to examme

your matenal and see whether you ¢an confirm the
following
important

statement
resistances

In
to

male
patients
the most
the treatment seem to be

1gIn
denved
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the father-complex and. to express them-

selves in fear of the father,
incredulity towards him.
Other
innovations
in

and in defiance and

technique

relate

to

the

physician himself, We have begun to consider the
* counter-transference ', which arises in the physician
as a result of the patient's influence on his unconscious
feelings, and have nearly come to the point of requiring
the physician to recognize and
transference in himself.
Now

overcome this counterthat a larger number

of people have come to practise psycho-analysis and

mutually exchange their experiences, we have noticed
that every analyst's achievement 1s limited by what

lus own complexes and resistances permit, and consequently we require that he should begin his practice
with a self-analysis and should extend and deepen
this constantly while making his observations on his
patients

Anyone

who

cannot

succced

in

this

self-

analysis may without more ado regard himself as
unable to treat neurotics by analysis.
We are also now comme to the opimon that the
analytic technique must undergo certain modifications
according to the nature of the disease and the dominat-

mg instinctual trends in the patient Our therapy
was, in fact, first designed for conversion-hysterma,
m anxtety-hysteria (phobias) we must alter our

procedure

to some

extent

The

fact

1s that

these

Patients cannot bnng out the matenal necessary for
resolvmg the phobra so long as they feel protected
by retaining their phobic condition. One cannot, of

course, mduce them to give up their protective measures
and work under the influence of anmety from the
beginning of the treatment. One must therefore help

them by interpreting their unconscious to them until
they can make up their minds to do without the

protection of their phobia and expose themselves to a
now comparatively moderate degree of anxiety Only
when they have done so does the material necessary
for achieving solution of the phobia become accessible.
VOL, IF
T
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Other modifications of technique which seem

to me not

yet ready for dismussion will be required mm the treatment

of obsessional neurosis.

portant

how

far

questions

the

In this connection very im-

arise,

which

istimcts

are not yet elucidated

involved

m

the

conflict

in

the patient are to be ullowed some gratification during

the

treatment,

and

what

difference

1t

then

makes

whether these impulses are active (sadistic) or passive
(masochistic) m nature.

T hope you have received the impression that, when

all that can at present be merely ghmpsed 1s known
and when we have established all the umprovements in

technique to which deeper experience with our patients
must

lead

us,

then

our

medical

practice

will

reach

a

degree of precision and certamty of success which is not

to be had in all medical specialities

2. J said that we had much to expect from the
increase in prestige which must accrue to us as time

goes on.

I need hardly say much to you about the

importance of authonty
persons

are

capable

of

Only very” few civilized

existing

without

craving

for

rehance

on

others or are even capable of coming to an dependent
opinion. You cannot exaggerate the intensity of man’s

inner

irresolution

and

authorty.

The

extraordinary increase in the neuroses since the power

of religion has waned may give you some indiation
of 11

The

tremendous

impovenshment

effort

in

of the

repression

ego

due

demanded

to the

of

every

mdividual by culture may be one of the principal causes

of this state of things
Hitherto

the weight

of authority

with its enormous.

“ suggestive ‘ force has been against us

All our thera-

peutic successes bave been achieved in spite of this
suggestion , 1t 1s surprising that any success was to be
had at all in the circumstances.
I will not let myself

go to the extent of describing to you the agreeable

things that happened during the time when I alone
represented psycho-analysis.
J know
that when
I
assured my patients that I knew how to relieve them

igto
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permanently of thei sufferings they looked round
my modest abode, thought of my want of fame and
honours,

and regarded me like a man

say

if he

who possesses an

mnfalhble system m_a gambking-place, of whom people
that

could

look very different.

do

what

he

professes

he

would

Nor was it really at all pleasant to

operate on people's minds while colleagues whose duty

it was to assist took a pleasure in spittmg ito the
field of operatzon, and while at the first signs of blood or

restlessness in Inm the patient's relatives threatened

one.

An

operation

may

surely

cause

reactions,

surgery we became used to that long ago

im

Nobody

believed in me, 1 fact, just as even to-day very few

beheve in us, under such conditions many an attempt
was bound to fail
‘To estate the increase in our
therapeutic capacities that will ensue when general
recognition 1s accorded us, you should thik of the

different positions of gynacologists m Turkey and in
the West
All that a woman’s physician may do thicte
1» to feel the pulse of an arm
him through a hole in the

which 1s stretched out to
walJl
And his curative

results are im proportion to the maccessibihty of thew

object, our opponents m the West wish fo restrict
our access over our patients’

nunds

Lo samething

similar
But now that the force of
drives sick women to the gynzcologist,
their helper and saviour. Now do not
if the weight of pubhe opmion comes to

very

public opimon
he has become
say that, even
our aid and so

much increases our successes, that will in no way prove
the validity af our hypotheses Suggestion is supposed
to be able to do anything, and our successes would theu
be resulls of suggestion and not of psycho-analysis
Pubhe opmion 1s at present suggesting hydropathic
cures, dict cures, electricity cures for nervous persons,

bnt that does not enable these measures to remove the
neuroses.

It

will

be

seen

whether

psycho-analytic

treatment can accomplish more than they
But

your

now,

to be

expectations.

sure,

The

I must

damp

community

the

will

ardour

not

of

hasten
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1 is bound to offer resistance

to us, for we adopt a critical attitude towards it, we

accuse it of playing a great part itself in causing the
neuroses. Just as we make any single person our
enemy by discovering what 1s repressed in him, so the

community camat respond with sympathy to a relent-

less exposure of its mjunous effects and deficiencies,
because we destroy illusions we are accused of endanger-

ingideals _ It seems, therefore, that the state of things
from which
therapeutic

1 expect such great advantages for
results will never arrive.
And yet

our
the

sttuation 1s not su hopeless as one mght think at the
present

time.

Powerful

though

the

feelings

and

the

itself

felt

self-interest of men may be, yet mtellect 1s a power too.
It has not,

perhaps,

the power

that

makes

immediately, but one that 1s all the more certain in the
end

The most mordant vertes are heard at last,

after the interests they mjure and the emotions

they

rouse have exhausted ther frenzy Tt has always
been so, and the unwelcome truths which we psycho-

analysts have to tell the world will undergo the same
fate.

Only it will not come very quickly , we must be

able to wait

3 Finally, I have to explam to you what I mean

by the

‘ general

effect ’ of our work,

and

how

I come

to set my hopes on it. This consists im a very remarkable therapeutic constellation which could perhaps not

be repeated anywhere else and which will appear strange

to you too at first, until you recogmze in it something
you have long been fambiar with

You know, of course,

that the psychoneuroses are substitutive gratufications

of instincts the existence of which one is forced to deny
to oneself and others,
on this distortion and

Their capacity to exist depends
disguise
When the nddle they

hold ts solved and the solution accepted by the sufferers
these discases will no longer be able to exist.

There 3s

hardly anything quite hike 1 in medicine , in fairy-tales
you hear of evil spirits whose power 1s broken when

you

can tell them their name which they have kept secret.

IgtI0
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Now m place of a single sick person put the whole

community

of persons hable

and persons well;

solution

to neuroses,

persons

ill

in place of the acceptance of the

in the first put a general recognttion an the

second, and a Irttle reflection will show you that this
substitution cannot alter the result at all © The success

which the therapy has with dividuals must appear in
the many too.

neuroses

Dhiseased people cannot Ict ther various

become

anxiousness

agoraphobia

known—their

winch

which

1s

to

conceal

betrays

apprehensive

over-

their

their

hatred,

disappointed

ambition,

their obsessive actions which represent self-reproaches
for evil mtentions and precautions agamst them—

when all their relatives and every stranger from whom

they wish to conceal their thoughts and feelings know

the general meaning of these symptoms, and when they
know
themselves
that
disease produce nothing

understand
that

they

the manifestations
which others cannot

of their
instantly

The cffect, however, will not be merely

will

conceal

their

symptoms—a

design,

by

the way, which would be impossible to execute , for

this concealment wall destroy the purpose of the illness
Disclosure

of the secret will have

attacked,

at 1ts most

sensitive point, the ‘etiological equation” from which

the neuroses descend, will have made the ‘ advantage
through ulness' ulusory, and consequently im the end
nothing can come of the changed situation brought
about by the indiscretions of physicians but an end of

producing these alinesses.

If this hope seems utopian to you, you may
remember that certaim neurotic phenomena have
already been dispelled by tus means, although only

m quite isolated instances. Thmk how common
hallucinations of the Virgin Mary were in peasant-guls
in former times
a flock

Sa long as such a phenomenon brought

of believers

and

resulted

perhaps

in

has

changed

its attitude

a chapel

being built on the sacred spot, the visionary state of
these maidens was inaccessible to mfluence
To-day
even

the

priesthood

to such
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things, +1 allows police and medtcal men to visit the
seer, and since then the Virgin appears very seldom.
Or allow me to study the same processes, that I have

been describing as taking place in the future, m an
analogous situation which 1s on a smaller scale and

consequentiy more

easily appreciated.

Suppose

that

to relieve a natural

need she will say aloud that she 1s

a number of ladies and gentlemen m good society had
planned a picnic at an mn im the forest one day. The
ladkes make up their mmds that 3f one of them wants

going to pick flowers, but a wicked fellow hears of
tins secret and has printed on the programme which
as sent round to the whole party—' If the ladies wish to
retire they are requested to say that they are going to

pick flowers. Of course after this no lady will think
of avathng herself of this flowery pretext, and other
freshly

devised

formulas

of

seriously compromised by it.

the

same

kind

will

be

What will be the result >

The ladies will own up to their natural needs without
shame and none of the men will take exception to 1t

Let us return to the serious aspect of our problem

A

number of people who find lfe’s conflicts too difftcult
to solve have taken flight into neurosis and m this way

won an unmistakable, although in the end too costly,
advantage through illness. What would these people
have to do if their flight into illness were barred by the
imdiscreet revelations of psycho-analysis > They would
have to be honest, own up to the mstincts that are at
work m them, face the confiet, fight for what they
want or go without, and the tolerance from the community which 15 bound to ensue as a result of psychoanalytical knowledge would help thern in their task
Let us remember,

to advance

peutists.

upon

hfe

however,

that 1t 1s not

as fanatical

hygienists

for us

or thera-

We must admit that this ideal prevention

of all neurotic Ulness would not be advantageous to
every individual.
A good number of those who now

take flight into illness would not support the conflict
under

the

conditions

we

have

assumed,

but

would
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some outrage which

than if they themselves

fell ill of a

neurosis.
The neuroses have in fact their biological
function as defensive measures and their social justifi-

cation, the ‘advantage through illness’ thal they
Is there
one of you who has not at same time caught a glimpse

provide 1s not always a purely subjective one.

behind the scenes in the causation of a neuresis and
had to allow that it was the least of the evils possible
in the circumstances?
And should one really require
such sacrifices mm order to exterminate the neuroses,
while the world 1s all the same full of other inextinguishable miseries ?
Should we therefore abandon our efforts to explain
the hidden meaning of neurotic manifestations, regard~

mg it as dangerous to the individual and harmful to
the interests of society , should we give up drawing

the practteal conclusion
from a
piece of scientific
insight ?
No, 1 think that nevertheless our duty hes
aw
the
other
divection
The
‘advantage
through

illness" provided

by the neuroses is indeed on the

whole and m the end detnmental to the individual
as well as to socrety
The distress that our work of
Tevelation may cause will but affect
a few
The
change to a more honest and honourable attitude in

the world m general will not be bought too dearly by
these sacnifices.
But above all, all the energies which
are to-day consumed in the production of neurotic

symptoms, to serve the purposes of a world of phantasy

ont of touch with reahty, will, even if they cannot at
once be put to uses mm hfe, help to strengthen the outcry
for those changes m our civilization from which alone

we can hope for better thmgs for our descendants
I will tet you go, therefore, with the assurance that
you do your duty im more than one sense by treating
your patients psycho-analytically. You are not merely
Working in the service of science, by using the only
and irreplaceable opportunity for. discovermg the
secrets uf the neuroses , you aie not only giving your
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satients the most efficacious remedy for their sufferings

available at the present time ; but you are contnbuting
your share to that enhghtenment of the many from

which we expect to gain the authonty of the commumty
mm general and thus to achieve the most far-reaching
orophylaxis against neurotic disorders.

XXVL
OBSERVATIONS ON ‘ WILD’
ANALYSIS?

PSYCHO-

(910)
A

FEW

days ago an elderly lady, under the pro-

tection

of a female

fnend, called

upon

me

for

a consultation, complamng of anxiety-states
She was in the second hall of the forties, fairly well
preserved, and had obviously not yet fimished with her
womanhood.
A divorce from her last husband had
been the occasion exciting the anxiety-states, but
the anxiety had become greatly untensified, according
to her account, since she had consulted a young
physician in the suburb she hved im, for he had informed

her that her sexual desires were the cause of her anxiety
He said that she could not tolerate the loss of intercourse
with her husband, and so there were only three ways
by which she could recover her health—-she must either
return

herself.

to

her

husband,

or

take

a

lover,

or

Since then she had heen convinced

satisfy

that she

was incurable, for she would not return to her husband,

and the other two alternatives were repugnant to her
moral and rehgious feelings
She had come to me,
however,

because

the

doctor

had

said

that

[I

was

responsible for this new opinion, and that she had only
to

come

and

ask

should

tell her

trath

The

me

that

fnend

to confirm

this and
who

was

what

nothing
with

her,

he

said,

else
a

and

was

still

I

the

older,

pinched and unhealthy-looking woman, then implored
me to assure the patient that the doctor was wustaken.
It could not possibly be true, for she herself had been

1 Hirst pubhshed m Zentraitlatt, Wl 1, 1910, reputed in Scorn
fang, Deatte Folge [Translated by Joan Riviere|
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a widow for many years, and had remained respectable
without suffering from anxicty.
I will not dwell on the awkward predicament in
which I was placed by this visit, but instead will
consider the conduct of the practitioner who sent this
Jady to me.
First, however, it wul be as well to adopt
a cautious attitude, which may possibly not be super-

Aluous-—indeed we will hope so
taught

me—as

it may

Long experience has

others—-not

to accept

straight

away as true what patients, cspecially nervous patients,
relate

about

ther

physician

A

neurologist

not

only

easily becomes the object of many of the patient's
hostile

feelings,

employs,

whatever

he must als

accepting responsibil

buned repressed wishes

such

accusations

than among other

then

method

of

treatment

of lus nervous patients.
nowhere

find

more

he

‘That

credence

physicians 1s a melancholy but a

significant circumstance

have some grounds, therefore, for hoping that

this lady gave me a tendenciously distorted account
of what hey physician had said, and that I do a man

who 1s unknown ta me an injustice by connecting my
remarks about ‘wild’ psycbo-analysis
with this incident.
But all the same, by doing so I may perhaps prevent

others from acting wrongly towards their patients

Let us suppose, therefore, that her medical prac-

tttioner spoke to the patient exactly as she reported of

tum
Everyone will at once vouchsafe the cniticism
that if a physician holds it necessary to discuss the
question of sexuahty with a woman

he must do so with

however,

out certain of the

tact and consideration
comcides

Comphance with this demand,

with carrymg

technical regulations of psycho-analysis , moreover, the

physician in question was ignorant of a number of
the screntific prmciples of psycho-analysis or had
misapprehended them, and thus showed how little
understandmg of its’ nature and purposes he had
m fact acquired.
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We

will

begin

with

the

second

of

these,

with

his

scientific errors. His advice to the lady shows clearly
in what sense he understands the expression ‘sexual
lfe’—m the popular sense, namely, m which by
sexua] needs nothing is meant but the need for cortus
or analogous acts producing orgasm and emission of
sexual secretions. The phystean cannot have been
unaware, however, that psycho-analysis 15 commonly
reproached with havmg extended the connotation of
the

term

‘sexual’

far

beyond

its

usual

range,

The

fact 18 uncisputed , whether it may justly be used us

a reproach shall not be discussed here

In psycha-

analysis the term ‘sexuality ’ comprises far more , it
goes lower and also higher than the popular sense of
the word.

Thuis extension

3s justified genetically ,

we

reckon as belongmg to ‘ sexual hfe’ all expressions of
tender feeling, which spring from the source of primitive
sexual feelings, even when those feelings have become
inbrbited in regard to their onginal sexual arm ot have

changed

ths aim for another which 15 no longer

sexual

For this reasun

mental

factor

sexuahty,

we prefer to speak

of psycho-

thus laying stress on the pomt that the
should

not

be

overlooked

or

under-

estimated
We use the word sexuality in the same
compreheusive seuse as that in which the German

Janguage uses the word fieben (to love). And we have
long knawn that a mental lack of satisfaction with all
xts consequences can exist where there 3s no lack of
normal sexual mtercourse , as therapeutists, too, we
have constantly to remember that the unsatisfied

sexual trends (the substitutive satisfactions of which
m

the form

of ucrvous

symptoms

we have

to combat)

can often find only very madequate outlet in coitus or
other sexual acts.
Anyone not sharing this psycho-analytical point of

view has no nght to call to his aid psycho-analytical
theortes concerned with the etiological sigmificance of
By emphasizing exclusively the somatic
factor in sexuality he certainly simphiics the problem

sexually.
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greatly, but he alone must bear the responsibilty for
what he does.
A second and

equally

gross

misunderstanding

is

discermble behind the physician's advice.

Tt is true that psycho-analysis puts forward lack of

sexual

satisfaction

as the

cause

of nervous

disorders,

But does 1t not also go much further than this?

Is its

teaching to be ignored as too comphcated when it
declares that nervous symptoms anse from a conflict
between two forees—on the onc hand, the libido (which
is for the most part excessive), and on the other, a too

severe aversion from sexuality or a repression? No
one who remembers this second factor, which 1s by no

means secondary in importance, can ever beheve that

sexual satisfaction m itself constitutes a remedy of
general rehalnlty for the sufferings of neurolics A
good

number

of nervous

persons

are, mdeed,

either in

the actual circumstances or altogether incapable of
satisfaction
without

If they were capable of it, if they were

ther

inner

resistances,

the

of

the

recommended

strength

it

instinct itself would point the way to satisfaction for
them

even

though

no

physician

What 1s the good, therefore, of advice such as that

supposed to have been given to ths lady by her
physician ?
Even if xt could be justified scentifically, it 18 not
advice that she can carry out
If she had had no mner

resistances against onanism or against a haison she

would of course have adopted one of these measures
long before Or does the physician think that a woman
of over forty has never heard of auch a thing as taking

a lover, or does he overestimate his influence so much

as to think that she could never decide upon such a
step without medical recommendation ?
All this seems very simple, and yct st must be
admitted

that

there

is one

factor

which

often

pheates the issue in forming a judgement.
nervous states which we
as typical neurasthenia

com-

Some

call the acéwa! neuroses, such
and pure forms of anxiety-
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depend on the physical facter m
have no certain knowledge of the

part played in them by the mental factor and by
repression, In such cases it 1s natural that the
physician should first consider some ‘actual’ therapy,

some alteration 1n the physical sexual way of life, and
he does so with perfect justification if his diagnosis is
correct. The lady who consulted the young physician

complamed chiefly of anxicty-states, and so he probably
assumed
neurosis,

that she was suffering from an anxsetyand felt justified in recommending an actual

therapy to her

Again a convement misapprehension !

A person suffering from anxiety 1s not for that reason

necessanly suffering from anxety-neurosis , a diagnosis
of it cannot

what

be based

manifestations

on 1s

name,

one

are comprised

w

has

to know

an anxiety-

neurosis, and be able to distinguish it from other

pathological states
impression was that

in which anxiety appears
My
the lady m question was suffering

from anxiety-hystena, and the whole value of such
nosographical distinctions, one which quite yustyfies
them, lies m the fact that they indicate a different
wtiology and a different therapy

No one who took

the mental factors, as this physician
alternatives.

did with his three

into consideration the possrbihty of anxtety-hysterra in
tlus case would have fallen into the error of neglecting
Oddly enough, the three therapeutic alternatives of

this would-be

psycho-analysis!

psycho-analyst

leave

no room

for—

This woman can only be cured of

her amaety hy returning to her husband, or by sattsfying her needs by onanism or with a lover. And where
does

analytic

treatment

come

im, the

treatment

we regard as the first remedy in anxiety-states ?

which

This brings us to the /ecknical errors to be remarked

in the way that, according to our assumption,

this

physician proceeded,

The idea that a neurotic 1s

removes

by tellmg him

suffering from a sort of ignorance, and that if one
this ignorance

facts (about the
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causal connection of hts diness with his hfe, about his
experiences in childhood, and so on) he must recover,
is an idea that has long been superseded, and one
dernved from superficial appearances.
The pathological
factor is not his ignorance in itself, but the root of {iy

agnorance m

his inner resistances,

it was they

that

first called this ignorance into being, and they still

mamta

it now.

In combating

the task of the therapy.

these resistances hes

Telling the patient what he

docs not know because he has repressed it, ts only one

of the necessary prehmimanes in the therapy
If
knowledge about his unconscious were as important

for the patient as the mexperienced 1n psycho-analysis
imagine, 1t would be sufficient to cure him for him to

go to lectures er read books. Such measures, however,
have as little effect on the symptoms of nervous disease

as distributmg menu-cards m time of famine has on

people's hunger
its obvious

The analogy goes even further than

application,

too,

for descnbing

lus un-

conscious to the patient 3s regularly followed by

intensification of the conflict in him and exacerbation

of his symptoms
Since, however, psycho-analysis cannot dispense
with making this disclosure to patients, tt prescribes

that two conditions are to be fulhlled before it 1s done.

First, by preparatory

work, the repressed material

must have come very near to the patient's thoughts,
aud secondly, he must be sufficiently firmly attached

by an affective relatiousiup te the physician (transference) to make 1t impossible for lim to take fresh

fight again.

Only when these
posstble to recognize

two
and

conditions are fulfilled 1s it
to overcome the resistances

which have led to the repression and

the ignorance

Psycho-analytic measures, therefore, cannot possibly

dispense with a fayrly long period of contact with the
patient,

and

attempts

to bully

the

patient

during

his

first consultation by brusquely tellmg him the hidden
things one infers behind lus story are techmecally
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to their own doom,
for the physician in

the patient and puttmg an end to any further wfluence.
Besides all this, one may sometimes make a false
inference, and one is never in a position to discover the

whole truth.

In psycho-analysis these exact technical

precautions take the place of a vague demand, implying

a pecuhar talent, for ‘ medical tact

a

It 1s not enough, therefore, for a physician to know
little of what psycho-analysis has discovered,
he

must also have familianzed himself with its technique
if he wishes his medical practice to be guided by a

psycho-analytic point of view

Thus techmique 1s even

to-day not fo be learnt from books, and it 38 certainly
not to be discovered independently without great

sacrifices of time, labour and success
lake other medical measures,
from

already proficient in 1t.

It 15 to be learnt,
those who are

In forming a judgement

on

the incident that I took as a starting-point for these
remarks, therefore, it is a matter of some significance
that I do nat know the physician who 1s said to have

given the lady such advice and have never before heard
bis name.
Neither for myself nor for my fnends and co-workers

1s xt pleasant to clam m this way a monopoly in the

use of psycho-analytic techuique”

But in face of the

danger to patients und to the cause of psycho-analysis

which one foresees in this ‘wild’ psycho-analysis, we
have no other choice,

In the spring of 1910 we founded

an International Psycho-Analytical Association,
which the members admit ther participation
allowing publication of their names, in order to
able to repudiate responsibility for what 15 done

in
by
be
by

those who do not belong to us and yet call ther methods

“psycho-analysis’.

For as a matter of fact ‘wild’

analysts of this kind do more harm
psycho-analysis

than

to

individual

to the cause of

patients.

I have

often found that a clumsy feat of a similar kind led to
good results in the end, although it first produced an
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the study of dream-interpre-

tation to analytic practice will retain his interest in
the

content

of dreams,

and

his inclination

will

be

to

interpret as fully as possible every dream related by

the patient.
But he will soon remark that he is now
working under very different conditions, and that in
attempting to carry out such an intention he will
come mto conflict with the most tmmediate aims of
the treatment
Even if a patient’s first dream proves
to be admirably suited for the introduction of the
first explanations to he given, other dreams
will
straightway appear, so long and so obscure that the

full meaning

cannot be extracted

limited hour of one day’s work.

from

them im

the

If the physician

pursues the work of interpretation throughout the next
few days, fresh dreams which have been produced in
the

meantime

will have

to be put

aside

regard the first dream as finally resolved.

until

he

can

The supply

of dreams 1s at times so copious, and the patient's
progress towards comprehenstun of them so slow, that
a suspicion will force rtself upon the analyst that the
appearance of the matemial in this form may be simply
a mamfestation of the patient's resistance perceiving
and faking

advantage of the mability of the method

to

master adequately what 1s so presented.
Moreover,
the treatment will meanwhile have fallen some way

behind the present and quite lost touch with actuality.

In opposition to this method stands the rule that 1 1s

of the greatest importance for the cure that the analyst

should always be aware of what 1s chiefly occupying
the surface of the patient’s mind at the moment, that

he should know just what complexes and resistances
are active and what conscious reaction to them will

govern the patient’s behaviour.

It is seldom if ever

advisable to sacrifice this therapeutic aim to an interest

in dream-interpretation.

Then if we take account

of this rule how are we

proceed with interpretmg dreams in analysis?

or less as follows

The

mterpretation

to

More

which can be
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obtained in an hour should be taken as sufficrent and rt
1s not to be counted a loss if the content of a dream

1s

not fully revealed.
On the following day, the thread
of the dream 1s not to be taken up again as a matter of

course, unless it as first evident that nothing has
happened meanwhile to come more ito the foreground
of the patrent’s thoughts. Therefore no exception in
favour of uninterrupted dream-interpretation 15 to be
made to the rule that what first comes to the patient's
mund 1s first to be dealt with
If fresh dreams occur
before the others are disposed of, they must be attended
to, and no uneasiness need be felt about neglecting the
others
Hf the dreams become altogether too diffuse

and volummous, all hope of completely unravelling
them should tacitly be given upat the start.

generally guard

against displaying

One must

special mterest

in

the meanmg of dreams, or arousing the idea that the
work would come to a standstill if no dreams were
forthcoming , otherwise (here is a danger of resistance

being chrected against the production of dreams and a
nisk of bringing about a cessation of them = The patient

must be brought to believe, on the contrary, that
material is always at hand for analysts, regardless of
whether or no he has dreams to report or what measure
of attention 1s bestowed upon them.
it will now be asked
If dreams are in practice only

to be interpreted im this restricted way, will not toc
much
the

valuable

material

unconscious

follows

appear

be

which

lost?

The

might

throw hght

answer

to

this

is

on

as

The loss 1s by no means 50 great as might

from

a superficial

view

of the

matter.

To

beg with, the analyst should recognize that in cases
of severe neurosis any elaborate dream-productions are
to be regarded as, theoretically and m the nature of the
case, ucapable

of complete

sulution.

A dream

of this

kind 1s often based on the entire pathogemic material of

the case, as yet unknown to both analyst and patient

(so-called descnptive and biographical dreams, etc.),
and 1s sometimes equivalent to a translation into
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dream-language of the whole content of the neurosis.
In the attempt to find the meaning

of such a dream all

the latent, as yet untouched resistances will be roused
to activity and soon make it impossible to penetrate
very far. The full interpretation of such a dream will
comeide with the
if a note is made

completion of the whole analysis;
of it at the begmnimg, it may

possible to understand rt at the end, after many months.
In the same way as with the elucidation of a single
symptom

(the main symptom, perhaps), the explanation

will depend upon the whole analysis, during which one
must

endeavour

to

lay

hold

of

first

this, then

that,

fragment of its meanmg, one after another, until one

can finally piece them

all together.

Similarly, no more

can be expected of a dream m the carly stages of the
analysis ,

one must

be content

pathogenic wish-motive

interpretation.

with

bringing

a single

to hght in the attempt

at

Thus nothing that could have been attained is
abandoned
by relinquishing the idea of a perfect
dream-interpretation , neither is anything lost, as a

rule, by breaking off from one dream to another more
recent

one

fully analysed

We

have

dreams

found

that

from

fine

the several

examples

of

successive

scenes of ane dream may contain the same idea running
through them all, perhaps with gathering dtstinctness,
and likewise we have learnt that several

dreams

occur-

ring on the same night are generally nothing more than

attempts, expressed in vanous forms, to represent one

meaning.

In general, we can rest assured that every

wishampulse

which

‘creates

a

dream

to-day

wail

re-appear in other dreams as long as it has not been
understvod and withdrawn from the control of the

unconscious. It often happens, therefore, that the
best way to complete the interpretation of a dream is
to dismiss it and to devote attention to a new dream,
which may contain the same maternal in perhaps a
more accessible form.
I know that it is making a great

demand, not only on the patient but also on’ the
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physician, to expect them both to put aside all thought

of the conscious aim of the treatment, and to abandon
themselves to promptings which, m spite of all, still
seem to us so accidental
that one is rewarded every

But I can answer for it
time that one resolves to

have faith in one’s theoretical principles, and prevails

upon oneself not to compete with the guidance of
the unconscious
towards the establishment of the

connection
JT submit,
should

therefore,

that dream - interpretation

not be pursued

in analytic

treatment

as an art

throughout.

Naturally,

one

at

for rts own sake, but that 1ts use should be subject to
those technical rules that govern the conduct of the

analysis

can

times

adopt the other course and give waya little Lo theoretical
interest , but one shauld always be well aware of what
one is domg.
Another situation to be considered 1s

that which has arisen since we have acquired more
coniidence

in our

understanding

of dream-syrmbohsm,

and in this way know ourselves to be more independent
of the patient's associations An unusually skilful

interpreter will sometimes be able to see through every
dream a patient bangs without requiring lum to go

through

the tedious and time-absorbmg process of

dissection.

Such

an analyst does not experience

these

conflicts between the demands of the cure and those of

dream-mnterpretation. And then he will be tempted to
make full use every time of his interpretations, by
telling the patient all that he has scen in the dream.
In

so

doing,

however,

he

will

be

conducting

the

analysis in a way which departs considerably from the
established method, as I shall pomt out m another
connection.
Beginners in analytic practice,
rate, are urged against taking this exceptional

at any
case as

a model.
Every analyst will be in the position of this supposed
expert

of ours

im regard

to the

first dreams

that

his

atients bring on begmning the treatment, before they
fave Jearnt anything of the process of dream-interpreta-
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tion.
These mitral dreams are, so to speak, naive;
they betray a great deal to the auditor, ike the dreams

of so-called healthy people.
whether

The question then arses

the analyst is promptly

to translate and

communicate to the patient all that he himself sees in
them.
However, this question will not be answered
here, for rt obviously forms part of the wider questionat what stage in the treatment and how rapidly should

the analyst guide him to the knowledge of that which
lies

veiled

tion

the more

m

the

patient's

mind?

The

more

the

patient has learnt of the method of dream-interpretaobscure

do his later dreams

become,

a tule
All the acqured knowledge about
serves also as a warning to the dream-work,
In

the

‘scientific’

works

about

as

dreams

dreams,

which

m

spite of their repudiation of dream-mterpretation have
received

a

new

stimulus

from

psycho-analysis,

one

repeatedly finds a very superfluous care exercised about

the accurate preservation of the text of the dream
This is thought necessary 1n order to guard at against
the distortions and accretions supervening in the hours

immediately

after

waking.

Even

many

psycho-

analysts, in giving the patient instructions to
down the dream immedhately upon waking, seem
rely consistently enough upon their knowledge
conditions of dream-making. This direction 2s

fluous in the treatment;

write
not to
of the
super-

and the patients are glad

enough to make use of it to disturb their shumbers and
to display eager obedience where it cannot serve any
useful purpose.
Even if the substance of a dream isin
this way laboriously rescued from oblivion, 1t is easy
enough to convince oneself that nothmg has thereby
been achieved for the patient.
The associations will
not come to the text, and the result 1s the same as if

the dream

had

not been

certainly has acquired
would not have done

means

the same

something

or

the

thing

preserved.

The

physician

some knowledge
which
otherwise.
But it 1s by

whether

patient

knows

the

it;

analyst
later

he
no

knows

on

the
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importance of this distinction m the technique of

psycho-analysis will be more fully considered.
In

conclusion,

I will mention

a particular

type

of

dream which, in the nature of the case, occurs only in
the

course

of

psycho-analytic

treatment,

and

may

bewilder or deceive beginners in practice | These are
the corroboratmg dreams which follow, as one may
say, hike ‘ hangers-on’, they are easily translated, and
contain merely what has been arrived at by analysis

of the previous few days’ material _ It looks as though
the patient had had the amiabrlity

to reproduce for us

in dream-form exactly what we had been ‘ suggesting *
to him ummediately

beforehand in the treatment

The

more expenenced analyst will certamly have some
difficulty m attributmg any such graciousness to the
patient,
he accepts such dreams as hoped-for confirmations, and recognizes that they are only to be
observed under certain conditions brought about under

the influence of the treatment.

The great majonty of

the dreams forge ahead of the analysis, so that, after
subtraction of all that in them which 1s already known

and understood,

there sfill remains a more or less

clear indication of something hitheito deeply hidden

XXVIII
THE

DYNAMICS

OF THE

TRANSFERENCE?

(192)
HE

almost

ence’

inexhaustrble

has recently

subject

of

‘ transfer-

been dealt with m_ this

Journal by W-. Stekel in a descriptive manner?

I wish to add a few remarks in order to make clear how

it happens that the transference inevitably arises during
the analysts and comes to play its well-known part in
the treatment.
us bear

clearly

bemg has acquired, by
mherent disposition and

in

mind

that

the combined

every

human

operation

of

of external influences m child-

hood, a special mdividuality in the exercise of hus
capacity to love—that 1s, im the conditions which

he

sets up for loving, n the impulses he gralifies by it,
and

in

the

aims

he sets

out

to achieve

in

1t*

This

x uct eblined
an the Zonrafblad, BIL. gts sepnuted in
solgr [Translated by Joan Riviere|
v ooatalbieth
Ba
* We will here provide gainet ‘Rusconceptions fnd reproaches to
the effect that we have denied the :mportane of the inborn (con
stitufonal) factor because we have emphasived ‘the importance of
infantle impressinns Such an accusation arses out of the narrowness
ith whch manlomd looks for causes, masnmuch a8 one single causal
Si

component in gtiology and Little about the constitutional, but oaly
because 1t could throw new hght upon the former, whereas of the
latter 1t knows no more +o far than ws already known | We deprecate
the assumption of an essent
position between the two series of
mhologial factors, we Pr
Tather a perpetual interchange of
both, in producing the rex its observed © Sauber sal roy determmne
the fate of man, seldom. perhaps never. one ofthese powers alone
te ‘Relative etclogical
eilectiveneas af Gach is uly to be m
individually aand in ‘arate Instances In a series compnemng| “ann
degrees of
tors extreme cases will certainly also
Acoor ne 19the knowledge we pomess we shal eecunate ‘he parts
tinged by Ihe forces of heredity and of envuonment diflerently in
each case, and retain the might to modify our opmon in conseque:
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stereotype

which

in

him,

so

perpetually

313
to

repeats

speak

and

Teproduces itself as life goes on, in so far as external
circumstances and the nature of the accessible loveobjects permit, and is indeed itself to some extent

modifiable by later impressions.
has

shown

that

of these

feelings

Now our experience

which

determme

the

capacity to Jove only a part has undergone full psychical

development,

this part 15 directed towards reality,

and can be made use of by the conscious personality,

of which

it forms part

The other part of these

hbidinal impulses has been held up in development,

withheld from the couscious personality and from
reality, and may either expend itself only in phantasy,
or may

remain

completely burned in the unconscious so

that the conscious personality 1s unaware of 1tsexistence.
Expectant

hbidinal impulses will mevitably

be roused,

mi anyone whose need for love 15 not bemg satisfactorily
gratified im reality, by each new person coming upon

the scene, and it 1s more than probable that both
parts of the hbido, the conscious and the unconscious,
will participate im this attitude.

It 1s therefore entirely normal and comprehensible

that the libido-cathexes, expectant and in readiness as
they are in those who have not adequate gratrfication,
should be turned also towards the person of the

physician.

of libido

As we should expect, this accumulation

will be

attached

to prototypes,

with one of the clichés already established

bound

up

in the mnd

of the person concerned, or, to put 1t in another way,
the patient will weave

the figure of the physician

mto

one of the ‘senes’ already constructed im his mind.

If the physician should be specially connected m this

way with the father-mago (as Jung has happily
named? it) 1t 1s quite in accordance with his actual

of new knowledge Further, we may venture to regard the constitution itself ae 4 residue from the effects of accidental influences upon
Jess process)
aur forefathers
Symbols wnd Wandhangen der Libido
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but the transference 1s

not bound to this prototype ; it can also proceed from

the mother- or brother-imago andsoon.
of the transference

to the physician

The pecuhanty

les mm its excess,

in both character and degree, over what 1s rational and
yustifiable—a peculanty which becomes comprehensible when we consider that in this srtuation the transference 1s effected not merely by the conscious ideas

and expectations of the patient, but also by those that
are under suppression,

or unconscious.

Nothing more would nced to be sard or would
perplex us concerning this characteristic of the transference,

particular

if 1t were

interest

not

unexplamed by rt.

subjects

much

under

more

that

to

analysis

intensely

two

pmnts

psycho-analysts

whtch

still

are

of

remain

First, if 1s not clear why neurotic
develop

the

than those who

transference

so

are not bemg

analysed ; and secondly, rt remams a mystery why in
analysis

the

transference

provides

the

strongest

ressst-

ance ta the cure, whereas in other forms of treatment

we recognize it as the vehicle of the heakng process,

the necessary condition for success.

Experience shows,

and a test will always confirm it, that when the patient's
free associations fail 1 the obstacle can be removed every

time by an assurance that he 1s now possessed by @
thought which concerns the person of the physician or

something relatmg to hun.

No sooner is this explana-

tion given than the obstacle is removed, or at least
the absence of thoughts has been transformed into a

refusal to speak.

It appears at the first glance to be an enormous

disadvantage

other methods

in

psycho-analysis

as

compared

that’in it the transference,

with

elsewhere

such a powerful instrument for success, should become
here the most formidable ally of the resistance.
On
closer consideration, however, the first of these difficulties at least will disappear.
It 1s not the fact that the

mean here, when really nothing comes to hs mind, afd not
when he Keops alcnes’on account of sotge slight disagreeable feeling.
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transference in psycho-analysis develops more intensely

and immoderately than outside it

Institutions and

homes for the treatment of nervous patients by methods

other than

analysis provide instances of transference

im its most excessive and unworthy forms, extending
even to complete subjection, which also show its erotic
character unmistakably.

A sensitive observer, Gabriele

Keuter, depicted these facts at a time when psychoanalysis hardly existed, im a remarkable book? which
altogether

reveals

great

causes of the neuroses

insight

into

the

nature

and

This peculiarity of the trans-

ference ts not, therefore, to be placed

to the account

of

psycho-analysts but 15"to be ascribed to the neurosis
itself

The

second problem still remains unexplained.

This problem must now be tackled at close quarters

Why

does the transference in analysis confront us as

resistance?
Let us call to mind the psychological
situation in the treatment.
One of the invariable and

indispensable prelmmary conditions in every case of

psychoneurosis 1s the process which Jung has aptly
named iifroversren of the librdo*

This means

that the

quantity of libida which 1s capable of becoming conscious, ‘and 1s directed towards reality, has become
dimimshed,

tumed away

while

the

part

which

1s unconscious

and

from reality (and, although 1t may still

nourish phantasics in the person concerned,
the unconscious) 1s by so much increased.
(entirely or in part) has found rts way

belongs to
The libido
back into

regression and has re-anmated the infantile magus,

2 Aus guter Kamile, 18u5
> Although many of Jumig’s utterances give the impression that he
sees introversion as sofnething charactenstic of dementia priecox
and not observable to the same extent im the other neuroses
+ It would be easy to say the hbido has re-mvested the infantile
‘complexes But this would be erroneous, 1t would be earrect only
aM expressed thua |‘ the unconscious part of these complexes" The
exceptional intneacy of the theme dealt with yn this essay tempts
‘one to discnss fnsther a number
of adjunct problema, which
require
elucidation before one can peak defimtely enough about the peychucal
bed | Such problema are The deinition of the
Boundary ebween meroversion dn Tegression , The incorporation of
the complex-loctrine into the libido-theory, the relationship of
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the analytic treatment,
it, making it accessible

to consciousness and at last serviceable to reality.

‘Wherever in our analytic delving we come upon one
of the hiding-places of the withdrawn libido, there
ensues a battle,
all the forces which have brought
about the regression of the hbido will rise up as

‘resistances’ against our efforts m order to maintain
the new condition. For if the mtroversion or regression

of the hbido had not been justilied by some relation
to the outer world (in the broadest terms, by a frustra-

ton
even
Yet
only

of some desired gratification) and at the time been
expedient, 1t would never have taken place at all.
the resistances which have this origin are not the
ones, nor even the most powerful
The libido at

the disposal of the personaltty had always been exposed
to the attraction of unconscious complexes (strictly

speaking,
of that part of
se complexes
which
belongs to the unconscious}, and underwent regression
because the attraction of reahty had weakened.
In
order to free it, this attraction of the unconscious must

naw

be

overcome,

that

1s,

the

repression

of

the

unconscious mmpulses aud their derivatives, which has

subsequently developed in the mand of the person
concerned,

must

be

lifted

Here

arises

by

far

the

greater part of the resistances, which so often succeed

in upholding the tess, even though the original
grounds

appeared

for

the

From

recor)

from

reahty

have

both these sources come

now

dis-

the resist-

ances with which the analysis has to struggle

Every

step of the treatment 1s accompanied by resistance;
every single thought, every mental act of the patient’s,

must pay toll to the resistance, and represents a com-

romise between the forces urgmg
and those gathered to oppose tt.

Now

towards

as we follaw a pathogenic complex

the

cure

from tts

phantaay creaton to the conscious, the unconscwus, and to reahty,
not apologize for having resisted these temptations

1gl2
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Tepresentative in consciousness (whether this be a
conspicuous

symptom

or something

apparently

quite

harmless) back to 1ts root in the unconscious, we scan
come to a place where the resistance makes itself felt

so strongly that it affects the next assoviation, which has

to appear as a compromise between the demands of this

resistance

and

those

of

the

work

of

exploration.

Experience shows that this 1s where the transference
enters

on

the

scene

When

there

1s anything

in the

complex-material (the content of the complex) which
can

at all suitably

be

transferred

the

next

on

to the person

of

the physician such a transference will be effected, and
from

it wall

arise

association ,

if will

then

manifest itself by the signs of resistance —for instance,

a cessation in the flew of assoctations
We conclude
from such expertences that this transferred idea is able

to force itself through

to consciousness m preference

to all other possible associations, just because 1t also
satisfies resistance This type of incident 15 repeated
innumerable times during an analysis. Over and over
again, when one draws near to a pathogenic complex,
that part of it which 1s first thrust forward into cone

sciousness wil be some aspect of tt which

can

transferred; having been so, it will then be aciended
with the utmost obstinacy by the patient.!

Once this point 1s won, the elements of that complex
The Jonger the analysis lasts, and the more clearly the
which are still unresolved cause httle further difficulty

patient has recognized that distortians of the pathogenic maternal im themselves offer no protection against

disclosure, the more consistently he makes use of that

variety of distortion which obviously brings him the
greatest advantage, the distortion by transference.
' From which, however, one need not infer in general any very
articular pathogeme unpottance in the point selected for resistance
By transterence
“In warfare, when a Inter fight is raging over the
possession of some little chapel or a wngle farmiuuse, we slo not
necessarily assume that the church is a
iment, ar that
the barns contam the mibtary funds
F value may be merely
tactical , 10 the next onslaught they will very likely be of uu mportance,
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These incidents all converge towards a situation in
which eventually all the conflicts must be fought out
on the field of transference,

‘Transference in analysis thus always seems at first
to be only the strongest weapon of the resistance, and
we are entitled to draw the imference that the mtensity
and duration of the transference are an effect and

expression of the resistance.
ference 1s mdccd

The mechamsm of trans-

explained by the state of readiness mn

which the hbido that has remained accumulated about

the infantile 1magos exists, but the part played by it
in the process of cure 1s only intelligible in the hght of rts
relation to the resistance,
How doves it come about

that

the

transference

1s

so pre-eminently suitable as a weapon of resistance ?
One might think that this could easily be answered
It 35 surely clear enough that 1t must become peculiarly

difficult to own up to any particular reprehended wash
when the confession must be made to the very person
with whom

that feeling ts most concerned.

To proceed

at all in such situations as this necessity produces
would appear hardly possible in real fe. This umposstbility 1s precisely what the patient 1s aiming at when
he merges the physician with the obyect of tus emotions.
Yet on closer consideration we see that {his apparent

gam cannot supply the answer to the riddle, for, on
the

contrary,

an

attitude

of affectionate

and

devoted

«ttachment’ can surmount any difficulty im confession ,

in analogous situations in real hfe we say ‘I don’t feel
ashamed with you, I can tell you everything’ The

transference

te the physician

might

quite

as well

icheve the difficulties af confession, and we still do not
understand why it aggravates them.
fhe answer to this reiterated problem will not be

found by pondenng it any further, but must be sought

in the expenence gained by exammation of mdividual
instances of transference-resistance occurring m the

course of an analysis.

From

these one perceives

eventually that the use of the transference for resistance
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cannot be understood so long as one thinks simply of
‘transference’. One 1s forced to distinguish ‘ positive ’
transference from ' negative’ transference,
ference of affectionate fcelhng from that

the transof hostile

fechng, and to deal separately with the two varieties of
the transference to the physician
Positive transference
ean then be divided further into such fnendly or

affectionate feclings as are capable of becummg conscious

and the extensions

of these in the unconscious.

Of

these last, analysis shows that they invariably rest

ultimately

on

an erotic

basis,

so that we

have

to

conclude that all the feehngs of sympathy, friendshrp,

trust and so forth which we expend un hfe are genetically
connected with sexuality and have developed ont of

purely sexual desires by an enfeebling of their sexual
aim, however pure and non-sensual they may appear m

the forms they take on to our conscious self-perception

To beg with we knew none but sexual objects,
psyeho-analysis shows us that these persons whom 10
real life we merely respect or are fond of may be sexual

objects to us in our unconscious minds still

So the answer to the mddie is this, that the transference to the physician 1s only suited for resistance in

so far as it consists m negate feeling or in the repressed
erotic elements of positive feehng
As we ‘ratsc’ the

transference by making 1t conscious we detach only
from the person of the physician , the conscious and

these two components of the emotional relationship

unobyectionable component of rt remains, and brings

about the successful result mm psycho-analysis as mn all
other

remedial

methods,

In so far we

readily

admit

that the results of psycho-analysis rest upon a basis of

suggestion ; only by suggestion we must be understood
te mean that wluch we, with Ferenczt,’ find that it
consists

of—infiuence

on

a

person

through

and

by

means of the transference-manifestations of which he

is capable.

The eventual independence of the patient

1 our ultimate object when we use suggestion to bring
2 Ferenczi, Introycetion and Transference
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him to carry out a mental operation that will neces:

sarily resulé m a lasting improvement in hts mental
The next question is, Why do these mamfestations

condition.
of

transference-resistance

appear

only

im

psycho-

analysis and not in ether forms of ‘treatment, in
institutions, for example? The answer 1s that they

do appear there also, but they need to be recognized

for what they are.
The outbreak of negative transference 1s a very common occurrence in institutions;

as soon as he 1s Seed by it the patient leaves, uncur
or

worse.

m

hfe,

The

erotic

transference

has

not

such

an

inhibitory effect im institutions, since there, as otherwise
it is decorously

glossed

over,

instead

of being

exposed , nevertheless, 1 betrays itself unequivocally

as resistance to the cure, not, indeed, by driving the
patient out of the place-—on the contrary, it binds him
to the spot—but just as certainly by keeping him away

from real Ife

Actually it is quite ummportant for

or that

or inhibition

hts cure whether or not’ the patient can overcome this
anxiety

mn the institution ,

what

1s of importance, on the contrary, 15 whether or not he

will pe free from them in real hfe.

he negative transference requires a more thorough

euueaue
than is possible within the hmits
er.
Its found m the curable forms of the

of this
psycho-

neuroses alongside the affectionate transference, often
both directed on to the same person at the same time,

a condition fur which Bleuler has comed the useful term

ambivalence?
to be normal

This ambivalence of the feelings appears

up

to a point,

but a high

degree

certainly a special peculiarity of neurotics.

of it is

In the

obsessional neurosis an carly‘ sphttig of the pairs of
opposites ’ seems to charactenze the instinctual life
and to form one of the constitutional condrtions of
+E Blenter, Dementia Praccos oder Gruppe der Schuuphrenten,
in Aschaffenburg’s Handbuch der Payeheatre 1931, also a Lecture on
‘Ambivalence in’ Berne, 1910, abstracted 1 Zentralblall fir Psychoanalyse, Bd 1,5 266° W Stekel had previously suggested the term
bipolarity jor the same phenomenon.
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this disease. The ability of neurotics to make the
transference a form of resistance 1s most easily accounted
for by ambivalence

m the flow of feelings.

Where

the

capacity to transfer feeling has come to be of an essenhally negative order, as with paranoids, the possibility

of influence or cure ceases,

After all this investigation we have so far considered

one aspect only of transference-phenomena;

some

attention must be given to another side of this question.

Those who have formed a true rmpression of the effect

of an extreme

transference-resistance on the patient,

of the way im which as soon as he comes under its
influence he 1s hurled out of all reality in his relation
to the physician—how he then arrogates to hunself
freedom to ignore the psycho-analytic rule (to com-

mumicate without reserve whatever goes through his
mind),

how

all the

resolutions

with

which

he

entered

upon the analysis then become obliterated, and how the

logical connections and conclusions which yust before
had

impressed

him

deeply

then

become

matters of

indifference to him—wul

need some further explanation

account

and

than that supplicd by the factors mentioned above to
for

this

effect,

these

other

factors

are,

imdeed, not far to seek | they he again m the psycho-

logical situation in which the analysis has placed the
patient.

In following up the libido that 1s withdrawn from

consciousness we penetrate
unconscious,

and

this

mto

provokes

the region

of the

reactions

which

bring

learnt

know

them

with them to hght many of the charactenstics of unconscious

processes

as we

have

to

from the study of dreams, The unconscious feelmgs
strive to avoid the recognition which the cure demands ;
they

scek

instead for reproduction,

with

all the power

of hallucination and the inappreciation of time. characteristic

of

the

unconscious.

from

awakening

The

patient

ascribes,

just as in dreams, currency and reality to what results
the

of

hts

unconscious

feelings,

he

seeks to discharge his emotions, regardless of the reality
vor.

x
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The physician requires of him that

he shall fit these emotions into their place in the treatment and in his life-history, subject them to rational

consideration, and appraise them at their true psychical

value.

This struggle between physician and patient,

between

intellect

and

the

forces

of instinct,

between

recognition and the striviug for discharge, is fought
out almost cntirely over the transference-mamtfestations.

This is the ground

on which

the victory

must

be won, the final expression of which 1s lasting recovery
from

the

jugation

neurosis

It

1s

undeniable

that

the

sub-

of the transference-mamfestations provides

the greatest difficulties for the psycho-analyst , but it

must not be forgotten that they, and they only, render

the invaluable service of making the patient’s buned
and forgotten love-emotions actual and manifest ; for
in the last resort no one can be slain 1
absentia or

1 effigne

XXIX
RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

PHYSICIANS

ON

METHOD

OF

THE
PSYCHO-ANALYTIC
TREATMENT?

(1912)

"T=

technical rules which J] bring forward here
have been evolved out of my own expenence

m_ the course
renounced

other

of many

methods

which

years,
had

after I had

cost

me

dear,

It will easily be seen that they may be summed up, or
at Jeast many of them, in one single mjunction. My
hope 1s that compliance with them will spare physicians

practising analysis much wnavaibng effort and warn

them of various possibilities which they might otherwise
overlook. I must, however, expressly state that this
techmque has proved to be the only method suited to
my individuality, J do not venture to deny that a

physician

quite

differently

constituted

might

feel

impelled to adopt a different attitude to Ins patients
and to the task before him
(a) To the analyst who

is treating

more

than

one

patient m the day, the first necessity with which he
is faced

will

of keeping

seem

m

dates, detailed

the

mind

hardest.

all

It 18, of course,

the innumerable

reminiscences,

associations, and

that

names,

effects

of the discase which each patient communicates

during the treatment in the course of months or
years, and not confounding them with similar material

proceeding from other patients treated simultaneously
or previously,

When

one

1s required

to analyse

six,

eight, or even more patients daily, the effort of memory

1 Furst published m Zentralblatt, Bd IL, 1912, reprinted in Sammtung. Vierte Folge [Translated by Joan RimereJ
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necessary Lo achieve this evokes incredulity, astonishment, or even pity m the wnmformed. Curiosity is
inevitably aroused about the technique which makes it
possible to deal with such abundance of material, and

the expectation 1s that some special means are required
for the purpose
The techmque, however, 1s a very simple one.

disclaims

the

use

of

any

special

aids,

even

of

It
note-

taking, as we shall see, and simply consists in making

no effort to concentrate the attention on anything in
particular,

and

in

maintauung

in

regard

to

all

that

one hears the samme measure of calm, quiet altentiveness
—of ‘evenly-hovering attention’, as I once before
descmbed it.

In this way a strain which

could

not

be

kept up for several hours daily and a danger inseparable
from deliberate attentiveness are avoided.
as attention is deliberately concentrated

For as soon
im a certam

degree, one begins to select from the material before

one ; one point will be fixed m the mind with particular

clearness and some other consequently disregarded, and

in thts selection one’s expectations or one’s inclinations
will be followed.
This is just what must not be done,
however , if one’s expectations are followed in this

selection there is the danger of never finding

anything

but what is already known, and if one follows ones
inchnations anything which 3s to be perceived will most
certainly

be

falsified.

It must

not

be

forgotten

that

the meamng of the things one hears 1s, at all events for

the most part, only recognizable later on
It

will

be

seen,

therefore,

that

the

principle

of

evenly-distributed attention is the necessary corollary
to the demand on the patient to communicate every-

thing that occurs to him without criticism or selection.
the

physician

behaves

otherwise

aside most of the advantage

he

1s throwing

to be gained by the

patient's obedience to the ‘ fundamental rule of psycho-

analysis". For the physician the rule may be expressed
hus’
All conscious exertion is to be withheld from
the capacity for attention, and one’s ‘ unconscious
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memory’ 1s to be given full play; or to express it in
terms of techmque, pure and simple One lias sunply
to listen and not to trouble to keep in mind anything
in particular.
What one achieves in this way will be sufficient
for all requirements durng the treatment. Those
elements of the material which have a connection with
one another will be at the conscious disposal of the
physician , the rest, as yet unconnected, chaotic and
indistinguishable, seems at first ta disappear, but
rises readily ito recollection as soon as the patient
brings something further to which it 1s related, and
by which it can be developed. The undeserved compliment of a ‘remarkably good memory’ which the
patient pays when one réproduces some detail after a
year and a day 1s then accepted with a smile, whereas
a conscious effort to retain a recollection of the pomt
would probably have resulted in nothing
Mistakes 11 recollection occur only at times and in
places where some personal considera lion has intervened
Teach the ideal set up for the analyst Confusion with
the communications of other patients arises very rarely

In a disagreement

with the patient whether

some particular thing,

or how

he said

he said it, the phystcian

1s usnally might *
(6) Ido not recommend that during the sitting, 1n

the patient’s presence, full notes should be made or a

shorthand record kept, and so on,
Apart from the
unfavourable impression which this makes on many
patients, the same considerations as have been advanced

in regard to attention also apply here
selection

will

of

necessity

be

made

A preyudicial

in

taking

down

B

5

2

1 The patient often asserts that he has previously mentioned some
articular thing, while one can assnre hun with calin authority that he
as now mentioned at for the first time It
tient had previously had the mtention to mention it, but had becn
findered in so domg by a resistance witch had not yet keen overcome
The memory of his intention 1s miastingutshable m hrs mind from the
memory of the act ise!
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notes or shorthand, and part of one’s own mental

activity is occupied in this way which would be better

employed in interpreting what one hears.

Exceptions

may be made to this rule without reproach i the case

of dates,

the text

of dreams,

or single incidents

of a

noteworthy kind which can easily be detached from
their context to serve an independent purpose as

examples
however.

J am not in the habit of domg this aither,
I write down examples from memory in the

evening after work 1s over,

the text of a dream

which I find something useful I ask the
write down for me after he has related it.

patient

in

to

(c) Note-takmg during the sitting with the patient
might be supported on the ground of an mtentian to

publish a scientific study of the case

In theory this

can hardly be denied But 3m practice 1t must not be
forgotten that exact reports of an analytic history of
a case
Stnctly

are less valuable than might be expected
speaking, they only convey that appearance

of exactness which ‘modern’ psychatry presents im
many conspicuous instances They are wearisome to
the reader as a rule, and yet they do not go far enough

as a subsUtute for actual presence at the analysis.
‘Altogether, expertence shows that a reader who 1s
willmg to believe an analyst at all will grve lim credit
for the touch of revision to which he has subjected his

material , but if the reader 1s unwilling to take analysis
reports of the treatment of cases will not influence him.
This does not seem to be the way to make up for the
deficiency in evidence found in psycho-analytical

or the analyst seriously, the most faithful shorthand

descriptions of cases.

(4) It 15 indeed one of the distinctions of psychoanalysis that research and ireatment proceed hand in

hand, but still the technique required for the one begins
at a certain

point

to

diverge

from

that

of the

other.

It 1s not a good thing to formulate a case scientific-

ally while treatment
development,

is proceeding, te reconstruct its

anticipate

its

progress,

and

take

notes

Igtz
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at the moment,

as

scientific mterests would require, Cases which are
treated accordingly suffer in consequence , while the
most successful cases are those m which one proceeds,
thus destined at the start to scientiic purposes and

as 1t were, aimlessly, and allows oneself to be overtaken

by any surprises, always presenting to them an apen

mind, free from any expectations.
To swing over as
required from one mental attitude to another, to avoid

speculation or brooding over cases whale the analysis
proceeds, and to submit the material gatued to the
Synthetic process only after the analysis 1s concluded,
1s the nght course for the analyst. The distinction
here

drawn

between

the

unconscious

the two

different

attitudes would

have no significance if we already possessed all the
knowledge (or even the essential knowledge) about
and

the

structure of the

neuroses

which 1s obtained by means of the analytic work.
At
the present time we are still far from this goal and
must not cut ourselves off from the means by which

we can test what we already know and learn more.
(e) L cannot recommend my colleagues emphatically

enough to take as a model in psycho-analytic treatment

the surgeon who puts aside all his own feelings, cluding
that of human sympathy, and concentrates his mmd

on one single purpose, that of performing the operation
as skilfully as possible.
Under present conditions the
affective impulse of greatcst danger to the psycho-

analyst will be the therapeutic ambrtion to achieve by

this novel and disputed method sometlung wluch will
impress and convince others.
This will act only cause

a State of mind unfavourable for the work m him
personally, but he will find lumself in consequence
helpless

upon

against

certain

the struggle

depends.

with

of

the

which

patient's

the cure

resistances,

primarily

The justification for this coldness m fechng

in the analyst 15 that st 1s the condition which bangs
the greatest advantage
to both
persons mvolved,

ensurmg a needful protection

for the physician’s
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emotional hfe and the greatest measure of aid for the
patient that ts possible at the present time
An old

surgeon once took for his motto the words. Je le
The analyst should content
himself with a simular thought.
pansai, Dieu le guérit.

(/) All these rules which

coincide at one pomt

I have brought

forward

which 1s easily discernible,

They

all aim at creating for the physician a complement to

the ‘fundamental rule of psycho-analysis’ for the

patient.

Just as the patient must relate all that self-

observation

can

detect,

and

must

restrain

all

the

logical and affective obyections which would urge him

to select, so the physician must put himself in a position
to use all that 15 told lum for the purposes of interpretation

and recognition of what

1s hidden

in the uncon-

scious, without substitutmg a censorslup of his own

for the selection which the patient forgoes,

Expressed

im a formula, he must bend his own anconscious like a
receptive organ towards the emerging unconscious of
the patzent, be as the receiver of the telephone to the
disc
As the receiver transmutes the electmc vibra-

tons induced by the sound-waves back agam into

sound-waves, so is the physician's unconscious mind
able

10

reconstruct

the

patient’s

unconscious,

which

has directed his associations, from the commrmications
denved
But

from st.
if the physician

1s to

be

able

to use

his own

unconscious in this way as an instrument in the
analysis, he must himself fulfil one psychological con-

dition ma high degree.
im himself which

He may tolerate no resistances

withhold

from Ins consciousness what

1s percerved by his unconscious, otherwise he would

introduce into the analysis a new form of selection and
distortion which would be far more myunous than
that

resulting

attention.

frorn

the

concentration

of

conscious

It does not suffice for this that the physician

should be of approximate normalhty lumsclf;
it 15 a
yustifiable requisition that he should further submit
himself to a psycho-analytic punfication and become
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would

be

apt to affect his comprehension of the patient’s disclosures.

There

can

be

no

reasonable

doubt

about

the disqualifying effect of such personal defects; every
unresolved repression in the physician constitutes what
W. Stekel has weil named a ‘ blind spot ’ m his capactty
for analytic perception.
Years ugo I rephed to the question how one becomes

an analyst with the answer By the analysis of one's
own dreams
This traming certamly suffices for many
people, but not for all those who wish’to learn to analyse.
Moreover, not everyone 1s able to interpret his own
dreams without the help af another
I count it one
of the valuable services of the Zurich school of analysis

that they have emphasized this necessity and latd it

down as a requisition that anyone who wishes to
practise analysis of others should first submit to be
analysed himself by a competent person. Anyone talang
up the work seriously should choose this course, which
offers more than one advantage , the sacrifice mvolved

in laymg oneself bare to a stranger without the necessity

incurred by wllness is amply rewarded, Not only 1s the
purpose of learning to know what 15 dden in one’s

own mind far inere quickly altamed and with less

expense

of affect,

but

impressions

and convictions

are

received 1n one’s own person which may be sought in
vam by studying books and attending lectures In
addition, the gam resulting fiom the lasting personal
relationship winch usually springs up between the

learner and his guide 1s not to be estimated hghtly.
Such analysis of a person who 1s for all practical
purposes healthy will naturally remain uncompleted.
Whoever knows how to appreciate the high value of
the

self-knowledge

tion

of his own

and

increase

in

self-control

so

acquired will afterwards continue the analytic examma-

personality by a self-analysis, and

walligly recogmze that, in himself as in others, he must
always expect to find something new
That analyst,

however, who has despised the provision of analysis for
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will be penalized, not merely by an incapacity
more than a certain amount from hus patient,
riskmg a more serious danger, one which may
a danger for others. He will easily yield to

the temptation of projecting as a scientific theory of
general applicability some of the pecuharities of his
own personality which he has dimly perceived, he
will bring the psycho-analytic method
and lead the inexperienced astray.

into discredit,

(g) I will now add a few other rules which wilt

make a transition from the attitude
to the treatment of the patient

of the physician

The young and eager psycho-analyst will certainly
be tempted to bring his own individuahty freely into
the discussion, in order to draw out the patient and

help him over the confines of his narrow personality.
One would expect it to be entirely permissible, and even
desirable, for the overcoming of the patient's resistances,

that the physician should afford him a ghmpse into
hus own mental defects and conflicts and lead him to
form comparisons by making mtimate disclosures from

his own Irfe. One confidence repays another, and
anyone demanding intimate revelations from another
must be prepared to make them himself
But the psycho-analytic relationship is a thing

apart ; much of it takes a different course from that
which the psychology of consciousness would lead us
to expect.
Experience does not bear witness to the
excellence of an affective technique of ths kind.
Further, it is not difficult to see that it mvolves a

departure from psycho-analytic prmciples and verges

upon treatment by suggestion. It will induce the
patient to bring furward sooner and with less difficulty
what he already knows and would otherwise have kept
back for a time on account of conventional abjections.
But this technique achieves nothing towards the
discovery of the patient's unconscious , 1t makes him

less able than ever to overcome the deeper resistances,
and in the more severe cases it invamably fails on
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account of the insatiability it rouses in the patient, who

then tries to reverse the situation, finding the analysis
of the physician more interesting than his own.
The
loosening of the transference, too—one of the main

tasks of the cure—is made more difficult by too inti-

mate

an attitude on the part of the doctor,

so that a

doubtful gain m the beginning is mure than cancelled

in the end.

Therefore I do not hesitate to condemn

this kind of techmque as incorrect,

should

be

impenetrable

to

the

The physician

patient,

and,

like

a

maurror, reflect nothing but what is shown to him = In
practice, it 1s true, one cannot object to a psychotherapeutist combining

a certain amount

of analysis

with some suggestive treatment in order to achieve a
perceptible result m a shorter trme—as 1s necessary, for
instance, in institutions,
but one may demand that
he himself should be im no doubt abuut what he is
doing and should know that his method 1s not that of
true psycho-analysis.

‘Another temptation arises out of the educative
function which in a psycho-analytic treatment falls to
the physician without any spectral intention on his part.
As the inhibitions in development are undone it inevit-

ably happens that the physician finds humself in a
position

to pomt

out new

have been set free.

aims fur the impalscs

which

It is but a natural ambition for

him then to endeavour to make
excellent out of the person whose

something specially
neurosis has cost s0

much labour, and to set up high aims for these umpulses

But here again the physician should restram Inmself and

take the patient's capactties rather than his own wishes

as his standard Talent for a high degree of subhmation is not found in all neurotics, of many of them
can bebeve that they would never have fallen 11
had they possessed the art of subhmating their impulses

one

In pressing them unduly towards sublimation, and
cutting them off from the easier and simpler gratifica~
tions, life may often be made even harder for them

than they feel it otherwise

A physician most always
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be tolerant of a patient’s weakness, and must be content
to win back a part of the capacity for work and enjoyment even for a person of but moderate worth.
Ambzitiousness

mm the educative

able as m the therapeutic.

direction 1s as undesir-

Moreover, it must not be

forgotten that many people succumb to illness in the
very effort towards sublimation beyond the limit of
ther capacity, and that in those who are capable of

it the process usually takes place from within as soon

as their inhibitions have been removed by the analysis.
In my opmuon, therefore, efforts to bing about sub-

Imations

of the

impulses

in the

course

of psycho-

analytic treatment are no doubt always pratseworthy
but most certainly not in all cases advisable.
(@) To what extent
should the imtellectual

co-

operation of the patient be called for in the treatment ?

It 1s difficult to say anythmg of general apphcability

on

this point,

the

personality

the principal ‘deciding factor.

of the

patient

1s here

In any case caution

and self-restraint are to be observed m this matter.
It 1s correct te set the patient tasks, such as collecting
his memones, thmking over a certam period of hus hfe,

and soon

On the contrary, the patient has above all

to Icarn, what never comes easily to anyone, that such
mental activities as thinking over a matter, or con-

centrating the will and attention, avai nothing in

solving the riddles of the neurosis, but that this can
only be done by patiently adhering to the psychoanalytic rule demanding the exclusion of all criticism
of the unconscious or of its denvatives.
One must

especially insist upon the following of the rule most

rigidly with those patients whose habitual manceuvre

it is ta shirk analysis by sheerimg off mto the intellectual,
and who speculate much and often with great wisdom
over their condition, thereby sparing themselves from

taking steps to overcome it.
resorting

to analytical

For this reason J dishke

writings as an aid to patients;

I require them to learn by personal experience, and I

assure them that in this way

they will acquire wider

r9lz
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than the whole literature

I recognize,

the conditions of
very advantageous

institution
to employ

reading as a preparation for patients im analysis and

as a means of creating an atmosphere favourable to
influence.

The most urgent warning I have to express 1s
agamst any atternpt 10 engaye the confidence or support of parents or relatives by giving them psychoanalytical books to read—.erther of an introductory or

of an advanced kind
has

This well-meant step usually

the effect of evoking

prematurely the natural and

inevitable opposition of the relatives to the treatment,
which in consequence 18 never even begun
I will

here

express

the

hope

that

advances

im the

experience of psycho-analysts will soon lead to agreement

upon

treatment

the most

of neurotic

expedient

persons

techmque

for the

As for treatment

of

the ‘ relatives ’, I must confess mysclf utterly at a loss,

and I have altogether ttle faith m any individual
treatment of them.

XXX

FAUSSE RECONNAISSANCE (‘DEJA RACONTE’)
IN PSYCHO-ANALYTIC TREATMENT*
(1973)
T not

mfrequently

happens

in the

course

of an

analytic treatment that the patient, after reporting

some fact that he has remembered, will go on to
say: ‘But I've told you that already’—whule the
analyst himself feels sure that this is the first time he

has heard the story.
If the patient 1s contradicted
upon the pomt, he will often protest with energy that

he 1s perfectly certain he is nght, that he 5 ready to
swear to it, and soon, while the analyst’s own conviction that what he has heard 1s new to him will become

correspondingly stronger. To try to decide the dispute
by shouting the patient down or by outvying him in

protestations would be a most unpsychological proceeding.
It 1s familar ground that a sense of conviction of the accuracy of one's memory has no objective

value,
must

and, since one of the two persons concerned

necessartly be mm the wrong,

it may

just as well

be the physician as the patient who has fallen a victim
toa

paramnesia

The

analyst

will admit

as much

to

the patient, will break off the argument, and will
postpone

a

settlement

of

the

point

until

some

later

occasion,
In a minonty of cases the analyst himself will then
recollect that he has already heard the piece of information under dispute, and will at the same time discover
the subjective, and often far-fetched, reason which
led to this temporary forgetfulness. But in the great

in Zertschnj?,by BdJames
I, Stashes
1913, reprinted
im Sar
sung,1 First
Viertdpubhshed
Folge [Travsiaied
|
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majority of cases it is the patient who turns out to
have been mistaken, and he can be brought to recognize
the fact.

appears

The

explanation

to be that

previous

occasion

of this frequent occurrence

the patient

have

the

really did on

intention’

of

giving

some
this

information, that once or even several tames he actually

made some remark leading up to rt, but that he was
then prevented by resistance from carrymg out his
purpose, and afterwards confounded a recollection of his
intention with a recollection of its performance.
Leaving on one side any cases in which there may

stil he some element of doubt, [ will now bring forward
a jew others which are of special theoretical interest

With certam people rt happens, and may even happen
to the assertion that they have already told the analyst

repeatedly, that they chng with particular obstinacy

this or that, when the nature of the circumstances and
of the information in question makes 1t quite impossible

that they can be right. For what they claim to have
told already once before and what they clam to
recognize as something old, which must alsu be farmhar
to the physician, turn out to be memories of the greatest

mportance to the avalysis—confirmatory facts for

which the analyst has long been warting, or solutions
which

wind

up a whole

section of the work

and which

he would certainly have made the basis of an exhaustive
discussion.

In

the

patient himself scon
have decerved him,

face of these
admits
though

considcrations

the

that his recollection must
he 1s unable to account

for its definite character.
;
The phenomenon presented by the patient in cases
like this deserves to be called a ‘ fausse reconnatssance
’,

and is completely analogous to what occurs in certain
other

In

cases

these

and

other

has

been

cases the

described

subject

as

a

‘déja

vw’.

has a spontaneous

feehng such as ‘I've been in this situation before °, or
‘T've

been

through

all

this

already’,

without

ever

being in a position to confirm his conviction by discovering an actual recollection of the previous occaston.
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as is well known, has provoked

a large number of attempts at explanation, which can
be divided roughly into two groups. One class of
explanation looks upon the feeling which constitutes
the phenomenon as deserving of credence, and assumes
that something really has been remembered—the only
question being what. The second and far larger class

of explanation includes those which mamtaim, on the
contrary,

that what we have to deal with 1s an illusory

memory, and that the problem 1s to discover how this

paramnestic error can have arisen
Thus latter group
comprises many widely different hypotheses
Theres,
for instance, the ancient view, ascribed to Pythagoras,
that

the phenomenon

of the déja@ vu 15 evidence

of the

individual having had a former hfe, agam, there 3s
the hypothesis based upon anatomy (put forward by
Wigan in 1860) to the effect that the phenomenon 1s
based upon an absence of simultaneity in the functioning of the two cerebral hermspheres, and finally
there

are

the

purely psychologica]

theories,

supported

by the majonty of more recent authorities, which
regard the déjad vu as an indication of an apperceptive
weakness,

rence

to

and

such

assign

the

causes

as

responsibility

fatigue,

for 1ts occur-

exhaustion

and

distraction
In 1904 Grasset * put forward an explanation of the

déja va which must be Teckoned as one of the group
which

‘believes’

in

the

phenomenon

He

was

of

opinion that the phenomenon mdicates that at some

earher time there has been an unconscrous perception,

which only now makes its way mto consciousness
under the influence of a new and similar impression.

Several other authonties have agreed with this view,
and

have

menon

dreamed

maimtamed

that

the

basis

of

the

pheno-

15 the recollection of something that has been
and

then

forgotten.

In both

cases

1t would

3 One of the most recent bibbographies of the subject 1s to be
foudin Havelock Ells, The World of Dreams, 19
sensation du dey

1913
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he a question of the activation of an unconscious
impression.
In

1907,

in

the

second

edition

of

my

Psycho-

pathologie des Alltagslebens, I proposed an exactly
similar explanation for this farm of apparent paramnesia
without mentioning Grasset’s paper or knowing of its
existence
By way of excuse I may remark that I
arrived at my conclusion as the result of a psychoanalyte investigation which I was able to make of an
-xample of déyd vu na female patient ; 1t was extremely
clear, though it had occurred twenty-eight years earlier
i shall not reproduce the little analysis in this place.
Tt showed that the situation
occurred was really calculated

m which
to revive

the @éj@ we
the memory

of an earher experience of the patient’s
who

was

at

that

time

a

The patient,

twelve-year-old

child,

was

visttmg a family in which there was a brother who was
seriously ill and at the point of death,

while her own

brother had been im a similarly dangerous condition a
few months carher.
similar events there

But
had

with the earlier of these two
been associated a phantasy

that was mcapable of enterng consciousness—namely,
a wish that her brother should die
analogy between
the two cases

conscious

Consequently, the
could not become

And the perception of it was replaced by

the phenomenon of ‘ having been thraugh 1t all before ',
the identity being displaced from the really common
element on to the locality.
The name ‘ déj@ ux’ 15, as we know, applied to a
whole class of analogous phenomena,
such as
the
‘déjd entendu’,
the ‘déyd éprouvé’ and the ‘déjd
sents’,
The case which T am now about to report, as

a single instance out of many similar ones, consists of
a

‘dé

raconté';

and

it could

be

traced

back

to au

unconscious resolution which was never carned out. |

‘A patient! said to me in the course of hus associa-

2 [A detailed analysis of this patient's case will be found in ‘ From
the Fhetory of an Infantile Neurosis’, Contectzo VAPERS, vol i,
VOL i

¥
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tions
‘ When I was playing in the garden with a knife
(that was when I was five years old) and cut through my

htile finger—oh, I only thought 1t was cut through—
but I've told you about that already ’.

1 assured him that I had no recollection of anything

of the kind. He msisted with increasing conviction
that it was impossible he could be mistaken _ I finally

put an end to the argument in the manner I have
described above and asked him i any case to repeat

the story

Then

we should see where we were

“When [ was five years old, I was playing in the
garden near my nurse, and was carvmg with my
pocket-knife

in

the

bark

of

one

that also come into my dream?

of

the

walnut-trees

Suddenly, to my

unspeakable terror, I noticed that I had cut throug!
the little finger of my (right or left ?) hand, so that it

was only hanging on by its skin. I felt no pain, but
great fear 1 did not venture to say anything to my

nurse, who was only a few paces distant. but I sank
down’ on the nearest seat and sat there mcapable

of casting another glance at my finger
At Jast I grew
calm, took a look at the finger, and saw that 1t was
entirely ummyured '
We soon agrecd that, in spite of what he had
thought, he could not have told me the story of this

vision or hallucmation

before

He

was

very

well

aware that I could not have fatled to exploit such

evidence as tlus of his having lad a fear of castration at
the age of five.

The episode broke down

his resistance

against assuming the existence of a castration complex ,
but he raised the question
' Why did I feel so certain
of having told you this recollection before ? ’
It then occurred to both of us that repeatedly and

> CE * The Occurrence in Dreams af Matenal from Fairy Tales‘
(1913), CoLs-rcTeD Parers, vol iv To telhng the story again on a
later occasion he made the following correction
don't beheve I
wus cutting the tree That was a confuston with another recollection,
which must alsa have Leen ballucitiatonly falsified, of having made a
cut upon a tree with my kmfe and of blood having come out of the

3913.
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in various connections he had brought out the following
trivial recollection, and each time without

our deriving

any profit from it

“Once when my uncle went away on a journey he

asked me and my sister what we should like him to
bring us back.
My sister asked for a book, and I
asked for a pocket-knife’
We now understood that
this association which had emerged months before had

in realty been a screen-memory for the repressed
recollection,

and

had

been

an

attempt

(rendered

abortive by the resistance) at telling the story of his
imagined joss of his little finger—an
unmistakable

pemis-equivalent.

The knife which his uncle did m

fact bring him back was, as he clearly remembered, the
same

one

that

made

its appearance

in the episode

which had been suppressed for so long
Tt seems unnecessary to add anything in the way
of an mterpretation

of this httle

occurrence,

so far

as it throws light upon the phenomenon of ‘ fausse
As regards the subject-matter of the
patient's vision, I may remark that, particularly im
reconnaissance’

relation to the castration complex, smular hallucinatory
falsifications are of not infrequent occurrence,

and that

they can just as easily serve the purpose of correcting
unwelcome

perceptions.

The following notes upon ther author's childhood

were

put

at

my

disposal

in

rgir

The

wnter,

with

residing

in a

whom I am unacquainted and whose age 1s unknown
to me, is a man of university
university town in Germany

education

“In the course of reading your Krndhettsernnerung

des Leonardo da Vinct,

1 was moved

to internal dissent

by the observations contamed upon pages 29 to 37

Your assertion that male children are dommated by an
interest in their own genitals provoked me to make a
counter-assertion to the effect that “if that 1» the
general rule, [ at all events am an caception to it’.
T then went on to read the passage that follows (page 31

to the top of page 32) with the utmost amazement, such
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amazement as one feels when one comes across a fact
of an entirely novel character. In the midst of my
amazement a recollection occurred to me which showed.

mc, £0 my own surpnise, that the fact could not be by
any means so novel as it had seemed. For, at the

time at which T was passing through the period of
“qnfantile

sexual

mquiry

", a lucky

chance gave

me

the opportunity of inspecting the female gemtals in a
little girl of my own age, and in doing so I guste clearly
observed

a penis

of the same

kind

as

my

own.

Soon

afterwards I was plunged into fresh confusion by the

sight of some female statues and nudes , and m order
to get over this “ scientific " discrepancy I devised the

following expenment

By pressing my thighs together

J succeeded

my

them,

m

making

gemtals

disappear

between

and I was glad to find that m that way all

differences between my own appearance and that of

a female nude could be got ndof. Evidently, T thought
to myself, the genitals have been made to disappear in

a similar way in female nudes

‘ At this point another recollection

occurred

to me,

which has always been of the greatest importance to
me, m so far as it 15 one of the three recollections which

constitute all that I can remember of my mother, who
died when T was very young.
My mother 1s standing

in front of the wash-hand-stand and cleaning the glasses

and washing-basin, while I am playing m the same room
Asa punishment
my hand 1s soundly slapped. Then to my very great

and committing some misdemeanour.

terror I see that my httle finger 1s falling off ; “and in

fact it falls into tle pail.

Knowing that my mother

is angry, I do not venture to say anything;

but my

terror grows still more intense when I see the pail
carned off soon afterwards by the servant-maid.
For
a jong time I was convinced that I had lost a finger—

up to the time, I beheve, at which I learnt to count.
‘I

have

often

tned

to

interpret

this

recollection,

which, as I have already mentioned, has always been
of the greatest importance to me on account of its
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It 1s only

of my

now,

345,
inter-

after

reading your book, that I begin to have a suspicion
of a simple and satisfying answer

to the conundrum.’

There 1s another kind of fausse reconnarssance which

not

infrequently

a treatment,

makes

much

its appearance

patient may say
it all the tome’.
jias been solved,

at the close of

to the pliysician’s satisfaction.

After he has succeeded
(whether it was of a real
the patient’s
acceptance
and has succeeded, as it

in forcing the repressed event
or of a psychucal nature) upon
im the teeth of ali resistances,
were, m rehabilitating 1t—the

‘Now I feel as though I had known

With

this the problem

of the analysis

XXXI
FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE
TECHNIQUE OF PSYCHO-ANALYSIS*
On

BEGINNING THE TREATMENT.
THE First CommuNICcATIONS,
THE CURE.

[THE
THE

QUESTION
DYNAMICS

OF
OF

(913)

E who hopes to learn the fine art of the game of

He
from books will soon discover that only
the operung and closing moves of the game

admit of exhaustive systematic descmption, and that
the endless variety of the moves which develop from

the openmg defics description,
instructions

the gap left in the

can only be filled in by

the zealous study

of games fought out by master-hands
The rules which
can be laid down for the practical apphcation of psychoanalysis im treatment are subject to similar mutations.
Lintend

now

to try to collect

together

for the use

of practising analysts some of the rules for the opening
of the treatment.

Among

them

there

are some

which

may seem to be mere details, as mdeed they are. Their
jushfication 1s that they arc’ simply rules of the game,
acquiring

ther

importance

the whole plan of the game

bong

them

forward

as

by

their

connection

with

1 do well, however,

‘recommendations’

to

without

claaming any uncondrtronal acceptance for them. The
exceptional diversity in the mental constellations
concerned,

the

plasticity

of ali mental

processes,

and

the great number of the determining factors mvolved
prevent the formulation of a stereotyped technique, and
also bring 1t about that a course of action, ordinanly

Burst publisher in Zetcheft,Bd U, 1913, reprinted in SammJung, Vierte Folge [Transluled ag Fen Riviere’)
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legitimate, may be at times ineffective, while one which

is usually erroneous may occasiwnally lead to the

desired end These circumstances do not prevent us
from cstablishing a procedure for the physician which
will be found most generally efficient.

Some

years ago

I set forth the considerations of

chief importance im the selection of patients, which 1
shall therefore not repeat here, since that time other
psycho-analysts have confirmed their validity. I will
add,

though,

that

since

then,

when

I know hitie

of a

case, I have formed the practice of first undertaking it
only provisionaliy for one or two weeks

Hi one breaks

off within this period the patient 1s spared the distress
of an unsuccessful attempt at cure, it was only
‘taking

a sounding * m

case and to deme

order

ta learn more

about

the

whether it was a suitable one for

psycho-analysis
No other kind of prelimmary cxamination 1s posstble, the most lengthy discussions and
questionings in ordinary consultation are no substitute

Tins experiment, however, 15 in itself the begining of

an analysts, and must conform to its rules, there may
perhaps be this difference in that on the whole one
lets the patient talk, and explams nothing more than
1s absolutely necessary

to keep him talking.

For the purposes of diagnosis, also, 1t 13 an advantage

to begin with a period of a few weeks designed as an
experiment.
Often enough, when one sees a case of
neurosis with hysterical or obsessional symptoms,
mild m character and of short duration (just the type
of case, that 1s, which one would regard as suitable for
the treatment), a doubt which must not be overlouked

arises whether the case may not be one of incipient
dementia prexcox, so called’ (schizophrenia, according

to Bleuler, paraphremia, as 1 prefer to call it), and

may

not

sooner

this disease.

or later develop

are

well-marked

signs of

I do not agree that it 25 always possible

to effect the distinction so easily.
psycluatrsts

who

hesitate

I know that there

Jess

often

1 ‘On Psychotherapy *, CoLuectep Papers, volt

am

their
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I have

they are just as often mistaken.
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however,
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been

convinced

that

For the psycho-

1s more

serious

than

The latter has little

of value to offer erther to the one type of case or to the

other , he merely runs the risk of a theoretical mistake,
and

tus

diagnosis

las

but

an

academic

mterest.

In

an unsuitable case, however, the psycho-analyst has
committed a practical error , he has occasioned useless

expense and discredited his method of treatment,
suffering from paraphrema instead of from hystena or

he cannot fulfil his promise of cure sf the patient 15
obsessional neurosis, and therefore he has parucularly
strong motives

for avoiding

mistakes

in diagnosis.

an experimental course of a few weeks
signs

will

aften

be

observed

not to pursue the attempt
I cannot assert
invanably ensure

which

further.

will

In

suspicious

decide

hum

Unfortunately

that an attempt of tlus kasd will
certainty , it as but one more useful

precaution?
Lengthy prehmmary discusstons before the beginning of the treatment, previous treatment by another
method,
and
alse previous
acquaintance
between
physician and patient, have certain disadvantageous

consequences for which one must be prepared.
They
result in the patrent entering upon the analysis with a

transference

already

effected,

which

must

then

be

slowly uncovered by the physioan , whercas otherwise
he 18 1m a postion to observe the growth and development of it from the outs
patient gains a start upon us which

this means the
we do not willingly

grant him in the treatment
4 Thece re meh to be sit on the subject of thts uncertaunty in
dragnows, on the prospecty of analysis in the miler for
phrema, und on the explanation of the simulanty between the
Minch T cannot bring forward in this cotnection 7 shouhl
be withing 10 contrast hysteria and the obsessional neurosis, under the
name of “transference neuroses | with the paraphrenic group, under the
name of ‘ ntroverson neuroses ", in accordance with Jung’s formula, if
the term ‘introversion (of the bide) were not abenated by such usage
from tts only legitimate meanmg
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to put

off

Experience shows that at

the appomted time they fail to return, even though
their motive for the delay (that is, thei rationalization
of

the

mtention)

suspicion.

appears

to

the

novice

to

be

above

Special difficulties arise when friendship or acquaint-

ance already casts between

the physician and the

patient, or their families.
The psycho-analyst who is
asked to undertake treatment of the wife or child of a

friend must be prepared for it to cost him the friend-

ship, no matter what the outcome of the treatment;
nevertheless he must make the sacrifice unless he can

propose a trustworthy substitute,
Both the general pubhe and medical men—still fam
to confound psycho-analytic with suggestive treatment

---are inchned to attmbute great importance to the
expectations which the patient brings to the new

treatment

not

They often beheve that one patient will

give much

trouble because

he has a great behef in

psycho-analysis and 1s fully convinced of its truth and
curative power , and that another patient will doubtless

prove mare diffienlt becanse he 1s of a sceptical nature
and will not believe until he has experienced good

results in his own person
Actually, however, this
attitude on the part of the patient las very httle

importance, lus prclminary behef or disbehef 1s
almost negligible compared with the inner resistances
which

hold

the

neurosis

fast.

A

blissful

trustfulness

on the patient's part makes the relationship at first a
very

pleasant

one ,

one

thanks

him

for it, but warns

hum that this favourable prepossession will be shattered
by the first difficulty arising m the analysis.

sceptic

one

says

that

the

analysis

requires

To the

no

faith,

that he may be as critical and suspicious as he pleases ;
that one does not regard his attitude as the effect of ns

judgement at all, for he 1s not in a position to form
a reliable judgement on the matter, his distrust 1s

but a symptom hke lus other symptoms and will not
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interfere if he conscientiously carries out what the rule
of the treatment requires of him.
Whoeveris farmhar with thenature of neurosis will not
be astomshed to hear that even a man who 1s very well

able to carry out analysis upon others can behave hike
any other mortal and be capable of producing violent

resistances as soon as he himself becomes the object of

analytic mvestigation.
to remind

us agam

When this happens it serves

of the dimensions

which

the mind

has in regard to its depth, and it does not surprise us to
find that a ncurosts 1s rooted mn mental strata that were
never penetrated by an intellectual study of analysis.

Points of importance for the beginning of the treat-

ment are the arrangements about time and money.

regard to time, I adhere
leasing a definile hour. A
working day 1s appointed
and he 1s hable for it, even
This arrangement, which

In

rmypdly to the principle of
certam hour of my available
to cach patient; it 1s his,
if he does not make use of it.
1s regarded as a matter of

course for teachers of music or languages among our
upper classes, perhaps seems too ngoraus for a medical
man, or even unworthy of the profession. All the many
accidents

which

may

prevent the patient

from

attend-

img every day at the same hour will be referred to, and
some allowance will be expected for the numerous inter-

current ailments which may anse in the course of a

lengthy analytic treatment. My only answer is No
other way 1s practicable. Under a less stnngent régime
the ‘ occasional ’ non-attendances accumulate so greatly
that the physician's material existence 1s threatencd,

whereas strict adherence to the arrangement has the
effect that accidental hmdrances
and

intercurrent

wlnesses

but

do not arise at all

scldom.

One

1s hardly

ever put in the position of enjoymg a Jersure hour which

one 1s paid for and would be ashamed of, the work
continues without interruptions, and one 1s spared the
disheartening
and
bewildenng
expenence
that
an
unexpected pause in the work always occurs just when

it promises to be especially important and productive,
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overwhelming

conviction the sigmficance of the psychogemic factor
in the daily hfe of mankind, the frequency of fictrtious
‘ indispositions’, and the non-existence of chance as
the practice of Peyeho-analyss for some years strictly
on

the

principle

indubrtable

of ure

organic

by the

illness,

the

hour.

In

occurrence

cascs of

of

which

cannot be excluded an. spite of mterest m the psychical
work,

I

break

off

the

treatment,

regard

myself

as

entitled to dispose otherwise of the hour which becomes
free, and take the patient back again when he has
recovered and I again have a free hour.
I work with my patients every day, except Sundays

and public holidays, that 1s, usually six days a week.
For shght cases, or the contmuation of a treatment

already well advanced, three days m the week will
suffice.
Otherwise, restriction of the tame expended
brings no advantage to physician or patient; if 1s not

to be thought of at the begining
Even short interruptions have a disconcerting effect on the work,
we used to speak jokingly of the ‘ Monday-crust ’ when
we began work again after the rest on Sunday , with
more frequent intervals the nsk anses that one will
not

be

able

to keep

pace

with

the

patient's

real life,

that the analysis will lose contact with the present

and be forced into by-paths.

Occasionally one meets

with patients to whom one must give more than the
average time of onc hour a day, because the best part

of an hour 1s gone before they begin to open out and to
communicate anything at all.

‘An unwelcome question which the patient asks the
physician at the outset 1s How long will the treatment
last? What length of trme will you require to reheve
me of my trouble? If one has proposed an expenmental course of a few weeks one can avoid a direct

reply to this question by undertaking to give a more
trustworthy answer later on The answer is hke that

of Aesop in the fable of the Wanderer

, on being asked

the length of the journey he answered ‘Go ', and gave
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the explanation that he must know the pilgrim’s pace
before

he

could

tell the

time

his yourney

would

take

Inm. Tlus explanation helps one over the difficulty
at the start, but the comparison 1s not a good one, for
the neurotic can easily alter ius pace and at times make

but very slow progress.
duration

The question of the probable

of the treatment

1s hardly

to be answered

at

all, im fact
As a result of the lack of insight on the part of

patients combined with the lack of straightforwardness

on the part of physicians, analysis ws expected to realize
the

most

boundless

claims

in the

shortest

trme

As

an example I will give some details from a letter which

T received a fow days ago from a lady in Russia = Her
age 1s fifty-three, her illness began twenty-three years

ago,

for the last ten years she has been incapable of

continued work, ‘ vanous cures in homes’ have not
succeeded im making an ‘active life’ possible for her.
She hopes to be completely cured by psycho-analysis,
of which she has read, but her illness has already cost

her family so much that she cannot undertake a visit

of more than six weeks or two months to Vienna
In
addition to this there 1s another difficulty
she wishes

to ‘explam

herself’ from the beguuung in writing,

since any discussion of her complexes wonld excite
an

attack

or

render

her

‘temporarily

dumb’,

No

one would expect a man to hft a heavy table with two

fingers as if it were a little stool, or to build a large
house m the time it would take to put up a wooden

hut, but as soon as it becomes a question of the neuroses

(which mankind seems not yet to have fitted into the

general scheme of bis ideas) even intelligent people
forget

the

necessity

for

proportion

between

work,

dime and snccess—a comprehensible result, too, of the

deep ignorance which prevails concernng the etiology

of neuroses

Thanks to this ignorance a neurosis 38

generally regarded as a sort of ‘maiden from afar’,
the world knows not whence it comes, and therefore
expects 1t to vanish away some day.
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Medical men support this happy belkef, even the
expenenced among them often fail to estimate properly

the severity of nervous disorders. A fend and
colleague of mime, to whose credit I account it that

after several decades of scientific work
on other
principles he has betaken himself to the recognition of

psycho-analysis, once wrote to me
a short, convement

What we need 1s

form of treatment

for out-patients

suffering from obsessional neurosis. T could not supply
hm with it, and felt ashamed, so I tned to excuse
myself with the remark that probably physicians would
also be very glad of a treatment for consumption or
cancer which combined these advantages

To speak more plainly, psycho-analysis 1s always
a matter of long periods of time, of six months or a
year, or more -- a Jonger time than the patient expects
Tis

therefore a duty to explain this fact to the patient

before he finally resolves upon the treatment

I hold

xt to be altogether more honourable, and also more
expedient, to draw his attention, without alarming
hum unduly but from the very’ beginning, to the

difficulties and sacnfices involved by analy te treatment, thereby depriving him of the night to assert
later on that he had been inveigled into a treatment the

impheations and extent of which he did not realize
The patient who lets himself be dissuaded by these
considerations would later on have shown
himself
unsuitable , 1t 15 a good thmg to institute a selection

in this way before the beginning of the treatment.
With the progress of understandmg among patients the
number of those who stand this first test increases

I do not bind patients to continue the treatment
for a certain length of trme,
J permit each one to
break off whenever he hkes, though I do not conceal

from him that no success will result from a treatment

broken off after only a small amount of work, and that
it may easily, like an unfinished operation, leave mm

in an unsatisfactory condition

my

practice

of

psycho-analysis

In the early years of
I

had

the

greatest
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difficulty in prevailing upon patients to continue ; ths

difficulty has long since altered , 1 must now anxiously

exert myself to duce them to give it up

The shortening of the analytic treatment remains

a reasonable wish, the realization of which,

as we shall

hear. is bemg sought after m various ways
Unfortunately, 1t 18 opposed by a very important element
m the dtuation—namely, the dlowness with which
profound changes in the mind bring themselves about,
iundamentally the same thing as the ‘ inappreciation
of tune’ characteristic of our unconscious processes

When

the

patieits

are

plaints

and

describe

some

confronted

with

the

great

expenditure of time required for the analysis they
often bethmk themselves of suggesting a makeshift
way out of the difficulty They divide up their comas unendurable

and

others

as secondary, saying, ‘If only you will reheve me of
this (for mStance, a headache or a particular fear) I

will manage by myself to endure hfe with the other
troubles’ They exaggerate the selective capacity of
the analysis m this. The analyst 1s certamly able to do
a great deal, but he cannot determine beforehand
exactly what results he willefiect He sets in operation
a certain process, the ‘loosenmg’ of the existing

repressions

he can watch over it, further 1, remove

difficulties in the way of xt, and ‘certainly do much

also to vitiate 1t;

but

on

the

whole,

once

begun,

the

process goes its own way and does not admit of
or in the order ip which the vanous stages to be
gone through are taken The power of the analyst
prescribed direction, either im the course it pursues

over the symptoms of disease 1s comparable in a way
to sexual potency,
the strongest man can beget a
whole child, 1t 1s true, but he cannot effect the pro-

duction of a head alone, or an arm, or a leg in the
female organ, he cannot even prescribe the sex of the
child
He, too, only sets in operation a highly complicated process, determined by foregone events, and
ending with the severance of the child from the mother.
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Again, a neurosis has the character of an organism;
its component manifestations are not independent of
one another, they each condition and mutually support.

the others,

a man can only suffer from one neurosis,

never from several accidentally combined in his person.

Suppose one had freed the patient, according to jus
wish, from

the one unendurable

then

discovered

have

that

a

symptom,

symptom

he might

which

was

previously neghgible had mereased unt it m turn

had become intoicrable

In general, the analyst who

wishes the results to be as independent as possible of
the

influence

of

suggestion

from

himself

(that

1s, of

transference} will do best to refrain from using even

the fraction of selective influence upon the results of
the core which 1s perhaps open to him — The patients
who are most welcome to the psycho-analyst will be
those who desire complete heallli so far as they are
capable of it, and who will place as much time at Ins
disposal for the cure as the process requires

Naturally,

such favourable conditions are to be met with only in
the minority of cases

The next point to be decided on begmning the

treatment

is the

money

question,

the

physicuan’s

fee.

The analyst does not dispute that money is to be
regarded

first

and

foremost

as

the

means

by

which

hie 1s supported and power 1s obtained, but he mamtains that, besides tlus, powerful sexual factors are involved in the value set upon

itt, he may expect, there-

fore, that money questions will be treated by cultured
people in the same manuer as sexual matters, with the
same inconsistency, prudishness and hypocrisy. He 1s

therefore determined beforehand not to concur in this
attitude,

and m

his dealings

with patients

to treat of

money matters with the same matter-of-course frank-

ness that he wishes to induce in them towards matters
relating to sexual Infe

By vuluntanly introducing the

subject of fees and statmg the price for which he grves

ins time, he shows the patient that he iumself has cast
aside false shame im these matters.
Ordimary prudence
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then demands that the sums to be paid should not be
allowed to accumulate until they are very large, but

that payment should be made at fairly short regular

intervals (every month or so),
the

value

of

the

treatment

{It 15 well known that

1s not

cuohanced

in

the

patient's eyes if a very low fee is asked.) This is of
course not the usual practice of neurologists or other
physicians in our European cities But the psy cho-

analyst may
who

put himself in the position of surgeons,

are both

honest

and expensive

im measures which can be of aid

because

they

deal

In my opmuon it 1s

more dignified and ethically less open to objection to
acknowledge one's actual clarms and needs rather than,
as the practice is now among medica! men, to act the
part of the disinterested philanthropist, while that

enviable situation 1s denied to one and one grumbles

in_secret, or anrmadverts loudly, over the lack of consideration or the miserliness shown by patients.
In

estimating his fee the analyst must allow for the fact

that, in spite of strenuous work, he can never earn as

much as other medical speciahsts.
For the same reasons he may refrain from giving
treatment gratuitously, making no exceptions to this

im favour of his colleagues or their relatives

Thus last

fessional

however,

requisition seems to confiict with the clams of profellow-fechng ,

one

must

consider,

that gratuitous treatment means much more to a
psycho-analyst than to other medical incn—namely,
the dedication of a considerable portion (an eighth or
a seventh

part,

perhaps)

of the time

available

livelhood over a penod of several months

for Ins

Another

treatment conducted gratuitously at the same time
would

rob

him

of a quarter

or a third

of his earning

whether

the advantage

capacity, which would be comparable to the effects of
some serious accident.
Then the question

anses

to the patient would not outweigh the physician’s
sacrifice.
I may rely on my own judgement in this
matter, since I have given an hour daily, and sometimes
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two, for ten years to gratuitous treatment, because
I wished, far the purpose of studying the neuroses,
to

work

with

the

fewest

possible

hindrances.

The

advantages which I sought in this way were not forthcoming

many

Gratuitous

treatment

enormously

increases

neurotic resistances, such as the temptations of

the transference-relationship

the opposition

for young

to the obhgatory

gratitude

women,

or

in young

men arising from the father-comiplex, which 1s one of

the most troublesome obstacles tu the treatment.

The

absence of the corrective influence im payment of
the professional fee is felt as a serious handicap , the
whole

relattronship

recedes

into an unreal

world , and

the patient 1s deprived of a useful incentive to exert
himself to bring the cure to an end.
One may stand quite aloof from the ascetie view

of money as a curse and yet regret that analytic therapy
xs almost unattamable for the poor, both fur external
and for internal reasons
Little can be done to remedy

this

Perhaps there 1s some truth m the widespread

belief that those who are forced by necessity to a hfe
of heavy labour succumb less casily to neurosis.
But

at all events experience shows without a doubt that,
in this class, a neurosis once acquired 3s only with very
great difficulty eradicated

It renders the sufferer too

good service in the struggle for existence , the accom-

panying secondary ‘epimosic gain’ has here too much
importance.

The pity which the world has refused

to his matenal distress the sufferer now claims by
nght of his neurosis and absolves himself from the

ubhgation of combating his poverty by work.
one

who

tries

to

deal

by

psychotherapeutic

Any

means

with a neurosis m a poor person usually makes the
discovery that what 1s really required of him in such
a case isa very different, material kind of therapy—the
sort af healing which, according to tradition, Emperor

oseph II. used ta dispense.

Naturally, one does

occasionally meet with people of worth who are helpless
from no fault of their own, in whom unpaid treatment
voL

1

z
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leads to excellent results without exciting any of the
difficultzes mentioned,
For the middle classes

the

necessary

expense

of

psycho-analysis 1s only apparently excessive. Quite
apart from the fact that restored health and capacity

for life on the one hand, and a moderate outlay in

money on the other, cannot be measured in the same
category , 1f one contrasts a computation of the neverceasing costs of nursing homes and medicai treatment

with the merease of capacity to lve wel] and earn well
after

a

successful

analytic

treatment,

one

that the patient has made a good bargain.

may

in life 18 so expensive as illness—and fookshness

say

Nothing

Before I conclude these remarks on beginning the

analytic treatment a word must be said about a certain
the posttion in which
the treatment is carned out I adhere firmly to the
ceremonial observance regarding

plan of requmng the patient to
while one sits bend
lim out

rechne upon a sofa,
of his sight
This

arrangement has an historic meaning, it 1s the last
vestige of the hypnotic method out of which psychoanalysis was evolved , but for many reasons it deserves
to be retamed. The first 1s a personal motive, one
that others may share with me, however. I cannot

bear to be gazed at for eight hours a day (or more).

Since, while 1 listen, I resign myself to the control of

my unconscious thoughts Ido not wish my expression

to give the patient indications which he may imtcrpret
or wlich may influence hun in his communications.
The patient usually regards bemg required to take up
this position as a hardship and obyects to it, especially
when scoptophiha plays an important part im the

neurosis.

I persist in the measure,

however,

for the

intention and result of it are that all imperceptible
influence on the patient’s associations by the trans-

ference may be avoided, so that the transference may

be isolated and ciearly outhned when 1t appears as a
resistance. I know that many analysts work m a

different way, though I do not know whether the main
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motive of their departure is the ambition to work in
a different way or an advantage which they gain
thereby.
The conditions of the treatment beang now regulated

in this manner, the question anses at what point and
with what material 1t shall begin
What subject-matter the treatment

begins

with

1s

on the whole ummatenal, whether with the paticnt’s

life-story, with

a history of the illness or with recollec-

tions of childhood , but m any case the patient must
be

left to talk,

and

the

choice

of subject

left to him.

One says to him, therefore, ‘ Before I can say anything
to you,

I must

know

a great

deal about

tell me what you know about yourself’.

you,

‘please

The only exception to this concerns the fundamental

rule of the psycho-analytic techmique which the patient
must observe
This must be unparted to him at the
very begining =‘ One thing morc, before you begin
Your talk with me must differ m one respect from an

ordimary conversation Whereas usually you nghtly
try to keep the threads of your story together and to
exclude all intruding associations and side-ssues, so
as not tu wander too far from the point, here you must.
proceed differently
You will notice that as you relate
things

various

ideas

will occur

to you

which

you

feel

melmed to put aside with certam criticisms and
objections. You will be tempted to say to yourself
“

us or that

has

no

connection

here,

or it 1s qurte

ummportant, or it 3s nonsensical, so it cannot be
necessary to mention it". Never give in to these

objections, but mention 1t even 2f you feel a dismclina-

tion agamst it, or indecd just because of this.

Later

on you will perceive and learn to understand the reason

for this injunction, which

1s really the only one that

you have to follow. So say whatever goes through
your mind. Act as jf you were sitting at the window

of a railway train and descnbing to some one behind
you

the

changing

views

you

see

outside.

Finally,

never forget that you have promised absolute honesty,
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and never leave anything unsaid because for any reason
it 1s unpleasant to say it.’+
Patients who date their illness from a particular

tyme usually concentrate upon the events leading up
to it;

others who themselves recognize the connection

of ther neurosis with their childhood often begm with
an account of thetr whole hfe-story.
A consecutive
narrative should never be expected and nothing should
be done to encourage it.
Every detail of the story will

later have to be related afresh, and only with this
repetition will additional matter appear enabling the
significant connections

patient to be tra

which

are

unknown

to

the

There are patients who from the first hour carefully

+ Much nught be said about our experience with the fundamental
rule af
psycho-analyss One meets occasionally with people
behave as if thev had mstituted this rule for themselves , others offend
agaist st from the beginning Te1s indispensable, and also advantage.
, to mention it at thefirst stage of the treatment, later, under the
influence of resistances, obedience to it weakens and there comes a
ein
every analynis when the patient disre;
ust
remember how aresistible way the lenrptation in one’s sef-anals sis to
yield to thove cavdling pretexts for rejecting certain thoughts
The
feeble eftect of the patient's agreement to the bargain made with bim
about the ‘fundamental rule’ 1s regularly demonstrated
when something
of an intimate nature about a third
person mses to his mind for the first
time. the patient knows that he must -ay everything, but he makes a
new obstacle out of the discretion required on behalf of others | ° Must
T really say everytl
ght that only apphed to what concerns
mysell’ “it is hatucitiv impossible to cary out an analyens if the
patient's relations with other people and his thoughts about them are
tune omelette a faut casser des @ufs
An honourante man eadhlv forgets
sch of the private aflairs of strangers as do
not seem impnrt:
mot he excepted
from communication . otherwise the patient's ‘narratives become rather
shadowy, like the scenes of Goethe’
remain in the physician's memory, moreover, the names withheld
cover the a
‘h to all kinds of tmportant connections One ma
perhaps leave names until the patient has become tore familiar with
the physician and the process of analysis 1
Te
thmg that the whole undertaking becomes lovt labour af a single
:
vrevy If at any one spot in a town the nght
of sanctuary existed, one can well imagine that 1t would not be long
before all the niff-rati of the town would gather there 1 once treated
high official who was boun:
oath not to communicate certain
State secrets, and the analysis came to grief as a consequence of this
Fexriction ‘The peycho-analytic treatment must overnde everything
which comes 1 its way,
se the neurosis and the resetances arc
equally relentless
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prepare their communications, ostensibly so as to make

better use of the trme given to treatment. This appears
to be eagerness on their part, but st is resistance One
must disallow this preparation, it 1s employed (o
guard against the appearance of unwelcome thoughts , '
the patient may

believe ever so honestly

m his pratse-

worthy intention, but resistance will play its part in
this kind of considered preparation and will see to at
that on this way the most valuable part of the communi-

cation escapes

One will soon find that the patient

invents yet other methods
material may be withheld

by which the
from analysis

required
He wilt

perhaps talk over the treatment every day with some
intimate

friend, and in this discussion bring out all the

thoughts which should occur ta him in the presence
of the

physician

The

treatment

then

suffers

from

leak which lets through just what 1s most valuable
lt will then

soon

be time

to recommend

a

the patient to

treat the analysis as a matter between himself and ns

physician, and to exclude everyone else from sharing
in it, no matter how closely bound 1o him or how inqmsitive they may be. Tn later stages of the treatment
the patient 1s not usually tempted in this way
Certain patients wish their treatment kept secret,
often because they have kept their neurosis secret, and

I put no obstacle in the way of this That im consequence the warld hears nothing of some of the most
brilhantly

successful

cures

13 of course

not to be taken mto account.

a consideration

Obviously the patient’s

decision in favour of secrecy at once reveals one feature
of has inner history.

In advising at the beginning of treatment that as
few persons as possible shall be infarmed of it, one

protects patients to some extent from the many hostile
influences seeking to detach them from the analy

Such influences may be very mischievous at the outset

of the cure , later they are usually immaterial, or even
ptions may be made only of such data 25 the family relation
tk
sinps, visits, operations, and so on
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useful in bringing into promunence resistances which are
attempting concealment
If dung the course

requires temporarily

of

the

analysis

the

patient

some other medical or special

treatment, it 1s far wiser to call m some. colleague outside
analytic work than to administer this treatment oneself

Analyss combined with other treatment, for neurotic

maladies

with

a strong

organic

connection,

1s nearly

always impracticable, the patients withdraw their
interest from the analysis when there 1s more than one
way leading them to health Preferably one postpones
the organic treatment

until after the conclusion

of the

mental ; if the former were tned first, in most cases it

would do no good.

To return to the beginning of the treatment.

Patients are occastonally met with who begin the treat-

ment with an absolute disclaimer of the existence of

any thoughts im their minds which they could utter,

although the whole field of ther Ife-history and their
neurosis hes before them untroddeu.
One must aceede
this first time as little as at any other to their request

that one should propose something for them to speak
of
one

Qne must bear
in these cases.

in mind what it 1s that
A formidable resistance

confronts
has come

out into the open in order to defend the neurosis, one
takes up its chatlenge then and there, and grips it by
the throat.

Emphatic

and repeated assurance that the

absence of all ideas at the beginning 1s an impossthihty,
aud that there is some resistance against the analysis,

soon brings the expected confesstons from the patient
a else leads to the first discovery of some part of his

complexcs

It 1s ommous 1f he has to confess that

while listemng to the rule of the analysis he formed

a determination

in sprte of 1t not to communicate

this

or that , not quite so bad if he only has to declare the
distrust he has of the treatment or the appalling things
he has heard about it
possbihties when they

If he denies these and similar
are suggested to lum, further

Pressure will constram him to acknowledge

that he
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has neglected certain thoughts which are occupying
his

mind

He

was

thinking

of

the

treatment

itself

but not in a definite way, or else the appearance of

the room he 1s m occupted him, or he found himself
thinking of the objects round him in the consulting:
toom, or of the fact that he 1s lying on a sofa, for all

of which thoughts he has substatuted ‘nothing ‘These
dications are surely intelligible, everything connected

with

the situation

of the moment

represents

a

transference to the physician which proves suitable
for use as resistance.

uncovering
rapidly to

It 1s necessary

then

to begin by

this transference, thence the way leads
penetration of the pathogenic matenal

m the case, Women who are prepared by events in
their past lives for a sexual overture, or men with
unusually strong, repressed homosexuality, are the

most prone to exhybit this denial of all ideas at the

outset of the analysis

The first symptoms or chance actions af the patient,

hke the first resistance, have a special interest and will
betray one of the governing complexes of the neurosis
A cléver young philosopher, with leanmgs towards
zsthetic

exquisiteness,

hastens

to

twitch

the

crease

in tus trousers mto place before lying down for the

first sstting , he reveals himsclf{ as an erstwhile copro-

phihac of the highest refinement, as was to be expected
of the developed zsthete
A young gir] on the same

occasion hurnedly pulls the hem of her skirt over her
exposed

ankle,

she

has

betrayed

the

kernel

of what

analysis will discover later, her narcissistic pride m
her bodily beauty and her tendencies to exhibitionism,
Very many patients object espectally to the arrangement of rechnmg in a position where the physician
sits out of sight behind them , they beg to be allowed
to undergo analysis in some other position, mostly

because they do not wish to be deprived of a view of

the physician

Permisston is invariably refused , one

cannot

them,

prevent

however,

from coutriving to say

a few wards before the begummg of the ‘ sitting itself",
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and after one has signified its termination and
have risen from the
their own minds a di

they

n this way they make in
ion of the treatment mto an

offical part, in which they behave in a very inhibited
manner, and an informal ‘fnendly’ part, m which
they really speak freely and say a good deal that they
do not themselves regard as belonging to the treatment
The physician does not fall in for long wath this division

of the time, he makes a note of what 1s said before or
after the sitting, and im bringing it up at the next

opportunity he tears down the partition which the
patient has tried to erect, I[t again is a structure
formed from the maternal of a transference-resistance
So long as the patient continues to utter without

obstruction the thoughts and rdeas rising to has mand, the
theme of the transference should be left untouched. One
must

wait until the transference,

which

is the most

delicate matter of all to deal with, comes to be employed

as resistance

The next question with which we are confronted 1s

amaim one
It runs
When shal! we begin our dtsclosures to the patent?
When 1s it time to unfold

to him the hidden meaning of his thoughts and assncrations, to initiate him into
and its technical devices ?

the

postulates

The answer to this can only be

able

transference,

a

lished in the patient
consists in attaching

well-developed

of analysis

Not untila dependrapport,

15 estab-

The first aim of the treatment

him

to the treatment

and to the

person of the physician. To ensure this one need do
nothing but allow him time
If one devotes serious
interest to hum, clears away carefully the first resistances that arise and avoids certam mistakes, such an

attachment develops im the patient of itself, and the

physician becomes linked up with one of the imagos
of these persons from whom he was used to receive
kindness. "It 15 certamly possible to forfeit this pnmary
success if one takes up from the start any standpoint

other than that ef understanding, such as a morahzing
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attitude, perhaps, or 1f one behaves as the representative or advocate of some third person, maybe the
husband or wrfe, and so on
This answer of course involves a condemnation of

that mode of procedure which consists in communicating

to the patient the interpretation of the symptoms as
soon as one percetves it oneself, or of that attitude
which would account it a special tnumph to hurl these
‘solutions ‘in his face at the first interview
It 1s not

difficult for a skilled analyst to read the patient's
hidden wishes plainly between the lines of his complaints

and

the

story

of his illness,

but

what

a measure

of

self-complacency and thoughtlessness must exist m one

who

can

upon

the

shortest

acquaintance

inform

a

stranger, who ts entirely ignorant of analytical doctrines,

that he is bound by an incestuous love for his mother,

that he harbours wishes for the death of the wife he
appears to love, that he conceals within himself the
intention to deceive his chief, and so forth!
T have

heard that analysts exist who plume themselves upon
these kinds of lightmng-diagnescs and ‘express
treatments, but 1 warn everyone agaist following
such examples
Such conduct brings both the man
and

the treatment

violent

opposition,

mto

discredit and arouses the most

whether

the interpretations

correct or not,
yes, and the truer they are
the more violent 1s the resistance they arouse

be

actually
Usually

the therapeutic effect at the moment 1s nothing,

the

resulting horror of analysis, however, 1s meradicable.

Even in later stages of the analysis one must be careful
not to communicate the meaning of a symptom or the
interpretation of a wish until the patient 1s already

close upon it, so that he has only a short step

to take

in order to grasp the explanation himself

In former

interpretations

untimely

years I often found that premature commumceation of
brought

the treatment

to an

end, both on account of the resistances suddenly
aroused

thereby and also because of the rehef resulting

from the wsight so obtamed.
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The followmg objection will be raised here- Is it

then

our

task

to lengthen

the

treatment,

and

not

rather to bring it to an end as rapidly as possible?

Are not the patient's sufferings due to his lack of
knowledge

and

understanding,

and

1s it not

a

duty

to enhghten him as soon as possible, that 1s, as soon
as

the

physician

himself

knows

the

explanations ?

The answer to this question requires a short digression
concerning
mechanism

the significance of knowledge
of the cure in psycho-analysis

and

the

In the early days of analytic techmque it 15 true
that we regarded the matter intellectually and set a
high value on the patrent’s knowledge of that which
had been forgatten, so that we hardly made a distinction
between

our knowledge

and his in these

matters.

We

accounted it specially fortunate if it were possible to
obtain information

of

the

forgotten

traumas of child-

hood from external sources, from parents or nurses,

for instance, or tram the seducer himself, as occurred

occasionally , and we hastened to convey the mformaton and proofs of its correctness to the patient, in the

certain expectation of bringing the neurosis and the
treatment to a raprd end by this means. It was a
bitter disappumtment

when

the expected

success

was

not forthcommg. How could it happen that the
patient, who now had the knowledge of his traumatic

experience, still behaved in spite of it as if he knew
no more than before ?

Not even would the recollection

of the repressed trauma come to mind after at had been

told and described to him
In one particular case the mother of an hysterical
irl had confided to me the homosexual expenence

which had greatly influenced the fixation of the attacks
The mother herself had come suddenly upon the scene
and had been a witness of it, the girl, however, had
totally forgotten it, although it had occurred not long
hefore puberty. Thereupon I made a most instructive
observation.

Every

time that

I repeated the mother's

story to the girl she reacted tu it with an hysterical
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forgotten

There was no doubt that the patient was expressing a
violent resistance agamst the knowledge which was

being forced upon her , at last she simulated imbecility

and total loss of memory in order to defend herself
agaist

what

I

told

her

After

this,

there

was

no

alternative but to abandon the previous attmbntion of
importance to knowledge i itself, and to lay the stress
upon the resistances which had onginally induced the

condition of ignorance and were still now prepared to
defend 1t
Conscious knowledge, even if it were not
again expelied, was powerless agaist these resistances.
This disconcerting ability in patients to combine
conscious knowledge with
planed by what 1s called
reason of the recognition of
analysis finds nu difficulty

ignorance remains unexnormal psychology
By
the unconscious, psychoin it, the phenomenon

described

of

15,

however,

one

the

best

confirmations

has

penetrated

of the conception by which mental processes are
pproached as being differentiated topograplucally
‘The patients are aware, in thought, of the repressed
expenence, but the connection between the thought
and the pomt where the repressed recollection isi
some way impnsoned 1s lacking No change 15 possible
until

the

this pomt

conscious

and

repression there

thought-process

has overcome

the resistances

to

of the

It 1s just as if a decree were pro-

mulgated by the Mistry of Justice to the effect that
juvenile misdemeanours should be dealt with by certain
Jement methods
As long
as this concession has not
come to the knowledge of the individual magistrates,

or in the event of their not choosmg to make use of
it but preferring to deal justice according to their

own lights, nothing will be changed m the treatment
accorded to youthful dehnquents. For the sake of
complete accuracy,
though, it may be added that
communicating to the paticnt’s
tion about what
any

effect

at

all

consciausness 1forma-

1s repressed does not entirely fail of
It does

not produce

the

hoped-for
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:t has

other

consequences. It first arouses resistances, but when
these are overcome it sets a mental process in action,
im the course

of which

the desired

mfluence

upon

the

unconscious memory 1s eventually effected.
‘At this point we should review the play of forces
brought into action by the treatment. The primary
motive-power used m therapy ts the patient's suffering
and the wish to be cured which amses from it
The
volume of this motive-force 1s diminished in vanous

ways, discoverable only in the course of the analysis,
above

all by

what

we

call the

‘epinosic

gaan’,

the

mottve-power itself must be maintained until the end

of the treatment , every improvement effects a diminution of it.
insufficient

Alone, however, the force of this motive ts
to overcome the iliness,
two things are

lacking m it, the knowledge of the paths by which the
desired end may be reached, and the amount of energy
needed

to oppase

the resistances

The

analytic

treat-

ment helps to supply both these deficiencies
The
accumulation of energy necessary to overcome the
resistances 13 supplied by analytic utihzation of the
energies which are always ready to be ‘transferred’,
and by timely communications to the patient at the

might moment analysis points out the direction m which

these energies should be employed
The transference
alone frequently suffices to bring about a disappearance
of the symptoms of the disease,
temporary and lasts only as long

but this 1s merely
as the transference

itself 1s maimtamed The treatment is then nothing
more than suggestton, not a psycho-analysis.
It
deserves the latter name only when the intensity of
the transference has been utihzed to overcome the
resistances; only then does illness become impossible,

even though the transference 1s again dissolved as its
function in the treatment requires.
In

the

course

of

the

treatment

another

helpful

agency 1s roused— the patient’s mtellectual interest

and understanding

Hut this alone is hardly worth
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consideration by the side of the other forces engaged
in the struggle, for it 1s always in danger of succumbing
to the clouding of reasoning power under the fluence

of resistances
Hence it follows that the new sources
of strength for which the sufferer 1s indebted to the
analyst
resolve
themselves
into
transference,
aud
instruction (by explanation}.
The patient only makes
usc of the instruction, however, in so far as he 1s mduced
to do so by the transference , and therefore until a
powerful transference 1s established the first explana-

tion should be withheld , and

hkewise, we may add,

with each subsequent one, we must wait until each
disturbance of the transference by the (ransferen

resistances arising in succession has been removed.
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(1914)
T scems to me not unnecessary constantly to remind

[ses

of the far-reaching changes which psycho-

analytic techmque has undergone since
beginnings
Jts first phase was that of
catharsis, direct concentration upon the events
symptom-formation and persistent efforts

its first
Breuer’s
exciting
on this

principle to abtain reproduction of the mental processes
involved in that situation, m order to bring about a

release of them through ‘conscious operations. The
aims pursued at that time, by the help of the hypnotic
condrtion, were ‘ recollection ‘ and ‘ abreaction

'. Next,

after hypnosis had been abandoned, the main task
became that of divining from the patient's free associations

what

he

fasled

to

remember.

Resistances

were

to be carcumvented by the work of interpretation and
by making its results known to the patient , concen-

tration on the situations giving rise to symptom-formation and on those which lay behind the outbreak of
illness was retained, while abreactron receded and
seemed ta be replaced by the work the patient had to do

sn overcoming his cntical objections to his associations,
m accordance with the fundamental psycho-analytic

rule.

whereby

Fmally, the present-day technique evolved itself,

particular

the analyst abandons concentration on any
element

or problem,

contents

himself

with

* First published in Zestschrsft, Bd IL, 1914, reprinted in Samm.
Jung, Vierte Folge [Translated by Joan RiviereJ
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studying whatever is occupymg the patient's mind at
the moment, and employs the art of imterpretation
mainly
which

for the purpose of recognizing
come
up
in regard to this

ment

of

making

the patient aware
the

division

of them

of

labour

the resistances
matenal
and

A rearrange-

results

from

this , the physicran discovers the resistances which are
unknown to the patient , when these are removed the
patient
often relates
the forgotten situations and
connections without any difficulty
The arm of these
different procedures has of course remained the same

throughout descriptively, to recover the lost memories ,
dynamically, to conquer the resistances caused by
repression

One 1s bound to be grateful still to the old hypnotic
techmque for the way in which it unrolled before us
certain of the mental processes of analysis in an 1solated
and

schematic

form.

Only

this

could

have

given

us

the courage to create complicated sttuations ourselves
in the analytic process and to keep them perspicuous.

Now in those days of hypnotic treatment ‘ recollection ' took a very simple form
The patent put himself
back into an earher sttuation, which he seemed never
to confound with the present, gave an account of the
mental processes belonging to 11, in so far as they were
normal, and appended to ths whatever conclusions

arose from making conscious what had before been
unconscious
I

will

here

interpolate

a

few

every analyst has found confirmed

observations

which

im his experience.

The forgetting of impressions, scenes, events, nearly

always reduces itself to ‘ dissociation ' of them.
When
the patient talks about these ‘forgotten’ matters he
seldom fails to add‘ In a way I have always known
that, only I never thought of it’
He often expresses

himself as disappomted that not enough things come

into his mind which he can hail as ' forgotten ’, which
he has never thought of since they happened.
Even
this desire on his part 1s fulfilled, however, particularly
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m cases of conversion-hystena.
The
‘ forgotten’
materal 1s still further circumscmbed when we estimate
at ther true value the screen-memories which are

so generally present
impression

In many cases ] have had (he

that the famihar

childhood-amnesia,

which

1s theoretically so important to us, is entirely out-

weighed by the screen-memones. Not merely 15 much
that t> essential in childhood preserved in them, but
actually all that 1s essential Only one must understand

how to extract it from them by analysis They represent the forgotten years of childhood just as adequately
as the manifest content represents the dream-thoughts
The

other group

of mental

processes,

the purely

internal mental activities, such as phantasies, relations
between ideas, smpulses, feelings, connections, may be

contrasted with impressions and events experienced,
and must be considered apart from them in its relation
to forgetting and remembering
With these processes
it particularly often happens that something 1s ‘ remembered

’ which

never could

have

been

‘ forgotten’,

because it was never at any time noticed, never was
conscious , as regards the fate of any such ‘ connection *
m the mind, moreover, it seems to make no difference

whatever

whether

it was

conscious

and

then

was

forgotten or whether it never reached consciousness at
al]
The conviction which a patient obtains in the
course of analysis 1s quite independent of remembenng
it in that wa
In
the mantfold
forms
of obsesstonal
neurosis

particularly,

‘forgetting’

away

links

of the

between

consists mostly of a falhng

draw conclustons, ‘an isolating

various

ideas,

a failure

of certain memones.

to

Nu memory of one special kind of Inghly important
expenence can usually be recovered ‘these are experences which touk place m very early childhood,

before they could be comprehended, but’ which were

subsequently interpreted and understood,

One gains a

knowledge of them from dreams, and is compelled to
believe m them on irresistible evidence in the siructure
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of the neurosis,
moreover, one can convince oneself
that after his resistances have been overcome the

patient no longer mvokes the absence of any memory
of them (sensation of famiharity) as a ground for
refusing to accept them.

This matter, however, is one

demanding so much critical caution and mtroducing so

much that 1s novel and startling that I will reserve it for

special discussion m connection with suitable maternal.
To

return

to

the

companson

the new techniques,

between

the old and

im the latter there remains very

httle, often nothing, of this smooth and pleasing course
of events belonging to the former
ere are cases
which, under the new techmique, conduct themselves
up ta a point

hke

those under

the hypnotic

technique

and only later abandon this behaviour, but athers
behave differently from the beginning
If we examine
the

Jatter

class

in

order

to

define

this

difference,

we

may say that here the patient remembers nothing of
what is forgotten and repressed, but that he expresses

it in achon

He reproduces it not im his memory but

in tis behaviour,
he repeats it, without of course
knowing that he 1s repeating it
For instance, the patieut does not say that he
remembers

how

defiant

and

cntical

he

used

to be

in

regard to the authonty of lus parents, but Le behaves
in that way towards the physician
He docs not

remember how he came to a helpless and hopeless
deadlock in his infantie searchings after the truth of

sexual matters, but he produces a mass of confused
dreams and associations, complams that he uever
succeeds at anything,

and describes it as his fate never

to be able to carry anything through.

He does not

remember that he was intensely ashamed of certain
sexual activities, but he makes tt clear that he 1s
ashamed of the treatment to which he has submitted

himself, and does his utmost to keep it a secret, and
on,
‘(Ct Freud, ‘From the Ihslory
Conecrep Parkes, vol i —Trans]
voL

of an

Infantile

Neurosis’,
24
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Above all, the beginning of the treatment sets in
with a repetition
the fundamental

of this kind.
When one announces
psycho-analytical rule to a patient

with an eventful life-history and a long illness behind
him, and then waits for him to pour forth a flood of
mformation, the first thmg that happens often 1s that
he has nothing to say He as silent and declares that
nothmg

comes

intu

Jus

mind.

‘That

1s

nothing but the repetition of a homosexual
which

comes

anything.

up

as a resistance

against

of

course

attitude,

remembering

As long as he 1s under treatment he never

escapes from this compulsion to repeat,

understands that it 1s his way of remembermn,

at last one

The relation between this compulsion to repeat and
the transference and resistance 1s naturally what will
interest us most of all.
We soon perceive that the
transference 1s ttself only a bit of repetition, and that

the repetition 25 the transference of the forgotten past
not only on to the physicran, but also on to ail the other
aspects of the current situation. We must be prepared

to find, therefore, that the patient abandons himself
to the compulsion

to repeat, which 1s now replacing the

impulse to remember, not only in his relation with the

analyst but also m all other matters occupymg and
interesting him

at the time, for instance,

when

he falls

in love or sets about any project during the treatment

Moreover, the part played by resistance 1s easily
recognized. The greater the
resistance the more
extensively will expressing m action {repetition) be
substituted for recollectmg
collection of the past which

indeed a condition

abrogated

in which

The ideal kind of rebelongs to hypnosis is

resistance

1s completely

If the treatment begins under the auspices

of a mild and unpronounced positive transference, it
makes an unearthing of memories hke that in hypnosis
possible to begin with, while the symptoms themselves

are for the time quiescent, if then, as the analysis
proceeds, ths transference becomes hostile or unduly
intense,

consequently

necessitating

repression,

remem~
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immediately gives way to expression in action.
then
onward
the resistances
determine the

succession of the various repetitions. The past 1s the
patient’s armoury out of which he fetches his weapons
for defending himself against the progress of the
analysis, weapons which we must wrest from him one
by one.

The patient reproduces instead of remembering,
and he reproduces according to the conditions of ihe
resistance , we may now ask what it 1s exactly that he

reproduces or expresses mm action
The answer 1s that
he reproduces everything in the reservorrs of repressed

material that has already permeated his general char-

acter —his inhibitions and disadvantageous attitudes

of mind, Ins pathological trarts of character.
repeats

during

the treatment

He also

all his symptoms

And

now we can see that our special insistence upon the
compulsion to repeat has not yielded any new faci, but
1s only a more comprehensive point of view
We are
only

making

it clear

to

ourselves

that

the

patient's

condition of illness does not cease when his analysis
begins, that we have to treat his iliness as an actual
force, active at the moment, and not as an event in his
past life.
This candition of present lness 1s shifted

bit by bit with the range and field of operation of the

treatment, and while the patient hives it through as
something real and actual, we have to accomplish the
therapeutic task, which consists chiefly m translating
it back agaim into terms of the past.

Causing memones

to be revived under hypnosis

gives the impression of an expermment in the laboratory

Allowing ‘ repetition ’ during analytic treatment, which
is the latest form of technique, constitutes a conjuring

into existence of a piece of real life, and can therefore
not always be harmless and indifferent in its effects on
all cases.
The whole question of ‘exacerbation af

symptoms during treatment ’, so often unavordable, 1s
‘The very beginnmg of the treatment above all

linked up with this.
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in the patient's

attitude towards his ulness.

conscious

He has contented himself

usually with complainng of it, with regarding it as
nonsense, and with
for the rest, he has

underestimating its tmportance,
extended the ostnch-hke conduct

of repression which he adopted towards the sources of
his illness on to 1ts mamifestations. Thus xt happens
that he does not nghtly know

what are the conditions

under which his phobia breaks out, has not properly
heard the actual words of his obsessive idea or not
really grasped exactly what it 15 Ins obsessive impulse
1s impelling him to do
The treatment of course
cannot allow this He must find the courage to pa’
attention to the details of his illness

His iliness itself

must no longer seem to him contemptible, but must
become

an

enemy

worthy

of his mettle,

a part

of hus

personahty, kept up by good motives, out of which
things of value

for his ‘future hfe

have

to be derived,

The way to reconchation with the repressed part of
himself which 1s commg to expression in his symptoms
is thus prepared from the beginning, yet a certain
tolerance towards the illness itself 1s induced
Now if
this new attitude towards the illness intensifies the
conflicts and brings to the fore symptoms which till
then had been indistmrt, ane can easly console the
patient for this by pointing out that these are only

necessary and temporary aggravations, and that one

cannot overcome an enemy who 1s absent or not
within range.
‘The resistance, however, may try to
exploit the situation to its own ends, and abuse the

permission ta be ill
It seems to say
‘See what
happens when I really let myself go in these things!

Haven't I been nght to relegate them al to repression?’
Young and chuldish persons im particular are inclined

to make the necessity for paying attention to their
illness a welcome
excuse
for luxunating
in
thew
symptoms.
There ts another danger, that in the course of the

analysis,

other, deeper-lying mstinctual trends which
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had not yet become part of the personality may come

to be ‘reproduced '. Finally, it 1s possible that the

patient's behaviour outside the transference may
involve him in temporary disasters m life, or even be
so

designed

as

permanently

to

adopted

the

seeking of all its value
The

justified.

tactics

For

him

by

recollection

rob

the

health

physician

in

the

are

old

he

is

easily

style,

reproduction nm the wund, remains the goal of “his

endcavours, even when he knows that it is not to be
obtained by the newer method. He sets about a
perpetual struggle with the patient to keep all the

impulses which he would hike to carry into action

within the boundaries of his mind, and when it 1s
possible to divert mto the work of recollection any
impulse which the patient wants to discharge in action,

he celebrates 1t as a special trumph for the analysis

When the transference has developed to a sufficiently
strong attachment, the treatment 13 in a position to

prevent all the more important af the patient's
Fepetition-actions and ta make use of his intentions
alone,
work

i

brought

statu nascend:, as material for the therapeutic
One best protects the patient from disasters

about

by

carrying

his impulses

into action

by making hum promise to form no amportamt decisions
afiecting ms life during the course of the treatment,

for instance, choice of a profession or of a permanent

love-object, but to postpone all such projects until
after recovery.
‘At the same time one willingly accords the patient
all the freedom that is compatible with these restrictions,

nor

does

one

hinder

him

from

carrying

out

projects which, though foohsh, are not of special
sigmiicance, one remembers that it 1s only by dire
experience that mankind ever learns sense, There are
no doubt persons whom one cannot prevent from
phuinging into same quite undesirable project during
the treatment and who become
amenable and wilhng
to

submit

the

impulse

to

anal

only

afterwards.
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1t 1s bound to happen that the
assert themselves before there 1s

tume for the curbing-rem of the transference to be
placed on them, or that an act of reproduction
the patient to break the bond that holds lim

causes
to the

treatment. As an extreme example of this, I mght
take the case of an elderly lady who had repeatedly

fied from her house and her husband in a twihght
state, and gone no one knew where, without having
any idea of a motive for this ‘elopement ’. Her treatment with me began with a marked positrve transference
of affectionate fechng, which mtensified ttself with
uncanny rapidity in the first few days, and by the end

of a week she had ‘eloped’ again from me, before I
had time to say anything

to her which might have

prevented this repetition
The main instrument, however, for curbing the
patient's compulsion lo repeat and for turning it umto
a motive for remembermg consists in the handling of
the transference We render it harmless, and even

make use of it, by according it the right to assert itself
within certain hmits.
We admit it into the transference

as to a playground, m which it 15 allowed to let itself
go in almost complete freedom and ts required to display

before us all the pathogeme impulses hidden m the
depths of the patient’s mind.

If the patient does but

show comphance enough
to respect the necessary
conditions of the analysis we can regularly succeed m

aving all the symptoms of the neurosis a new trans-

ference-colourmg, and m replacing ins whole ordinary
neurosis by a ‘ transference-neurosis ’ of which he can

be cured by the therapeutic work.
The transference
thus forms a kind uf intermediary realm between illness

and real hfe, through which the journey from the one
to the other must be made.
‘The new state of mind has
absorbed all the features of the illness, it represents,

however,

an artificial ulness which

1s at every point

accessible te our interventions
It 1s at ihe same time
a piece of real hfe, but adapted to our purposes by
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specially favourable conditions, and 1t 1s of a provisional
character.
From the repetition-reactions which are
exhibited in the transference the famihar paths lead
back to the awakening
of the memories, which yield
themselves without difficulty after the resistances have
been overcome
I might break off at this point but for the title of

this paper, which requires me to discuss a further pomt
in analytic techmque
The first step m overcommg the

resistance 1s made, as we know, by the analyst's discovering the resistance, which 18 never recognized. by
the patient,

and

acquaimting

him

with

it.

Now

it

seems that begmners in analytic practice are inclined
to look upon this as the end of the work
I have often

been asked to advise upon cases in which the physician

complained that he had pointed out his resistance to
the patient and that all the same no change had set in,
m fact, the resistance had only then become really

pronounced and the whole situation had become more
obscure than ever
The treatment seemed to make

no progress

mistaken

This gloomy foreboding always proved

The treatment was as a Tule progressing

quite satisfactonly, only the analyst had forgotten
that naming the resistance could not result in its
ammediate

suspension

One

must

allow

the patient

time to get ta know this resistance of which he 1s
ignorant,

continuing

to

‘work

through"

it,

to

overcome

it,

by

the work according to the analytic rule

m defiance of it Only when it has come to its height
can one, with the patient's co-operation, discover the
repressed instinctual trends which are fecding the
resistance , and only by hving then through im this
way will the patient be convinced of their existence
and ther power. The physician has nothing more to
do than to wait and let things take their course, a
course which cannot be avoided nor always be hastened
If he holds fast to this principle, he will often be spared

the disappointment

of failure m

cases where all the

time he has conducted the treatment quite correctly
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This ‘working through ' of the resistances may in

practice amount

to an arduous

task

and a tal of patience for the analyst.

it

1s the

part

of

the

work

that

for the patient

effects

Nevertheless,
the

greatest

changes in the patient and that distinguishes analytic
treatment from every kind of suggestive treatment.

Theoretically one may correlate it with the ‘ abreaction *
of quantities of affect pent-up by repression, without
which the hypnotic treatment remained ineffective.

XXXII
FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE
TECHNIQUE OF PSYCHO-ANALYSIS?
OBSERVATIONS

ON TRANSFERENCE-LOVE

(t915)
VERY beginner in psycho-analysis probably feels
Kies
at first at the difficulties in store for hum
‘when he comes to interpret the patient’s associations and deal with the reproduction of repressed.
matenal

When

the

time

comes,

however,

he

soon

learms to look upon these difficulties as msignificant
and instead becomes convinced that the only serious
difficulties are encountered in handling the transference

Among
gives rise,
select this,
important

the situations to which the transference
one 1s very sharply outhmed, and 1 will
partly because 1t occurs so often and 1s so
mm reality and partly because of its theoretical

interest

The case I mean

1s that in which a woman

or

gurl patient shows by unmistakable allusions ar openly
avows that she has fallen m love, like any other mortal
woman, with the physictan who 1s analysmg her
This sitnatean has sts distressing and its comical aspects
as well as its serious ones, 1t is so compheated, and

conditioned by so many factors, so unavoidable and so
difficult to dissolve,

that discussion of 1t has long been

a pressing need of analytic techmque.
But since those
who mock at the failings of others are not always
themselves free from them, we have hardly been
inclmed to rush in to the fulfilment of this task. The
obligation of professional discretion, which cannot be

' First pubhshed in Zeischryt, Bd TIL, 1925, reprinted sp SaminJung, Vierte Folge [Lranslated by Joan Rinere |
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disregarded in hfe but which is useless in our science,
makes itself felt here again and again.
In so far as

psycho-analytical publications are a part of hfe, we

have here an msoluble conflict.
1 have recently disregarded this matter of discretion for once”
and

shown

how

this same

transference

sttuation

at first

retarded the development of psycho-analytic therapy
for ten years
To a cultivated Jayman—and

im their relation to

psycho-analysis the attitude of such men is the best
we cucounter— matters concerned with love cannot be
measured by the same standards as other things. 1t is

as though they were written on a page by themselves
which would not take
falls in love with her

any other script.
If a patient
doctor, then, such a man wil

think only two outcomes

tively

rare,

in which

are

all the

posstble-—one compara-

circumstances

allow

of a

permanent legal unton between them, and the other

much commoner, in which physician and patient part,
and abandon the work begun wluch should have led

to her recovery, as though 1f had heen prevented by
some

elemental

phenomenon.

There

1s certamly

a

third conceivable way out, which evcn appears com-

atible with continuing the treatment, and that 1s a
jove-relationship between them of an illicit character,
not intended to last permanently , but both conventional morality and professional dignity surely make

this impossible. In any event our layman would beg
the analyst to reassure him as unambiguously as

posmble that this third alternative 1s out of the question.

It 18 clear that the analyst's point of view must be
different from this.
Let us take the case of the second possible alternative.
After the patient has fallen in love with the

physician, they part, the treatment is grven up. But
y soon the patient’s condition necessitates her
malung another attempt at cure with another physician,
Con
ne yt, fhiatery, Of the Peycho- Analytic Movement ', 1914,
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she feels she has

fallen in love with the second physician, and just the

same
with

agam when she had broken
a third, and so on.
This

off and begun
again
phenomenon, which

occurs with such regulanty and 1s one of the foundations
of psycho-analytical theory, may be regarded from two

pomts of view, that of the physician analysing and that
of the patient in need of analysis
:

To the physician it represents an invaluable explana-

tion and a useful warnmg agamst any tendency to

counter-transference which may be lurking in his own
mind
He must recognize that the patient’s fallmg in

love 1s induced by the analytic situation and is not to
be ascrtbed to the charms of his person, that he has
no reason whatever thercfere to be proud of such a
“conquest ', as 1t would be cailed outside analysis.

And it is always well to be reminded of this

patient,

however,

there are two alternatives

For the

exther

she must abandon her analytic treatment or she must
make up her mind to beng im love with physicians as

to an inevitable destiny.’

I have no doubt that the patient’s relatives and
inends would decrde as emphatically in favour of the
first of the two alternatives as the analyst would for

the second

In my opinion, however, this ts a case

in which the decision cannot be left to the tender—or
rather, the jealous egoistic —mercies of the relatives
and friends
‘The patient’s welfare alone should decide
The love of her relatives cannot cure her neurosis

It 1s not necessary for the psycho-analyst to force
himself upon anyone, but he may take up the stand
that for certain purposes he 1s indispensable. Anyone
who takes up Tolstoy's attitude to this problem can
remain in undisputed possession of his wife or daughter,

but must try (o put up with ber retaimmg her neurosis
and with the disturbance 1t involves in her capacity for
know that the transference can express itself by other less
tender feelings, but 1 do not propose (0 go into that side of the matter
ere
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as

that

of

Incidentally, the jealous
if he thinks

the patient will escape falling m love with the physician
if

he

hands

her

over

to

some

other

kind

of

treat-

ment than that of analysis in order to get nd of her
The difference wil) be, on the contrary, that
her falling in tove ma way which is bound to remain
neurosis.

unexpressed and unanalysed can never render that aid

to her recovery which analysis would have extracted
from it.

It has come to my knowledge that certain physicians

who practise analysis frequently prepare ther patients
for the advent of a love-transference or even instruct

them to ‘ go ahead and fall in love with the analyst so

that the treatment may make progress’.
umagine a more nonsensical proceeding

I can hardly
It robs the

phenomenon itself of the element of spontaneity which

38 50 convincing and it Jays up obstacles ahead which
are extremely difficult to overcome.

At the first glance it certainly does not look as if
patient’s falling in love in the transference No matter
any advantage to the treatment could result from the

how amenable she has been up till then, she now
suddenly loses all understanding of and interest in the
treatment, and wil} not hear or speak of anything but
her love,

the

return

of which

she

demands,

she

has

esther given up her symptoms or else she z:nores them ,
she even declares herself well
A complete trans-

formation ensues m the scenc—it is as though some
make-beheve had been interrupted by a real emergency,
just as when the cry of fire 1s rarsedin a theatre

Any

physician experiencing this for the first time wall not
find it casy to keep a grasp of the analytic sstuation and
not to succumb to the ulusion that the treatment 1s
really at an end
On reflection one reahzes the true state of things.

One remembers

above all the suspicion that everything

impeding the progress of the treatment may be an
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certamly

plays
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a

great

part in the outbreak of passionate demands far love.
One has long noticed in the patient the signs of an

affectionate transference on to the physician and could
with certamty ascribe to this attitude her docilty, her

acceptance of the analytic explanations, her remarkable
comprehension and the high degree of intelligence
which she displayed during this period This 18 now
all swept away , she has become completely lacking in
understandimg and seems to be swallowed up in her
Jove, and this change always came over her just as
one had to bring her to the pomt of confessmg or
remembering one of the particularly painful or heavily
repressed vicissitudes m her hfe-history She had been
in love, that

is to

say,

for a long

trme,

but now

the

resistance is begimming to make use of it m order to

lunder the progress of the treatment,

to distract her

interest from the work and to put the analyst mto a
painful and embarrassing position
If one looks mto the situation more closely one can
recognize

that

more

complicated

motives

are

also

at

work, of which some are connected with the falling in
love, and others are particular expressions of resistance
To the first belong

the patient's efforts to re-assure

herself of her irresistibility, to destroy the physician's
authority by bringing him down to the level of a
lover, and to gain all the other advantages which she
foresees as incidental to gratification of her love
With regard to the resistance, one may presume that
at times it uses the
larations of love as a test for
the strait-laced analyst, so that comphance on his

part would call down on lim a repnmand — But above
all one obtaims the impression that the resistance acts
as

an

agent

provocateur,

untensifying

the

love

of

the

patient and exaggeratmg her readiness for the sexual
surrender, m order thereby to vindicate the action of
her repression

more emphatically

dangers of such heentiousness

by pomting

to the

All this by-play, which

in less complicated cases may not be present at all, has
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as we know been regarded by A. Adler as the essential
element in the whole process
But how is the analyst to behave in this situation
if he is not to come to grief and yet believes that the
treatment should be contimued
through this love-

transference and in spite of it ?

It would be very simple for me now, on the score

of conventional morality, emphatically to insist that
the analyst must never in any circumstances accept
or return the tender passion proffered him-~-that mstead
he must watch for his chance to urge the mfatuated
woman to take the moral path and see the necessity

of renunciation, and duce her to overcome the animal
side of her nature and subdue her passton, so as to

continue the analytic work

I shall not fulfil these expectations,
however—
neither the first nor the second.
Not the first, be-

cause I am writing not for patents, but for physicians

who have serous difficulttes to contend with, and also
because in this instance I can go behind moral pre-

scmptions to the source of them, namely, to utihty.
1 am on this occasion in the happy position of being
able to put the requirements of analytic technique in
the place of a moral decree without any alteration in
the results

Even more emphatically, however, do 1 decline to
fulfil the sccond of the expectations suggested above.

To urge the patient

to suppress,

to renounce

and to

sublmate the promptings of her instincts, as soon
as she has confessed her Jove-transference, would be

not an analytic way of dealing with them, but
less way
It would be the same thmg as to
up a spit from the underworld by means of
spell and then to dispatch him back agam
a

question,

One

would

have

brought

the

a senseconjure
a crafty
without

repressed

impulses out mto consciousness only in terror to send
them

back into repression once more.

Nor should

one

deceive oneself about the success of any such proceedmg When levelled at the passions, lofty language
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all know.

will

The

patient

only feel the humuliation, and will not fail to revenge

herself for it
Just as little can

I advocate a middle

course which

would recommend itself to some as espectally ingenious ;
this would consist nm averrmg one's response to the

patient’s feelings of affection, but i
all

the

physical

retrammg

accompaniments

of

these

from

tender

feelings, until one could guide the situation along

calmer channels and raise it on to a higher level
Against

this

expedient

I

have

to

object

that

the

psycho-analytic treatment is founded on truthfulness.

A great part of its cducative effect and its ethical

value les in this very fact
It 1s dangerous to depart
from this sure foundation,
When a man's life las
become bound up with the analytic technique, he finds

himself at a loss altogether for the hes and the guile

which are otherwise so indispensable to a physician,
and if for once with the best
te use them he 3s hkely to

intentions he attempts
betray himself
Since

we demand strict truthfulness from’ our patients, we
jeopardize our whole authority if we let ourselves
be caught by them in a departure from the truth

And besides, this experimental adoption of tender
feelng for the patient 1s by no means without danger
One cannot keep such complete control of oneself’ as
not one day suddenly to go further than was mtended

In my opimion, therefore, 1t 1s not permissible to
disavow the difference one has developed by keepmg

the counter-transference m check.
I

have

already

Ict

rt

be

seen

that

the analytic

technique requires the physician to deny the patient
who 1s longmg for love the satisfaction she craves
The

treatment

must

be

carried

through

in a state

of

abstinence , I do not mean merely corporal abstinence,
nor yet deprivation of everything desired, for this
could

perhaps

not

be

tolerated

by

any

But 1 would state as a fundamental

sick

person

principle that

the patient's desire and longing are to be allowed to
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far the

work

and

for the changes to be wrought, and that one must
beware of granting this source of strength some dis-

charge by surrogates

Indeed, one could not offer the

patient anything but surrogates, for until the repres-

sions are hfted her
true satisfaction

Let us admit

through

the analytic

condition

makes

her

incapable

that this prncple—of
treatment

of

carrying

in a state of renuncia-

tion—extends far beyond the case we are discussing,
and that it needs close consideration

im order to define

the limits of its posstble application

But we will

refram from going into this question now

and will keep

as closely as possible to the situation we started from

What would happen of the physician were to behave

difierenUy, and avail lumself of a freedom perhaps
available to them both to return the love of the patient

and to appease her longing for tenderness from bim ?

If he had been guided 1n his decision hy the argument
that comphance on hrs part would strengthen his power

over the patient so that he could influence her
perform the tasks required by the treatment, that

to
1s,

could achieve a permanent cure of her neurosis by

this means, experience would teach him that he had
uuscalculated.
The patient would achieve her aim,

but he would never achieve his There 1s an amusing
story about a pastor and an insurance agent which
describes what would happen
An ungodly msurance
agent lay at the pomt of death and his relatives fetched
the holy man to convert him before he died
The
interview lasted so long that those outside began to
have some hope
At last the door of the sick chamber
opened.
The free-thinker had not been converted—

but the pastor went away insured.

If her advances were returned, 1t would be a great
triumph for the patient, but a complete overthrow for
the cure
She would have succeeded in what all

patients struggle

for, mm expressing

im action,

m_re-

producing in reai hfe, what she ought only to remember,
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to reproduce as the content of her mmd and to retain
within the mental sphere
In the further course of
the love-relationshyp all the inhibitions and pathological

reactions of her love-development would come out,
yet

there

would

be no

possibility

of correcting

them,

and the pamful episode would énd in remorse and a
strengthening of her tendency to repression The
love-relationship actually desiroys the mfluence of
the analytic treatment on the patient , a combination
of the two would be an inconceivable thing

It 1s therefore just as disastrous for the analysis

if the

patient’s

craving

for

love

prevails

as

if 1t 15

suppressed
The way tlthe analyst must take 1s neither
of these, it 1s one for which there 1s no prototype m
real life He must guard against ignonng the trans
ference-love,

scaring

disgusted with st,
withhold

any

1t

away

or

making

the

patient

and just as resolutely must he

response

to

it

He

must

face

the

transference-love boldly but treat 1 like something
unreal, as a condition which must be gone through

during the treatment and traced back ta 1ts unconscious

origms, so that it shall assist in bringing to hght all
that 1s most hidden in the development

of the patient’s

erotic life, and help her to learn to control it The
more plainly the analyst lets 1t be seen that he 1s proof

against every temptation,

the sooner will the advantage

from the situation accrue to the analysis The patent,
whose sexual reprossions are of course not yet removed

but merely pushed mto the background, will then feel

safe enough to allow all her conditions for loving, all
the phantasies

of her sexual desires,

all the individual

details of her way of bemg in love to come to hght,
and then will herself open up the way back from them
to the infantile roots of her love.

With one type of woman, to be sure, this attenypt
to preserve the love-transference for the purposes of

analytic

These

work

without

are women

vou 1

gratifying

1t will

of an elemental

1 Cf pp 321 and 369 af seg

not

succeed.

passionateness,
23
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they are children of

accept

the

spiritual

instead

of

the material, fo use the poet’s words, they are
amenable only to the ‘logic of gruel and the argument
of dumplings”. With such people onc has the choice
either to return their love of else to bring down upon
full

force

of

the

mortified

woman's

fury.

In neither event can one safeguard the interests of
the treatment. One must acknowledge failure and
withdraw, and may at leisure study the problem how

the capacity for neurosis can be combined with such
an intractable craving for love
Many

analysts

which other wamen,

must

have

discovered

the

way

in

less violent m their love, can be

brought round gradually to the analytic pomt of view
Above

all,

the

unmistakable

element

of resistance

in

thar ‘love' must be insisted upon
Genumne love
would make the patient docile and intensify her
readiness to salve the problems of her case, Smply
because the man

she loved expected it

A woman

who

was really in love would gladly choose the road to
completion

of the cure, in order to give herself a valuc

m the physician's eyes and to prepare herself for real
life where her feelings of love could find ther proper
outlet.

Instead

of

this,

she

1s

showing

a

stubborn

and rebellious spirit, has thrown up all mterest in her

treatment, and clearly too all respect for the physician's

well-founded judgement
She 1s bringing out a resistance, therefore, under the guise of being in love; and
m addition to this, she has no compunctron about
trymg to lead him mto a cleft stick.
For if he refuses

her love, as duty and his understanding compel

him

to do, she can take up the attitude that she has been
humiliated and, out of revenge and resentment, make
herself inaccessible ta cure by him, just as she is now

doing ostensibly out of love.
As

a second

argument

this love one advances
single

new

feature

against

the

genumeness

of

the fact that 1t shows not a

connecting

it

with

the

present
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situation, but 1s entirely composed of repetitions and
‘rechauffés‘

of

earlier

reactions,

mcluding

childish

ones One then scts about proving this by detailed
analysis of the patient’s behaviour in love.
When

the

necessary

amount

of patience

1s added

to these arguments it 1s usually possible ta overcome
the

difficult

work,

the

formed it, the amm of the work then becomes
discovery of the infantile object-choice and of

the
the

patient

situation

having

and

to

contmue

either moderated

the

her love

or trans-

phantasies woven round 1{ I will now, however,
examine these arguments critically and put the

question whether they really represent the {ruth or
whether by employing them we are not in our desperation resorting to prevarication
In other words
can the love

and musrepresentation.
which 1s manifested m

analytic treatment not truly be called real ?

I think that we have toid the patient the truth, but

not the whole truth without regard for consequences.

Of our two arguments the first is the stronger The
part taken by resistance m the transference-love 1s
unquestionable and
was not created by

very considerable
Tut this iove
the resistance, the latter finds at

ready to hand, exploits 1t and aggravates the manifestations

of it

the resistance.

Nor

1s its genuineness

tmpngned

by

The sccond argument 1s far weaker:

it 18 true that the love consists of new editions of old
traces and that it repeats infantile reactions. But this
is the essential character of every love.
love that does not reproduce infantile

There 1s uo
prototypes.

The mfantile conditionmg factor m rt 1s just what gives

it tts compulsive

character which verges on the patho-

logical. The transference-love has perhaps a degree
less of freedom than the love which appears in ordmary
life and 1s called normal, 1t displays rts dependence
on the infantile pattern

more

clearly, 1s less adaptable

and capable of modification, but that 1s all and that
is nothing essential.
By what other signs can

the genumeness

of a love
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to achieve

results,

its

capacity to accomphsh its aim? In this respect’ the
transference-love seems to give place to none ; one has

the impression that one could achieve anything by its
means.

Let us resume, therefore

dispute the ‘ genuine’

One has no nght to

nature of the love which

makes

its appearance in the course of analytic treatment.
However lackmg im normality 1t may seem to be, this

quality 1s sufficiently explained when we remember

that the condition of bemg in love m ordinary life
outside analysis 1s also more hke abnormal than normal

mental phenomena.

‘The transference-love 1s charac-

terized, nevertheless,

by

it a special posrtion.

by

the

analytic

certam

features

which

ensure

In the first place, 1t 18 provoked

situation,

secondly,

imtensified by the resistance

which

at

1s

greatly

dommates

this

situation , and thirdly, it 1s to a high degree lacking

m regard for reality, 1s less sensible, less concerned
about consequences, more blind in its estimation of the

person loved, than we are wilhng to admot of normal

love We should not forget, however, that it 1s preasely these departures from the norm that make up

the essential element in the condition of bemg im tove.

The first of these three characteristics of the trans-

ference-love 1s what

of action

He

determines

has evoked

the physician’s

this love

course

by undertaking

analytic treatment m order to cure the neurasis , for
jum it 1s an unavoidable consequence of the medical

situation, as inevitable as the exposure of a patient's
body

or being

told

some

life-and-death

secret.

It is

therefore plam to him that he 1s not to denve any

personal advantage from it
makes

no

difference

The patuent’s willingness

whatever,

it merely

throws

the

whole responsibity on him — Indeed, as he must know,

the patient had from the beginning entertamed hopes
of this way of being cured.
After all the difficulties

are overcome she will often confess to a phantasy,

an

expectation

that

she

had

had

as she

began

the
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treatment—' if she behaved well, she would be rewarded
in the end by the doctor’s love for her’.
For the physician there are ethical motives which
combine with the technical reasons to hinder him from

according the patient Ins love. The aim that he has
to keep in view 1s that this woman, whose capacity for

love

is disabled

by

infantile

fixations,

should

attain

complete access over this function which 1s so inestim-

ably important for her 1 hfe, nol that she should fritter
it away

in the treatment,

but preserve

it for real Irfe,

if so be that after her cure life makes that demand on
her

He must not let the scene of the race between the

dogs be enacted, in which the prize was a chaplet of
sausages and which a funny fellow spoilt by throwing

one sausage on to the course, the dogs fell upon it and

forgot about the race and the chaplet in the distance
luring

them

on

to win

I do not mean

to say that at

1s always easy for the physician to keep within

bounds prescribed by techmque and ethics

the

Younger

men especially, who are not yet bound by a permanent
te, may find it a hard task
The love between the
sexes 1s undoubtedly one of the first things in hfe, and
the combmation
of mental and bodily satisfaction

attamed m the enjoyment of love 1s htterally one of
Iife’s culminations, Apart from a few perverse fanatics,
all the world knows this and conducts hfe accordingly ,
only science 15 too refined to confess it Agam, when

a woman sues for love, to reject and refuse 1s a painful
part

for a man

to play,

and

im sprte of neurosis

and

resistance there 1s an incomparable fascimation about
a noble woman who confesses her passion. It 2s not
the grossly sensual desires of the patient that constitute

the temptation.

These are mote likely to repel and

to demand the exercise of toleration 1n order to regard
them as a natural phenomenon.
It 1s perhaps the
finer impulses, those ‘inhibited in ther am’, which

lead a man mto the danger of forgetting the rules of
technique and the physician's task for the sake of a
wonderful expenence
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And yet the analyst 1s absolutely debarred from
giving way However highly he may prize love, he must

pnze even more highly the opportunity to help bis
patient over a decisive moment in her hfe. She has to
Jearn from him to overcome the pleasure-principle, to
give up a gratification which hes to hand but 1s not
sanctioned by the world she lives in, im favour of a

distant and perhaps altogether doubtful one, which 1s,
however, socially and psychologically unimpeachable.
To achieve this mastery of herself she must be taken

through the primordial era of her mental development

and in this way reach that greater freedom within the
mind which distiguishes conscious mental activity—
m the systematic sense—from unconscious.
The analytic psychotherapist thus has a threefold

battle to wage—in is own mind against the forces
which would draw him down below the level of analysis ;
outside analysis against the opponents who dispute the

importance he attaches to the sexual mstinctual forces
and hinder him from making use of them im lus scientific
method , and in the analysis against his patients, wha
at first behave hke his critics but later on disclose the

over-estimation of sexual hfe which has them in thrall,

and who try to take him captive m the net of their

socially ungovernable passtons.

The lay pubhc, of whose attitude to psycho-analysis

L spoke at the outset, will certainly seize the opportunity

given it by this discussion of the transference-love to

direct the attention of the world to the dangers of thus
therapeutic

method.

The

psycho-analyst

knows

that

the forces he works with are of the most explosive kind
and that he needs as much caution and conscientiousness asachermst
But when has it ever been forbidden

toa chemist, on account of its danger, 1o occupy himself
with the explosives which, just because of their effectiveness,

are

so

indispensable?

to win

It

1s

remarkable

for itself afresh

that

psycho-analysis

has

liberties which
medical work.

have long been accorded to other
1 certamly do not advocate that the

all the
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be abandoned.

For many cases they suffice, and when all 15 said, the
furor sanands 1 no more use to human society than any
‘other kind

of fanaticism.

But

it 1s grossly

to under-

value both the ongins and the practical sigmificance of
the psychoneuroses to suppose that these disorders are
to be removed by pottermg about with a few harmless
remedies. No, m medical practice there will always
be room for the ‘ ferrum’ and the ‘ rgnss ' as well as for
the ‘ medicuna ’, and there a strictly regular, unmodified

psycho-analysis, which 1s not afraid to handle the most

dangerous forces in the mind and set them to work for

the benefit of the patient, will be found indispensable,
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TURNINGS IN THE WAYS OF PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY +

(1919)
ov know that we have never been proud of the
fuliness

and

finality of our

knowledge

and

our

capacity , as at the beginming, we are ready now
to admit

the mcompleteness

of our

understanding,

to

learn new things and to alter our methods in any way
that yields better results,

Now that we are met together once more after the
long and difficult years of ‘separation we have hved
through,

I feel

drawn

to

review

the

position

of

our

therapy, for to 1t deed we owe our position, and to

take a survey of the new directions in which it may
develop.
We

have

formulated

our therapeutic

task as one of

bringing to the knowledge of the patient the unconscious, repressed impulses existing m his mind and,
to this end, of uncovering the resistances that oppose
themselves

to

this

resistances,

do

we

adopt

conviction

himself.

Now when

extension

of

his

knowledge

about

we speak of uncovering these

also

mean

that

they

are

thereby

overcome? Certamly not always, but our hope is
to achieve this by exploiting the patient's transference
to the person of the physician, so as to induce him to
our

of

the

mexpedtency

of

the

repressive processes estabhshed m cluldhood and of
the

impossibility

of conducting

life

on

the

pleasure-

1 Address delis ered before the Fifth Intemational Paycho-hoalytvcal
Gonepess, an Bucdupest, September 1918 Furst publish!inZestschrif,
929, reprinted in Sammlung, Funfte Folge
Joan Riviere|
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I have expounded elsewhere? the dynamic

conditions m the new conflict we lead the patient
through, which we have substituted in him for the
revious conflict of his illness.
I know of nothmg

there to alter at present

The work by which we bning the repressed material

an his mind into the patient's consciousness has been
called by us psycho-analysis.

Why

‘ analysis’, which

means divellcation and dissection and, by analogy

with

the work of chemists, suggests the substances they find
existing m nature and bring into their laboratones?
Because in an mmportant respect there 1s really an
analogy between thetwo

The patient’s symptoms and

pathological manifestations, lke all his mental processes, are of a very elaborately organized nature , their
elements
impulses

at

bottom
But the

consist of motives, of instimetnal
patient knows nothing of these

elemental motives or not nearly enough

Now

we

teach him to understand the structure of these highly
compheated formations in his mmd,
we trace the
symptoms back ta the instinctual impulses which

motivate them, we pomt out to the patient these
instinctual motives in his symptoms of which he has

hitherto been unaware
-just as a chemist segregates the
fundamental substance,
the chermical ‘clement ’, out
of the salt in which it had been combined with other

clements and was thus unrecogmizable.

In the same

way with expressions of his personality that were not

regarded as pathological, we show the patient that he

was only to a certain extent conscious of their motivation, that other imstinctual mmpulses of which he had

remamned in ignorance had co-operated in forming them,
‘e have also thrown light on the sexual foree in

man, too, by separating it into its component elements,
and when we interpret a dream we proceed by ignoring

the dream as a whole and instituting associations to

its single elements.

+ (Cf ‘The Dynamucs of the Transference’, Section 1 of the Senes
of Papers on Technique, p 312 of this volume —Trans |
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Now this well-founded comparison of the psycho-

analytic medical procedure with a chemical procedure
might suggest a new direction for our therapy.

have

analysed

the

patient,

1.e.

separated

his

We

mental

processes into their constituent parts and demonstrated

these insimctual elements 1n him singly and in isolation ,

what could be more natural than a request that we
should also help hun to
re-combmation of them?

make a new and a better
You know that this demand

has actually been put forward.

after

the

synthesis

analysis

of

the

of it must

We have heard that

diseased

follow!

And,

mental

close

orgamism

upon

a

this,

concern was expressed that the patient might be given
too much analysis and too httle synthesis, and then
there followed a move to put all the weight on this
synthesis as the main factor in the psychotherapeutic

effect—seeing in it a ond of revivification of something
destroyed by vivisection.

T cannot imagine, however, that any new task for

us as to be found in’ this psycho-synthésis If I were
myscif to be honest and uncrvil J should say
it was nothing but a meaningless phrase I will hmit
myself to remarking that it 1s only pustung a comparison
so far that it ceases to have any foundation, or, if you
prefer, that it 1s an unjustifiable exploitation of a
name. A name, however, 1s only a label apphed to
to permit

at

to

distinguish

a

thing

from

other

similar

things,

net a syllabus, a description of its content or a
defimtion.
And the two objects m a comparison

need only touch at a single pont and may be entirely
from each other in all else
The hfe of the
mind 15 a thing so umque and pecuhar to itself that

different
no

one

compartson

can

reflect

of psycho-analysis

suggests

analysis,

as

but

just

much

rts nature.

analogies
with

the

with

The

work

chemical

incursions

of

the surgeon or the manipulations of the orthopedist

or the influence of the pedagogue. Tle comparison
with chemical analysis has its limits, in this way* 10
mental

Ife we have

to deal with

forces that

are under
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combination.

When we succeed in dissolving a symptom mto 1ts

elements, 1n freeing an mstinct from one concatenation,
it does not remain in isolation, but immediately enters

into combination again with something else.

On the contrary, indeed!
The neurotic human
being brings us hts mind racked and rent by resistances ,
whilst we are working at analysis of 1t and at removing
the resistances, this mind of his begins to grow together,

that great unity which we call his ego fuses ito one
all the instinctual

trends

which

before

off and barred away from it.

had

been

spht

The psycho-synthesis

is thus achieved during analytic treatment without
our intervention, automatically and inevitably
We
have created the conditions for 1t by dissolving the
symptoms mto ther elements and by removing the
resistances,
There is no truth im the wea that when
the patient's mind 1s dissolved snto sts elements it then
quietly waits until somebody puts it together again

Developments

m our therapy

will surely proceed

in a different direction, therefore,
above ail, m that
which Ferenczi? has lately characterized as ‘ activity °

on the part of the analyst
Let us hasten to agree upon what we mean by this

activity.

We defined our therapeutic task as consisting

of two'tbings making conscious the repressed material
and uncovering the resistances. In that we are active
enough,

patient

to

be

to deal

sure.

alone

But

with

are

the

we

to

leave

resistances

it

we

to

the

have

potted out to hm? Can we give him no other help
in this besides the strmnlus he gets from the transference?

Does

it not seem

natural

that we

should

to solution

of the

help him also in another way, by putting him into the
mental

situation

most

favourable

'
chemucal analyms something very sumilay occurs
Simultaneously with the wolation of the various elements, which the
chemist forces upon them, syntheses which are no part of his mtention
come into existence, owing to the hberation of the elective aihmues
in their substances
+ Ferenca, Lechnische Schuserigherten ssner Hysterreanalyse
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After all, what he can
a number
of external

areumstances which converge in their influence on
him.

Should

we

hesitate to alter this combmation

mtervening m a suitable marmer?

by

I think activity

of such a kind on the part of the physician analysing

1s unabjectionable and entirely justifiable
You observe that this opens up a new vein in
analytic technique, which will require close application
in order to work it out and which will yield very definite

rules

1 shall not

to this new

attempt

techuigue

winch

to introduce you

1s still bemg

to-day

evolved,

but

will content myself with enunciating a fundamental

prncple which will probably be the guiding force in
our work on ths new problem. It runs as follows
Analytic treatment should be carried through, as far as 1s

possible, under prevation—in a state of abstinence.

How far rt 1s possible to determine this must be
Jeft for more detailed discussion
By abstinence, however, 1s not to be understood doing without any and

every

satisfaction-

practicable,

nor

that

do

would

we

mean

of

course

what

it

not

be

popularly

connotes, reframing from sexual intercourse , 1t means

something else which has far more to do with the

dynamics of illness and recovery

You will remember that it was a frustration that
made the paticnt ill, and that his symptoms serve him
as substitutive gratificaions

It 18 possible to observe

dunng the treatment that every improvement in his
condition reduces the rate at which he recovers and

diminishes the mstinctual energy impelling him towards

cure But this imstinctual propelling force 1s 1ndispensable for cure, reduction of it endangers our
aim, the patient's restoration to health.
What 1s the
conclusion
that
forces itself mevitably
upon
us?

Harsh though 1t may sound, we must see to it that the
patient’s sufferings, to a degree that 1s in some way or
other effective, do not prematurely come to an end.
When

the symptoms have been dissected and the value
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become

set up a sufficiently
some other sensttive

spot, or else we run the misk of never achieving any
further

improvement

except

qutte

msignilicant

and

transitory ones
As far as I can sec, danger threatens from two

directions

On

the

one

hand,

when

the

illness has

been broken down by the analysis the patient apphes
ins most assiduous endeavours to creating for himself
im place of his symptoms new substitutive gratifications,

now lacking in the feature of suffering

He makes

use of the colossal capacity for displacement in the
libido that 1s now partly Liberated, in arder ta mvest
with hhido

and promote

gratifications

the

most

to the position

diverse

kinds

of substitutive

of

actrvrties,

pleasures, interests, habits, including those that he
already possessed He contmually finds new dis-

tractions of this kind, mto which the cnergy necessary
to complete the cure escapes, and he knows how to
keep them secret for a time
It is the analyst’s task
to detect these by-paths and to require him every
time to abandon them, however harmless the perfornance which

leads to satisfaction

may

be in itself

The

half-cured person may also undertake escapades that
are not so harmless, as when, for mstance, if he is a
man, he seeks prematurely to bind himself to a woman
It may be observed, incidentally, that unhappy
marriage and bodily infirmity are the two things that

most often dissolve a neurosis

especially

the

sense

of gmmlt

They both gratify

(need

for punishment)

which binds many neurotics so fast W their neuroses.
By a foolish choice m marriage they punish themselves ,

a long orgame lness they regard as a pumshment by

fate and then often cease to keep up their neurosis
In all such situations activity on the part of the
physicxan must take the form of energetic opposition
to premature substitutive gratifications.
It 15 easier

for him, however, to prevent the second danger, one
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not to be under-cstimated, which jeopardizes the pro‘img forces of the analysis.
The patient looks for

his substitutive gratification above all in the treatment
itself, m his transference-relatiunship with the physician,
and he may even strive to compensate himself through
this means for all the other privations laid upon him.
A certain amount must of course be permitted to him,

more or less according to the nature of the case and the

patient's

individuahty.

come toomuch

But

it 1s not good

to let it

Any analyst who out of the fullness

of Ins heart and his readiness to help perhaps extends
to the patient all that one human being may hope to
receive from another, commnts the same economic error

which our non-analytic mstitutions for nervous patients
are guilty of. They exert themselves only to make

everything as pleasant as possible for the patient, so
that he may fecl well there and gladly take fhght back
there again away from the trials of life In so doing
they entirely forgo making him stronger for life and

more capable of carrymg out the actual tasks of his

life. In analytic treatment all such cosseting must be
avoided. As far as hus relations with the physician are

concerned, the patient must have unfulfilled wishes in
abundance
It 1s expedient to deny him prectsely
those satisfactions which he desires most intensely and

expresses most importunately

Ido not think J have exhausted

the range of useful

actrvity on the part of the physician with the statement

that a condition of privation 1s to be kept up during the
treatment Activity in another direction during analytic

treatment has already, as you will remember, been a

point at issue
rejected most

hetween us and the Swiss school
We
emphatically the view that we should

convert into our own property the patient who puts
himself mto our hands im seek of help, should carve his

destiny for lum, ferce our own ideals upon him, and
with

the arrogance

of a Creator

image and see that 1t was good
this attitude

of rejection,

and

form

lum

im our

own

1 still to-day mamta

I think

that

this is the

Igtg
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we have had to

qgnore in other connections, I have learnt, too, that
such a far-reaching activity towards patients is uot at

all requisite for therapeutic aims For I have been
able, without affecting ther mdiwiduality, to help

people with whom I had nothing in common, neither
nationality, education, social position nor outlook upon

hfe in general. At the time of the controversy T spoke
of, T had the impression, to be sure, that the objections
of our spokesmen--I think 1t was Ernest Jones who
took the chief part—were toa harsh and uncompromus-

ing

We cannot avord also taking for treatment patients

who are so helpless and incapable of ardinary hfe that

for them one has to combine analytic with educative
influence ; and even with the majority now and then
occasions arise in which the physician is bound to take
up the postition of teacher and mentor
But it must
always be done with great caution, and the patient
should be educated to hberate and fulfil his own nature,
and not to resemble ourselves

Our honoured fnend, J J Putnam, in the land of

Amenca which 1s now so hostile to us, must forgive us
if we cannot accept his proposal either, namely,
that
psycho-analysis should place itself in the service
of a

particular philosophical outlook on the world and
should urge this upon

the patient

m

order to ennoble

him
IT would say that after all this 1s only tyranny,
even though disguised by the most honourable motives
Lastly,

another

quite

different

kind

of activity

is

necessitated by the gradually growmg appreciation
that the various forms of disease treated by us cannot

all be dealt with by the same technique
[It would be
premature ta discuss this im detail, but 1 can give two
examples of the way in which a new kind of activity

comes

into question

treatment

of hysteria

Qur technique grew up im the

and

1s still directed

to the cure of this affection.

principally

But the phobias have

already made it necessary for us to go beyond our former

lnmtts.

One can hardly ever master a phobia if one
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waits till the patient lets the analysis mfluence lum to
give it up.
He will never m that case bring for the

analysis the matenal indispensable for a convincing
solution of the phobia.

One must proceed

differently.

Take the example of agoraphobia , there are two classes
of 1t, one slight and the other severe
Patients belonging to the first indeed suffer from anxtety when they

go about alone, but they have not yet given up going
out

alone

on

that

account,

the others protect

them-

selves from the anauety by altogether givmg up going

about alone.
one

can

With these last one succeeds only when

induce

them

through

the

tnfluence

of the

analysis to behave lke the first class, that 1s, to go
about alone and to struggle with their anxiety while
they make

the attempt

One

first achieves,

therefore,

a considerable moderation of the phobia, and it 1s only
when

this has been

mendation

attained by the physician’s recom-

that the assuctations and memones

into the
solved

patient's

attitude

seems

mind

enabling

the

phobia

come

to

be

In severe cases of obsessive acts a passive waiting
even

less

well

adapted.

indeed

in

genera) these cases inchne to favour an asymptomatic
process of cure, an interminable protraction of the
treatment , in their analysis there 1s always the danger

of a great deal coming to hght without its effecting any
change m them
I think there 1s hittle doubt that here
the correct technique can only be to wait until the
treatment itself has become a compulsion, and then

with this counter-compulsion forcibly to suppress the
compulsion
of the disease
You
will understand,
however, that these two instances I have given you
are only samples of the new developments towards
which our therapy 1s tending
And

now

m

conclusion

I will

cast

a glance

at

a

situation which belongs to the future—one that will
seem

fantastic

to

many

of

you,

but

which

I

think,

nevertheless, deserves that we should be prepared for it
an our minds,

You

know

that the

therapeutic

effects
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we can achieve are very inconsiderable in number.
are but a handful of people, and even by working

We
hard

each onc of us can dcal m a year with only a small
number

of

neurotic

persons

misery

which

Against

the

vast

is in the world,

amount

of

and perhaps

need not be, the quantity we can do away with is almost
neghgible.
Besides
existence mit
our

this, the
work to

necessities of our own
the well-to-do classes,

accustomed to choose their own physicians, whose

choice is diverted away from psycho-analysis by all
kinds of prejudices
At present we can do nothing in

the crowded ranks of the people, who suffer exceedingly

from neuroses

Now let us assume that by some kind of organization we were able to increase our numbers to an extent

sufficient for treating large masses of people
the

other

hand,

one

may

reasonably

Then on

expect

that

at

some time or other the conscience of the community

willawake and admonish it that the poor man has just

as much right to help for hs mind as he now has to the
surgeon’s means

of saving

hfe,

and that

the neuroses

menace the health of a people no less than tuberculosis,

and can be left as httle as the latter to the feeble
handling of individuals
Then climes and consultationdepartments will be built, to which analytically tramed

physicians will be appointed, so that the men who
would otherwise g1ve way to drink, the women who have

nearly succumbed under their burden of privations,
the
wuld
and
will

children for whom there 15 no choice but running
or neurosis, may be made by analysis able to resist
able to do something in the world — This treatment
be free.
It may be a long time before the State

tegards

this as an

urgent

duty

Present

conditions

may delay its arnmval even longer,
probably these
institutions will first be started by private beneficence,

some time or other, however, 1t must come.

to

The task will then arise for us to adapt our technique
the new conditions.
I have no doubt that the

vahdity of our psychological assumptions will impress
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the uneducated tov, but we shall need to find the
simplest and most natural expression for our theoretical
doctnnes
We shall probably discover that the poor

are even less ready to part with their neuroses than
the mch,

because

the hard

hfe that

awaits them

when

they recover has no attraction, and illness m them

gives them more claim 40 the help of others. Possibly
we may often only be able to achieve something if we
combine aid for the mind with some material support,
m the manner of Emperor Joseph.
It 1s very probable,
too, that the application of our therapy to numbers will

compel us to alloy the pure gold of analysis plentifully

with the copper of direct suggestion , and even hypnotic
influence might find a place m at again, as it has in the
treatment

of war-neuroses.

But

whatever

form

this

psychotherapy for the people may take, whatever the

elements

out

of which

it 1s compounded,

its most

effective and most important mgredtents will assuredly
remain those borrowed from sinct psycho-analysis
which serves no ulterior purpose.
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